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ОТ ИЗДАТЕЛЬСТВА 

Издательский центр «Учитель и ученик» и издательство «КОРОНА принт» 
выпустили немало книг и учебных пособий для изучающих иностранные 
языки в школах и вузах. Эти книги оказывают неоценимую помощь в учебном 
процессе как преподавателям, так и учащимся. 

Среди них особое место занимают издания на английском языке. Это 
такие бестселлеры, как: «Разговорные темы к экзаменам по английскому 
языку» (семь изданий общим тиражом более ста тысяч экземпляров); «Ролевые 
и ситуативные диалоги к экзаменам по английскому языку» (более 70 диалогов 
на все темы, изучаемые в школе, и более 100 сюжетов и ситуаций для 
самостоятельной работы); книги о Шекспире, Лонгфелло, сестрах Бронте; 
серия книг «История Англии в рассказах для детей» (с древнейших времен до 
XX века), в том числе «Короли и королевы» (42 рассказа об английских королях 
и королевах, включая Елизавету II); «Это Лондон» (история, архитектура, 
традиции, культура и быт, достопримечательности столицы Великобритании) 
и другие. 

Книга «Английская и американская литература» представляет историю 
этих литератур в достаточно кратком, но очень информативном виде. Автор 
вводит читателя в круг писателей разных эпох и стилей, знакомит с историей 
создания произведений с древнейших времен до наших дней. 

Отличительной особенностью данного издания является расширение 
временных рамок. Читатель узнает о модернистах XX века Джеймсе Джойсе 
и Вирджинии Вульф, о литературе военного и послевоенного времени, о театре 
абсурда, о прозе Джека Керуака, Джона Апдайка, Кена Кизи и, наконец, о 
Джоне Р. Р. Толкиене, авторе культового романа «Властелин колец». 

Предлагаемое пособие является первой частью издательского проекта. 
Вторая — это хрестоматия по английской и американской литературе. Она 
включает лучшие образцы англоязычной прозы и поэзии. Неадаптированные 
отрывки из произведений позволят учащимся получить представление об их 
содержании и ощутить красоту английского языка. 

Авторы и издатели надеются, что предлагаемые книги не только помогут 
изучить язык, но и доставят удовольствие от общения с прекрасным. 
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ОТ АВТОРА 

Настоящее учебное пособие по английской и американской литературе 
ориентировано преимущественно на учащихся IX — XI классов школ с углуб-
ленным изучением английского языка. Оно может быть использовано на уро-
ках литературного чтения и устной практики. 

В книге изложена краткая история английской и американской литературы 
начиная с древних времен и до XX века включительно, дана характеристика 
той или иной исторической эпохи, в которую жил писатель, его биография, 
сведения о творчестве и анализ основных произведений. Изложение ряда 
произведений иллюстрируется отрывками из оригинала. Содержание одного 
из основных произведений писателя представлено полностью. 

К каждому разделу пособия предлагаются вопросы и задания для контроля 
усвоения изученного материала и развития навыков устной речи. Некоторые 
задания могут быть использованы в качестве тем для докладов. 

Трудные для понимания слова и выражения, встречающиеся в тексте, 
снабжены объяснительными примечаниями. В пособии дана транскрипция 
имен собственных. 

Книга снабжена тематическим англо-русским словарем и списком 
произведений с переводом их заголовков на русский язык. 

Пособие может быть также использовано на факультативных занятиях 
и во внеклассной работе в старших классах средней школы, на младших 
курсах языковых вузов, на курсах английского языка и всеми изучающими 
английский язык самостоятельно. 

English 

Literature 



The Dawn of 
English Literature 

THE ANCIENT BRITONS 

AND THEIR LANGUAGE 

Literature is closely connected with the life and history of the 

people. In order to understand English literature it is necessary to know 

the history of the country. 

In the 4th century В. С.
1
 the country we now call England was 

known as Britain. One of the tribes who lived there was named the 

Britons. They belonged to the Celtic race and spoke Celtic. There are 

still some traces of this language found in the English of today. Most 

of all we find them in geographical names: 

dun/dum = down, dune (the towns of Dunscore, Dunedin, Dum-
barton); 
avon = river (Stratford-on-Avon); 
kil = wood (Kilbrook). 

1
 В. С (before Christ [kraist]) — before our era 
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Another Celtic tribe Gaels [geilz] lived in Ireland, Scotland and 
Wales. Their descendants still live there and use some words of Celtic 
origin, such as Loch Lomond, loch [k>h] — lake. 

The life of the ancient Britons was very primitive. They believed 

that different gods lived in the darkest parts of the woods. Some plants 
such as mistletoe and the oak-tree were considered to be sacred. 
Ancient Britons planted corn, lived upon fish and the flesh of their 
cattle, made coarse cloth for their clothes, and were good warriors. 
They also built many temples and altars, fragments of which can still 
be seen in Great Britain. 

The Britons had a strange and cruel religion — the religion of the 
Druids. They sacrificied human beings and often burnt men and their 
animals together with them. 

Some customs of the Druids are kept in England nowadays. On 

New Year's Day the mistletoe, which becomes green at this time of the 
year, is hung up in all  houses. 

Vocabulary 

altar ['o:lta] n алтарь mistletoe ['misltau] n омела 
ancient ['emjbnt] а древний origin |'Dna^in| n происхождение 
cloth [klrjG] n ткань, материал primitive ['pnmitiv] о примитивный 
coarse [ko:s] а грубый ч race [reisj n род; племя 
custom ['kAstam] n обычай sacred f'seikrid] а священный 
dawn [do:n] n рассвет; начало sacrifice ['ssknfais] v приносить жертвы 
descendant [di'sendant] n потомок temple ['tempi] n храм 
fragment ['frsegmgnt] n обломок, ос- tribe [traib] n племя 

колок; pi остатки warrior ['wonal n воин 

 

10. What customs of the Druids are still kept in the country nowadays? 

11. What traces of the Celtic language can we find in the English of today? 

12. What Celtic tribe lived in Ireland, Scotland and Wales? 

THE ROMAN INVASION 

In the year 55 В. С Britain was conquered by the Romans. Their 
language was Latin. The Romans were very practical men. They were 
good at building many-storeyed houses, bridges and roads. 

The Romans had heard from travellers about some valuable metals 

which had been found in Britain. Julius Caesar [' chirijas' si:za] was the 
first Roman who invaded the country in the 1st century B.C. To 
conquer the Britons the Romans had to encamp troops all over the 
country. The English cities later rose from these camps. The word 
castra — camp was later pronounced fkesta], ['Jesta] and fsesta]. Now 
there are many English towns which have the Latin ending, such as 

Lancaster, Manchester, Worcester and others. 
The Romans brought their civilization with them and taught the 

Britons to build bridges, houses and roads. 
In England one can still find interesting remains of the Roman 

times, such as some ruins of public baths and tiled floors of Roman 
villas. Many of the great highways of England have been built on the 

military roads once made by the Romans. A large number of English 
words come from the Latin language, e. g. street comes from strata, 
wall from vallum, port from portus, etc. 

The Roman occupation lasted for more than 400 years till 407 A. D. 

when the Romans troops left Britain. 
 

Questions and Tasks 

1. When was England called Britain? 

2. What people lived there? 

3. What race did they belong to? 

4. What language did they speak? 

5. What can you say about their culture? 

6. Prove that their culture was very primitive. 

7. How did the ancient Britons live? 

8. By whom were the Britons governed? 

9. Prove that the religion of the Druids was cruel. 

Vocabulary 

bath [ba:9] n баня 
civilization [sivilai'zeijsn] n цивилизация; 

культура 
encamp [т'кагтр] v располагать лагерем 

' A. D. (Anno Domini) — in our era 

highway ['haiwei] n шоссе, автома-

гистраль invade [m'veid] v вторгаться 

military ['militan] а военный remains 

[n'meinz] n pi остатки 
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ruin [rum] n pi развалины, руины troop [tru:p] n войска 
tiled [taild] а покрытый плиткой valuable ['vaeljuabl] а ценный 

Questions and Tasks 

1. By whom was Britain conquered in the year 55 before our era? 

2. What language did the Romans speak? 

3. What were the Romans good at? 

4. Why did they decide to occupy the island? 

5. Who commanded the Romans? 

6. What did the Romans have to do to conquer the Britons? 

7. Prove that there are still some traces of the Romans' influence in modern English. 

8. What interesting remains of Roman times can you still find in England? 

THE INVASION BY GERMANIC TRIBES 

When in about 410 the Romans were withdrawn to protect Rome 
itself the Germanic tribes—Angles [ 'asnglz], Saxons [ 'sseksnz] and 
Jutes [ 'd3u:ts] began their invasion of Britain. They came from the 
shores of the North Sea and the Baltic and settled in what is now the 

county of Kent. They spoke different dialects of the West Germanic 
language. From this language modern German was developed. 

The Britains fought many battles until at last they were either made 
slaves or driven to the west and the north of Britain (Wales, Cornwall 
and Scotland). 

The Angles, Saxons and Jutes were pagans. They believed in many 

gods: Tu, or Tuesco, — god of Darkness, Woden — god of War, Thor 

— the Thunderer, and Freia — goddess of Prosperity. When people 

began to divide time into weeks and weeks into days, they gave the 

days the names of their gods. 

Sunday is the day of the sun, Monday — the day of the moon, 
Tuesday — the day of the god Tuesco, Wednesday — the Woden's 

day, Thursday — Thor's day, Friday — Freia's day and Saturday — 
Saturn's day. 

All these invaders created the Anglo-Saxon England — "Angle-

land" . During that period the land was divided into little kingdoms. 

The most important were Mercia ['imtjja], North-umbria [ 'по:0лтЬпэ], 

Kent and Wessex. The political power soon shifted to Wessex. 

t r t f T U  

Runes (letters carved on stone and wood, 5th century) 

The Anglo-Saxons were comparatively well-developed. They liked 

to hold meetings in which people could express what they thought and 

left. They were brave, hardy, artistic, poetic people who had a highly 

developed feeling for beauty. The Anglo-Saxons had no written 

language when they conquered Britain, but they had letters called 

runes, which they carved on wood and stone. The songs, stories and 

poems they made up had to be memorized and were handed down from 

generation to generation. One Saxon poem called Beowulfh&s reached 

our days. We can call this period the dawn of English literature. 

Vocabulary 

artistic [a:'tistik] а артистический 

comparatively [kam'pasretrvli] advсрав-

нительно express [iks'pres] v выражать 

generation [^dsera'reijbn] n поколение 

goddess [gndis] n богиня hardy ['ha:di] а 

выносливый, стойкий invader [m'veida] n 

захватчик invasion [m'vei39n] n вторжение 

memorize [ 'memaraiz] v запоминать; 

заучивать наизусть 
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pagan ['peigsn] n язычник 
prosperity [pros'penti] n процветание 
rune [ru:n] n руна 
settle ['setl] v поселяться, обосновы-

ваться 
shift [fift] v перемещаться 
withdraw [wi6'dro:] v (withdrew; with-

drawn) забирать; отзывать 
withdrawn [wi6'dro:n] p.p. от withdraw 



Questions and Tasks 

1. When did the Romans leave Britain? 

2. By whom was Britain conquered? 

3. What dialects did they speak? 

4. What happened to those who stayed in Britain?    , 

5. What were the gods of the Anglo-Saxons? 

6. How did people name the days? 

7. What land did all the invaders create? 

8. What were the most important kingdoms the land was divided? 

9. Prove that the Anglo-Saxons were comparatively well-developed. 
 

10. Did the Anglo-Saxons have letters of their own by the time they conquered Britain? 

11. What were the names of the letters? 

12. Did the Anglo-Saxons have a written language? 

13. What did they have to do with their songs, stories and poems? 

14. What poem has reached our own time? 

LITERATURE OF THE GERMANIC TRIBES 

The Germanic tribes had a literature, but it was not written down. 
The stories and poems they made up were repeated and remembered. 
The Germanic tribes were fond of poetry. Their poems did not remain 
unchanged. Poets improved them in form and sometimes they changed 
them to make them more interesting. 

At that time there were professional poets too, who went from one 
place to another or had positions at the courts of kings. They sang 
songs in which they enlarged and magnified the deeds and events, 
which the songs were describing. They even sometimes added super 
natural qualities to a hero. 

Most of those early poems were based on historic facts but historic 

elements were obscured by poetic and mythical additions. 

At first all the Germanic tribes were pagans, but then in the 7th 
century the Anglo-Saxons were converted to Christianity by 
missionaries who came from the continent. So in the 7th century the 
Anglo-Saxons became Christians and began composing religious 
works. 

Vocabulary 

add [aed] v добавлять addition [s'dijbn] n 

дополнение adopt [g'dDpt] v принимать 

Christian ['knstjan] n христианин 

Christianity Lkristi'asnrti] n христианство 

compose [ksm'psuz] v сочинять, созда-

вать convert [kan'v3:t] v обращать (в 

другую веру) establish [is'taeblij] v 

основывать; создавать 

magnify ['msegmfai] v восхвалять 
missionary ['гш/пэп] п миссионер 
monk [тлпк] п монах 
mythical ['гш01кэ1] о фантастический, 

вымышленный 
obscure [sb'skjus] v затемнять 
position [pa'zifsn] n должность 
quality ['kwoliti] n качество 
supenatural [,sju:p3'naetfr3l] а сверхъ-

естественный 
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After Christianity was officially adopted by the ruling classes 
monastic schools were established where Latin was taught. 

The most learned people of that time were monks. Some of them 
began to put in writing poems and songs that reached them. Such 
people were called "scribes". "Scribe" comes from the Latin word 
"scribere" — "to write". The written Anglo-Saxons language 
developed on the basis of the Latin alphabet. 

Questions and Tasks 

1. What literature did the Germanic Tribes have? 

2. Why didn't the poems remain unchanged? 

3. Were there professional poets at that time too? 

4. What did they do? 
5. What were most of the early poems based on? 

6. Were the Germanic tribes pagans or Christians before the 7th century? 

7. When did Anglo-Saxons become Christians? 

8. Who were the most learned people of that time? 

9. What did some of the monks begin to do? 

10. Prove that the written Anglo-Saxon language developed on the basis 

of the Latin alphabet. 



Beowulf 

Beowulf f beiawulf] is the most important 

poem of the Anglo-Saxon period. Though the 

Angles brought Beowulf with them to England, it 

has nothing to do with it. The epic is not even 

about the Anglo-Saxons, but about the 

Scandinavians when they lived on the continent in 

the 3rd or 4th century. 

The story of Beowulf was written down in the 

10th century by an unknown author, and the 

manuscripts is now kept in the British Museum. 

Its social interest lies in the vivid description of 

the life of that period, of the manners and customs 

of the people at that time, of the relations among 

the members of the society and in the portrayal of 

their towns, ships and feasts. 

The scene takes place among the Jutes, who 

lived on the Scandinavian peninsula at the time. 

Their neighboms were the Danes. The Jutes and 

the Danes were good sailors. Their ships sailed 

round the coast of the peninsula and to far-off 

lands. 

The poem describes the warriors in battle and at peace, during their 

feasts and amusements. The main hero, Beowulf, is a strong, 

courageous, unselfish, proud and honest man. He defends his people 

against the unfriendly forces of nature and becomes the most beloved 

and kindest king on the earth as the theme of the poem is the straggle 

of good against evil. Beowulf fights not for his glory, he fights for the 

benefit of his people. 

Although Beowulf was a Jute and his home is Jutland we say that 

The Song of Beowulf is an English poem. The social conditions it 

depicted are English. Both the form and the spirit of the poem are 

English. The poem is a true piece of English literature. The poem is 

composed with great skill. The author used many vivid 

words and descriptive phrases. It is not only the subj ect of the poem 

that interests us but also its style. Beowulf is one of the early master-

pieces of the Anglo-Saxon or Old English language. The poem is 

famous for its metaphors. For instance, the poet calls the sea "the 

swan's road", the body — "the bone-house", a warrior — "a heroin-

battle", etc. 

The Story 

The epic consists of two parts. The first part 

tells us how Beowulf freed the Danes from two 

monsters. Hrothgar [' hroGga:], King of the 

Danes, in his old age had built near the sea a hall 

called Heorot. He and his men gathered there 

for feasts. One night as they were all sleeping a 

frightful monster called Grendel broke into the 

hall, killed thirty of the sleeping warriors, and 

carried off their bodies to devour them in his lair 

under the sea. The horrible half-human crea 

ture came night after night. Fear and death 

reigned in the great hall. For twelve winters 

Grendel's horrible raids continued. At last 

the rumour of Grendel and his horrible deeds 

crossed over the sea and reached Beowulf 

who was a man of immense strength and Aglo-Saxon warrior 

courage. When he heard the story, Beowulf decided to fight the 

monster and free the Danes. With fourteen companions he crossed the 

sea. This is how his voyage is described in the poem: 

The foamy-necked floater fanned by the breeze 

Likest a bird glided the waters 

Till twenty and four hours hereafter 
The twist-stemmed vessel had travelled such distance, 
That the sailing-men saw the sloping embankments, 
The sea-cliffs gleaming, precipitous mountains. 
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The Danes receive Beowulf and his companions with great 

hospitality, they make a feast in Heorot at which the queen passes the 

mead cup to the warriors with her own hand. But as night approaches 

the fear of Grendel is again upon the Danes. They all withdraw after 

the king has warned Beowulf of the frightful danger of sleeping in the 

hall. Beowulf stays in the hall with his warriors, saying proudly that 

since weapons cannot harm the monster, he will wrestle with him bare-

handed. Here is the description of Grendel's approach to Heorot: 

Forth from the fens, from the misty moorlands, 
Grendel came gliding — God's wrath be bore — 
Came under clouds, until he saw clearly, Glittering 
with gold plates, the mead hall of men. Down fell the 
door, though fastened with fire bands; Open it sprang 
at the stroke of his paw. Swollen with rage burst in 
the bale-bringer; Flamed in his eyes a fierce light, 
likest fire. 

Breaking into the hall, Grendel seizes one of the sleepers and 

devours him. Then he approaches Beowulf and stretches out a claw, 

only to find it clutched in a grip of steel. A sudden terror strikes the 

monster's heart. He roars, struggles, tries to free his arm; but Beowulf 

leaps to his feet and grapples his enemy barehanded. After a desperate 

struggle Beowulf manages to tear off the monster's arm; Grendel 

escapes shrieking across the moor, and plunges into the sea to die. 

Beowulf hangs the huge arm with its terrible claws over the king's 

seat; the Danes rejoice in Beowulf's victory. When night falls, a great 

feast is spread in Heorot. Beowulf receives rich presents, everybody is 

happy. The Danes once more go to sleep in the great hall. At midnight 

comes another monster, mother of Grendel, who wants to revenge her 

son. She seizes the king's best friend and councillor and rushes away 

with him over the fens. The old king is broken-hearted, but Beowulf 

tries to console him: 

Sorrow not, wise man. It is better for each 

That his friend he avenge than that he mourn much. 
Each of us shall the end await 
Of worldly life: let he who may gain 

Honour ere
1
 death. 

Then Beowulf prepares for a new fight. He plunges into the horrible 

place, while his companions wait for him on the shore. After a terrible 

fight at the bottom of the sea in the cave where the monsters live, 

Beowulf kills the she-monster with a magic sword which he finds in 

the cave. The hero returns to Heorot, where the Danes are already 

mourning for him, thinking him dead. Triumphantly Beowulf returns 

to his native land. 

In the last part of the poem there is another great fight. Beowulf is 

now an old man; he has reigned for fifty years, beloved by all his 

people. He has overcome every enemy but one, a fire dragon keeping 

watch over an enormous treasure hidden among the mountains. Again 

Beowulf goes to fight for his people. But he is old and his end is near. 

In a fierce battle the dragon is killed, but the fire has entered Beowulf's 

lungs. 

He sends Wiglaf, the only of his warriors who had the courage to 

stand by him in his last fight, to the dragon's cave for the treasures. 

Beowulf dies, leaving the treasures to the people. 

Vocabulary 

avenge [a'vencfo] v мстить 
bale [beil] n несчастье; горе 
band [bsnd] n полоса 
bare-handed ['beg'haendid] а голыми 

руками (без оружия) bear [Ьеэ] v (bore; 

borne) нести benefit ['benifit] n польза, благо 

breeze [bri:z] n (легкий) ветерок claw [klo:] n 

лапа с когтями; коготь clutch [kktj] v зажать 

ere [еэ] — поэтич. перед 
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companion [кэт'рэегуэп] п товарищ 

compose [кэт'рэш] v сочинять console 

[ksn'sgul] v утешать contents ['kontgnts] 

n содержание councillor ['kaunsita] n 

советник courageous [ka'reid^as] а 

смелый, отважный creature ['kritjb] n 

создание; живое 
существо deed [di:d] n 

поступок; подвиг 



depict [di 'pikt] v изображать, описывать 
descriptive [dis 'knptivj о описательный; 

наглядный 
desperate ['despant] а отчаянный; 

ужасный 
devour [di'vaua] v пожирать 
dragon ['draegan] n дракон 
embankment [im'bcerjkmsnt] n насыпь 
enormous [I'noimas] о громадный, ог-

ромный 
epic ['epik] n эпическая поэма 
evil [i:vl] n зло 
fan [fsen] v поэт, обвевать, освежать (о 

ветерке) 
fasten ['fa:sn] v скреплять; укреплять 
fear [йэ] л страх 
feast [first] n пир; празднество 
fen [fen] л болото, топь 
floater f'flauta] n плот, паром 
foamy ['fbumi] о покрытый пеной 
frightful ['fraitful] о страшный, ужасный 
gleam [gli:m] v светиться; мерцать 
glide [glaid] v двигаться крадучись 
glitter ['gilts] v блестеть, сверкать 
grapple ['graepl] v схватиться, бороться 
grip [grip] n сжатие 
harm [ha:m] v вредить, причинять вред 
hospitality Lhnspi'taeliti] n гостеприим-

ство 
immense [i 'mens] а огромный, гро-

мадный 
lair [1еэ] п логовище; нора 
leap [li:p] v (leapt, leaped) прыгнуть, 

вскочить 
manuscript ['maenjusknpt] n рукопись 
masterpiece ['ma:stapi:s] n шедевр 
mead [mi:d] n мѐд (напиток) 

metaphor ['metafa] n метафора 
misty ['misti] а туманный 
monster ['rrmnsta] n чудовище 
moorland ['mualand] местность, порос-

шая вереском 
mourn [mo:n] v оплакивать; скорбеть 
overcome [^эшэ'клт] v (overcame; 

overcome) побороть, победить 
paw [po:] n nana 
peninsula [pi'ninsjula] n полуостров 
plunge ['pUnay v нырять; бросаться 
portrayal [po:'treial] n описание; изо-

бражение 
precipitous [pn' srpitas] n крутой; от-

весный 
rage [reidj;] n ярость, гнев 
raid [reid] n набег 
rejoice [n'djois] v радоваться 
roar [ro:] v реветь, рычать 
rumour ['ш:тэ] п слух, молва 
scene [si:n] n место действия 
shriek [fri:k] v пронзительно кричать, 

орать 
sloping ['slaupirj] а покатый 
spirit ['spirit] n дух 
stroke [strauk] n удар 
subject ['sAbdpkt] n тема 
swollen ['swaulan] а опухший; раздутый 
sword [so:d] n меч 
theme [9i:m] л тема 
twist [twist] v крутить; виться twist-

stemmed vessel судно с витым носом 
vivid ['vivid] а яркий 
warn [wo:n] v предупреждать 
wrath [ro:9] n гнев, ярость 
wrestle ['rest] v бороться 

Questions and Tasks 

1. When was poem Beowulf compiled? 

2. What is the social interest of the poem? 

3. What time does the poem tell us of? 

4. Where is the scene of the poem set? 

5. What does the poem tell us about the Jutes and the Danes? 

6. What kind of man was the young knight of the Jutes Beowulf? 

7. How is the poem composed? 

8. What interests us besides the subject of the poem? 

9. What is the poem famous for? 

10. Retell the contents of Beowulf. 
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Anglo-Saxon Literature 

(the 7th-11th centuries) 

The culture of the early Britons changed greatly under the influence 

of Christianity. Christianity penetrated into the British Isles in the 3rd 

century. It was made the Roman national faith in the year 306 when 

Constantine the Great became emperor over the whole of the Roman 

Empire. The religion was called the Catholic Church (the word 

"Church" means "religion", "catholic" means "universal"). The Greek 

and Latin languages became the languages of the Church all over 

Europe. 

At the end of the 4th century, after the fall of the Roman Empire, 

Britain was conquered by Germanic tribes. They were pagans. They 

persecuted the British Christians and put many of them to death or 

drove them away to Wales and Ireland. 

At the end of the 6th century monks came from Rome to Britain 

again with the purpose to convert the Anglo-Saxons to Christianity. 

You know that in the 7th century the Anglo-Saxons were converted to 

Christianity. 

The part of England where the monks landed was Kent and the first 

church they built was in the town of Canterbury. Up to this day it is the 

English religious centre. Now that Roman civilization 

poured into the country again, a second set of Latin words was 

introduced into the language of the Anglo-Saxons, because the 

religious books that the Roman monks had brought to England were all 

written in Latin and Greek. The monasteries where the art of reading 

and writing was practised became the centres of almost all the learning 

and education in the country. No wonder many poets and writers 

imitated those Latin books about the early Christians, and they also 

made up many stories of their own aboiit saints. Though the poets were 

English, they had to write in Latin. Notwithstanding this custom, a poet 

appeared in the 7th century by the name of Caedmon Г kaedman] who 

wrote in Anglo-Saxon. He was a shepherd, who started singing verses 

and became a poet. Later monks took him to a monastery where he 

made up religious poetry. He wrote a poem — the Paraphrase 

['pserafreiz]. It tells part of a Bible-story. 

Another writer of this time was Bede [bi: d]. He described the coun-

try and the people of his time in his work The History of the English 

Church. His work was a fusion of historical truth and fantastic stories. 

It was the first history of England and Bede is regarded as "the father 

of English history". 

Another outstanding figure in En 

glish history and literature was Alfred 

the Great (849-901), the king of Wessex. 

Though he was a soldier he fought no 

wars except those in order to defend his 

country. He built a fleet of ships to beat 

the Danes who had again come to invade 

Wessex. He also made up a code of law. 

He tried to develop the culture of his 

people. He founded the first English 

public school for young men. He 

translated the Church-history of Bede 

from Latin into a language the people 

could understand, and a portion of the 

Bible as well. To him the English owe 

the famous Anglo-    
The

 Venerable writing 

the life of 
„ _,, .   ,        , .   , , St Cuthbert, the monk who spread 
ЬахОП  LhrOIUCle Which may  be       Christianity in the north of Britain 
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Vocabulary 

Catholic ['каевэИк] a католический 

Christian ['knstjsn] n христианин 

Christianity [.kristi'asniti] n христианство 

code [koud] n свод законов contribution 

[,kcntrf bju:Jbn] n вклад convert [kan'v3:t] 

v обращать (в другую веру) emperor 

['етрэгэ] п император empire ['empara] n 

империя faith [feiG] л вера fusion ['fjirjsn] 

п слияние imitate ['imiteit] v подражать, 

имитировать influence ['mfluans] n 

влияние introduce [,mtra'dju:s] v вводить 

monastery ['rrronsstsri] n монастырь 

notwithstanding [,rrotwi9'staendm] prep 
несмотря на owe [эи] v быть 

обязанным penetrate ['penitreit] v 

проникать persecute ['p3:sikju:t] v 

преследовать, 
подвергать гонениям portion ['рэ:/эп] 

п часть pour [рэ:] v вливать regard 

[n'ga:d] v рассматривать saint [semt] n 

святой set [set] n ряд shepherd ['Jepad] n 

пастух universal [Ju:m'v3:sal] а 

всеобщий venerable ['vensrabl] о 

преподобный 
(о святом) 

THE DANISH CONQUEST AND ITS INFLUENCE 

ON THE LANGUAGE OF THE ANGLO-SAXONS 

When King Alfred died, fighting with the Danes soon began again. 

They occupied the north and east of England (Scotland and Ireland) 

and also sailed over the Channel and fought in France. 

The land they conquered in the North of France was called 

Normandy and the people who lived there the Northmen. In the 

hundred years that were to follow they began to be called Normans. 

The Danes who had occupied the North and East of England spoke 

a language only slightly different from the Anglo-Saxon dialects. The 

roots of the words were the same while the endings were different. 

Soon these languages merged with one another as they were spoken by 

all classes of society. The language of the Anglo-Saxons took many 

new words from Danish, particularly those regarding state affairs and 

shipbuilding. Such words as law, ship, fellow, husband, sky, ill are of 

Scandinavian origin. The Danes were in many ways more civilized 

than the English. The Danes were accustomed to chairs and benches 

while the English still sat on the floor. The Danes brought the game of 

chess to England which originally had come to them from the East. 

Vocabulary 

accustom [a'kAStam] v приучать Northman ['по:8тэп] п норманн 
affair [эТеэ] п дело origin ['ппфп] п происхождение 
civilized ['smlaizd] а цивилизованный originally [э'гк%пэ11] adv первоначально 
comment ['tomant] v комментировать regarding [n'ga:dm] prep относительно, 

conquest ['kurjkwast] л завоевание что касается 
dialect ['daislekt] л диалект root [ru:t] n корень 
merge [тз:сй v сливаться, соединяться slightly ['slaitli] adv слегка 

Normandy ['rmnandi] n Нормандия 
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called the first history of England, the first prose in English literature. 

It was continued for 250 years after the death of Alfred, till the reign of 

Henry II in 1154. 

Questions and Tasks • 

1. When did Christianity penetrate the British Isles? 

2. When was it made the Roman national faith? 

3. What was the religion called? 

4. What languages became the languages of the Church all over Europe? 

5. Why did monks come from Rome to Britain at the end of the 6th century? 

6. When were the Anglo-Saxons converted to Christianity? 

7. Where did the monks land? 

8. Where was the first church built? 

9. Why did the monasteries become the centres of all the learning and education? 
 

10. What language did the English poets have to write? 

11. What representatives of Anglo-Saxon literature can you name? 

12. What poem did Caedmon write? 

13. Say about Bede and his work. 

14. Speak about the contribution of king Alfred to the development of English literature 

and culture. 



" 

Questions and Tasks 

1. When did fighting with the Danes begin again? 
2. What part of the country did they occupy? 

3. What name was given to the land in the north of France? 
4. What language did the Northmen speak? 

5. What do you know about the language the Danes spoke? 

6. Comment on the development of the English language influenced by the 

Danish invasion. 

The Norman Period 

(the  12th-13th centuries) 

THE NORMAN CONQUEST 

The Northmen or the Vikings who had settled in Northwestern 

France were called Normans. They had adopted the French civilization 

and language. They were good soldiers, administrators and lawyers. 

In 1066 at the battle of Hastings [ 'heistrnz] the Norman Duke 

William defeated the Saxon King Harold. Again a new invasion took 

place. Within five years William the Conqueror was complete master 

of the whole of England. He divided the land of the conquered people 

among his lords. With the Norman conquest the feudal system was 

established in England. The English peasants were made to work for 

the Norman barons, they became their serfs and were cruelly 

oppressed. 

William the Conqueror could not speak a word of English. He and 

his barons spoke Norman-French, not pure French, because the 

Normans were simply the same Danes with a French polish. The 

English language was neglected by the conquerors. 

Norman-French became the official language of the state and 
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remained as such up to the middle of the 14th century. It was the 

language of the ruling class, of the court and the law, it was spoken by 

the Norman nobility. 

But the common people of the native population kept speaking their 

mother tongue, Anglo-Saxon. While at the monasteries, at the centres 

of learning, the clergy used Latin for services and the literary activities. 

In the Norman times three languages were spoken in the country. 

Until the 12th century it was mostly monks who were interested in 

books and learning. With the development of sciences, such as 

medicine and law, "Universities" appeared in Europe. Paris became the 

centre of higher education for English students. 

In 1168 a group of professors from Paris founded the first university 

at Oxford. In 1209 the second university was formed at Cambridge. 

The students were taught Latin, theology, medicine, grammar, rhetoric, 

logic, arithmetic, geometry, astronomy and music. 

By and by the elements of French and Latin penetrated into Anglo-

Saxon. They belonged to all spheres of life-words denoting relations, 

religious terms, words connected with government and military terms. 

War, pbace, guard, council, tower, wage, comfort, beef, tailor — all 

these words are of French origin. Sometimes the French words replaced 

the corresponding English words, sometimes they remained side by 

side forming synonyms. A well-known example of such differentiation 

is presented by the names of animals, which were of Anglo-Saxon 

origin, and the name of the meat of these animals, which was French, 

such as ox-beef, calf-veal, sheep-mutton etc. Enriched by French and 

Latin borrowings, their language still remained basically Anglo-Saxon. 

Finally it became the national language (we now call it Middle 

English). The formation of the national language was completed in the 

14th century. 

In 1349 English began to be studied in schools. In 1366 it was 

adopted in the courts of Law. 

Vocabulary 

adopt [s'dnpt] v принимать basically 

['beisiksli] adv в основном borrowing 

['bDrsuin] л заимствование briefly [bri:fli] adv 

кратко clergy ['kl3:d^i] n духовенство 

complete [ksm'plil] о полный; v заканчивать 

corresponding [^kDns'prmdin] о соот-

ветствующий council ['kaunsil] л совет court 

[ko:t] л суд differentiation [^difsrenfi'eijsn] n 

раз 
личение establish [is'taeblif] v основать 

neglect [m'glekt] v пренебрегать 

Questions and Tasks 

1. What was the name of the Northmen? 

2. When did the battle of Hastings take place? 

3. Who conquered England? 

4. How many years was William the Conqueror complete master of the whole 

of England? 

5. Describe the conditions of peasants after the Norman conquest. 

6. What language became the official language of the state? 

7. Who spoke Anglo-Saxon? 

8. What language did the clergy use? 

9. How many languages were spoken in the Norman times? 
 

10. Who was interested in books and learning until the 12th century? 

11. What city became the centre of higher education for English students? 

12. Where were the first and the second universities formed? 

13. What subjects were the students taught there? 

14. Comment on the state of the English language after the Norman Conquest. 

15. When was the formation of the national language completed? 

16. When did English begin to be studied in schools? 

17. When was it adopted in the courts of Law? 

18. Relate briefly the story of the Normans and the Norman Conquest. 
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nobility [nau'bihti] л знать 
oppress [a'pres] v угнетать 
peasant ['pezsnt] л крестьянин 
polish [poilj] л тонкость, изысканность 
pure [pjua] а правильный 
replace [n'pleis] v заменять 
rhetoric ['retsnk] n риторика 
serf [s3:f] л крепостной 
sphere fsfis] л сфера, круг 
state

1
 [steit] л состояние 

state
2
 [steit] n государство 

term [t3:m] л термин 
theology [9i'rjl3cfei] n богословие 
tonque [Un] л язык 
wage [weictj] n заработная плата 



LITERATURE IN THE NORMAN TIMES 

The Normans brought to England romances — love stories and 

lyrical poems about their brave knights and their ladies. 

The first English romances were translations from French. But later 

on in the 12th century, there appeared romances of Arthur, a legendary 

king of Britain. In the 15th century Thomas Malory collected and 

published them under the title Sir Thomas Malory's Book of King 

Arthur and of his Noble Knights of the Round Table. The knights 

gathered in King Arthur's city of Camelot f kaemiltrt]. Their meetings 

were held at a round table, hence the title of the book. All the knights 

were brave and gallant in their struggle against robbers, bad kings and 

monsters. King Arthur was the wisest and most honest of them all. 

The townsfolk expressed their thoughts in fabliaus [ 'fasbliauz] 

(funny stories about townsfolk) and fables. Fables were short stories 

with animals for characters and contained a moral. 

Anglo-Saxon was spoken by the common people from the 5th till 

the 14th century. The songs and ballads about harvest, mowing, 

spinning and weaving were created by the country-folk, and were 

learnt by heart, recited and sung accompanied by musical instruments 

and dancing." 

 

4. Who collected and published the romances? 

5. Under what title did Thomas Malory collect the books? 

6. What was the book about? 

7. Where did the townsfolk express their thoughts? 

8. What was created by the country-folk? 

9. Say how the Norman Conquest affected English literature. 

 

Vocabulary 

accompany [э'клтрэга] ^сопровождать       legendary ['leapndgn] а легендарный 
contain [кэп Чет] v содержать mowing ['тэшп] п косьба 
fable f'feibl] n басня recite [rfsait] v декламировать 
fabliau [fae'blisu] n фабльо romance [re'maens] n роман 
gallant ['gsebnt] а храбрый spinning ['spmm] n прядение 
hence [hens] adv отсюда weaving ['wi:virj] n тканье 
knight [nait] л рыцарь wise [waiz] а мудрый 

Questions and Tasks 

1. What stories did the Normans bring to England? 

2. What were the first English romances? 

3. What romances appeared in the 12th century? 
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English Literature in 
the 14th Century 

PRE-RENAISSANCE IN ENGLAND 

The Norman kings made London their residence. The London 

dialect was the central dialect, and it was understood throughout the 

country. It was the London dialect from which the national language 

developed. 

In the 14th century the English bourgeoisie traded with Flanders 

(now Belgium). The English sold wool to Flanders and the latter 

produced the finest cloth. England wanted to become the centre of the 

world market. Flemish weavers were invited to England to teach the 

English their trade. But feudalism was a serious obstacle to the 

development of the country. In the first half of the 14th century France 

threatened the free towns of Flanders, wishing to seize them. England 

was afraid of losing its wool market. 

A collision between France and England was inevitable. King 

Edward III made war with France in 1337. This war is now called the 

Hundred Years' War because it lasted over a hundred years. At first 

England was successful in the war. The English fleet defeated the 

French fleet in the Channel. Then the English also won battles on 

land. B\it the ruin of France and the famine brought about a terrible 

disease called the "pestilence". It was brought over to England from 

France. The English soldiers called it the "Black Death". By the year 

1348 one-third of England's population had perished. The peasants who 

had survived were forced to till the land of their lords. 

As years went on, the French united against their enemy. As the 

king needed money for the war, Parliament voted for extra taxes. The 

increasing feudal oppression, cruel laws and the growth of taxes 

aroused people's indignation and revolts broke out all over the country. 

In 1381 there was a great uprising with Wat Tyler at the head. The 

rebels set fire to the houses, burnt valuable things, killed the king's 

judges and officials. They demanded the abolition of serfdom and 

taxes, higher wages and guarantees against feudal oppression. But the 

rebellion was suppressed, and Wat Tyler was murdered. 

Nothing made the people so angry as the rich foreign bishops of the 

Catholic Church who did not think about the sufferings of the people. 

The protest against the Catholic Church and the growth of national 

feeling during the first years of the Great War found an echo in 

literature. There appeared poor priests who wandered from one village 

to another and talked to the people. They protested against the rich 

bishops and also against all churchmen who were ignorant men and did 

not want to teach the people anything. 

Such poor priests were the poet William Langland and John
4 

Wycliffe. They urged to fight for their rights. But the greatest writer of 

the 14th century was Geoffrey Chaucer, who was the writer of the new 

class, the bourgeoisie. He was the first to clear the way for realism. 

Vocabulary 

abolition Laebs'lifgn] л отмена bishop ['bijbp] 

л епископ collision [кэ'11зэп] л столкновение 

echo ['екэи] л отражение famine ['fsemm] л 

голод Flanders ['flaindaz] л Фландрия 

Flemish ['flemij] а фламандский force [fo:s] v 

заставлять guarantee Lgasran'ti:] v 

гарантировать 
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ignorant ['ignsrent] а невежественный 

indignation [^mdig'neifan] n возмущение, 

негодование inevitable [m'evitabl] а 

неизбежный latter ['tets] а последний 

obstacle ['obstakl] л препятствие official 

[s'ftjbl] n чиновник; служащий 

oppression [э'рге/эп] л угнетение; гнет 

outcome ['autksm] л последствие 



tax [tasks] n налог threaten ['Gretn] v 

угрожать throughout [9ru:'aut] adv повсюду 

till [til] v обрабатывать (землю), пахать urge 

[з:с&] v побуждать, заставлять wander 

['wands] v бродить weaver ['wirval n ткач 

Questions and Tasks 

1. Describe the political situation of England in the 14th century. 

2. How did people react to growing feudal oppression? 

3. Talk about Wat Tyler's Rebellion and its outcome. 

4. What was the result of the protest against the Catholic Church? 

5. What did poor priests protest against? 

6. What do you know about the poets William Langland and John Wycliffe? 

7. Who was the greatest writer of the 14th century? 

Geoffrey Chaucer 

(1340-1400) 

The most vivid description of the 14th century 

England was given by Geoffrey Chaucer [ 'd3efn 

'tfo:ss]. He was the first truly great writer in Eng-

lish literature and is called the "father of English 

poetry". Chaucer was born in London, into the 

family of a wine merchant. His father had 

connections with the court and hoped for a 

courtier's career for his son. At seventeen Ge-

offrey became page to a lady at the court of 

Edward III. At twenty, Chaucer was in 

France, serving as a squire. During 1373 and 

the next few years Chaucer travelled much 

and lived a busy life. He went to France, 

made three journeys to Italy. Italian literature 

opened to Chaucer a new world of art. Chaucer's 

earliest poems were written in imitation of the French romances. 

The second period of Chaucer's literary work was that of the Italian 

influence. To this period belong the following poems: The House of 

Fame, The Parliament of Fowls, a poem satirizing Parliament, The 

Legend of Good Women and others. 

When Chaucer came back to England, he received the post of 

Controller of the Customs in the port of London. Chaucer held this 

position for ten years. He devoted his free time to hard study and 

writing. Later Chaucer was appointed "Knight for the Shire of Kent", 

which meant that he sat in Parliament as a representative for Kent. 

He often had to go on business to Kent and there he observed the 

pilgrimages to Canterbury. 

The third period of Chaucer's creative work begins in the year 1384, 

when he started writing his masterpiece, The Canterbury Tales. 

Chaucer died in 1400 and was buried in Westminster Abbey. 

Chaucer was the last English writer of the Middle Ages and the first of 

the Renaissance. 

Vocabulary 

court [ko:t] n двор короля courtier ['кэ:ф] п 

придворный esquire [is'kwaia] n оруженосец 

pilgrimage ['pilgnmKfe] n паломни чество 

Questions and Tasks 

1. Give the main facts of Chaucer's life. 

2. What were the sources of Chaucer's creative work? 

3. Speak about the three periods of Chaucer's creative work. 

4. What is his masterpiece? 

5. When did Chaucer die? 

6. Where was he buried? 
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perish ['penfl v погибать pestilence 

['pestibns] n чума rebellion [n'beljsn] n 

восстание revolt [ri'vault] n восстание 

serfdom ['s3:fdsm] n крепостное право 

suppress [sa'pres] v подавлять survive 

[sg'vaiv] v выжить, уцелеть 

Geoffrey Chaucer 

post [psust] n поет, должность 

satirize ['saetaraiz] v высмеивать 

shire [fara] n графство source 

[so:s] n источник vivid ['vivid] о 

яркий 



The Canterbury Tales 

This is the greatest work of Chaucer in which his realism, irony and 

freedom of views reached such a high level that it had no equal in all 

the English literature up to the 16th century. That's why Chaucer was 

called "the founder of realism". It is for the Canterbury Tales that 

Chaucer's name is best remembered. The book is an unfinished 

collection of stories in verse told by the pilgrims on their journey to 

Canterbury. Each pilgrim was to tell four stories. Chaucer managed to 

write only twenty-four instead of the proposed one hundred and 

twenty-four stories. 

All his characters are typical representatives of their classes. When 

assembled, they form one people, the English people. Chaucer kept the 

whole poem alive and full of humour not only by the tales themselves 

but also by the talk, comments and the opinions of the pilgrims. 

The prologue is the most interesting part of the work. It acquaints 

the reader with medieval society. The pilgrims are persons of different 

social ranks and occupations. Chaucer has portrayed them with great 

skill at once as types and as individuals true to their own age. There is a 

knight, a yeoman (a man who owned land; a farmer), a nun, a monk, a 

priest, a"merchant, a clerk, a sailor, Chaucer himself and others, thirty-

one pilgrims in all. The knight is brave, simple and modest. He is 

Chaucer's ideal of a soldier. The nun weeps seeing a mouse caught in a 

trap but turns her head from a beggar in his "ugly rags". The fat monk 

prefers hunting and good dinners to prayers. The merchant's wife is 

merry and strong. She has red cheeks and red stockings on her fat legs. 

The clerk is a poor philosopher who spends all his money on books. 

Each of the travellers tells a different kind of story showing his own 

views and character. Some are comical, gay, witty or romantic, others 

are serious and even tragic. 

In Chaucer's age the English language was still divided by dialects. 

Chaucer wrote in the London dialect, the most popular one at that time. 

With his poetry the London dialect became the English literary 

language. Chaucer does not teach his readers what is good or bad by 

moralizing; he was not a preacher. He merely paid 
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Pilgrims on their journey to Canterbury 

attention to the people around him; he drew his characters "according 

to profession and degree", so they instantly became typical of their 

class. 

Vocabulary 

appoint [a'pomt] v назначать assemble 

[o'sembl] v собираться career [кэ'пэ] п 

карьера comment [ 'knmsnt] n комментарий, 
толкование degree [di'gri:] n положение, 

ранг equal ['i:kwal] а равный framework 

['freimw3:k] n структура instantly ['mstanth] 

adv немедленно level ['levl] n уровень 

medieval [^medi'i^sl] а средневековый 
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merely ['miali] adv только, просто 

moralize ['rrrorelaiz] v поучать nun [плп] 

п монахиня pilgrim ['pilgrim] n паломник 

prayer ['preis] n молитва preacher 

['pritfa] л проповедник prologue 

fprsulog] n пролог rank [rserjk] n 

звание; ранг trap [trsep] n капкан weep 

[wi:p] v (wept) плакать yeoman Пэитэп] 

п иомен, фермер 



Questions and Tasks 

1. Thanks to what work is Chaucer's name best remembered? 
2. Describe the framework of the Canterbury Tales. 
3. Speak on the characters'of the Canterbury Tales as typical representatives 

of their time. 

4. Speak on the subject and form of the tales. 
5. Comment on the state of the English language at the beginning of the 14th 

century and Chaucer's contribution to the development of the English 
language. 

6. Speak on Chaucer's place in English literature. 

English Literature in 
the 15th Century 

i THE WARS OF THE ROSES 

The death of Chaucer was a great blow to English poetry. It took 

two centuries to produce a poet equal to him. The Hundred Years' War 

ended, but another misfortune befell the country: a feudal war broke 

out between the descendants of Edward III in the 15th century. 

When the English were completely driven out of France by 1453, 

the Yorkists took up arms against the Lancastrians, and in 1455 the 

Wars of the Roses began. 

It was a feudal war between the big barons of the House of Lancas-

ter, wishing to continue the war with France and to seize the lands of 

other people thus increasing their land possessions and the lesser 

barons and merchants of the House of York, who wished to give up 

fighting in France as it was too expensive for them (The Yorkists had a 

white rose in their coat of arms, hence the name of the war). 

When the Wars of the Roses ended in 1485 Henry VII was pro-

claimed King of England. The reign of the Tudors was the beginning 

of an absolute monarchy in England, and at the same time it helped to 

do away with feudal fighting once and for all. 
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Vocabulary 

befall [bf foil] vjbefell; befallen) случаться lesser ['lesa] а мелкий 
coat of arms ['ksutav'aimz] n герб proclaim [pra'kleim] vобъявлять; про- 

descendant [di'sendsnt] n потомок возглашать 
Lancastrian [laen'kEestnan] n сторон- Yorkist ['p:kist] n сторонник Йоркской 

ник Ланкастерской династии династии 

Questions and Tasks 

1. What misfortune befell England in the 15th century? 

2. When did the Wars of the Roses begin? 

3. Talk about the reasons for the war. 

4. When did the war end? 

5. Who was proclaimed King of England? 

6. What was the reign of the Tudors for England? 

Folk-Songs and Ballads 

Though there was hardly any written literature in England in the 

15th century, folk poetry flourished in England and Scotland. Folk-

songs were heard everywhere. Songs were made up for every occasion. 

There were harvest songs, mowing songs, spinning and weaving songs, 

etc. 

The best of folk poetry were the ballads. A ballad is a short 

narrative in verse with the refrain following each stanza. The refrain 

was always one and the same. Ballads were often accompanied by 

musical instruments and dancing. They became the most popular form 

of amusement. Some ballads could be performed by several people 

because they consisted of dialogues. 

There were various kinds of ballads: historical, legendary, fan-

tastical, lyrical and humorous. The ballads passed from generation to 

generation through the centuries — that's why there are several 

versions of the same ballads. So about 305 ballads have more than a 

thousand versions. 

The most popular ballads were those about Robin Hood. 

The art of printing did not stop the development of folk-songs and 

ballads. They continued to appear till the 18th century when 
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they were collected and printed. The common people of England 

expressed their feelings in popular ballads. 

Vocabulary 

flourish ['АлпГ] v процветать refrain [n'frem] n припев 
generation [^djem'reijbn] n поколение stanza ['staenza] n строфа 
narrative ['naeretrv] n повествование version ['v3:Jsn] п вариант 

occasion [э'кегзэп] п случай 

Questions and Tasks 

1. What poetry flourished in England in the 15th century? 

2. What kind of songs were there? 

3. What was the best of folk poetry? 

4. What is a ballad? 

5. Why could some ballads be performed by several people? 

6. What kinds of ballads were there? 

7. Explain why there are several versions of the same ballads. 

8. What were the most popular ballads? 

The Robin Hood Ballads 

England's favourite hero, Robin Hood, is a partly legendary, partly 

historical character. The old ballads about the famous outlaw say that 

he lived in about the second half of the 12th century, in the times of 

King Henry II and his son Richard the Lion-Heart. Society in those 

days was mainly divided into lords and peasants. Since the battle of 

Hastings (1066) the Saxons had been oppressed by the Normans. In 

those days many of the big castles belonged to robber-barons who ill-

treated the people, stole children, took away the cattle. If the country-

folk resisted, they were either killed by the barons or driven away, and 

their homes were destroyed. They had no choice but to go out in bands 

and hide in the woods; then they were declared "outlaws" (outside the 

protection of the law). 

The forest abounded in game of all kinds. The Saxons were good 

hunters and skilled archers. But in the reign of Henry II the 
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numerous herds of deer were proclaimed "the king's deer" and the 

forests "the king's forests". Hunting was prohibited. A poor man was 

cruelly punished for killing one of those royal animals. This was the 

England of Robin Hood about whom there are some fifty or more 

ballads. 

 

Robin Hood 

Robin Hood is a brave outlaw. In Sherwood Forest near Nottingham 

there was a large band of outlaws led by Robin Hood. He came from a 

family of Saxon land owners, whose land had been seized by a Norman 

baron. Robin Hood took with him all his family and went to the forest. 

The ballads of Robin Hood tell us of his 

adventures in the forest as an outlaw. Many Saxons joined him there. 

They were called "the merry men of Robin Hood". 

Robin Hood was strong, brave and clever. He was much cleverer, 

wittier and nobler than any nobleman. He was the first in all 

competitions. Robin Hood was portrayed as a tireless enemy of the 

Norman oppressors, a favourite of the country folk, a real champion of 

the poor. He was generous and tender-hearted and he was always ready 

to respond to anybody's call for help. His worst enemies were the 

Sheriff of Nottingham, the bishop and greedy monks. He always 

escaped any trouble and took revenge on his enemies. Robin Hood was 

a man of a merry joke and kind heart. 

The ballads tell us of Robin Hood's friends — of Little John who 

was ironically called "little" for being very tall; of thejolly fat Friar 

Tuck who skilfully used his stick in the battle. Their hatred for the 

cruel oppressors united them and they led a merry and free life in 

Sherwood Forest. 

The ballads of Robin Hood gained great popularity in the second 

half of the 14th century when the peasants struggled against their 

masters and oppressors. The ballads played an important role in the 

development of English poetry up to the 20th century. They became so 

popular that the names of their authors were forgotten. 

Vocabulary 

abound [a'baund] v изобиловать archer 

['aitja] n стрелок из лука avoid [s'void] v 

избегать band [baend] n отряд, группа crude 

[kra:d] а грубый gain [gem] v добиться game 

[geim] n дичь generous ['gemras] а 

великодушный herd [h.3:d] n стадо ill-treat 

['il'tiit] v дурно, жестоко обращаться jolly 

['<%D!I] а веселый 
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mainly ['memli] adv главным образом 
outlaw ['autlo:] n изгнанник 
proclaim [pre'kleim] v объявлять; про-

возглашать 
prohibit [prs'hibit] v запрещать 
resist [n'zist] v сопротивляться 
respond [ns'ptmd] v отозваться 
revenge [rf vend^] n месть take 

revenge отомстить 
tender-hearted ['tendg'haitid] а добрый; 

отзывчивый 



Questions and Tasks 

1. What did the old ballads say about the time Robin Hood lived? 
2. Describe the conditions of the Saxons after the Norman Conquest. 
3. What family did Robin Hood come from? 
4. What kind of man was he? 

5. Who were his worst enemies? 

6. Who were his friends? 

7. How was Robin Hood portrayed in the ballads? 

8. When did the ballads of Robin Hood gain great popularity? 

! English Literature 

I in the 16th Century 

Henry VII was proclaimed King of England after the Wars of the 

Roses ended. Most of the great earls had killed one another in these 

wars and Henry VII was able to seize their lands without difficulty and 

give them to those who had helped him to fight for the Crown. 

Thousands of small landowners appeared in England. They called 

themselves "squires". The squires let part of their estates to farmers 

who paid rent for the use of this land. The farmers, in their turn, hired 

labourers to till the soil and tend the sheep. The peasants in the villages 

had land and pastures in common. 

By the reign of Henry VIII (son of Henry VII) trade had expanded. 

Trading companies sprang up and ships were built fitted to cross the 

ocean. 

The English bourgeoisie strove for independence from other 

countries. The independence of a country is associated with the 

struggle for freedom. The Catholic Church was the chief obstacle and 

England rebelled against the Pope of Rome. Henry VIII made himself 

head of the English Church and took away monastic wealth (the lands 

and money that belonged to the monasteries), giving it to those of the 

bourgeoisie who sat in Parliament. 
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The Pope resisted England's struggle 

for independence, but the Church in 

England became part of the state. It was 

called the Anglican Church. 

All the progressive elements now 

gathered around Queen Elizabeth 

(1558-1603). Even Parliament helped to 

establish an absolute monarchy in order 

to concentrate all its forces in defence 

of the country's economic interests 

against Spain, as Spain and England 

were rivals. Soon war between Spain 

and England broke out. Though the 

Spanish fleet was called the "Invincible 

Armada" ("invincible" means 

"unconquerable"), their ships were not 

built for sea battles, while the English 

vessels were capable of fighting under 

sail. The Armada was thoroughly beaten and dreadful storm overtook 

tke fleet and destroyed almost all ships. 

But in England all was joy and happiness. This was in 1588. 

Victory over the most dangerous political rival consolidated Great 

Britain's might on the seas and in world trade. Numerous English ships 

under admirals Drake, Hawkings and others sailed the seas, visited 

America and other countries, bringing from them great fortunes that 

enriched and strengthened the Crown. 

At the same time 16th century witnessed great contradictions 

between the wealth of the ruling class and the poverty of the people. 

New social and economic conditions brought about great changes in 

the development of science and art. Together with the development of 

bourgeois relationship and formation of the English national state this 

period is marked by a flourishing of national culture known in history 

as the Renaissance. 

Vocabulary 

associate [s'sgufieit] v ассоциировать 
chief [tjl:f] о главный 
common ['кглпэп] п общинная земля 
consolidate [ksn'sulideit] v укреплять 
contradiction [^knntra'dikfsn] n проти-

воречие . 
crown [kraun] n монарх 
earl [з:1] п граф 
estate [is'teit] n поместье 
expand [iks'psend] v развиваться, рас-

ширяться 
fit [fit] v соответствовать 
hire [haia] v нанимать 
independence [,mdi'pendsns] n неза-

висимость 
inflict [m'flikt] У наносить 
invincible [m'vmsabl] а непобедимый 

might [mait] n мощь 
monastic [mg'nasstik] а монастырский 
obstacle ['nbstskl] n препятствие 
pope [рэир] п папа римский 
rebel [n'bel] v восставать 
renaissance [ra'neissns] n эпоха Воз-

рождения 
rent [rent] л арендная плата 
rival ['rarvsl] n соперник 
spring [spnrj] v (sprang; sprung) возникать 
strive [strarv] v (strove; striven) бороться 
strove [straw] v past от strive 
tend [tend] v пасти 
thoroughly ['влгек] adv совершенно 
witness [ 'witngs] v быть свидетелем; 

видеть 
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Questions and Tasks 

1. Who was proclaimed King of England after the Wars of the Roses? 

2. Describe the situation in England after the war. 

3. What did the English bourgeoisie strive for? 

4. What was the chief obstacle? 

5. Did the Church in England become part of the state? 

6. What was it called? 

7. What country was England's rival? 

8. When did England inflict a defeat on the Spanish Invincible Armada? 

9. Speak about the situation in England after the war with Spain. 

THE RENAISSANCE 

The word "renaissance" [гэ 'neisans] means "rebirth" in French and 

was used to denote a phase in the cultural development of Europe 

between the 14th and 17th centuries. The Middle Ages were followed 

by a more progressive period due to numerous events. The bourgeoisie 

appeared as a new class. Italy was the first bourgeois country in Europe 

in the 14th century. 

 Elizabeth I 



Columbus [ka'lAmbas] discovered America. Vasco da Gama [ 

'vseskau da 'grxma] reached the coast of India making his sea voyage. 

Magellan [mag'ebn] went round the earth. The world appeared in a new 

light. 

The Copemican [кэи'рз:шкэп] system of astronomy shattered the 

power of the Catholic Church, and the Protestant Church was set up. 

Printing was invented in Germany in the 15th century. Schools and 

universities were established in many European countries. Great men 

appeared in art, science and literature. 

In art and literature the time between the 14th and 17th centuries 

was called the Renaissance. It was the rebirth of ancient Greek and 

Roman art and literature. Ancient culture attracted new writers and 

artists because it was full of joy of life and glorified the beauty of man. 

The writers and learned men of the Renaissance turned against 

feudalism and roused in men a wish to know more about the true nature 

of things in the world. They were called humanists. Man was placed in 

the centre of life. He was no longer an evil being. He had a right to 

live, enjoy himself and be happy on earth. 

The humanists were greatly interested in the sciences, especially in 

natural scierrce, based on experiment and investigation. 

These new ideas first appeared in Italy, then in France and 

Germany, and shortly afterwards in England and Spain. 

The Italian painters and sculptors Raphael [ 'rasfeial], Leonardo da 

Vinci [Ira'ncudauda'vmtjl:] and Michelangelo ['maikal 'aendjdau] 

glorified the beauty of man. The Italian poets Dante [ 'daenti], Petrarch 

[рэ 'tra;k| and the Italian writer Boccaccio [bt> 'kaljiau], the French 

writer Rabelias [ 'raebalei], the Spanish writer Cervantes [s3:'vaentiz], 

and the English writer Thomas More and the poet Shakespeare helped 

people to fight for freedom and better future. 

The renaissance was the greatest progressive revolution that 

mankind had so far experienced. It was a time which called for giants 

and produced giants — giants in power, thought, passion, character, in 

universality and learning. There was hardly any 

man of importance who had not travelled extensively, who did not 

speak four or five languages. 

Indeed, Leonardo da Vinci was a painter, sculptor, architect, 

mathematician and engineer. Michelangelo was a sculptor, painter and 

poet. Machiavelli [ 'тжкю' veil] was a statesman, poet and historian. 

The wave of progress reached England in the 16th century. Many 

learned men from other countries, for, instance the German painter 

Holbein, and some Italian and French musicians, went to England. In 

literature England had her own men. One of them was the humanist 

Thomas More, the first English humanist of the Renaissance. 

Vocabulary 

denote [di'nsut] v обозначать experience  [iks 

'pionans] v испытывать,  переживать 

extensively [iks'tensrvh] adv повсюду giant 

[tfjaignt] n гигант glorify ['gto:nfai] v 

прославлять investigation [mvesti'geijbn] n 

расследование 

Questions and Tasks 

1. What does the word "renaissance" mean? 

2. Talk about the great events that gave rise to the movement. 

3. What were the different views regarding man in the Middle Ages and during the epoch 

of the Renaissance? 

4. Who were the humanists? 

5. In what country did the Renaissance start first? 

6. What do you know about the Renaissance in Italy? 

7. When did the wave of progress reach England? 
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learned ['b:nid] о ученый 
phase [feiz] n период 
rouse [rauz] v возбуждать 
shatter ['Jaets] v подрывать 
statesman ['steitsman] n государствен-

ный деятель 
universality [Ju:niV3:'sashti] n универ-

сальность 



Thomas More 

(1478-1535) 

Sir Thomas More [ 'tomas mo:] was 

born in London and educated at Oxford. 

He was the first English humanist of the 

Renaissance. He could write Latin very 

well. He began life as a lawyer. He was 

an active-minded man and kept a keen 

eye
1
 on the events of his time. Soon he 

became the first great writer on social 

and political subjects in English. The 

English writings of Thomas More 

include: discussions on political subjects, 

biographies, poetry. 

Thomas More was a Catholic, but fought against the Pope and the 

king's absolute power. The priests hated him because of his poetry and 

discussions on political subjects. Thomas More refused to obey the 

king as the head of the English Church, therefore he was thrown into 

the Tower of London and beheaded there as a traitor. 

The work by which Themas More is best remembered today is 

Utopia [ju: Чэирю] which was written in Latin in the year 1516. It has 

been translated into all European languages. 

Utopia (which in Greek means "nowhere") is the name of a non-

existent island. This work is divided into two books. 

In the first, the author gives a profound and truthful picture of the 

people's sufferings and points out the social evils existing in England at 

that time. In the second book Thomas More presents his ideal of what 

future society should be like. It is an ideal republic. Its government is 

elected. Everybody works. All schooling is free. Man must be healthy 

and wise, but not rich. Utopia describes a perfect social system built on 

communist principles. The word "utopia" has become a byword and is 

used in modern English to denote an unattainable ideal, usually in 

social and political matters. 

1
 kept a keen eye — пристально следил 
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Vocabulary 

active-minded f'aektiv'mamdid] оэнер- obey [a'bei] v подчиняться 
гичный, деятельный profound ['ra'faund] а глубокий 

behead [bi'hed] v обезглавливать; каз- traitor f'treita] n предатель 
нить unattainable ['лпэЧетпэЫ] о недости- 

byword ['baiW3:d] n крылатое слово жимый 
composition [_котрэ'гг/эп] п построение 

Questions and Tasks 

1. Who was the first English humanist of the Renaissance? 

2. When did Thomas More live? 

3. What kind of man was he? 

4. What did the English writings of Thomas More include? 

5. Comment on the composition of his best work Utopia. 

6. What was More's idea of what future society should be like? 

7. What did Thomas Moore fight against? 

8. Why was Moore thrown into the Tower of London and beheaded? 

THE DEVELOPMENT OF DRAMA IN ENGLAND 

During the Renaissance art and literature developed. People liked to 

sing and act. Drama became a very popular genre of literature. The 

Renaissance dramas differed greatly from the first plays written in the 

Middle Ages. As in Greece drama in England was in its beginning a 

religious thing. The clergymen began playing some parts of Christ's life 

in the church. The oldest plays in England were the "Mysteries" and 

"Miracles" which were performed on religious holidays. These were 

stories about saints and had many choral elements in them. 

Gradually ceremonies developed into performances. They passed 

from the stage in the church to the stage in the street. At the end of the 

14th century the "Mysteries" gave way to the "Morality" plays. The 

plays were meant to teach people a moral lesson. The characters in 

them were abstract vices and virtues. 

Between the acts of the "Morality" and "Miracle plays" there were 

introduced short plays called "interludes" ['intaluxlz] — light 
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Actors showing a performance outside a country inn 

compositions intended to make people laugh. They were performed in 

the houses of the more intelligent people. 

Longer plays in which shepherds and shepherdesses took part were 

called "Masques" [ 'ma:sks]. These dramatic performances with music 

were very pleasing and were played till the end of the 

17th century. 

Soonthe plays became complicated. Professional actors travelled 

from town to town performing in inn yards. The first playhouse in 

London was built in 1576. It was called "The Theatre". A more famous 

theatre was the "Globe", built in 1599. It was like the old inn yard open 

to the sky. Galleries and boxes were placed round the yard. The stage 

was in the middle of it. There was no scenery. The place of action was 

written on a placard, e. g., a palace, London, etc. There was no curtain, 

either. The actors stood in the middle of the audience on the stage. 

Women's parts were acted by boys or men. 

Drama from its very beginning was divided into comedy and 

tragedy. The first English tragedies and comedies were performed in 

London in about 1550. 

In the 16th century a number of plays were written in imitation of 

Ancient Roman tragedies and comedies. There was little action on the 

stage. The chorus summed up the situation and also gave moral 

observations at the end of each act. Such plays were called classical 

dramas. The greatest playwrights of the time were men of academic 

learning, the so-called "University Wits". 

Among the "University Wits" were John Lyly
1
, Thomas Kyd

2
, 

Christopher Marlowe and others. Each of them contributed something 

to the development of the drama into the forms in which Shakespeare 

was to take it up. 

Vocabulary 

box ['bnks] n ложа ceremony ['senmsni] л 

церемония; торжество choral ['кэ:гэ1] а 

хоровой chorus ['ko:rgs] n хор complicated 

['ktmrplikeitid] о сложный gallery ['дэе1эп] л 

балкон, галерея genre [за:пг] л жанр 

gradually ['grsedjrali] л постепенно intend 

[m'tend] л предназначать interlude ['mtaluxl] 

л интерлюдия introduce [mtre'djiKs] л 

вставлять, помещать 

Questions and Tasks 

1. What became a very popular genre of literature during the Renaissance? 

2. Describe the Renaissance dramas. 

3. What were the oldest plays in England? 

4. When did the "Mysteries" give way to "Morality" plays? 

5. What plays were called "Masques"? 

John Lyly [ 'lih] (1554— 1606) —Джон Лили, англ. писатель и драматург 

Thomas Kyd (1558 — 1594) — Томас Кид, англ. драматург 
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masque [ma:sk] л маска 
miracle fmirakl] л чудо 
mystery ['mistsn] л тайна 
observation [^пЬгэ'ует/эп] л наблюде-

ние 
placard ['plsekard] n афиша; плакат 
scenery ['si:ngn] л декорации 
shepherdess ['Jepsdis] л пастушка 
sum (up) [SAITI] v подводить итог, сум-

мировать 
vice [vais] л зло 
virtue ['v3:tju:] л добродетель 



6. Describe the Globe theatre, built in 1599. 

7. Talk about the first plays written in imitation of Ancient Roman tragedies and 

comedies. 

8. What were the names of the greatest playwrights of the time? 

9. Who were among the "University Wits"? 

to reveal the suffering of man. Marlowe introduced blank verse in his 

tragedies and pointed out the way to William Shakespeare, the greatest 

of the Renaissance humanists. In imagination, richness of expression, 

originality and general poetic and dramatic power he is inferior to 

Shakespeare alone in the 16th century. 
 

Christopher Marlowe 

(1564-1593) 

Christopher Marlowe [ 'kristsfa 'ma:bu] 

was a young dramatist who surpassed all his 

contemporaries. His father was a shoemaker 

in Canterbury. Christopher Marlowe studied 

at Cambridge University and was greatly in-

fluenced by the ideas of the Renaissance. 

Almost nothing is known of his life after he 

left the University. He was killed at a tavern 

at the age of twenty-nine. 

Christopher Marlowe is famous for his 

four tragedies: Tamburlaine ['tajmbalein] the 

Great; Doctor Faus-tus ['fo:stas]; The Jew of 

Malta ['molts] and Edward II. 

Marlowe approached history from a Renaissance point of view. His 

tragedies show strong men who fight for their own benefit. No enemy 

can overcome them except death. They are great personalities who 

challenge men and gods with their strength. 

Doctor Faustus is considered to be the best of his works. Marlowe 

used in it the German legend of a scholar who for the sake of 

knowledge sold his soul to the devil. Dr. Faustus wants to have power 

over the world: "All things that move between the quiet poles shall be 

at my command". The devil serves him twenty-four years. When 

Faustus sees the beautiful Helen he wants to get his soul back. It is too 

late. 

Marlowe's plays taught people to understand a tragedy which was 

not performed just to show horror and crime on the stage, but 

Vocabulary 

approach [s'prautj] v подходить inferior [т'йэпй] п стоящий ниже 
blank verse ['bter)k'v3:s] n белый стих overcome  [ 'эотэклт] v (overcame; 

challenge ['tfaslmcfe] v вызывать на со- overcome) побороть, преодолеть 
ревнование reveal [n'vi:l] v показывать 

contemporary [кэп'temparan] n совре- scholar ['sknlg] n ученый 
менник soul [saul] n душа 

devil ['devil] n дьявол surpass [s9'pa:s] v превосходить 
for the sake of ради tavern ['taevan] n таверна 

horror ['гтгэ] п ужас 

Questions and Tasks 

1. Tell the main facts of Marlowe's life. 

2. What is Marlowe's famous for? 

3. Comment on his tragedies. 

4. What is considered to be the best of his works? 

5. What can you say about the plot of Doctor Faustus? 

6. Speak on the meaning of Marlowe's plays. 

William Shakespeare 

(1564-1616) 

The great poet and dramatist William Shakespeare was a genius 

formed by the epoch of the Renaissance. 

He is often called by his people "Our National Bard" (bard = a 

singer of ancient songs, a poet), "The Immortal Poet of Nature" (When 

the English people called Shakespeare "the poet of Nature" they meant 

"the poet of realism", but they didn't know such a word then) and "the 

Great Unknown". Indeed very little can be told about his life with 

certainty, as no biography of Shakespeare was published during his life 

time nor for 93 years after his death. 
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Yet, patient research by certain scholars 

has uncovered the biography, but not 

fully. 

William Shakespeare was born at 

Stratford-on-Avon feivan] on the 23rd of 

April, 1564. His father, John 

Shakespeare, was a farmer's son, who 

came to Stratford in 1551 and became a 

prosperous tradesman. John Shakespeare 

was elected alderman and later by the 

time his eldest children were born he 

acted as bailiff which meant he had to 

keep order in the town according to the 

local laws. John Shakespeare was illiterate; he 

marked his name by a cross because he was unable to write it. 

His mother, Mary Arden [' mean ' a:dn] was a farmer's daughter. 

John and Mary had eight children, four girls and four boys, but their 

two eldest daughters died at an early age. The third child was William. 

William was a boy of a free and open nature, much like his mother who 

was a woman of a lively disposition. Of Shakespeare's education we 

know little, except that for a few years he attended the local grammar 

school where he learned some Latin, Greek, arithmetic and a few other 

subjects. His real teachers, meanwhile, were the men and women 

around him. Stratford was a charming little town in the very centre of 

England. Near at hand was the Forest of Arden, the old castles of 

Warwick and Kenilworth, and the old Roman camps and military roads. 

The beauty of the place must have influenced powerfully to the poet's 

imagination. 

When Shakespeare was about fourteen years old, his father lost his 

property and fell into debt and so the boy had to leave school and help 

his family. On leaving school, William Shakespeare began to learn 

foreign languages. His father had an Italian in his house who was quite 

a good scholar. This Italian taught William the Italian language, 

brushed up his Latin and studied the poetry of many Latin, Greek and 

Italian authors with him. 

William was still a boy when his first poems appeared. Writing 

poems was very common in Shakespeare's days. It was called son- 

netising [' sonitaizin]. His future wife Anne Hathaway [' sen' haeQawei] 

also expressed her feeling for William in verse. Anne and William met 

by the river Avon, and she calls him "Sweet Swan of Avon". In his 

nineteenth year William Shakespeare married Anne Hathaway, the 

daughter of a well-to-do farmer. They had three children — Susanna 

[su: 'zaena], and the twins, Judith [ 'd^urdiG] and Hamnet. A few years 

later after his marriage, about the year 1587, Shakespeare left his native 

town for London. 

At this time the drama was gaining rapidly in popularity through the 

work of the University Wits. Shakespeare soon turned to the stage and 

became first an actor, and then a "play patcher", because he altered and 

improved the existing dramas. Thus he gained a practical knowledge of 

the art of play writing. Soon he began to write plays of his own, first 

comedies and then historical plays. New plays by William Shakespeare 

appeared almost every year between 1590 and 1613, in some years one 

play, more often two. 

In 1593 and 1594 he published two long poems — Venus and 

Adonis ['vi:nas and a 'dauniz] and Lucrece [ 'lu:kri:s]. Both poems were 

dedicated to the young Earl of Southampton f sauQ' aemptan], a great 

admirer of Shakespeare's plays. Until Shakespeare printed his poems 

the public had no idea he was a poet. He was known as an actor and a 

writer of plays. At that time playwrights wrote for a definite theatrical 

company, and the theatre became the owner of the play. Shakespeare's 

plays were very popular. Actors and writers 
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respected him and admired his genius. As his popularity with the 

people grew, the aristocracy too became interested in his work. When 

Queen Elizabeth wanted to see a play, she usually ordered a 

performance at court. 

In 1594 Shakespeare became a member of the Lord Chamberlain's 

['tfeimbalmz] company of actors. He wrote plays for the company and 

acted in them. His early plays were performed in the playhouses known 

as "The Theatre" and "The Curtain". When the company built the 

"Globe" theatre most of his greatest plays were performed there. By 

that time Shakespeare was acknowledged to be the greatest of English 

dramatists. His career as a dramatist lasted for nearly twenty-one years. 

His financial position also improved. He was a shareholder of the 

"Globe" theatre and he purchased property in Stratford and in London. 

But the years which brought prosperity also brought sorrows. He lost 

his only son, his brother and parents. 

In spite of prosperity he must have left lonely among the people 

surrounding him. In 1612 he returned to Stratford-on-Avon for good. 

The last years of his life Shakespeare spent in Stratford. He died on the 

23rd of April 1616. He is buried in his native town Strat-ford-on-Avon. 

In 1616 a month before his death he wrote his will. 

On his tomb there are,four lines which are said to have been written 

by William Shakespeare: 

Good friend, for Jesus' sale forbear To dig 

the dust enclosed here; Blessed be he that 

spares these stones, And cursed be he that 

moves my bones. 

These lines prevented the removal of his remains to Westminster 

Abbey; only a monument was erected to his memory in Poets' Corner. 

Vocabulary 

acknowledge [sk'rrohcfc] v признавать alter ['э:кэ] v переделывать 
admirer [ad'maiara] n ПОКЛОННИК bailiff ['beilif] n судебный пристав 
alderman ['э:Шэтэп] п олдермен, член bless [bles] v благословлять 

муниципалитета brush up [ЬглГ] v заниматься 

 

certainty ['s3:tnti] л уверенность common 

['кшттэп] а обычный company [ 'клтрэш]  п 

театральная 
труппа confer [кэпТз:] a title давать титул 

curse [k3:s] v проклинать debt [det] n долг 

dedicate ['dedikeit] v посвящать definite 

['defmit] а определенный disposition 

[^disps'zifgn] n характер epoch ['i:pDk] n 

эпоха erect [1'rekt] v воздвигать financial 

[fai'nasnfsl] а финансовый forbear [fo:'bes] v 

(forbore; forborne) 
воздерживаться gain [gem] v добиться 

genius ['cfemjss] n гений illiterate [r'litarit] а 

неграмотный immortal [i'mo:tl] а 

бессмертный Jesus ['djfczss] n Иисус 

Questions and Tasks 

1. What titles have the English people 

conferred on William Shakespeare? 

2. Where was Shakespeare born? 

3. When was he born? 

4. What did his father, John Shakespeare, do? 

5. How many children did John and Mary Shakespeare have? 

6. What kind of boy was William? 

7. What do we know of Shakespeare's education? 

8. What must have influenced powerfully to the poet's imagination? 

9. What happened when William was about fourteen years old? 
 

10. When did his poems begin to appear? 

11. When did he marry Anne Hathaway? 

12. How many children did they have? 

13. Talk about the first period of Shakespeare's life in London. 

14. What poems did he publish in 1593 and 1594? 

15. To whom were these poems dedicated? 

16. When did he become   a member of the Lord Chamberlain's company of actors? 

17. Where were most of Shakespeare's plays performed? 

18. Prove that his financial position improved. 

19. When did Shakespeare return to Stratford-on-Avon? 

20. When did he die? 
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lively ['laivli] а живой patcher ['paet/э] n 

работник, производящий мелкий 

ремонт prevent [pn 'vent] v мешать, не 

допускать property [ 'propati] n 

собственность, 
имущество prosperous fprosparas] а 

состоятельный prosperity [pros'panti] n 

процветание, 
успех purchase ['p3:tjbs] v покупать 

remains [ri'memz] n останки, прах 

removal [n'murvsl] n перемещение 

research [n's3:tf] n исследование, изу-

чение shareholder ['/еэ,пэиЫэ] п 

акционер sonnetise ['snnatarz] v 

сочинять сонеты spare [spea] v 

сберегать tomb [tu:m] n надгробный 

памятник well-to-do ['welts'du:] а 

состоятельный 



Shakespeare's Literary Work 

William Shakespeare is one of those rare geniuses of mankind who 

have become landmarks in the history of world culture. 

Poet and playwright William Shakespeare was one of the greatest 

titans of Renaissance. 

A phenomenally prolific writer, William Shakespeare wrote 37 

plays, 154 sonnets and two narrative poems. Shakespeare's plays 

belong to different dramatic genres. They are histories (chronicle 

plays), tragedies, comedies and tragic-comedies. 

Shakespeare's literary work is usually divided into three periods: 

• The first period — from 1590 to 1601 — when he wrote his-

tories, comedies and sonnets. 

• The second period — from 1601 to 1608 — was the period of 

tragedies. 

• The third period — from 1608 to 1612 — when he wrote mostly 

tragic-comedies. 

These three periods are sometimes called optimistic, pessimistic 

and romantic. 

Vocabulary 

landmark ['laendma:k] n   веха prolific [prs'lifik] а плодовитый 
narrative ['nseratrv] а повествовательный rare [геэ] а   редкий 
phenomenally [fi'rrommli] adv необык- titan ['taitgn] n  титан 

новенно 

The First Period 

Comedies 

The first period is marked by youthful optimism, great imagination 

and extravagance of language. In these years Shakespeare created a 

brilliant cycle of comedies. They are all written in his playful manner. 

The gay and witty heroes and heroines of 

The Globe 

comedies come into conflict with unfavourable circumstances and 

wicked people. But their love and friendship, intellect and faithfulness 

always take the upper hand
1
. 

The comedies are written in the bright spirit of the Renaissance. 

The heroes are the creators of their own fate, that is to say they rely on 

their cleverness to achieve happiness. Shakespeare trusted man's 

virtues and believed that virtue could bring happiness to mankind. 

Shakespeare was optimistic, therefore love of life is the main feature of 

his comedies, notable for their wit, comic characters and situations, for 

the smoothly flowing language and harmonious composition. 

Shakespeare's comedies were written to take the spectator away from 

everyday troubles. In them people lived for merriment, pleasure and 

love. 

The best comedies of that period are: 

Love's Labour's Lost— 1590, 
The Comedy of Errors — 1591, 

The Two Gentlemen of Verona [уГгэипэ] — 1592, 

A Midsummer Night's Dream — 1594, 

1
 take the upper hand — побеждают 
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The Merchant of Venice ['vems] — 1595, 
The Taming of the Shrew [fru:] — 1596, 
Much Ado About Nothing — 1599, 
The Merry Wives of Windsor ['wmza] — 1599, 
As You Like It — 1600, 

Twelfth Night — 1600. 

Twelfth Night 

Twelfth Night is one of the most charming and perfect of 

Shakespeare's plays. It was the last of his merry comedies. Afterwards 

he wrote mainly tragedies. The play was written to say good-bye to the 

Christmas holidays which were celebrated with great pomp and lasted 

for twelve days. Twelfth Night was the end of merry-making. Hence 

the title of the comedy. 

The plot of the play is centred round Viola ( vaiab]. She is a clever, 

intelligent and noble-hearted woman. Making a sea voyage she and her 

twin brother Sebastian [si 'baestjan] are shipwrecked on the coast of 

Illyria governed by Duke Orsino [of si:rau]. The captain of the ship 

 

brings Viola safe to shore. Her brother has apparently drowned. The 

captain tells Viola that Duke Orsino is in love with Countess Olivia [t> 

'1тэ] whose father and brother have recently died. For the love of them 

she avoids people. Viola wishes to serve this lady, but Olivia admits no 

person into her house. Then she makes up her mind to serve Orsino as 

a page under the name of Cesario [si 'zemau]. She puts on her brother's 

clothes, and looks exactly like him. Strange errors happen as the twins 

are mistaken for each other. 

The Duke is fond of Cesario and tells him about his love for Olivia 

and sends him to her house to talk to her about his love. Viola goes 

there unwillingly because she herself loves Orsino. 

On seeing Cesario Olivia falls in love with him, "I love thee
1
 so, 

that, in spite of your pride, nor wit nor reason can my passion hide". ; In 

vain, Cesario's resolution is "never to love any woman". In the 

meantime Sebastian comes to Olivia's house, she mistakes him for 

Cesario and proposes they should marry. Sebastian agrees. Soon 

Cesario — Viola enters. Everybody wonders at seeing two persons with 

the same face and voice. When all the errors are cleared up, they laugh 

at Olivia for falling in love with a woman. Orsino, seeing that Cesario 

would look beautiful in a woman's clothes, says to him that for the 

faithful service Viola has done for him so much beneath her soft and 

tender breeding, and since she has called him master so long, she 

should now be her master's mistress, and Orsino's true duchess. The 

twin brother and sister are wedded on the same day: Viola becomes the 

wife of Orsino, the Duke of Illyria, Sebastian — the husband of the rich 

and noble Countess Olivia. 

In the character of Viola Shakespeare embodied the new ideal of a 

woman, which was very different from that of feudal times. The 

woman described in the literature of the Middle Ages, especially in the 

romances, were shown as passive objects of love. 

Shakespeare shows that women have the right to equality and 

independence. Viola defends her right to happiness and love. 

 

The stage where "Tweifth Night" was performed 
1 thee — you 
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Vocabulary 

admit [ad'mit] v допускать 
apparently [s'peeranth] adv очевидно; 

по-видимому 
avoid [a'void] v избегать 
breeding ['bri:dirj] n воспитание 
countess ['kauntis] n графиня 
cycle ['saikl] n цикл 
drown [draun] v тонуть 
duchess ['d\tjis] n герцогиня 
embody [im'bndi] v воплощать 
error ['era] n ошибка 
extravagance [iks'trsevigans] n экстра-

вагантность 
feature ['fi:tfa] л черта 
harmonious [hafmaunjas] а гармоничный 

Sonnets 

hence ['hens] adv отсюда merriment 

['menmant] n веселье notable ['nautabl] а 

известный, выдающийся pomp [primp] n 

помпа, пышность propose [ргэ 'pauz] v 

делать предложение (о браке) rely 

[n'lai] v полагаться, доверять smoothly 

['smvxdh] adv плавно tender ['tends] а 

нежный, заботливый twin [twin] n 

близнец unfavourable [лп 'feivarabl] а 

неблагоприятный wicked ['wikid] а злой 

witty ['witi] а остроумный 

Sonnet 66 

Tired with all these, for restful death I cry, As, 

to behold
1
 Desert a beggar born, And needy 

Nothing trimm'd in jolity
2 

And purest Faith 

unhappily forsworn,
3
 

And golded Honour shamefully misplaced, 

And maiden Virtue rudely strumpeted
4 
And 

right Perfection wrongfully disgraced, And 

Strength by limping Sway
5
 disabled, 

And Art made tongue — tied by Authority, 

And Folly doctor-like
6
 controlling Skill, And 

simple Truth miscall'd Simplicity,
7 

And captive 

Good attending captain 111.
8
 

Tired with all these, from these would I be gone, 

Save
9
 that, to die, I leave my love alone. 

 

The sonnet is a poetical form that appeared in Italy in the 14th 
century. It was introduced into English literature during the first 
period of the Renaissance. Shakespeare's sonnet has 14 lines. It is 
divided into three stanzas of four lines with a final rhyming 
couplet ['k/vpht]. 

The sonnets of Shakespeare were published in 1609, but were 
probably written between 1597— 1600. The first 126 are ad-
dressed to a man. A certain "W. H." whose identity remains un-
known. He is the author's friend, and the sonnets are addressed to 
him. Shakespeare complains of his hard life in which his love for 
his friend is the only comfort (sonnets 26 — 29), but his friend 
often forgets him (sonnet 33). 

Beginning with sonnet 127 a new person appears — The Dark 
Lady. The authors and his friend are in love with her. The authors 
both loves her and hates her for making him and his friend suffer 
(sonnet 133). Thus the sonnets are connected by their common 
theme — love and friendship. But this is not the only theme of the 
sonnets. In one of his best sonnets, 66, Shakespeare expresses his 
indignation with the state of things around him. 

Sonnet 91 

Some glory in their birth, some in their skill, Some in their 

wealth, some in their body
10

 forth; Some in their garments
11

, 

though new-fangled
12

 ill; Some in their hawks and hounds
13

, 

some in their horse; 

1
 behold — see 

2
 trimm'd in jollity — dressed gaily 

3
 to forswear — to swear falsely 

4
 strumpeted — violated 

5
 sway — motion; rule 

6
 doctor-like — pretending to know much 

7
 simplicity — here stupidity 

8
 captive Good attending captain 111 — Virtue, a prisoner, serving Evil 

9
 save — except 

10
 body

1
—body's 

11
 garments — clothes 
12

 new-fangled — fond of novelty 
13

 hounds — dogs for chase, hunting 
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And every humor hath
1
 his adjunct

2
 pleasure, 

Wherein it finds a joy above the rest; But these 
particulars are not my measure, All these I better 
in one general best. 

Thy
3
 love is better than high birth to me, Richer 

than wealth, prouder than garments' cost, Of more 
delight than hawks or horses be; And having thee

4
, 

of all men's pride I boast. 

Wretched in this alone, that thou mayst
5
 take. All 

this away and me most wretched make. 

Sonnet 130 

My mistress' eyes are nothing like the sun; Coral 
is far more red than her lips' red; If snow be white, 
why then her breasts are dun; If hairs be wires, 
black wires grow on her head. 

I have seen roses damasked, red and white, But 
no such roses see I in her cheeks; And in some 
perfumes is there more delight Than in the breath 
that from my mistress reeks. 

I love to hear her speak, — yet well I know 

That music hath a far more pleasing sound; 
I grant I never saw a goddess go — 

My mistress when she walks treads on the ground 

And yet, by heaven, I think my love as rare As 
any she belied with false compare. 

1
 hath — has 

2
 adjunct — subordinate thing 

3
 thy — your 

4
 thee — you 

5
 thou mayst ['dau'meist] — you may 

All Shakespeare's sonnets have been translated into Russian by S. 

Marshak, the well-known poet. 

S. Marshak was not the first to translate the sonnets into Russian, 

but if were not for Marshak's translations the sonnets would be known 

only to a small circle of specialists. 

Vocabulary 

adjunct ['aed^Arjkt] а дополнительный 

breast [brest] n грудь comfort ['kAmfst] n 

утешение complain [kam'plem] v 

жаловаться couplet ['kAplit] n 

рифмованное двустишие damask 

['daemssk] а алый desert [di'z3:t] n заслуга 

disgrace [dis'greis] v позорить, бесчестить 

dun [алп] а темный 

Histories 

During the first period Shakespeare 

wrote histories (chronicles) which are a 

poetic history of England. Shakespeare 

gives a broad panorama of England 

life. Scenes of private life alternate 

with episodes of war and political intri-

gues. Shakespeare shows the terrible 

world of feudal relations between 

people. The histories show the defeat 

of the feudal lords and the necessity of 

a strong national state united under the 

power of the king. 

The historical plays (chronicles) 

are: 
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identity [ai'dentiti] n личность 

indignation [^indig'neifan] n возмуще-

ние, негодование maiden ['meidn] n 

девушка novelty ['rrovslti] n новшество 

preserve [pn'z3:v] v сохранять reek 

[ri:k] v пахнуть rhyming ['raimirj] а 

рифмующий subordinate [sa'bo:dnit] а 

подчиненный tread [tred] v (trod; 

trodden) ступать violate ['vaialeit] v 

осквернять 

 

Richard the Third 



 

King Henry VI — 1592, 

The Tragedy of King Richard III — 1593, 

Titus Andronicus ['taitassn'dromkas] — 1594, 

The Tragedy of King Richard II — 1594, 

The Life and Death of King John — 1594, 

King Henry TV— 1597, 

The Life of King Henry V— 1599. 

It is true that the historical dramas or chronicles, full of tragic 
events and bloodshed, also belong to the first period, but if we 
regard them in the order in which they are written, it turns out 
that they too have a happy end. 

Two tragedies Romeo and Juliet [ 'гэигшэи and 'd3u:ljst] (1593) 
and Julius Caesar ['d3u:ljas 'si:za] (1599) were written during this 

period too. 
Tragedy does not belong to one single period of Shakespeare's 

work. It is with him in the first two stages of his literary career. 

Romeo and Juliet 

Romeo and Juliet was Shakespeare's first tragedy. He turned 
from the romantic comedies to make the romantic tragedy of 
Romeo and Juliet. The play is still very popular and the names of 
Romeo and Juliet are used to describe any great lovers. 

In the tragedy the problem of love is raised to a deep social 
problem. The play treats love as a serious tragic subject. 

Romeo and Juliet are the victims of a long senseless feud be-
tween their families. The world of the Montagues ['rrrontsgjuiz] and 
Capulets fkaepjulats] is antagonistic to their love. The young people 
are to fight against feudal traditions and patriarchal morality. 

The death of the young people makes the older generation 
realize the absurdity of their feud and leads to the reconciliation 
of the two families. The tragedy ends in an optimistic mood. 

Vocabulary 

absurdity [sb's3:diti] n нелепость intrigue [in'trig] n интрига 
alternate ['o:lt3neit] v чередоваться patriarchal [ ,peitn'а:кэ1] a патриар- 
bloodshed ['bL\dJed] n кровопролитие хальный 
chronicle ['kronikl] n хроника (истори- reconciliation [ гекэгшЬ'ег/эп] n при- 

ческая) мирение 
feud [fju:d] n вражда treat [tri:t] v рассматривать 
frame [freim] n обрамление victim ['viktim] n жертва 

history fhistsn] л историческая пьеса 

Questions and Tasks 

1. How many plays and sonnets did Shakespeare write? 

2. What are Shakespeare's genres? 

3. What are the periods of Shakespeare's creative work? 

4. What are the characteristic features of Shakespeare's comedies? 

5. Name the best Shakespeare's comedies. 

6. What is the plot of Twelfth Nighf? 

7. What features of Shakespeare's comedies can be found in Twelfth Nighf? 

8. What ideas did Shakespeare embody in the character of Viola? 

9. What is a sonnet? 
 

10. When was it introduced into English literature? 

11. What is a Shakespeare sonnet? 

12. What are Shakespeare's sonnets about? 

13. Talk about the main idea of sonnet 66. 

14. Point out the lines which form the frame. What is the function of this frame? 

15. What is the main idea of sonnet 91? 

16. In what other sonnet does Shakespeare deal with the same problem? 

17. How did Shakespeare describe his beloved in sonnet 130? 

18. Who gave Shakespeare's sonnets new life and made them part of Russian poetry? 

19. What other plays belong to the first period of Shakespeare's creative work? Name 

them. 

20. What are the themes of the histories? 

21. What tragedies belong to this period too? 

22. What is the central theme of the tragedy Romeo and Juliet? 
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The Second Period 

(1601-1608) 

Shakespeare's dramatic genius was at its highest in the second 

period of his literary work, when all of Shakespeare's famous tragedies 

appeared. In the plays of this period the dramatist reaches his full 

maturity. He presents great human problems. Shakespeare proves that 

it is not enough to be clever in order to achieve happiness, that human 

relations derive from social problems. He shows the social injustice 

and suffering of man. Something must be done to change the world, the 

laws of man and his morals. This is particularly stressed in the great 

tragedies of Hamlet and King Lear [lis]. 

Shakespeare showed that people had to look for another and more 

perfect life. Society could achieve progress and happiness only through 

struggle. He had faith in man's virtue. In Shakespeare's tragedies the 

evil forces are victorious only to a certam point, in the end the good 

wins. 

Shakespeare's characters are personalities of great depth and 

unusual intellect. At the same time he has created real, ordinary men. 

Each tragedy portrays some noble figure caught in a difficult 

situation. A man's tragedy is not individual, it is spread to other people 

as well. 

In ancient tragedies man was helpless. His life depended on fate. 

Shakespeare's man acts in a concrete social and political world. 

During the second period Shakespeare wrote the following 

tragedies: Hamlet, Prince of Denmark — 1602, Troilus and Cressida— 

1603, Othello [эи'0е1эи], the Moor of Venice fvenis] — 1604, King 

Lear— 1605, Macbeth [mak'beG] — 1606, Алголу and Cleopatra [ 

'aentaniand ,klia'palra] — 1607, Coriolanus [кэипэ 'lamas] — 1608, 

Timon ofAtheus [ 'taiman av 'seGmz] — 1608. 

He also wrote a few comedies: All's Well that Eds Well — 1602, 

Measure for Measure — 1604, Pericles, Prince of Tyre ['penkli:z] — 

1608. These have been named the dark comedies and differ from those 

written during the first period as they have many tragic elements in 

them. 
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Vocabulary 

y. 

'erive [di'raiv] v происходить aith [fei9] л вера 

maturity [ma'tjusnti] n p/нормы нрав-

ственного поведения 

Tragedies 

Hamlet 
Shakespeare's greatest tragedies 

are Hamlet, Othello, King Lear and 

Macbeth. 

Hamlet is a philosophical drama, 

the tragedy of a humanist. It is the 

most widely staged, read and 

discussed of all Shakespeare's 

tragedies. 

Hamlet, Prince of Denmark, is at 

the University of Wittenberg. A poor 

student Horatio [ho'reijiau] becomes 

his friend. Unexpectedly Hamlet 

learns of his father's death and hurries 

home to Elsi-nore. On his arrival 

Hamlet is shocked at finding his 

mother married to his uncle, his 

father's brother, Claudius f'kb:djas], who 

becomes King of Denmark. 

The scene is laid in Denmark. It is night. Several soldiers are on 

guard. They are talking about the ghost that appears near the castle 

every night. The soldiers start to speak to him, but the ghost does not 

answer and disappears. They tell Hamlet about the ghost. Soon Hamlet 

comes and sees the ghost. In the ghost he recognizes the image of his 

father. The ghost beckons him and in spite of Horatio's warnings 

Hamlet follows him. The ghost tells Hamlet that 
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moral ['moral] n зрелость personality 

[,p3:s3'naeliti] n личность spread [spred] 

v распространяться 

 

Hamlet, Prince of Denmark 



his father has been treacherously killed by his brother Claudius. 

Claudius poured some poison into his ear while he was asleep in the 

garden. Having married Queen Gertrude [ 'g3:tru:d] he inhe-rited the 

throne. The ghost calls on Hamlet to avenge his father's death. 

Hamlet is overwhelmed. He takes an oath to avenge his death. So 

Hamlet pretends to be mad and makes biting remarks to the Queen, 

King and all the courtiers. 

Polonius [рэ 'bunjas], one of the Queen's courtiers, has two 

children, a daughter Ophelia [t>'fi:lja] and a son Laertes [lei'3:ti:z]. 

Hamlet loves Ophelia, but he puts aside his love and simulates 

madness to conceal his plans. 

Hamlet's mother thinks it is only her unfaithfulness that has made 

him mad, and Polonius thinks Hamlet's love for his daughter is the only 

reason. Ophelia in her natural simplicity admires Hamlet, but in her 

blind obedience to her father she avoids him. Seeing the change in 

Hamlet, her heart nearly breaks with pity and sorrow. Hamlet wants to 

force the King to admit his crime When a company of actors visits the 

castle, he arranges a play in which the actors perform the scene of a 

king's murder. 

Hamlet wants to make sure of the King's guilt. He says: 

"the play's the thing wherein I'll catchYne 
conscience of the king" 

And so he does. The King now understands that Hamlet knows his 

secret. Hamlet watches the behaviour of the Queen and the King and 

becomes sure of the treacherous murder of his father. In confusion the 

King and Queen leave the performance. Soon Hamlet is called to his 

mother. He can't forgive her because she has married his father's 

murderer, and Hamlet tells her what he thinks of her. The Queen is 

frightened, she calls for help. During all this time Polonius stays 

hidden behind the curtains. 

On hearing the Queen's cry for help he makes a move behind the 

curtains. Hamlet thinks that it is the King and kills him. The death of 

Polonius by Hamlet's hand is at the same time a crushing blow to 

Ophelia. She becomes insane and drowns herself. The death of 

Polonius gives the King grounds for sending Hamlet out of the 

kingdom. On board a ship Hamlet goes to England under 

the care of two courtiers Rosencrantz and Guildenstern. They are given 

letters to the English court which read that Hamlet should be put to 

death as soon as he lands in England. Hamlet, suspecting some 

treachery, secretly gets the letters, and changes his name for the names 

of the courtiers. Soon after that their ship is attacked by pirates and 

Hamlet is taken prisoner but then he is set free. When Hamlet gets 

home the first thing he sees is the funeral of Ophelia. 

On learning of Hamlet's return the King thinks of a plan to do away 

with Hamlet. He persuades Laertes to challenge Hamlet to a duel and 

advises Laertes to prepare a poisoned weapon. In the duel Laertes 

inflicts a mortal wound on Hamlet. And then Hamlet and Laertes 

exchange swords and Hamlet wounds Laertes with his own poisoned 

sword. At that moment, the Queen, who is also present at the duel, 

cries out that she is poisoned. She has drunk out of a glass of poisoned 

wine which the King prepared for Hamlet. The Queen dies. Laertes, 

feeling his life go, tells Hamlet that Claudius is the cause of all the 

misfortunes. With his last strength Hamlet kills him with his spear and 

both of them die. 

Hamlet's last words are addressed to his friend Horatio whom he 

asks to tell his story to the world, as if commanding others to continue 

the struggle after his death. 

Vocabulary 

admit [gd'mit] v признать avenge [э'уепф] v 

отомстить beckon ['Ьекэп] v манить к себе 

biting ['baitirj] а резкий; острый cause [ko:z] n 

причина challenge ['tfaelmd3] v вызывать 

conceal [ksn'si:l] v скрывать confusion 

[kan'fjirpn] n замешатель 
ство, смущение conscience ['krmjsns] n 

совесть courtier ['ko:tjg] n придворный 

crushing ['krAJirj] а сокрушительный funeral 

['fjuinaral] n похороны 
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ghost [gaust] n привидение, призрак 

ground [graund] n основание, причина 

guilt [gilt] n вина inflict [m'flikt] v наносить 

(удар, рану 
и т. п.) inherit [m'hent] v 

наследовать mortal ['mo:tl] о 

смертельный oath [эи9] п клятва 

obedience [a'bMjans] n послушание, 
повиновение overwhelm 

Lauvs'welm] v потрясать, 
ошеломлять 

pour [рэ:] v лить 



 

 

remark [n'ma:kj n замечание simulate 

['simjuleit] v притворяться spear [spis] n 

копье suspect [sgs'pekt] v подозревать 

treacherous f tretfsras] о предательский, 

вероломный 

The Image of Hamlet 

Hamlet is one of the most difficult tragedies to interpret. No work of world 

literature has caused so many explanations as Ham-let. The reason for it is 

Hamlet's behaviour. Shakespeare's Ham let is a typical man of the 

Renaissance — well educated and noble, open-hearted, clever and generous. 

He loves life; he believes in man and is full of hopes and noble desires. But 

suddenly Hamlet understands that the world is not the place only for good 

hopes and noble desires: his father is murdered by his uncle, and his mother 

becomes his wife thus helping Claudius to become king. 

Hamlet grieves that injustice triumphs over justice, that cruel rulers are 

tyrannizing the people, that his beloved country has become a prison for 

people. The contradiction between his noble ideals and reality is one of 

the^reasons for Hamlet's disappointment. 

As a character Hamlet is many-sided. He is courageous. He does not fear 

to look the truth in the face. He knows that revenge is easy. But it is not 

merely revenge that Hamlet seeks. He feels that he "was born to set the world 

aright" and this can be done only by exposing the very roots of the reigning 

evil. Therefore he decides to unveil the crimes of Claudius to the people and 

to establish the reign of justice in Denmark. So Hamlet's capacity for action, 

decisiveness and initiative are one part of his nature. On the other hand he 

doubts, puts things off, falls into complete pessimism, avoids action. Hamlet 

meditates on the problems of life and death, struggle and irresolution, love and 

hatred. His meditations are well reflected in his famous monologue (soliloquy 

[sn'libkwi]). "To be or not to be?" He passionately seeks the key to the 

understanding of life. He is ready to devote his life to the task "to set the world 

aright", though he foresees "a sea of troubles" before him, which cannot be 

overcome. 

Hamlet's Soliloquy 

To be, or not to be, — that is the question; 

Whether 'tis nobler in the mind to suffer 

The slings and arrows of outrageous fortune, 

Or to take arms against a sea of troubles, 

And by opposing end them? To die, — to sleep; 

No more; and, by a sleep, to say we end 

The heart-ache, and the thousand natural shocks 

That flesh is heir to, — 'tis is a consummation ' 

Devoutly to be wish'd. To die, — to sleep; — 

To sleep! perchance
2
 to dream: ay, there's the rub

3
; 

For in that sleep of death what dreams may come 

When we have shuffled off this mortal coil \ 

Must give us pause; there's the respect
5
 

That makes calamity of so long life; 

For who would bear the whips and scorns of time, 

The oppressor's wrong, the proud man's contumely
0
 

The pangs of despis'd love, the law's delay
7
 

The insolence of office
8
, and the spurns

9
 

That patient merit of the unworthy takes
10

, 

When he himself might his quietus " make 

With a bare bodkin
12

 ? Who would fardels
13

 bear, 

To grunt and sweat under a weary life, 

But that
14

 the dread of something after death, 

1
 consummation — fulfilment 

2
 perchance — perhaps 

3
 rub — here: obstacle 

4
 when we have shuffled — when we die 

5
 there's the respect — that is what we fear 

6
 contumely — contempt in speech or acts 

' delay — the putting off 
8
 the insolence of office — the shameless bullying at government departments 

I
 spurns —- contemptuous refuses 

10
 That patient merit of the unworthy takes — That patient and worthy 

people receive from the unworthy 
II
 quietus [kwai 'i:tss] — end of things; death 

12
 with a bare bodkin — with a simple dagger 

13
 fardels — burdens 

14
 but that — if not for 
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treacherously ['tretjbresli] adv преда 
тельски treachery [ 'tretjan] n 

предательство, 
измена warning ['wo:nirj] n 

предупреждение 

I/ 



 

The undiscover'd country, from whose bourn 

No traveller returns, puzzles the will, 

And makes us rather bear those ills we have, 

Than fly others that we know not of? 

Thus conscience
1
 does make cowards of us all; 

And thus the native hue
2
 of resolution 

Is sicklied o'er
3
 with the pale cast of thought; 

And enterprises of great pitch and moment
4
, 

With this regard, their currents turn awry
5
, 

And lose the name of action... Soft you now! 

The fair Ophelia? Nymph, in thy orisons
6
 

Be all my sins remembered. 

Act HI, Scene 1 

Hamlet hesitates because he is afraid to take a false step which 

might lead him against his humanist ideals. 

So Hamlet is not a fighter by nature, he is a learned man, a 

philosopher. Hamlet decides to be, to act — to fight and to conquer. At 

the end of the tragedy he achieves his aims. His victory is that he has 

overcome his own doubts. He knows that his struggle will continue for 

years to come. 

Hamlet is one of the greatest characters in world literature and the 

play is the internal drama of a human soul. The Renaissance 

atmosphere of art and learning governs this play, in which the central 

character is himself a Renaissance man. 

Vocabulary 

account [s'kaunt] v объяснять capacity [kg'psesiti] n способность 
bully ['bull] v запугивать contemptuous [ksn'temptjuss] a npe- 

calamity [ka'laemiti] n несчастье зрительный 

1
 conscience — here: thoughts 

2
 hue — here: healthy feeling 

3
 It sicklied o'er — Is made unhealthy, sick 

4
 enterprises of great pitch and moment — honourable beginnings of 

great actual deeds 
5
 turn awry [a'rai] — turn in a wrong manner (awry — wrong) 

6
 orisons ['onzanz] — prayers 

 

contradiction [,kontra'dikf9n] n противоречие 

decisiveness [di'saisrvnis] n решительность 

devoutly [di'vautli] adv искренне doubt [daut] 

v сомневаться expose [iks'pguz] v 

разоблачать forsee [fo:'si:] v jforsaw; forseen) 

предвидеть grieve [gri:v] v горевать heir [еэ] 

п наследник grunt [grAnt] v ворчать internal 

[m't3:nl] а внутренний 

The Story of King Lear 

King Lear is a family tragedy 

set against the background of the 

social and political life of late f 

eudalism. It is a play about the 

clash between cruelty, sel-

fishness, ambition on the one 

hand, honesty, justice and hu-

manity on the other. 

The tragedy takes us back to 

the days of ancient Britain. Lear 

is portrayed as a big feudal 

landowner. In the course of long 

years of glorious rule his heart 

has become filled with pride and 

complete absence of doubt in the righteousness 

of his own ways. 

He is 80 and is ready to divide his kingdom and give all affairs of 

the state over to his three daughters Goneril f gunanl], Regan [' ri:gan] 

and Cordelia ['ko:'di:lJ3]. Goneril is married to the Duke of Albany 

['э:1Ьэш], and Regan to the Duke of Cornwall. Two foreigners — the 

Duke of Burgundy [ 'b3:gandi] and the King of France are seeking the 

hand of his youngest daughter Cordelia. The King is going to 
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interpret [m't3:pnt] v объяснить 

irresolution [i,reza'lu:j3n] n нерешитель-

ность; сомнение meditate ['mediteit] v 

размышлять meditation [medi'teifan] n 

размышление oppose [э'рэиг] v 

сопротивляться outrageous [aut'reirips] 

а жестокий reflect [n'flekt] v отражать 

seek [si:k] v (sought) искать triumph 

[traismf] v торжествовать tyrannize 

['tiranaiz] v быть тираном unveil [An'veil] 

v раскрывать 

 

King Lear 



give away his beloved daughter to one of them. At this moment the old 

man is full of pride — the pride of a king and a father. He decides to 

test his daughters: the greatest share will be given to the daughter who 

will best express her love for him. Goneril and Regan declare that they 

love him more than their honour, beauty and health. The King is 

pleased and gives them each one third of the kingdom. Cordelia is 

ashamed to repeat these words of flattery, for she loves truth and 

honesty. Her answer is different: 

Good, my Lord, 
You have begot me, bred me, lov'd me: I 
Return those duties back as are right fit', 
Obey you, love you, and most honour you. 
Why have my sisters husbands, if they say 

They love you all? Happily, when I shall wed, 
That lord whose hand must take my plight

2
 shall carry 

Half my love with him, half my care and duty: 
Sure I shall never marry like my sisters, 
To love my father all. 

The King spoilt by flattery is hurt and disowns her. No one dares to 

defend the unhappy Cordelia except the King's counsellor Kent, and 

the King of France who asks her to go with him to France. 

Now Lear will live in turn with Goneril and Regan. His two elder 

daughters insult him, shut their doors on him and let him out in a 

thunderstorm. Lear is surprised to see that their attitude to him has 

changed. From this moment on his heart has no peace. He is only a 

poor, old, weak and despised man. The family respected and obeyed 

him only because he was in power. With Lear's degradation the poet 

shows that the feudal order is breaking up. His two eldest daughters 

represent the new class. They are selfish, cruel, false, vulgar, full of 

plots. Their hearts are hardened. 

1
 as are right fit — as ought to be done. 

2
 plight — engagement, promise to marry. 

 

 

The King's mind has clouded over, but under hard trials in suffering 

and pain he goes through a moral evolution and becomes humane. He 

understands the injustice of the order he once represented. He 

understands his mistake. 

Shakespeare is a great master of plot. In King Lear we find a double 

plot. On the one hand author reveals the family tragedy of King Lear, 

on the other hand he shows the fate of the Earl of Gloucester ['grosta]. 

Gloucester has two sons Edgar and Edmund. The latter is his 

illegitimate son. The consciousness of having no rights has made 

Edmund a cynical man. His aim is to get his brother's lands and power. 

By a treacherous letter he succeeds in setting his father against Edgar, 

whom Gloucester disinherits. Edgar has a courageous heart, but he has 

to run away to escape danger. 

In the meantime Cordelia has sent troops to England to win back 

her father's kingdom. She finds her father in the field near Dover. Old 

Gloucester helped his master to reach this plade because he knew of 

Cordelia's intention. Edmund told Cornwall this secret, and 

Gloucester's eyes were plucked out. Edgar, disguised has a beggar, 

helped him to reach Dover where Gloucester died. The British troops 

under Edmund's command win the French army, and Edmund orders 

Cordelia to be hanged. 

Goneril and Regan are in love with Edmund. In a fit of jealousy 

Goneril poisons her sister Regan, she herself commits suicide when her 

husband learns about her plot. Wishing to revenge his father Edgar 

kills Edmond. So the evil forces do not triumph, but light comes too 

late. King Lear finds Cordelia, but she is dead. King Lear dies over her 

lifeless body. Edgar and the Duke of Albany are with him at this 

moment. 

The story of King Lear with its horrors, cruelty and crime, as used 

by Shakespeare, showed the despotism of the age. 

Vocabulary 

ambition [sem'bijbn] л честолюбие attitude 

['aetitju:d] n отношение background 

['bskgraund] n фон clash [klaef] л 

столкновение 
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commit [ka'mit] v совершать to commit 

suicide ['sjuisaid] совершить 

самоубийство consciousness 

['krjnfssnis] л сознание 



 

counsellor ['kaunsgls] л советник dare [dea] 

л сметь, отважиться despise [dis'paiz] v 

презирать disguise [dis'gaiz] v переодеться 

disown [dis'sun] v не признавать, от-

рекаться evolution Li:va'lu:j3n] n развитие, 

рост fit [fit] л припадок flattery ['flstgn] л 

лесть humane [hju:'mem] а человечный 

The Third Period ^ 

(1608-1612) 

During the third period of his literary career Shakespeare 
wrote the following plays: 

Cymberline [ 'simbili:n] (1610), The Winter's Tale (1610), The 
Tempest (1611), Henry VIII (1613). 

These plays are called romantic dramas. There are no great 
problems and strong conflicts in them. Shakespeare has entered 
into the beautiful world of fantasy and allegory. Still, all the plays 
are masterly written, and they express his belief in the future hap-
piness of mankind. 

Nature occupies an important place in Shakespeare's works. 
His own attitude to it changes as the author himself changes. In the 
early comedies his heroes find happiness and peace of mind in 
nature, in the tragedies nature turns against them, and in the ro-
mantic dramas one feels that man can conquer nature. 

Questions and Tasks 

1. What plays was written by Shakespeare in the second period? 

2. What problems does he present in the tragedies? 

3. Compare the plays written in the second period with those written in the first. 

Comment on the change of mood in the second period. 

4. What is the plot of Hamlet? 

5. What makes Hamlet one of the greatest of Shakespeare's masterpieces? 
6. What accounts for Hamlet's melancholy and irresolution? 
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7. What does Hamlet feel he was born for? 

8. How does Hamlet want to set the world aright? 

i   9. What does Hamlet meditate over and where are his meditations reflected? 
10. Read the soliloquy and be ready to translate and paraphrase any part of it. 

11. What is the central idea of the soliloquy? 

12. Pick out the lines whose idea reminds you of sonnet 66. 

13. In what plays does Shakespeare deal with social problems? 

14. What was the tragedy of Lear? 

15. Does Shakespeare, by describing the family tragedy of King Lear, show the relations 

of man to man in society? 

I 16. Comment on the development of Lear's character. 17. Describe 

the third period of Shakespeare's work. 

Shakespeare's Contribution to the World Literature 

To sum up we can say that during his life-time Shakespeare created a 
variety of plays and characters. The ideas set out by the Renaissance, 
the struggle for happiness and freedom, are expressed by him I in the 

most realistic forms. Shakespeare's plays have become so pop-£ ular in 
the world because of his great humanist ideas and his realistic 

characters. Shakespeare did not idealize the people he portrayed. I 
He painted them as they were in his time. He created characters of 

J,' great depth and unusual intellects. We see a philosopher in Hamlet, a 
!   learned man in Horatio, a cunning diplomat in Claudius. 

Many scholars have studied Shakespeare. These are the cen-; 
tral themes Shakespeare dealt with in his plays: 

1. The idea of freedom for peoples. This is felt in his tragedies 

and historical plays. 2. Humanism. The love for mankind is 
seen in every play. 3. Freedom for the individual. 4. The 
idea of patriotism. 5. National unity under one strong king. 
The last two themes are stressed in King Lear. 6. Social 
relations between people. 7. The masses as a political force. 

8. The themes of love and friendship which are 
developed in his sonnets as well as in his plays. 

9.The struggle against cruel medieval blood-feuds (in 
Romeo and Juliet). 
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illegitimate [jli'cfeitimit] а незаконно-

рожденный 
insult [m'sAlt] v оскорблять 
plot [plot] л заговор 
represent [^repn'zent] v представлять 
righteousness [ 'raitfasnis] л праведность; 

справедливость 
share [[еэ] л доля 
succeed [sak'sM] сдобиться 
trial [traial] л испытание 

( 



 

Shakespeare achieved great skill in speech individualization of his 

characters through the choice of words, and the use of folklore — 

popular songs, ballads and sayings. That is why the plays are written in 

the living language of the epoch. 

There are some phrases that have become part of the everyday 

language of Englishmen. They have become sayings: 

♦ All's well that ends well. 

♦ All that glisters is not gold. 

♦ A sea of troubles. 

♦ Brevity is the soul of wit. 

♦ To be or not to be, that is the question. 

♦ Conscience doth
1
 make cowards of us all. 

♦ Love's labour's (is) lost. 

♦ Much ado about nothing. 

♦ There is no darkness but ignorance. 

♦ ...best men are moulded out of faults. 

Shakespeare's ideas of love, freedom, humanism and national unity 

are still very popular. Shakespeare is far from us only in time. When he 

speaks in his plays, we feel that he speaks for us and to us. His plays 

are staged by all the world's theatres and in Russia as well. Fourteen 

operas were composed on the theme of Romeo and Juliet. Verdi, 

Rossini, Berlioz wrote-operas on Othello and Macbeth. There are many 

symphonic works — Tchaikovsky's Tempest, Liszt's Hamlet. The 

whole world knows Prokofiev's beautiful ballet music to Romeo and 

Juliet. Shastokovich composed beautiful music to the sonnets. Almost 

all Shakespeare's comedies and tragedies have appeared in the cinema. 

One of the best productions is Hamlet. 

Questions and Tasks 

1. Why have Shakespeare's plays become so popular in the world? 

2. What characters did Shakespeare create? 

3. What central themes did he deal with in his plays? 

4. How did Shakespeare achieve great skill in speech individualization of his 

characters? 

5. Talk about the language of Shakespeare's plays. 

6. Name the most important phrases which have become part of the everyday language 

of Englishmen. 

7. Prove that Shakespeare's plays are very popular. 

8. Comment on Shakespeare's contribution to world literature. 

Vocabulary 

brevity ['breviti] n краткость glister ['glista] v блестеть 
conscience ['krjnjans] n совесть ignorance ['ignarens] n невежество 
coward ['kauad] n трус mould [msuld] v создавать 
depth ['depG] n глубина phrase [freiz] л фраза 
fault [fo:lt] n вина variety [va'rawti] n разнообразие 

1 doth [d\9] — doe; 
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English Literature in the 
1/th—18th Centuries 

ENLIGHTENMENT 

The 17th century was one, of the most stormy periods of English 

history. The political situation in the country was complicated. The 

growing contradictions between the new class, the bourgeoisie, and the 

old forces of feudalism brought about the English Bourgeois 

Revolution in the 1640s. As a result of the revolution, the king was 

dethroned and beheaded and England was proclaimed a republic. 

Though very soon monarchy was restored, the position of the 

bourgeoisie had changed. 

The 18th century saw Great Britain rapidly growing into a capitalist 

country. It was an age of intensive industrial development. New 

machinery was invented that turned Britain into the first capitalist 

power of the
1
 world. The 18th century was also remarkable for the 

development of science and culture. It was in this period that English 

painting began to develop too. 

In spite of the progress of industry and culture in England the 

majority of :he English people were still very ignorant. That is 

Enlightenment 

why one of the most important problems that faced the country was the 

problem of education. 

The 17th and 18th centuries are known in the history of European 

culture as the period of Enlightenment. The Enlightenment defended 

the interest of the common people — craftsmen, tradesmen, peasants. 

The central problem of the Enlightenment ideology was that of man 

and his nature. 

The Enlighteners believed in reason as well as in man's inborn 

goodness. Vice in people, they thought, was due to the miserable living 

conditions which could be changed by force of reason. They 

considered it their duty to enlighten people, to help them see the roots 

of evil. The Enlighteners also believed in the powerful educational 

value of art. 

The English Enlighteners were not unanimous in their views. Some 

of them spoke in defence of the existing order, considering 
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Vocabulary 

complicated ['komphkeitid] a сложный 

contradiction [,krmtra'dikf3n] n проти-

воречие craftsman fkraftsman] n 

ремесленник dethrone [df Oram] v 

свергать с престола enlighten [m'laitn] v 

просвещать enlightener [m'laitns] n 

просветитель enlightenment 

[m'laitnmsnt]n просвещение ideology 

[,aidi'rjl3d3i] n идеология, ми-

ровоззрение 

Questions and Tasks 

inborn ['m'bo:n] а врожденный intensive 

[m'tensiv] а интенсивный majority 

[тэ'фопи] п большинство miserable 

['mizsrablja несчастный proclaim 

[ргэ'Ыеип] v провозглашать restore 

[ns'ta] v восстанавливать stormy fsto:mi] 

а бурный unanimous [ju:'nsenimas] а 

единодушный 

Alexander Po 

(1688-1744) 

Alexander Pope [.aelig'zcmda'paup] was 

born in London in 1688. His father, a 

prosperous linen-draper, was a catholic, and 

because of his religion Pope was expelled 

from the public schools and universities. He 

picked up most of his knowledge from 

books, and though he read much he never 

became an accurate scholar. 

Pope's poetic career began with Four 

Pastorals published in 1709. These were 

short poems on spring, summer, autumn and 

winter, closely fashioned on Virgil
1
. His 

Essay on Criticism contained Pope's 

aesthetic views. 

A mock-heroic poem The Rape of the Lock which appeared in 1712 

enjoyed instant success. It was founded on an incident which occurred 

at that time. A certain Lord Petre cut a lock of hair from the head of 

young beauty named Arabella Fermor (the Belinda of the poem). This 

practical joke led to a quarrel between the two families. Pope seized on 

the occasion and wrote a long poem in which the society is pictured in 

detail and satirized with great wit. 

Pope's next work was the translation of the Illiad, which brought his 

fame and established financial positions. Pope translated Homer
2
 in the 

elegant artificial language of his own age jand gave the reading public 

what it wanted — a readable version of the Greek poem in accordance 

with the taste of time. 

After the Illiad Pope translated the Odyssey ['odisi]. After the 

publication of his Homer, as the two poems are together popularly 

called, Pope wrote satiric poetry. In 1728 he published a long 

1
 Virgil [ 'V3:d3il] (70- 19 до н. э.) — Вергилий, рим. поэт 

2
 Homer [ 'пэитэ] (9 в. до н. э.) — Гомер, греч. поэт. 
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that a few reforms were enough to improve it. These were: Daniel 

Defoe ['deenjal da'fau], Alexander Pope [,aelig'zamda рэир] and 

Samuel Richardson
1
 ['ssemjusl ' rrtjadsn]. 

The other group included the writers who openly protested against 

the social order. They defended the interests of the exploited masses. 

They were: Jonathan Swift ['йуопэвэп swift], Henry Fielding
2
 ['henn 

Ti:ldin]r Oliver Goldsmith
3
 ['nlrva 'gsuldsmiG], Richard Sheridan

4
 [ 

'ntjbd 'Jendn], Robert Burns [ 'robat 'Ьэ:пг]. 

1. Talk about the political situation in England in the 17th century. 

2. Describe the situation in Great Britain in the 18th century. 

3. Talk about the Enlightenment and its main problem. 

4. Who were the two groups among the English Enlighteners? 

5. Mention the most outstanding representatives of the Enlightenment. 

1
 Samuel Richardson (1689- 1761) — Самюэл Ричардсон, англ. писатель. 

2
 Henry Fielding (1707 - 1754) — Генри Филдинг, англ. писатель, драматург. 

3
Oliver Goldsmith (1728-1774) — Оливер Голдсмит, англ. писатель, драма 

тург. 
4
 Richard Sheridan (1751 - 1816) — Ричард Шеридан, англ. драматург 

 Alexander Pope 



satire on the "dunces" — the bad poets — called The Dunciad. In The 

Dunciad Pope ridiculed his literary opponents. The theme of the poem 

is the most important theme of the Enlightenment — the fight of the 

reason against ignorance and barbarity. It is the fiercest and the finest 

of Pope's satires. 

One of the best known and most quoted of his works is The Essay on 

Man. The purpose of the essay is to justify the existing state of things. 

In his Moral Essays and Essays on Criticism Pope expressed similar 

views. Yet he was not blind to the vices of bourgeois society, which 

he often criticized. 

Pope expressed his ideas in wonderfully quotable verse. After 

Shakespeare he is the most quoted of English poets. 

These and many other quotations from Pope have found their way 

into common speech: 

♦ "A little learning is a dangerous thing." 

♦ "And fools rush in, where angels fear to tread." 

♦ "The proper study of mankind is man." 

♦ "To err is human, to forgive divine." 

In his lifetime Pope was immensely popular. Many foreign writers 

as well as the majority of English poets, looked to him as their model. 

But later at the end of the 18th century young romantic poets, 

especially Wordsworth
1
 and Coleridge

2
 criticized Pope's poetry for its 

rationalism and lack of imagination. 

Vocabulary 

aesthetic [i:s'0etik] о эстетический fashion ['fsejbn] п придавать вид 
angel ['emcfeal] n ангел       *. instant ['instant] а немедленный 
artificial [^oiti'fifol] а искусственный justify [' tfeAstrfai] v оправдывать 
barbarity [bcu'bsenti] n жестокость lack [laek] n отсутствие 
divine [di'vam] а божественный lock [Ink] n локон 
dunce [cUns] n тупица mock-heroic ['токгн'гтдк] а героикоми- 
err [з:] v ошибаться ческий 
expel [iks'pel] v исключать occasion [э'кегзэп] л случай 

2
Wordsworth [ 'W3:dzw3:9], William (1770— 1850) —Уильям Вордсворт, 

англ. поэт-романтик «озерной школы». 
3
 Coleridge [ 'кэгЛпаз], Samuel Taylor (1772-1834) — Сэмюэл Тэйлор Кол-

ридж, англ. поэт-романтик «озерной школы». 
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occur [э'кз:] v происходить proper ['ргорэ] о 

надлежащий, должный quotable ['kwoutabl] 

о пригодный для цитирования 

Questions and Tasks 

! 1. Where was Alexander Pope born? 
2. Why was he expelled from the public schools and universities? 

3. How did he pick up most of his knowledge? 

4. What work did his poetic career begin with? 

5. Characterize Pope's main works. 

6. What quotations from Pope do you know? 

Daniel Defoe 

(1661-1731) 

Daniel Defoe [ 'daenjd da'fau] is regarded 

as the founder of realistic novel in English 

and European literature. 

Daniel Defoe's life was complicated and 

adventurous. He was the son of a wealthy 

London butcher and received a good 

education. His father, being a puritan, wanted 

his son to become a priest. He preferred, 

however, the life of a merchant. He travelled 

in Spain, Germany, France and Italy on busi-

ness. He spoke half a dozen languages 

! and was a man of wide learning. From 

. 1694 Defoe took an active part in public 

affairs. His energy enabled him to combine 

the life of a man of action with that of a writer. He was the earliest 

literary journalist in England. He wrote political pamphlets 

[on any subject and every event. He was a man of an active and original 

mind, an independent and courageous thinker who dealt 

i with social questions. 
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quotation [kwsu'taijan] л цитата 

quote [kwsut] v цитировать similar 

['simita] о похожий 

Daniel Defoe 



 

In his interesting Essay on Projects (1698) Daniel Defoe suggested 

all kinds of reforms in different spheres of social life: to establish 

savings-banks, to construct railways, to give higher education to 

women, to protect seamen etc. 

In 1702 Defoe published a satirical pamphlet written in support of 

the protestants, or dissenters persecuted by the government and the 

Church. In the pamphlet The Shortest Way Mrith the Dissenters he 

defended the freedom of religious belief. He was punished for this and 

had to stand for three days in the pillory. The pillory sentence turned to 

his triumph. People brought him flowers and sang his Hymn to the 

Pillory (1703) in which he criticized the law. 

After producing political pamphlets Defoe turned to writing novels. 

He came to it when he was nearly sixty. His first book of fiction was 

Robinson Crusoe [ 'robmsn 'km:sau] (1719). Its success encouraged 

Defoe. There followed a series of other novels: Captain Singleton [ 

'kaeptin'sinltan] (1720), Moll Flanders ['nrol 'flcundaz] 

(1722),Coione7Jacqrue['k3:nl 'd3eik] (1722) andRoxana [rok'saem) 

(1724). Daniel Defoe died in London in 1731 in poverty. 

He left behind him more than three hundred published works, and 

the reputation of being the "First English Journalist". 

Also, with his imaginative account of the adventures of Robinson 

Crusoe, he has become regarded as the forerunner of the great English 

novelists. 

Vocabulary 

account [a'kaunt] n рассказ butcher ['butjb] n 

торговец мясом combine [ksm'bam] v 

сочетать courageous [ks'reidjas] n смелый 

dissenter [di'senta] n сектант enable [1'neibl] 

v давать возможность essay ['esei] n очерк 

forerunner [fb.'r/Ana] n предшественник 

imaginative [f maecfemgtrv] а яркий 

independent [,mdi'pendant] а независимый 

pamphlet ['paemflit] n памфлет 

Robinson Crusoe 

Robinson Crusoe is the story of an Englishman who travels abroad. 
He is trying to increase his wealth by trade. He is born in a well-to-do 

family and receives a good education. His father wants him to become 
a lawyer, but Robinson "would be satisfied with nothing but going to 
sea". He runs away from home, and his adventures begin: he is 
shipwrecked several times, escapes out of slavery, works with great 
success on his plantation in Brazil until on his way to Guinea [' gmi] for 
Negro slaves he is shipwrecked and finds himself on a desert island. 

Robinson settles there and carries money and a lot of various goods 
from the wreck to the island. He learns to tame wild goats, grow corn 
and make bread. One day he saves a man from cannibals and calls him 
Friday. Friday turns out to be a clever man. He learns English and 
becomes a devoted servant and companion to his master. After many 
years Robinson and Friday help the captain of an English ship to defeat 

the crew who wants to leave their captain on the desert island. The ship 
takes Robinson to England. 

The novel was suggested to Defoe by the story of Alexander Selkirk 
[' selk3:k], a Scotch sailor. He had left England for a voyage to the 
Southern Seas in 1704. The ship was not seaworthy, and Selkirk who 
had quarrelled with his captain insisted on going ashore. He was put 

ashore on a desert island where he lived quite alone for 5 years. 
In 1709 he was picked up by a passing vessel. 
Defoe's hero, Robinson Crusoe, spends 28 years on a desert island, 

and the most famous part of the book concerns this time in his life. 
Robinson is both an individual outside society and a typical 
businessman. He makes use of the equipment which he takes from the 

ship: tools, pistols, money and other things. His behaviour is practical. 
He builds a house and fortifies it, he cultivates the ground, he tames 
animals. His religion is also business like: God helps those who help 
themselves. 

Alone and defenceless Crusoe tried to be reasonable in order to 
master his despondency (loss of hope and courage). 

He knew that he must not give way to self-pity or fear, or to lose 
himself in mourning for his lost companions. 

Robinson Crusoe's most characteristic trait is his optimism. His 
guiding principle in life became "never say die". Sometimes of 
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persecute ['p3:sikju:t] v преследовать 

pillory ['pibn] n позорный столб protestant 

['protistsnt] n протестант puritan ['pjuantmi] 

n пуританин regard [n'ga:d] v 

рассматривать savings-bank 

['servirjz'baenk) n сбере 
гательный банк sentence 

['sentsnsj n приговор series ['sisri'.z] n 

ряд sphere ['sfis] n сфера support 

[ss'pol] n поддержка thinker 1'6ц)кэ] п 

мыслитель 



course, especially during earthquakes or when he was ill, panic and 

anxiety overtook him, but never for long. He had confidence in himself 

and in man and believed it was within the power of man to overcome 

all difficulties and hardships. 

Another of Crusoe's good qualities which saved him from despair 
was his ability to put his whole heart

1
 into everything he did. He was 

an enthusiastic worker and always hoped for the best. 
The other central character of the book is Friday. Defoe makes the 

reader sympathize with Friday. Friday is intelligent, brave, generous, 
and skilful. He performs all tasks well. 

It is to Defoe's credit that he portrays the Negro as an able, pleasant 
human being at a time when coloured people were treated very 

badly. 

The second part of the book shows Robinson Crusoe as an old man 

who is still fond of the sea. He sets on a new series of adventures. He 

visits his island, China, Siberia and other places and returns home at 

the age of 72. 

The novel glorifies energy and practicalness. It is a praise to human 

labour and the triumph of man over nature. The book is still considered 

one of the masterpieces of English prose. It is read by both children 

and grown-ups throughout the world. 

Vocabulary 

 

master ['maists] v справляться 
mourn [тэ:п] v оплакивать 
praise [preiz] n хвала 
quality ['kwohti] n качество 
reasonable ['itzsnsbl] а благоразумный 
reduce [n'dju:s] v доводить 
seaworthy fsi:w3:di] а годный для плавания 
self-pity fself'piti] n жалость к самому себе 
separate ['separeit] v отделять 

Questions and Tasks 

1. Relate briefly the story of Defoe's life. 

2. Speak on Defoe's pamphlets. What themes did he touch upon in his articles and 

pamphlets? 

3. What novels did Defoe write? 

4. Discuss Robinson Crusoe according to the following plan: 
 

a) the origin of the plot; 

b) Crusoe — the main character of the book; 

c) the educational value of the novel. 

5. What characterizes Defoe as an Enlightener? 
■' 7. Say something about Friday, the other central character of the book. 
8. What do you know about the second part of the book? 

9. What does the novel glorify? 

 

able ['eibl] a способный afford [3'fo:d] v 

предоставлять anxiety [aerjg'zaiati] n 

тревога, беспокойство banish ['bsenifj v 

изгонять cannibal ['ksembsl] n людоед 

cast [ka:st] v выбрасывать confidence 

['krjnfidsns] n доверие credit J'kredit] n 

заслуга creditor ['kredits] n кредитор crew 

[kra:] n команда cultivate ['kvltiveit] v 

обрабатывать debtor ['deta] n должник 

deliver [ds'liva] v избавить desolate 

['desaht] а необитаемый despair 

[dis'pea] n отчаяние despondency 

[dis'ptmdsnsi] л упадок 
духа earthquake ['a:0kweik] n 

землетрясение enable [i'neibl] а 

возможность equipment [f kwipmsnt] n 

принадлежности fortify ['fo:tifai] v 

укреплять glorify ['glonfai] v прославлять 

guiding ['gaidin] о руководящий Guinea 

['gmi] n Гвинея 

Jonathan Swift 

(1667-1745) 

The greatest of the prose satirists of the age of the Enlightenment 

was Jonathan Swift ['изгтэбэп 'swift]. His bitter satire.was aimed at the 

policy of the English bourgeoisie towards Ireland. That's why Irish 

people considered Swift their champion in the struggle for the welfare 

and freedom of their country. 

Jonathan Swift was born in Dublin, but he came from an English 

family. His father died before he was born. The boy saw little of his 

mother's care: she had to go back to her native town. 

to put his whole heart — полностью отдаваться 
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shipwreck ['Jiprek] v потерпеть корабле-

крушение solitaire [^scli'tea] n 

отшельник state [steit] n состояние; v 

определять sympathize fsimpaBaiz] v 

одобрительно 
относиться tame [teim] v 

приручать trait [trei] n черта, 

особенность violence ['vaisbns] n 

ярость within [wi'6m] n в пределах 

wreck [rek] n обломки корабля 



 

He was supported by his uncle and 

from his very boyhood he learned how 

miserable it was to be depended on the 

charity of relatives. He was educated at 

Kilkenny school and Dublin University, 

Trinity College, to become a clergyman. 

At school he was fond of history, 

literature and languages. 

After graduating from the college he 

went to London and became private 

secretary to Sir William Temple who was 

a retired statesman and writer. Jonathan 

Swift improved his education at Sir 

William's library and in 1692 he took his Master of Arts degree
1
 at 

Oxford. He got a place of vicar in Ireland and worked there for a year 

and a half. He wrote much and burned most of what he wrote. Soon he 

grew tired of the lonely life in Ireland and was glad to accept Sir 

William Temple's proposal for his return to him. Swift lived and 

worked there until Temple's death in 1699. 

The satire The Battle of the Books (1697) marked the beginning of 

Swift's literary career. It depicts a war between books of modern and 

ancient authors. The book is an allegory and reflects the literary 

discussion of the time. 

Swift's first success was A Tale of a Tub (1704), a biting satire on 

religion. In the introduction to A Tale of a Tub the author tells of a 

curious custom of seamen. When a ship is attacked by a whale the 

seamen throw an empty tub into the sea to distract the whale's at-

tention. The meaning of the allegory was quite clear to the readers of 

that time. The tub was religion which the state (for a ship has always 

been the emblem of a state) threw to its people to distract them from 

any struggle. 

The satire is written in the form of a story about three brothers 

symbolizing the three main religions in England: Peter (the Catholic 

1
 Master of Arts degree — степень магистра гуманитарных наук 
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Church), Martin (the Anglican Church) and Jack (puritanism). It 

carries such ruthless attacks on religions that even now it remains one 

of the books, forbidden by the Pope of Rome. 

In 1713 Swift was made Dean of St Patric's Cathedral in Dublin. 

Living in Dublin Swift became actively involved in the struggle of the 

Irish people for their rights and interests against English op_p_ression_ 

and poetry. 

Swift's literary work was also closely connected with his political 

activity. In the numerous political pamphlets Swift ridiculed different 

spheres of life of bourgeois society: law, wars, politics etc. 

In 1726 Swift's masterpiece Gulliver's Travels appeared. All Swift's 

inventive genius and savage satire were at their best in this work. This 

novel brought him fame and immorality. Swift died on the 19th of 

October, 1745, in Dublin. 

Vocabulary 

charity ['tfaenti] n благотворительность; 
милосердие dean [di:n] n настоятель 

собора distract [dis'traekt] v отвлекать forbid  

[fs'bid] v (forbade; forbidden) 
запрещать forbidden [fa'bidn] p. p. от 

forbid introduction I intra d\kjbn] n 

предисловие inventive [m'ventrv] о 

изобретательный involve [m'vrjlv] v 

вовлекать miserable ['тггэгэЫ] а печальный 

Gulliver's Travels 

Swift's novel Gulliver's Travels [ 'gAlrvaz 'traevalz] made him one 

of the greatest English prose writers of the 18th century. 

It has been translated into many languages. It is popular as a 

:hildren's book, but it was meant for adults. 

In the book Swift attacks his contemporary world and the social md 

political system of England. 
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oppression [э'рге/эп] л угнетение 

proposal [ргэ'рзигэ1] п предложение 

retired [n'taisd] о удалившийся от дел 

ridicule ['ndikju:l] v высмеивать ruthless 

['ru:91is] а безжалостный savage 

['saevicfe] а жестокий symbolize [ 

'simbalaiz] v изображать 
символически tub 

[Ub] n бочка 
vicar ['vikaj n приходский священник 

welfare ['welfea] n благосостояние 



The book describes the adventures of Lemuel Gulliver, a ship's 

surgeon. It has four parts: Gulliver's voyages to 1) Lilliput ['Ыгрлг], 2) 

Brobdingnag [ 'brobdinnseg], 3) Laputa [b'pjuita], 4) the country of the 

Houyhnhnms ['huihnamz] and Yahoos [ja'huiz]. 

Originally the novel was to be the story of an imaginary world 

voyage by a certain Martin Scriblerus. Swift began to work on it in 

1711 but it was not published till 1726, and in the interval the hero had 

changed his name to Lemuel Gulliver. He was not a ship's surgeon, but 

a farmer. People called him Big Doughty [' dauti] as he was of colossal 

size and had the strength of a Hercules f h3:kjuli:z]. Swift made his 

acquaintance in Ireland, in the country of Cavan, where the writer used 

to pass his summer holidays. Big Doughty loved to show off his skill. 

Once he rescued a fellow-farmer from the persecution of a tax-collector 

by hiding him under the skirts of his overcoat. On another occasion he 

lifted a poor widow's cow 

 

out of pound where it had been imprisoned for straying and delivered it 

safely to its mistress. The highlight of this show of strength was to 

carry a horse from one field to another across the fence. This impressed 

Swift tremendously. That is how Gulliver originated. 

On the first voyage Gulliver is shipwrecked and finds himself in 

Lilliput. To his surprise, people are only "six inches high" there but 

they have the same vices and faults as the English ^shallow interests, 

corrupted laws and evil customs. Their two struggling parties, the Big-

Endians and Little-Endians, distinguish themselves only by the high 

and low heels on their shoes. They drive the country into war over the 

question of whether an egg should be broken on its big or its little end. 

The statesmen obtain posts by dancing on a tight rope. Whoever jumps 

the highest before the king gets the highest post. In this Swift satirizes 

the English court and aristocracy. Swift hated the English state system 

and looked for a better one. He believed in an ideal enlightened 

monarch. Gulliver meets such a king on his second voyage to 

Brobdingnag. 

This is a country where giants live. Gulliver appears as ridiculous to 

these people of enormous size as the Lilliputians [.luTpjuijjanz] 

seemed to him. The country of the giants is governed by common 

sense, reason and justice which is not the case in England. But even a 

clever king cannot do much for his people. 

When Gulliver's box is carried off by an eagle and dropped into the 

sea he is rescued by an English ship. It takes Gulliver a long time to get 

used to the littleness of the houses, trees and the people once back in 

England. As far as the people are concerned it is their moral littleness 

that surprises Gulliver. 

In the third part the author takes Gulliver to Laputa and the 

Academy in Lagado. In this part Swift laughs at every kind of 

impractical science and philosophy. The Laputans [1э 'pjuitanz] had ill-

built houses without one right angle. 

They are odd, clumsy and unhandy people in their common actions 

and behaviour. Laputa is a flying island. It may be put in a position that 

it can take away the lands underneath "of the benefit of the sun and the 

rain and afflict the inhabitants with death and diseases". The flying 

island helps the king to exploit his people. 
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Gulliver 



 

In the description of the Academy Swift satirizes all kinds of 

inventors for their attempts to improve everything. They want to 

extract sunbeams from cucumbers, to soften marble for pillows, to 

simplify the language by abolishing words, etc. The Academy of 

Lagado is Swift's parody on projectors whose "science" has nothing to 

do with real life. 

It is in Book IV that Swift's satire is the bitterest. Gulliver finds him-

self in a land ruled by Houyhnhnms, intelligent and virtuous horses 

who are ignorant of such vices as stealing, lying, love of money. The 

rest of the population is made up of Yahoos, ugly creatures that look 

like human beings in appearance and possess all the human vices. They 

are greedy, envious and malicious. Gulliver admires the simple modest 

way of life of the Houyhnhnms and is disgusted with the Yahoos who 

remind him so much of his countrymen that he hates. 

Swift used his favourite weapon — laughter — to mock at 

bourgeois reality. He criticized it and his criticism was hidden away in 

a whole lot of allegorical pictures. 

Thackeray, an outstanding English writer, described Jonathan Swift: 

"As fierce a beak and talon as ever stuck, as strong a wing as ever beat, 

belonged to Swift"
1
. 

Swift's art had a great effect on the further development of English 

and European literature. 

Swift's democratic ideas expressed in the book had a great influence 

on the English writers who came after Swift. 

Vocabulary 

abolish [a'bnhj] v уничтожать 
afflict [s'flikt] v сокрушать 
angle ['aerjgl] n угол 
beak [bi:k] л клюв 
benefit ['benaftt] n польза, благо 
clumsy ['cUmzi] а неуклюжий 

' ("Свифт обладал самым сильным 

клювом и когтями, какие когда-либо наносили удар, самыми сильными 

крыльями, которые когда-либо рассекали воздух," — так Теккерей 

образно охарактеризовал обличительную силу произведений Свифта). 

 

heel [hi:l] л каблук lying ['laiirj] n лживость 

malicious [ms'lifas] а злой obtain [ab'tem] v 

получать odd [cd] а странный originally 

[s'ndjnali] adv первоначально originate 

[s'rKfcmeit] v создавать parody ['paeradi] n 

пародия persecution [,p3:si'kju:Jan] n 

преследование pillow ['pilau] n подушка 

pound [paund] n загон для скота projector 

[pra'djjekta] n проектировщик rescue 

['reskju:] v спасать 

Questions and Tasks 

1. Where was Jonathan Swift born? 

2. Where did he get his education? 
 

3. Speak about his first notable work The Battle of the Books. 

4. What biting satire was Swift's first success? 

5. Speak on the pamphlets written in defence of Ireland. 

6. When did Swift's masterpiece Gulliver's Travels appear? 

7. How many parts does the novel Gulliver's Travels consist of? 

8. What did Swift mock at in the part devoted to Lilliputs? 

9. Speak on Swift's world outlook as shown in the second part of the book. 
 

10. What did Swift ridicule in Gulliver's third travel? 

11. Comment on Swift's attitude to science. What kind of science does he criticize? 

12. Speak on the meaning on the last part of the book. 

13. What did Thackeray say about Jonathan Swift? 

14. What is the origin of the novel Gulliver's Travels? 

Robert Burns 

(1759-1796) 

The greatest poet of the 17th century was Robert Burns [' robat 
'b3:nz]. His popularity in Scotland is very great. The Scottish bard was 
born in a clay cottage in the village of Alloway [ ' aelawei]. His father 
was a poor farmer, but a man who valued knowledge. It was from his 
father that Robert received his learning and his love for books. His 

mother had a beautiful voice and taught Robert 
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corrupt [ka'rApt] v искажать disgust 

[dis'gASt] v внушать отвращение enlighten 

[m'laitsn] v просвещать enormous 

[I'noimas] а огромный enviousi ['enviss] а 

завистливый fence ['fens] n забор 

shallow ['Jsebu] а мелкий 
simplify ['simphfai] vупрощать 
stray [strei] v заблудиться 
sunbeam ['sAnbi:m] n солнечный луч 
stick [stik] v (stuck) втыкать,вонзать 
surgeon ['s3:cfc3n] n хирург 
talon ['taetan] n коготь 
tax-collector [ 'taekska lekta] n сборщик 

налогов 
tight [tait] а туго-натянутый 
tremendously [tn'mendasli] adv очень, 

чрезвычайно 
unhandy [лгГпэегки] а неловкий 
virtuous ['v3:tjras] а добродетельный 



 

old Scottish songs and ballads which he later 

turned into his best poems. 

Robert Burns had no regular schooling. But 

when Robert was seven, his father engaged a 

teacher to educate him and his brother Gilbert. 

John Murdoch [' ni3:dt>k], an eighteen year-old 

scholar, was a very enthusiastic teacher. He 

taught Robert, who was his favourite, many 

subjects, French and literature among them. 

However, Robert could not afford much time for 

his studies. His father wanted to try his hand at 

farming and Robert had to help him on the farm. 

At the age of thirteen he had to take over from his 

father most of the work on the farm as his father was growing old. 

Those were hard times for Robert, and he had to leave school. 

Nearly all life Robert Burns worked on his small piece of land. At 

fifteen he did most of the work on the farm, his father's health being 

very poor. And as Bums followed the plough he whistled and sang. He 

made up his own words to the old folk tunes of Scotland that he knew 

so well. In his songs he spoke of what he saw—of the woods and fields 

and valleys, of the deer and the skylark and the small field-mouse, of 

the farmer's poor cottage. 

Burns wrote his first verses when he was fifteen. Very soon his 

poems became popular among his friends and acquaintances. In 1785 

he met a girl, who became the great love of all his life and inspirer of 

his numerous lyrical verses. Jean had a wonderful voice and knew a lot 

of old melodies to which Burns composed his songs. 

In 1786 Bums published his first book under the title of Poems, 

Chiefly in the Scottish Dialect. The book was a great success. He was 

invited to Edinburgh. He conquered the Edinburgh society by his wit 

and manners as much as by poetry. In Edinburgh he was often advised 

to write in standard English on noble themes, but he refused. He 

wanted to write poetry about the people and for the people. While in 

Edinburgh Burns got acquainted with some enthusiasts of Scottish 

songs and ballads and became engaged in collecting the treasures of 

the Scottish folklore. He travelled about 

 

Scotland collecting popular songs. 

After his father's death he did not give 

up farming and worked hard to earn 

his living. In 1791 Burns got the post 

of excise officer and moved to 

Dumfries [dAm 'fits]. The last years of 

his life were very hard. The hard daily 

work on the farm, the constant 

starvation and privations finally 

undermined Burns's health. On July 

21, 1796, at the age of 37, Bums died. 

His body rests in a Mausoleum in 

Dumfries. The house in 

Alloway, where he was born, has now been restored. Every year 

thousands of people from all over the world come there to pay homage 

to the great poet. 

Vocabulary 

afford [a'fo:d] v позволить себе clay [klei] n 

глина engage [in'geidy v нанимать 

enthusiastic [m,9ju:zf sestik] а полный 
энтузиазма excise [ek'sais] л акцизный 

сбор 
excise officer акцизный чиновник homage f 

ггшгкй п почтение, уважение 
to pay homage воздавать должное 

Questions and Tasks 

1. Where was Robert Bums bom? 

2. What can you say about his mother and father? 

3. Where was he educated? 

4. Why couldn't he afford much time for his studies? 

5. Why did he have to leave school? 

6. How did Bums make up his songs? 

7. When did he write the first verses? 

8. Who was his inspirer of the numerous lyrical verses? 
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Robert Burns 

 

Burn's Cottage in Ayrshire 

mausoleum [^moiss'lrsm] n мавзолей 

plough [plan] n плуг privation [prai'veijan] 

n лишение restore [ns'to:] v 

реставрировать skylark ['skaila:k] n 

жаворонок undermine ['лгкЬтат] v 

подорвать whistle ['wisl] v 

насвистывать 



9. What was the title of his first book? 
10. Where was Burns invited? 

11. How was he met by the Edinburgh society? 

12. When did Burns get the post of excise officer in Dumfries? 

13. When did he die? 

14. Where does his body rest? 

15. Relate the main facts of Burn's life. 

Burns's Literary Work 

Robert Burns's poetry was inspired by his deep love for his moth-

erland, for its history and folklore. His beautiful poem My Heart's in 

the Highlands, full of vivid colourful descriptions, is a hymn to the 

beauty of Scotland's nature and to its glorious past. He admires the 

green valleys, "mountains high cover'd with snow, and wild hanging 

woods". He calls his country: "The birthplace of valour, the country of 

worth." 

My Heart's in the Highlands 

My heart's in the Highlands, my heart is not here, My 
heart's in the Highlands a-chasing the deer, A-
chasing the wild deer and following the roe — My 
heart's in the Highlands, wherever I go! 

Farewell to the Highlands, farewell to the North, The 
birthplace of valour, the country of worth! Wherever I 
wander, wherever I rove, The hills of the Highlands 
for ever I love. 

My heart's in the Highlands, etc. 

Farewell to the mountains high cover'd with snow, 
Farewell to the straths and green valleys below, 
Farewell to the forests and wild-hanging woods, 
Farewell to the torrents and loud — pouring floods! 

My heart's in the Highlands, etc. 
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Adieu for a while, I can never forget thee,
1 
The 

land of my fathers, the soil of the free, I sigh for 
the hour that shall bid me retrace The path of my 
childhood, my own native place. 

My heart's in the Highlands, etc. 

In Burns's poems nature forms a part of people's life, though he 

does not personify it. 

Burns is inspired by deep love for Scotland, its history and folklore. 

Address to Edinburgh is a hymn to the common Scottish people: 

The sons, Edina
2
, social, kind, With open 

arms the strangers hail; Their views 
enlarg'd their lib'ral

3
 mind. Above the 

narrow rural vale; Attentive still to 
sorrow's wail, Or modest merit's silent 
claim: And never may their sources fail! 
And never envy blot their name!" 

Burns's poetry is closely connected with the national struggle of the 

Scottish people for their liberation from English oppression, the 

struggle that had been going on in Scotland for many centuries. His 

favourite national hero is William Wallace [' WDIIS] (1270 — 1305), the 

leader of the uprising against the English oppressors. The Scottish 

people led by Wallace and Robert Bruce (1274- 1329), King of Scot-

land, overthrew the English army in the battle at Bannockburn in 1314 

and secured Scottish independence. 

Bruce at Bannockburn is one of the best poem by Burns. It is the 

poet's call to his people to keep up the freedom-loving spirit of their 

fathers. 

Scots, who have with Wallace bled, Scots, 
whom Bruce has often led, 

1
 thee — you 

2
 Edina — Endinburgh 

3
 enlarg'd... lib'ral — enlarged... liberal 
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Welcome to your gory bed, Or 

to victory! 

By oppression's woes and pains! By 

your sons in servile chains! We will 

drain our dearest veins, But they shall 

be free! 

Lay the proud usurpers low! 

Tyrants fall in every foe! 

Liberty's in every blow! — 

Let us do, or die! 

Robert Bums is a true son of the Scottish peasantry. His poems express 

their thoughts and hopes, their human dignity, and their love of freedom and 

hatred for all oppressors. In his poem A Man's A Man ForA'That Burns says 

that it is not wealth and titles, but the excellent qualities of man's heart that 

make "a man for a' that". 

The poet praises the healthy, happy, wise Scottish peasant, who in his 

shabby clothes is worth a score of lords, however fine. 

A Man's A Man ForA'That 

Is there for honest Poverty That hangs 

his head, and all that: The Coward 

slave, we pass him by, We dare be 

poor for all that! For all that, and all 

that, Our toil's obscure and all that; 

The rank is but the guinea-stamp. The 

Man's the gold for all that. 

Then let us pray that come it may — (As come 

it will for all that) — That Sense and Worth 

over all the Earth, Shall bear the gree
1
, and all 

that. 

gree — have the first place 

For all that, and all that. It's coming yet 

for all that, That man to man, the world 

over, Shall brothers be for all that! 

Titles and riches are not enough to make people happy. 

Many verses of the poet were inspired by the French Revolution which he 

supported with all his heart. 

• In his poem The Tree of Liberty Burns praised the French revolutionaries 

who planted "The Tree of Liberty" in their country. In this poem Bums 

expresses his belief that the time will come when all people will be equal and 

happy. 

Like brothers in a common cause We'd 

on each other smile, man; And equal 

rights and equal laws World gladden 

every isle, man. 

In spite of his poverty, hunger and never-ceasing toil, Burns was an 

optimist. He enjoyed life as few of his contemporaries did. The poem John 

Barleycorn expresses Burns's optimism. It tells of the way people prepare 

whiskey. The poem is symbolic in its meaning. John Barleycorn personifies 

the strength of the common people which is immortal and cannot be done 

away with. Three kings wanted to kill John Barleycorn. 

John Barleycorn 

The were three kings into the east, 

Three kings both great and high, And 

they had sworn a solemn oath 

John Barleycorn should die. 

They took a plough and ploughed him down, 

Put clods upon his head, And they had 

sworn a solemn oath 

John Barleycorn was dead. 

But the cheerful spring came kindly on, And 

showers began to fall; 
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John Barleycorn, got up again, And 

sore surpris'd them all. 

However, all their efforts were in vain. John Barleycorn was not dead, as 

his joyful spirit was alive in those who had a chance "to taste his blood". 

John Barleycorn was a hero bold, 

Of noble enterprise, For if you 

do but taste his blood, 

It will make your courage rise. 

It will make a man forget his woe; 
It will heighten all his joy: It will make the 

widow's heart to sing, 
Though the tear were in her eye. 

Then let us toast John Barleycorn, 

Each man a glass in hand; And 

may his great posterity
1
 

Ne'er
2
 fail in old Scotland. 

Burns was a remarkable lyric poet. His lyrical poems are known for their 

beauty, truthfulness, freshness, depth of feelings and their lovely melody. 

Among his best lyrics is Oil, My Love is Like a Red, Red Rose. 

О my Love's like a red, red rose 

That's newly sprung in June; О 

my Love's like the melody That's 

sweetly played in tune. 

As fair art thou, my bonnie lass
3
, So deep in 

love am I; And I will love thee still, my 

dear, Till all the seas go dry. 

Till all the seas go dry my dear, And the 

rocks melt with the sun; ОI will love 

thee still, my dear, While the sands of 

life shall run. 

And fare thee well, my only Love! And 

fare thee well a while! And I will come 

again, my Love, Though it were ten 

thousand mile! 

Many of Burns's lyrical poems have been put to music and are sung by all 

English-speaking people. One of them is Auld Lang Syne f o:kf ten' sain], a 

beautiful song of brotherhood and friendship. 

Auld Lang Syne
1
 

Should auld
2
 acquaintance be forgot, 

And never brought to mind ? 

Should auld acquaintance be forgot, 

And days of lang syne! 

Chorus 

For auld lang syne, my dear, 

For auld lang syne, 

We'll take a cup of kindness yet 

For auld lang syne! 

We two have wandered in the brook From 

morning sun till dine
3
, But seas between us 

broad have roared Since auld lang syne. 

And there's a hand, my trusty friend, 

And give us a hand of thine
4
; And we'll 

take a right hearty drink. For auld lang 

syne. 

 

1
 posterity — future generation 

2
 Ne'er — Never 

3
 bonnie lass — pretty girl 

1
 Auld Lang Syne — the days of long ago 

2
 auld — old 

3
 dine — dinner 

4
 thine — yours 
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Burns's wit, humour, contempt for falsehood and hypocrisy are best 

revealed in his epigrams — short four line satirical verses in which he 

attacks lords, churchmen, persons of rank. The biting satire of his 

epigrams was greatly admired by the common people. Here are the 

three epigrams in which Robert Burns shows the ignorance of the 

nobility, the falsehood of the priests and his hatred of the rich. 

Epigrams 
. 

The Book-Warms 

Once Burns was invited by a nobleman to see his magnificent 

library. Observing a splendidly bound, but uncut and worm-eaten copy 

of Shakespeare on the table, the poet left the following lines in the 

volume: 

Through and through the inspired leaves, Ye
1
 

maggots, make your windings; But, oh! 
respect his lordship's taste, And spare the 
golden bindings. 

The Parson's Looks 

Someone remarked that he had seen falsehood in the very look of a 

certain priest. The poet replied: 

That there is falsehood in his looks I 
must and will deny; They say their 
master is a knave — And sure they 
do not lie. 

Pinned to a Lady's Coach 

The following lines were addressed to the coach of a very rich lady. 

1
 ye — you 

If you rattle along like your mistress's tongue, Your 
speed will outrival the dart; But a fly for your load, 
you'll break down on the road, If your stuff be as 
rotten's her heart. 

The name of Burns is very dear to all English-speaking nations 

because the source of his poetry was the folklore and the songs of his 

people whose true son he was. 

In our country Robert Burns is widely known, loved and sung. One 

of the best translators of Burns's poetry was Samuel Marshak who 

successfully preserved the music of the original Scottish dialect. 

Burns's songs are the soul of music and it is not surprising that 

Beethoven fbeithauvn], Schumann, Mendelsohn, and others composed 

music to the poet's verses. Russian composers have also set many of 

Burns's verses to music. Among the best is the cycle of songs by 

Georgi Sviridov. Tunes to Burns's songs have been successfully 

written also by Dmitri Shostakovich, Nikolai Myaskovsky and others. 

Burns's verses are a constant everliving source of inspiration for 

composers in all countries. 

Now Robert Burns is considered the national poet of Scotland, and 

January 25 — the date of his birth — is always celebrated by 

Scotchmen. 

Vocabulary 

adieu [a'dju:] int прощай! 
bid [bid] v (bade; bidden) приказывать 
bind [bamd] v (bound) переплетать 
blot [bint] v бесчестить 
bound [baund] past и р. р. от bind 
brook [bruk] n ручей 
cease [sis] v прекращать 
claim [kleim] n требование 
clod [kind] n глыба (земли) 
contempt [кэп/tempt] n презрение 
dart [da:t] n дротик 
dignity ['digniti] л достоинство 
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drain [drem] v осушать falsehood 

['foMrud] n ложь farewell ['feswel] 

int прощай! foe [fau] n враг 
gory ['go:n] а покрытый кровью hail 

[heil] v приветствовать ignorance 

['ignarens] n невежество immortal 

[i'mo:tl] а бессмертный inspire 

[m'spaia] v внушать knave [nerv] n 

мошенник maggot ['maegat] n 

личинка outrival [aut'rarval] v 

превзойти 



 

path [pa:0] п тропинка 
personify [p3:'smiifai] v олицетворять 
pin [pm] v прикрепить 
posterity [pDSt'enti] n последующие по-

коления 
preserve [pn'z3:v] v сохранять 
rattle ['rati] у трещать; грохотать 
retrace [n'treis] v возвращаться 
roe [гэи] n косуля 
rotten [ 'rotn] а нравственно испор-

ченный 
rove [reuv] v скитаться 
score [sko:] n два десятка 
secure [si'kjua] v обеспечивать 
servile ['s3:vail] а рабский 
shabby ['Jaebi] а поношенный 

sigh [sai] v тосковать soil 

[soil] n земля 
solemn t'sobm] а торжественный source 

[SD:S] n источник strath [straeG] n 

широкая горная долина с протекающей 

по ней рекой swear [swes] v (swore; 

sworn) клясться toast [taust] v 

провозглашать тост toil [toil] n тяжелый 

труд torrent ['trjrent] n стремительный 

поток usurper [ju:'z3:p3] n захватчик vale 

[veil] n долина valour ['vaela] n доблесть 

wail [well] n вопль woe [wsu] n rope, 

скорбь worm [W3:m] n червь 

English Literature in the Second 
Half of the 18th Century 

| PRE-ROMANTICISM 

Another trend in the English literature of the second half of 
the 18th century was the so-called pre-romanticism. It originated 
among the conservative groups of men of letters' as a reaction 
against Enlightenment. 

The mysterious element plays a great role in the works of pre-
romanticists. One of pre-romanticists was William Blake (1757 — 
1827), who in spite of his mysticism, wrote poems full of human 
feelings and sympathy for the oppressed people. Blake's effec-
tiveness comes from the poetic "contrasts" and simple rhythms. 

 

Vocabulary 

conservative [kan's3:v3tiv] a консер-

вативный 
effectiveness [i 'fektrvnis] n эффектив-

ность 

metre ['mi:ta] n стих, размер 

mysticism ['mistisizm] л мистицизм 

originate [s'ncfemeit] v возникать 

rhythm ['пбэт] п ритм речи 

 

1
 men of letters — 

писатели 
Ш 

 

Questions and Tasks 

1. What are the main themes of Burns's poetry? 
2. What poem is a hymn to the beauty of Scotland's nature? 

3. What poem is closely connected with the national struggle of the Scottish 

people for their liberation from English oppression? 
4. What is the main idea of the poem Is There for Honest Poverty? 

5. In what poem does Burns develop the revolutionary theme? 

6. What is the idea of the poem John Barleycorn? 

7. What are Burns's lyric poems? 

8. Point out the similes used in the poem A Red, Red Rose. 

9. Comment of Burns's epigrams. 
 

10. Who was one of the best translators of Burns's poetry in Russia? 
11. What composers set many of Burns's verses to music? 



William Blake 

(1757-1827) 

William Blake was born in London into 

the family of trades people. The family was 

neither rich nor poor. Blake did not receive 

any formal education but he demonstrated 

good knowledge of English literature, 

particularly Milton'. At the age of 14 he 

became an apprentice engraver, and is as 

well known for his engravings as for his po-

etry. 

Blake has always been seen as a strange 

character, largely because of his childhood 

experience of seeing visions. 

He was a very religious man, but he 

rejected the established church, declaring that 

personal experience, the inner-light, should direct and guide man. 

William Blake had a veYy individual view of the world. His 

religious philosophy is seen through his works Songs of Innocence 

(1789), The Marriage of Heaven and Hell (1790) and Songs of 

Experience (1794). His poems are simple but symbolic. For example, 

in his poems The Tiger and The Lamb, the tiger is the symbol of 

mystery, the lamb — the symbol of innocence. 

The Tyger is a mystical poem that, rather than describes a tiger, an 

animal that Blake had never seen, is a perception of the Universal 

Energy, a power beyond good and evil. In the poem the nature of 

universal energy becomes clear through a series of questions, which 

the reader is forced to answer. This makes the reader enter into the 

poem, becoming part of the poetic experience. 

During the poem, the reader passes from a state of ignorance to a state 

of understanding. In this way the poem becomes an "experience" for 

the reader as well as a picture of an experience felt by the poet. 

From Songs of Experience 

The Tyger 

Tyger! Tyger! burning bright In the 
forests of the night, What immortal 
hand or eye Could frame thy

1
 fearful 

symmetry? 

In what distant deeps or skies Burnt 

the fire of thine
2
 eyes ? On what wings 

dare he aspire? What the hand dare 

seize the fire? 

And what shoulder, and what art, Could 
twist the sinews of the heart? And when 
the heart began to beat, What dread hand? 
And what dread feet? 

What the hammer? What the chain? In 

what furnace was they brain? What the 

anvil? What dread grasp Dave its deadly 

terrors clasp? 

When the stars threw down their spears, 

And water'd heaven with their tears, Did 

he smile his work to see? Did he made the 

Lamb make thee? 

 

1
 Milton John (1608 — 1674) — Джон Мильтон, англ. поэт и 

публицист. 112 

1
 thy [6ai] — your 

2
 thine [6am] — your 
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Tyger! Tyger! Burning bright In the 

forests of the night, What immortal
1
 

hand or eye Dare frame
2
 thy fearful 

symmetry
3
 ? 

Blake's later poems are very complex symbolic texts but his voice in 

the early 1790s is the conscience of the Romantic age. He shows a 

contrast between a world of nature and childhood innocence and a 

world of social control. Blake saw the dangers of an industrial society 

in which individuals were lost, and in his famous poem London he calls 

the systems of society "mind forged manacles" . For Blake, London is a 

city in which the mind of everyone is in chains and all individuals are 

imprisoned. 

Even the River Thames has been given a royal charter (charter'd = 

given rights) so that it can be used for commerce and trade. 

From Songs of Experience 
London 

I wander thro'
4
 each charter'd street. Near 

where the charter'd Thames does flow, And 
mark

5
 ifl every face I meet Marks of 

weakness, marks of woe
6
. 

In every cry of every Man, In every 
Infant's

7
 cry of fear, In every voice, 

every ban
8 
The mind forg'd 

manacles
9
1 hear. 

1
 immortal — godlike 

2
 frame — arrange; invent 

3
 symmetry — frightening balance or perfection 

4
 thro'[9ru:] — through 

5
 mark — notice 

6
 woe [wau] — sadness 

7
 Infant's — very small child's 

8
 ban — law to stop something 

9
 the mind forg'd manacles—chains around the hands, which are made in the brain 

William Blake thought that childhood was the perfect period of 

sensibility and experience, and he fought against injustices against 

children. In his poem The Chimney Sweeper he shows how the modern 

world, the world of chimney sweepers, corrupts and "dirties" children. 

Using the symbolic technique of a "dream", Blake presents a heavenly 

view of children who are clean, naked, innocent, and happy, and 

contrasts it with the reality of the sweep's life, which is dirty, cold, 

corrupted and unhappy. 

The poem refers to the terrible social conditions of the sweep. These 

children were sold by their parents when they were very young. They 

got up early in the morning and worked all day in awful conditions, 

suffering from the cold. In Tom's dream, happiness and delight become 

reality. The poem is simple and sentimental. Blake avoids in it the 

more complex aspects of his mystical symbols. 

William Blake's poetry was not immediately recognized during his 

lifetime, because of its mysticism. His etchings were more immediately 

popular and, like his poetry, reflect his great power of imagination. 

Vocabulary 

anvil ['senuil] n наковальня aspect ['aespekt] 

n сторона aspire [as'paia] v подниматься 

charter ['tfats] n право conscience ['krmfsns] n 

совесть corrupt [kg'rApt] о испорченный; 

/портить, развращать dread [dred] а 

ужасный engraver [m'grerva] n гравер 

engraving [m'greivm] n гравюра etching 

['etfrrj] n офорт forge ['fo:d3l v ковать 
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innocence ['mgsns] n невинность 
manacle ['maenakl] n pi наручники 
naked ['neikid] а голый 
perception [ps'sepjbn] n способность 

восприятия 
sensibility Lsensi'biliti] л чувствитель-

ность 
sinew ['smju:] n жила 

symbolic [sim'bohk] а символический 
technique [,tek'ni:k] n техника 
vision [,vi3sn] n видение 



 

Questions and Tasks 

1. How was the trend in the English literature of the second half of the 18th 
century called? 

2 What is the reason of its origination^ 
3 Characterize the works of the pre-romanticists. 
4 Tell the main facts of William Blake s lite. 5' 
Give a brief account of his literary career. 

English Literature in the 
Beginning of the 19th Century 

ROMANTICISM 

The period of Romanticism covers approximately 30 years, 
beginning from the last decade of the 18th century and continuing up 
to the 1830s. Romanticism as a literary current can be regarded as a 
result of two great historical events: 1) the Industrial Revolution in 
England and 2} the French Bourgeois Revolution of 1789. The 

Industrial Revolution began with the invention of a weavring-machine 
which could do the work of 17 people. The weavers that were left 
without work thought that the machines were to blame for their misery. 
They began to destroy these machines, or frames as they were called. 
The frame-breaking movement was called the Luddite movement, 
because the name of the first man to break a frame was Ned Ludd. 

The reactionary ruling class of England was against any progressive 
thought influenced by the French Revolution. The last decade of the 
18th century became known as the "white terror". Progressive-minded 
people were persecuted and forced into exile. 

The Industrial Revolution in England, as well as the French 
Bourgeois Revolution, had a great influence on the cultural life of the 
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country. Romanticists were dissatisfied with the present state of things 

in their country. Some of the writers were revolutionary: they denied 

the existing order, called upon the people to struggle for a better future, 

shared the people's desire for liberty and objected to colonial 

oppression. They supported the national liberation wars on the 

continent against feudal reaction. Such writers were George Gordon 

Byron [ 'd3o:d3 'go:dn 'Ьаюгэп] and Percy Bysshe Shelley ['p3:si 'bif 

'Jell] • 

Others, though they had welcomed the French Revolution and the 

slogan of liberty, fraternity and eguality, later abandoned revolutionary 

ideas. They turned their attention to nature and to the simple problems 

of life. They turned to the ideas of the feudal past by way of protest of 

capitalist reality. Among these writers were the poets William 

Wordsworth [ 'w3:dzw90], Samuel Taylor Coleridge fsaemjual 'tens 

'ksulncfc], Robert Southey
1
 fsaixk], who formed the "Lake School", 

called so because they all lived for a time in the beautiful Lake District 

in the north-west of England. They dedicated much what they wrote to 

Nature. Legends, tales, songs and ballads became part of the creative 

method of the romanticists. The romanticists were talented poets and 

their contribution to English literature was very important. 

Vocabulary 

abandon [э'Ьзегк!эп] v оставлять dissatisfied  [ 'dis 'saetisfaid] а неудо- 

approximately [s'proksimitli] aaV при- влетворенный 
близительно fraternity [fre't3:niti] n братство 

blame [bleim] n причина object [3b'd3ekt] v возражать, проте- 

decade [di'keid] n десятилетие стовать 
dedicate ['dedikeit] v посвящать persecute ['p3:sikju:t] v преследовать 
deny [di'nai] v отвергать terror [Чегэ] п ужас 

Questions and Tasks 

1. When did romanticism come into being? 

2. What historical events did this new literary current coincide with? 

1 Robert Southey [ sauoi] (1774—1843) —Роберт Cayra, англ. поэт «озернойшколы». 

 

3. Why did romanticism come into being? 

4. What were romanticists dissatisfied with? 

5. Comment on the differences between the revolutionary romanticism of England and 

the poets of the "take School". 

6. What are the representatives of revolutionary romanticism? 

7. What writers belonged to the "Lake School"? 

8. What themes did the poets of the "Lake School" choose for their verses? 

William Wordsworth 

(1770-1850) 

William Wordsworth f W3:dzwa0] was the greatest representative 

of the Lake School Poets. He was born in a 

lawyer's family and grew up in the Lake District, a 

place of mountains and lakes. Soon after mother's 

death in 1788 he was sent to Hawkshead fruxkfsd] 

Grammar School, situated in a lovely village near 

Lake Windermere [ 'windamia]. The boy was 

allowed plenty of leisure: to go boating and 

fishing on the lake and studying wild life in the 

woods. There William came to know and love 

the world of nature. His father died leaving him 

an orphan at the age of thirteen. His two uncles 

sent him to Cambridge University. During his 

college days William took a walking tour in 

France, Switzerland and Italy. After graduating he 

toured Wales and France and became deeply involved in the cause of 

the French Revolution in which he saw a great movement for human 

freedom. Later he was greatly disappointed at the outcome of the 

Revolution. He thought that it had brought only cruelty and bloodshed. 

William withdrew into the quiet of the country. 

In about 1795 William Wordsworth met the poet Samuel Taylor 

Coleridge, who became one of his closest friends. In 1797 he two poets 

published their best work Lyrical Ballads. 

William Wordsworth wrote sonnets and ballads. The most 

haracteristic themes of Wordsworth's poetry were the defence of 
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the common country people, their feelings and beliefs, the beauty of 

nature. Every object in nature was in his eyes a source of poetry. His 

fame grew worldwide. 

When he died he was buried in the little church at Grasmere 

['grasmia] in the Lake District. 

The Daffodils 

I wandered lonely as a cloud 

That floats on high o'er
1
 vales and hills, 

When all at once I saw a crowd, 
Ahost of golden daffodils, 
Beside the lake, beneath the trees, 
Fluttering and dancing in the breeze. 

Continuous as the stars that shine And 
twinkle on the Milky Way They 
stretched in never-ending line Along 
the margin of the bay; Ten thousand 
saw I at a glance, Tossing their heads 
in sprightly dance. 

The waves beside them danced, but they 

Outdid the sparkling waves in glee; 
A poet could not but be gay 

In such a jocund company. 
I gazed — and gazed — but little thought 
What wealth the show to me had brought. 

For oft'
2
, when on my couch I lie In 

vacant or in pensive mood, They flash 
upon that inward eye Which is the 
bliss of solutude And then my heart 
with pleasure fills, And dances with 
the daffodils. 

o'er — over 1 

off — often 

 

jocund ['фэкэгкГ] а веселый margin ['та:фп] п 

край outcome ['autkAiri] n результат pensive 

['pensiv] а грустный solitude fsolitju:d] n 

уединение sprightly ['spraith] а веселый toss 

[tDs] v вскидывать; качать vacant ['veikant] а 

бездумный 

Questions and Tasks 

| 1. Give a brief account of Wordsworth's life. 
2. Name his first notable work. 

3. What did Wordsworth write? 

4. What were the most characteristic themes of Wordsworth's poetry? 

5. What was every object in nature in his eyes? 

6. Express the idea of the poem The Daffodils in some sentences. 

George Byron 

(1788-1824) 

George Gordon Byron ['Ьаюгэп], the 

great romantic poet, has often been called 

a poet of "world sorrow". In almost all his 

poetry there is a current of gloom and 

pessimism. The reason for this gloom and 

sorrow may be found in the social and 

political events of his day which influenced 

him so deeply. 

"To solve the mystery of the gloomy 

poetry of so immense, colossal a poet as 

Byron, we must first search for the secret 

oftheepochit expresses", Belinsky wrote. 

During his childhood the First Bourgeois 

Revolution took place in France. 
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Vocabulary 

George Gordon Byron 

bliss [blis] n блаженство cause 

[ko:z] л дело couch [kautf] n 

кушетка daffodil ['dasfsdil] n 

нарцисс defence [di'fens] n 

защита flutter ['fkts] v трепетать 

glee [gli:] n веселье host [hgust] n 

множество involve [m'vrjlv] v 

вовлекать 



At the same time the Industrial Revolution developed in England and 

the invention of new machines, which supplanted workers, brought 

misery to thousands of labourers. Wars, political oppression of the 

masses, all these facts observed by the poet, gave rise to his discontent 

with the social and political life of his time and that's why his poetry 

was full of gloom and sonow. But Byron was not inclined to accept the 

then existing conditions passively. He raised his voice to condemn 

them, and to call men to active struggle against the social evils of his 

time. That's why he may be rightly called a revolutionary romanticist. 

Byron's heroes, like the poet himself, are strong individuals who are 

disillusioned in life and fight single-handed against the injustice and 

cruelty of society. 

The poet was born on January 22, 1788 in an ancient aristocratic 

family in London. His father, an army captain, died when the boy was 

three years old. The boy spent his childhood in Aberdeen, Scotland, 

together with his mother. His mother, Catherine Gordon, was a Scottish 

lady of honourable birth and respectable fortune. Byron was lame and 

felt distressed about it all his life, yet, thanks to his strong will and 

regular training, he became an excellent rider, a champion swimmer 

and a boxer and took part in athletic activities. 

When George lived in Aberdeen he attended grammar school. In 

1798 George's grandurifcle died and the boy inherited the title of lord 

and the Byron's family estate, Newstead Abbey ['njuistid]. It was 

situated near Nottingham, close to the famous Sherwood Forest. 

Together with his mother the boy moved to Newstead Abbey from 

where he was sent to Harrow School. At the seventeen he entered 

Cambridge University. He was very handsome. He had a beautiful 

manly profile. His contemporary young men tried to imitate his 

clothes, his manners and even his limping gait. He seemed proud, 

tragic and melancholic. But he could also be very cheerful and witty. 

Byron's literary career began while he was at Cambridge. His first 

volume of verse entitled Hours of Idleness (1807) contained a number 

of lyrics dealing with love, regret and parting. There were also some 

fragments of translation from Latin and Greek poetry. His poems were 

severely criticized by the Edinburgh Review, the leading literary 

magazine of that time. The poet answered with a 
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biting satire in verse, English Bards and Scotch Reviewers (1809), in 
which he attacked the reactionary critics and the three Lake School 
Poets, Wordsworth, Coleridge and Southey. 

 

St John's College, Cambridge 

After graduating from Cambridge University in 1809 Byron started 

on a tour through Portugal, Spain, Greece, Turkey and Albania. He 

returned home in 1811. By right of birth he was a member of the House 

of Lords. On February 27, 1812 Byron made his first speech in the 

House of Lords. He spoke passionately in defence of the Luddites
1
. He 

blamed the government for the unbearable conditions of workers' life. 

In his parliament speech Byron showed himself a staunch champion of 

the people's cause, and that made the reactionary circles hate him. 

' Luddites were workers who expressed their protest against exploitation by 
breaking machines. Ned Ludd was the first to destroy frames. 
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In 1812 the first two cantos of Childe Harold's
1
 Pilgrimage [ 'tfaild 

'hasr9ldz'pilgnmid3] were published. They were received by his 

contemporaries with a burst of enthusiasm. He became one of the most 

popular men in London. He himself remarked, "I awoke one morning 

and found myself famous". 

Between 1813 and 1816 Byron composed his Oriental Tales. The 

most famous of tales are The Giaour [ 'фаш], The Corsair [ 'кэзеэ] and 

Lara, all of which embody the poet's romantic individualism. The hero 

is a rebel against society, a man of strong will and passion. Proud and 

independent, he rises against tyranny and injustice to gain his personal 

freedom and happiness. His revolt, however, is too individualistic, and 

therefore it is doomed to failure. 

In this period Byron began to write his political satires, the most 

outstanding of which is the Ode to Framers of the Frame Bill. 

In 1815 Byron married Miss Isabella Milbanke, a religious woman, 

cold and pedantic. It was an unhappy match for the poet. 

Though Byron was fond of their only child Augusta Ada, he and his 

wife parted. The scandal surrounding the divorse was great. Byron's 

enemies found their opportunity and used it against him. They began to 

persecute him. The great poet was accused of immorality and had to 

leave his native country. 

In May 1816 Byron went to Switzerland where he made the 

acquaintance of Percy Bysshe Shelley [ 'p3:si 'bif 'Jell], and the two 

poets became close friends. 

While in Switzerland Byron wrote Canto the Third of Childe 

Harold's Pilgrimage (1816), The Prisoner of Chillon ['pnzna av 'Jibn] 

(1816), a lyrical drama Manfred (1817) andanumber of lyrical poems. 

The Prisoner of Chillon describes the tragic fate of the Swiss 

revolutionary Bonnivard who spent a number of years of his life in 

prison with his brothers. 

Chillon is a castle on the shore of Lake Geneva, Switzerland. The 

story told by Byron had real historical foundation. Bonnivard was an 

active fighter for the liberation of his native city of Geneva 

1
 Childe — устар. благородный юноша, еще не посвященный в рыцари. 

Childe Harold — букв, юноша Гарольд 
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from the control of Charles III, Duke of Savoy. Bonnivard was a 

republican, and the Duke of Savoy imprisoned him in the Castle of 

Chillon where he was kept from 1530 to 1536 without trial. In 1536 the 

citizens of Bern, Switzerland, captured the Castle of Chillon and 

released Bonnivard. 

In 1816 Byron wrote his Song for the Luddites where he again 

raised his voice in defence of the oppressed workers, encouraging them 

to fight for freedom. 

In 1817 Byron went to Italy, where he lived till 1823. At this time 

political conditions in Italy were such as to rouse his indignation. He 

wished to see the country one and undivided. Acting on this idea, the 

poet joined the secret organization of the Corba-nari which was 

engaged in the struggle against the Austrian oppressors. 

The Italian period (1817—1823), influenced by revolutionary ideas, 

is considered the summit of Byron's poetical career. Such works as 

Beppo (1818), and his greatest work Don Juan[" drm' d3U3n] (1819—

1824) are the most realistic works written by the poet. It is a novel in 

verse, that was to contain 24 cantos, but death stopped his work and 

only 16 and a half cantos were written. Though the action in Don Juan 

takes place at the close of the 18th century, it is easy enough to 

understand that the author depicts the 19th century Europe and gives a 

broad panorama of contemporary life. 

Other works of this period are: Canto the Fourth of Childe Harold's 

Pilgrimage (1817), The Prophecy of Dante [ 'proftsi] (1821), where 

speaking in the person of the great Italian poet Dante, Byron calls upon 

Italians to fight for their independence; the tragedy Cain (1821). 

Once Byron wrote: 

When a man hath no freedom to fight for at home, 
Let him combat for that of his neighbours. 

The defeat of the Carbonari uprising (1823) was a great blow to 

Byron. The Greek war against Turkey attracted his attention. He went 

to Greece to take part in the struggle for national inde- 
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Vocabulary 

accuse [a'kju:z] v обвинять 
athletic [se6'letik] a спортивный 
authority [o:'0Dnti] п власть 
blame [bleim] v обвинять 
burst [b3:st] n взрыв 
canto ['ksentsu] n песнь (часть поэмы) 
capture ['kaeptfs] л захват 
combat ['kombst] v бороться 
contemporary [кэпЧетрэгэп] а совре-

менный 
discontent ['diskan'tent] n недовольство 
disillusion [,disi'lu33n] v разочаровывать 
distress [dis'tres] умучить 

to feel distressed мучиться; пере-

живать 
divorse [di'vo:s] n развод 
encourage [т'клпаз] v воодушевлять 
doom [du:m] v обрекать to be doomed 

быть обреченным 
estate [is'teit] п поместье 
failure [Teiljs] n неудача, провал 
fever ['firv9] n лихорадка 
foundation [faun'deijbn] n основание 
frame [freim] n ткацкий станок 
gait [geit] n походка 

gloom [glu:m] n мрачность; уныние 

immense [I'mens] о огромный indignation 

[,mdig'neijgn] n негодование inherit 

[m'hent] унаследовать, получать в 

наследство lame [leim] а хромой limp 

[limp] v хромать match [maetf] n брак 

mourn [mo:n] v оплакивать observe 

[sb'z3:v] v наблюдать pedantic 

[pi'dsentiklo педантичный profile ['preufail] 

n профиль rebel [n'bel] n повстанец; 

бунтарь regret [n'gret] n сожаление 

release [rf lis] v освобождать revolt 

[n'vault] n восстание rouse [rauz] v 

возбуждать severely [si'vish] adv жестоко 

single-handed ['sirjgl'haendid] а в оди-

ночку staunch [sto:ntf] n стойкий summit 

['sAmit] n вершина supplant [sa'plaint] v 

занимать Swiss [swis] а швейцарский 

trial [traisl] n суд 
unbearable [лп 'ЬеэгэЫ] а невыносимый 

Questions and Tasks 

1. Why has Byron often been called a poet of "world sorrow*? 

2. What was the reason for this gloom and sorrow? 

3. What were the political events of his time which influenced him so deeply? 

4. How did Byron accept the existing conditions? 

5. Why may he rightly be called a revolutionary romanticist? 

6. What are the characteristic features of Byron's heroes? 

7. Relate the main facts of Byron's childhood. 

8. Where did Byron get education? 

9. When did his literature career begin? 
 

10. How was his first volume of verse entitled? 

11. What was Byron's first speech in the House of Lords about? 

12. When did he become one of the most popular men in London? 

13. What period is Byron's creative work usually divided into? 

14. What works were written by Byron in the London period? 

15. Characterize the hero of his Oriental Tales. 

16. What are the titles of his works in the Swiss period? 

17. Speak on the origin of the plot of his poem The Prisoner of Chillon. 

18. What can you say about the Italian period of his work? 

19. Why did Byron go to Greece? 

20. When did he die? 

Childe Harold's Pilgrimage 

After two years of touring on the Continent Lord Byron wrote the 

first two cantos of the poem Childe Harold's Pilgrimage [ 'tfaild 

'hseraldz 'pilgrim^]. The poem was written at different periods of 

Byron's life. The hero, Childe Harold, is very often absent from the 

poem, and in Canto the Fourth practically disappears. 

Childe Harold came from an old aristocratic family. His ancestors 

were men of great courage and heroism. Harold's life was very diffe-

rent from theirs, it is full of pleasure and entertainment. But now he 

only felt a great weariness and discontent. He lost faith in friendship 

and was disappointed in the world of lies in which he found himself. 

Hoping to find Good in other countries he left England. Childe Harold 

is a sensitive, disillusioned and generous-minded wanderer. 

When the poem first appeared in print, many people believed that 

Byron's own character was presented in the person of Childe Harold, 
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pendence. His restless life ended there. Soon after his arrival he was 

seized with fever and died on April 18, 1824. He was thirty-six years 

old. 

The poet's heart was buried in Greece, his body was taken to 

England and buried near Newstead. The government did not allow him 

to be buried in Westminster Abbey. 

Only in 1969 the authorities finally allowed his remains to be buried 

in the Poets' Corner in Westminster Abbey. 

His death was mourned by the progressive people throughout 

Europe. Pushkin called Byron a poet of freedom. Goethe spoke of him 

in his Faust, Belinsky called him "a giant of poetry". 



but the author denied it: he justly considered himself to be an active fighter for 

freedom, while Harold was merely a passive onlooker. 

Childe Harold leaves his country for Portugal and Spain; when the ship is 

far from the shores of England, he sings Good Night to his Motherland. 

Good Night 

(From Childe Harold's Pilgrimage) 

Adieu! adieu
1
! My native shore 

Fades
2
 o'er

3
 the waters blue; 

The night-winds sigh, the breakers roar, 

And shrieks the wild sea-mew. 

Yon sun
4
 that sets upon the sea 

We follow in his flight. 

Farewell awhile to him and thee, 

My native Land — Good Night! 

A few short hours and he will rise 

To give the morrow
5
 birth; 

And I shall hail the main
6
 and skies, 

But not my mother earth. 

Deserted is my own good hall,
7
 

Its hearth
8
 is desolate; 

Wild weeds are growing on the wall, 

My dog howls at the gate. 

And now I'm the world alone, Upon 

the wide, wide sea, But why should I 

for others groan When none will sigh 

for me ? 

Perchance
1
 my dog will whine in vain, Till fed 

by stranger hands; But long ere
2
1 come back 

again He'd tear me where he stands.
3
 

With thee, my bark, I'll swiftly go Athwart
4
 the 

foaming brine
5
; Nor care what land thou bearst

6
 

me to, So not again to mine.
7
 

Welcome, welcome, ye
8
 dark-blue waves! And 

when you fail my sight
9
, Welcome, ye deserts 

and ye caves, My native Land — Good Night! 

Canto the First describes Portugal and Spain. Byron shows his surprise at 

the contrast between the splendour of the land, where "fruits of fragrance 

blush on every tree", and the poverty of the people. 

In the Spanish scenes the poet shows the people's struggle against 

Napoleon's invasion which the poet witnessed during the stay in Spain in 

1809— 1810. Byron sympathizes with those people fighting for their freedom 

and independence and blames the ruling classes who betray the interest of the 

country. 

Canto the Second is devoted to Albania and Greece. Describing Harold's 

stay in Albania, Byron describes his own adventures in the country. He 

admires the Albanians for their kindness, generosity and hospitality, and 

praises the great men of the past. 

The motif of disappointment sounds with great force when Harold comes 

to Greece. The miserable state of the Greek people, 

 

1
 adieu [э' dju:] (фр.) — прощай 

2
 fades — здесь исчезает 

3
 o'er — over 

4
 yon sun — вот это солнце (yon = yonder — тот, там) 

5
 the morrow—tomorrow 

6
 the main — поэт, стихия, океан 

7
 hall — здесь дом, замок 

8
 hearth [Ишв] — домашний очаг 
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1
 perchance [рэ tja:ns] — устар. может быть 

2
 ere [га] — устар. прежде чем 

3
 where he stands — на месте 

4
 athwart [эЭ' wo:t] — вопреки 

5
 the brine — соленая вода, море 

6
 thou [баи] bearst [beast] — ты несешь 

7
 so not again to mine — лишь бы не снова в мою страну (Англию) 

8
 уе — устар. you 

9
 and when you fail my sight — и когда вы скроетесь из виду 
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who suffer under the yoke of the Turks arouses Byron s indignation 

and makes him recall the glorious past of Greece. 

Canto the Third begins and ends with a touching address by Byron 

to his daughter Ada, whom he was destined never to see again. 

Is thy
1
 face like thy mother's my fair child! 

Ada! sole daughter of my house and heart? 
When last I saw thy young blue eyes they smiled, 
And then we parted, .....................................  

Stanza 1 

From personal sorrows Byron passes to the sufferings of the 

peoples that groan under the yoke of oppression. 

The greater part of canto describes the beautiful scenery of 

Switzerland. Pictures of nature —■ now calm and serene, now stormy 

as the feelings of the poet himself, alternate with philosophical 

reflections. 

Canto the Fourth, dealing with Italy, is usually regarded as the 

finest. It describes the people and events of ancient history. Byron 

regrets the fall of the free states, their high culture and art. 

Byron calls Italy the "Ivlother of Art" and admires the Italian 

people who have the world such men as Dante, Petrarch [ 'petra:k], 

Boccaccio [bau'kaitjiau] and other titans of art, science and literature. 

A great part of Canto the Fourth is devoted to the theme of genius 

and immorality. Byron puts forth the idea that true glory is achieved 

through creative activity, and not by birth and power. 

The merit of Childe Harold's Piligrimage is in its broad critical 

description of contemporary life and vivid pictures of nature. 

Byron's bright characters, beautiful pictures of nature and brilliant 

satirical power, rich and melodious verse will be admired by many 

generations to come. 

The poem established Byron as a major literary and romantic 

figure. 

Vocabulary 

address [a'dres] n обращение alternate 

[ol't3:neit] v чередоваться ancestor 

['aensists] n предок betray [bi'trei] v 

изменять blush [bUf] v краснеть deny 

[di'nai] v отрицать; отвергать desolate 

['desslit] а заброшенный destine ['destm] 

v предопределять disillusioned 

[^disi'lirpnd] а разочарованный foam 

[faum] v пениться fragrance ['freigrans] n 

благоухание groan [дгэип] v стонать hail 

[heil] v приветствовать howl [haul] v 

выть, завывать melodious [mi'lsudjss] а 

мелодичный 

merely ['imsli] adv всего лишь motif 

[m3u'ti:f] n основная тема, лейтмотив 

onlooker ['on Juks] n наблюдатель put 

forth [fo:8] v выдвинуть reflection 

[n'flekjbn] n размышление regret [n'gret] 

^сожалеть sea-mew ['sirmju:] n чайка 

sensitive ['sensitiv] а чувствительный 

serene [si'ri:n] а спокойный shriek [fri:k] v 

пронзительно кричать sigh [sai] v 

вздыхать sole [ssul] а единственный 

splendour ['splenda] n великолепие 

weariness ['wrennis] n усталость yoke 

[jsuk] n ярмо 

 

5
 thy [6ai] — твое, твоей, 

твои 

1
 Don Juan — Дон Жуан (дон — по-испански господин) 
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Questions and Tasks 

1. How many cantos is the poem Childe Harold's Pilgrimage composed of? 

2. When were these cantos written? 

3. Give a character sketch of Childe Harold. 

4. Is he like the great poet himself? 

5. What is the first canto about? 

6. Speak on the second and third cantos. 

7. Whom is the fourth canto devoted to? 

8. What is the merit of Child Harold's Pilgrimage'? 

Don Juan 

Don Juan
1
 fdrm 'фи:эп], Byron's greatest work, was written in the 

prime of his creative power, in the years 1818 — 1823. 

It gives a broad critical pictures of the European life of the end of 

the 18th century. Byron's Don Juan is a young Spanish nobleman. 



The poem opens with scenes from the hero's childhood which 

passes in an aristocratic Spanish family. Little Juan is described as: 

A little curly-headed, good-for-nothing. And 
mischief-making monkey from his birth. 

Juan, the youth, falls in love with Donna Julia, the beautiful wife of 

the old and respectable Don Alfonso. The young woman returns Juan's 

feelings, but his mother finds out about the love-affair and sends her 

son abroad "to mend his former morals". 

The ship is caught in a storm and sinks several days after its 

departure. Juan escapes in a boat with thirty other passengers. The 

unfortunate are tossed about the boundless sea for days and days and, 

one by one, die of hunger and thirst. Juan alone survives and swims to 

the shore of an island where a famous smuggler and pirate Lambro 

['laembrau] lives. Juan is found by the only daughter of Lambro — 

Haidee [hai'di:]. She takes care of him. The young people fall in love. 

Suddenly Lambro returns to the island. The lovers are discovered and 

forcibly separated. Juan is sold into slavery to Turkey and Haidee dies 

of a broken heart. Juan is bought in a slave market by the Turkish 

sultana. He is sent to the harem in the guise of a woman. He lives 

through many adventures there. At last he escapes from Turkey and 

gets to the Russian camp near Ismail [ лгта: 'i:l], a Turkish fortress 

sieged by land and water by Suvorov's armies. Byron gives realistic 

pictures of the storming of Ismail under the command of the great 

Suvorov. 

On Ismail's surrender Juan is sent to St Petersburg with the news of 

the victory and is received at the court of Empress Catherine. Soon he 

leaves Russia, travels through Europe, and finally lands in England. 

After staying in the country for some time, Juan understands that the 

policy of England does not follow the principles of true freedom. But 

many lines of the poem, on the other hand, show the author's love for 

his native country, for its people, nature and art. 

In the last part of the poem Juan, accompanied by a group of guests, 

visits the country seat of a Lord Amundeville to take part in a foxhunt. 

Juan is a success with the ladies. Here the narrative breaks off. Canto 

the 17th of Don Juan remained unfinished. However in the letters 

Byron spoke about the end of the poem. He wanted his hero to take 

part in the French Revolution and die fighting for freedom. 

There are practically two heroes in the poem. One is the literary 

hero — Don Juan who lives and gains his knowledge of life within the 

framework of the plot. The other is the poet himself. 

"Almost all Don Juan", Byron wrote in one of his letters, "is real 

life, either my own, or from people I knew". 

As Juan's adventures cover a considerable part,of Europe it gives his 

author an opportunity to describe different countries, to comment on 

politics and relations between men and to give a satiric portrait of his 

contemporary society. The poem is marked not only for its criticism and 

realistic portrayal, but for its revolutionary ideas as well. 

In the extract given here Byron addresses the free and happy people 

of the future living in the golden age of freedom, peace and happiness. 

The poet expresses his hatred of "tyrants" and "thrones" that must be 

overthrown in order to free mankind. Thrones, in the golden age of 

freedom and happiness, are objects of curiosity in museums. 

To the Free People of the Future 

(From Don Juan, Canto VIII) 

... I will teach, if possible the stones 

To rise against earth's tyrants. Never let it 
Be said

1
 that we still truckle unto thrones

2
; — 

But ye
3
 — our children's children! think how we 

Showed what things were before the world was free! 

That hour is not for us, but 'tis
4
 for you. And as, in 

the great joy of your millennium
5
, You hardly will 

believe such things were true As now occur, I 
thought that I would pen you'em

6
; 

1
 Never let it Be said — Пусть никто не скажет 

2
 still truckle unto thrones — все еще гнем шею перед тронами, т. е. 

монархами 
3
 ye — you поэт. 

4
 'tis — it is поэт. 

5
 millennium [mi 'leniam] — золотой век счастья и свободы человечества 

6
1 would pen you 'em (them) — я вам их опишу 
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But may their very memory perish too!' — 

Yet if perchance
2
 remembered, still disdain you'em

3
 

More than you scorn the savages of yore
4
, 

Who painted their bake limbs, but not with gore
5
. 

Vocabulary 

boundless ['baundhs] о беспредельный pirate ['paiant] n пират 
empress ['empns] n императрица prime [praim] n расцвет 
extract ['ekstrsekt] n отрывок separate ['separeit] v разлучать 
forcibly f/fosabli] adv насильственно smuggler ['srrjAgta] n контрабандист 
flamework ffreimw3:k] n структура, ком- sultana [ssl'tamg] n султанша 

позиция surrender [sg' rends] n сдача 
guise [gaiz] n одежда survive [sg'vaiv] v выжить, уцелеть 
harem ['hesrem] n гарем toss [rns] v бросать, кидать 

mischief-making fmistfifmeikir)] о озорной 

Questions and Tasks 

1. When was Don Juan written? 

2. Give a brief summary of the contents of Don Juan. 

3. How many cantos of the poem were finished? 

4. How did Byron want to finish the poem? 

5. How many heroes are there irwthe poem? What are they? 

6. What gives Byron an opportunity to describe different countries, to comment on 

politics and relations between men? 

7. Speak on the main idea of the poem. 

8. Comment on the extract of the poem given here. 

Political Poetry 

The "luddite" theme is quite important in Byron's poetical work. In 

his speech on the framework bill (1812) in the House of Lords Byron 

opposed the government's reactionary policy and defended the 

Luddites. He said, "You call these men a mob
1
, desperate, dangerous 

and ignorant; ... Are we aware of our obligations to a mob? It is the 

mob that labour in your fields and serve in your houses, — that man 

your navy, and recruit your army, — that have enabled you defy all the 

world, you can also defy you when neglect and calamity have driven 

them to despair! You may call the people a mob, but do not forget that 

a mob too often speaks the sentiments of the people." 

Four days after his speech in Parliament anonymous Ode appeared 

in a morning newspaper. 'The title (Ode) was very ironic, because an 

Ode is supposed to be a poem, or a song, recited on formal occasions. 

Byron's Ode to the Framers of the Frame Bill was a combination of 

biting satire, revolutionary romanticism and democratic thought. 

In the Ode the anonymous poet gave a remedy against the rebel-

lious weavers, who came to their masters to ask for help. He suggested 

the best thing to do was to hang them. 

The poet stressed that men are cheaper than machinery; and if they 

were hanged around Sherwood Forest for breaking the machinery, it 

would improve the scenery. 

Those who had heard Byron in Parliament had no difficulty in 

recognizing the author of the Ode, for in the verse Byron repeated most 

of the thoughts expressed in his speech. 

In 1816 Byron wrote his famous Song for the Luddites in which he 

called upon the people to revolt against their tyrants. It is considered 

one of the first revolutionary songs in English classical poetry. 

Song for the Luddites 

I 

As the Liberty lads o'er the sea
2
 

Bought their freedom, and cheaply, with blood, 
So we, boys, we 

Will die fighting, or live free. 

And down with all kings but King Ludd! 

 

1
 may their very memory perish too — пусть самая память о них исчезнет 

2
 perchance [pa'tfains] — perhaps 

3
 still disdain you'em (them) — все же вы их презираете 

4
 of yore — минувших времен поэт. 

5
 gore — blood поэт. 
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1
 a mob — a crowd 

2
 Liberty lads o'er (over) the sea—i.e. Americans who fought for the independence 

of their country. 
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п 

When the web that we weave is complete, 
And the shuttle exchanged for the sword, 
We will fling the winding sheet 
O'er the despot at our feet, 
And dye it deep in the gore he has pour'd. 

Ill 

Though black as his heart its hue, 
Since his veins are corrupted to mud, 
Yet this is the dew 

Which the tree
1
 shall renew 

Of Liberty, planted by Ludd! 

The importance of Byron's poetic works, especially of his political 
poems, is very great. Translated by Russian poets, Byron's poetry has 
become a part of our national culture. In Russia, Pushkin and 
Lermontov were among his admirers. Pushkin called him the "ruler of 
people's thought". Belinsky called him the Prometheus [ргэ mi:Gju:s] of 
the century. Hertzen called his poetry "a word of fire". Maxim Gorky 
said that Byron was one of those writers "who were honest and severe 
in their exposure of the vices of the ruling classes" and "who had the 
ability and courage" to write, the truth. 

Byron's influence on the minds of such great poets as Heine
2 

and 
Mitzkevitch

3
 was very great. 

Byron remains one of the most popular English poets both at home 
and abroad. 

Vocabulary 

anonymous [o'lmrumss] о анонимный calamity [ka'laemiti] n несчастье 
aware [a'wes] а знающий defy [di'fai] v бросать вызов; прези- 

to be aware осознавать рать 

1
 The Tree of Liberty — daring the First Bourgeois Revolution in France 

(1789 — 1793) a symbolic procedure [ргэ ' sv.d^s] was established by planting 
trees of Liberty. Byron refers to this custom. 
2
 Heine ['hama], Henrich (1794— 1856) —Генрих Гейне, нем. поэт 

3
 Mitzkevitch, Adam — Адам Мицкевич, польск. поэт 

 

desperate ['despsnt] о доведенный до 
отчаяния dew [dju:] п роса 

exposure [lks'psigs] n разоблачение fling 

[flin] v (flung) бросить gore [go:] n кровь hue 

[hju:] n цвет man [mffin] v укомплектовывать 

neglect [ru'glekt] v пренебрегать obligation 

[ubli'geijbn] n обязательство oppose [a'psuz] 

v выступать против 

Questions and Tasks 

1. Where does the "luddite" theme appear in Byron's works? 

2. Comment on the Ode to the Framers of the Frame Bill. 

3. Speak on the main idea of Song for the Luddites. 

4. Discuss Byron's place in English literature. 

Percy Bysshe Shelley 

(1792-1822) 

Percy Bysshe Shelley ['p3:si 'bif' feih] 

was the most progressive revolutionary 

romanticist in English literature. 

Like Byron, he came of an aristocratic 

family and like Byron he broke with his class 

at an early age. 

He was born at Field Place, Sussex. His 

father was a baronet. Shelley was educated 

at Eton public school and Oxford University. 

There he wrote a pamphlet The Necessity of 

Atheism feiGnzam] for which he was 

expelled from the University. His father forbade 

him to come home. Shelley had an independent 

spirit, and he broke with his family and his class for ever. He travelled 

from one town to another, took an active part in the Irish liberation 

movement and at last left England for 
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Prometheus [pra'mi:9ju:s] n Прометей 

rebellious [n'beljas] а восставший recruit 

[n'kruit] v пополнять remedy ['remsdi] n 

средство sentiment f'sentimant] n 

мнение, отношение shuttle ['JXtl] n 

челнок tyrant ['taisrent] n деспот web 

[web] n ткань winding-sheet 

['wamdmTkt] n саван 

 
Percy Bysshe Shelley 



Italy in 1818. There he wrote his best poetry. Shelley's life was mainly 
spent in Italy and Switzerland, but he kept ties with England. 

In 1822 the poet was drowned. When his body was washed ashore 
he was cremated by Byron and his other friends. His remains were 

buried in Rome. The inscription on his tomb reads: 

Percy Bysshe Shelley 
Cor Cordium

1
 

Like Byron, Shelley was devoted to the revolutionary ideas of 
liberty, equality and fraternity. He believed in the future of mankind. 

He never lost faith in the power of love and good will. He thought that 
if men were granted freedom and learned to love one another they 
could live together peacefully. This hope fills his first poems Queen 
Mab (1813), The Revolt of Islam ['izla:m] (1818) and his later poetic 
drama Prometheus Unbound [pra'mirGjas /vn'baund] 

The plot of the poem Queen Mab is symbolic. Queen Mab, a fairy, 

shows the past, present and future of mankind to a beautiful girl. Queen 
Mab shows the ideal society of the future where men are equal, free 
and wise. 

The Revolt of Islam is a romantic and abstract poem, but it is a 
revolutionary one. Shelley protested against the tyranny of religion and 
of the government, gave pictures of the revolutionary movement for 

freedom and foretold a happier future for the whole of mankind. 
In Prometheus Unbound Shelley gives the Greek myth his own 

interpretation. He sings of the struggle against tyranny. The sharp 
conflict between Prometheus and Jupiter ['скдкрйэ] (the chief of the 
Roman gods) is in the centre of the drama. Prometheus is bound to a 
rock by Jupiter for stealing fire from the gods and giving it to mankind. 

The huge spirit Demogorgon f dimax/ дэ:дэп], representing the 
Creative Power, defeats Jupiter and casts him down. Prometheus is set 
free and reunited with his wife Asia (Nature). The fact that Jupiter is 
dethroned symbolizes change and revolution. Now the mind of man 
can look forward to a future which is "good, joyous, beautiful and 
free". 

1
 Cor Cordium — the heart of hearts 

When Shelley got news that the workers of Manchester had been 
attacked by government troops, his indignation was aroused, and he 
immediately wrote the poems The Masque of Anarchy [' ma:sk 3v 
'aenaki] and Song to the Men of England. In the first part of the poem 
The Masque of Anarchy the procession of horrible masks may be 

regarded as an allegorical picture of the then rulers of England. In the 
second part the poet sings the men of England, their strength and future 
victory. He calls on them to rise against their human leeches. 

Rise, like lions after slumber In 
unvanquishable number!

1 
Shake your 

chains to earth, like dew Which in 
sleep had fall'n

2
 on you: Ye are many 

— they are few. 
(The Masque of Anarchy, XCI) 

In his great lyric Song to the Men of England Shelley calls upon the 

workers to take up arms in their own defence. This poem and other 

revolutionary poems of his became the popular songs of the workers. 

Song to the Men of England 

Men of England, wherefore plough 
For the lords who lay ye

3
 low? 

Wherefore weave with toil and care 
The rich robes your tyrants wear? 

Wherefore feed, and clothe, and save, From 
the cradle, to the grave, Those ungrateful 
drones who would Drain your sweat — nay

4
, 

drink your blood?. 

1
 In unvanquishable number — непобедимыми рядами 

2
 fall'n поэт. — fallen 

3
 ye — you 

4
 nay — no 
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The seed ye sow, another reaps; The 
wealth ye find, another keeps; The robes 
ye weave, another wears; The arms ye 
forge, another bears. 

Sow seed, — but let no tyrant reap; Find 

wealth, — let no impostor heap; Weave 

robes, let not the idle wear; Forge arms, 

— in your defence to bear. 

Shelley is also known as the author of many lyrical poems devoted 

to nature and love. He was sure that the world and nature are ever 

changing, ever developing to higher forms. He was very fond of nature, 

he wrote of the clouds, and of the wind and of the high snow-covered 

mountains. Yet above all other things he loved the sea. Among his 

nature poems are The Cloud, To a Skylark, Ode to the West Wind, 

Winter and many others. 

The Cloud 

I bring fresh showers for the thirsting flowers, 
From the seas and Streams; 
I bear light shade for the leaves when laid 

In their noonday dreams. 
From my wings are shaken the dews that waken 

The sweet buds every one, 

When rocked to rest on their mother's breast, 
As she dances about the sun. 
I wield the flail of the lashing hail, 
And whiten the green plains under, 
And the again I dissolve it in rain, 
And laugh as I pass in thunder. 

Shelley's poetry is musical, deeply sincere, and original in form. 

Vocabulary 

bind [bamd] v (bound) привязать 

cast [ka:st] v (cast) бросать 
to cast down свергать cradle ['kreid] n 

колыбель cremate [kn'meit] v 

кремировать dethrone [di'Greun] v 

свергать с престола dissolve [di'zolv] v 

заливать drain [drem] v выпускать drone 

[drsun] n тунеядец flail [fleil] n цеп 
forbade [fa'beid] v past от forbid forbid  [fs 

'bid]  v (forbade; forbidden) 
запрещать foretell [for'tel] v (foretold) 

предсказывать foretold [fofteuld] v past и 

р. р. от foretell forge [foxtj] v ковать grant 

[gra:nt] v даровать 

Questions and Tasks 

hail [heil] л град heap [hi:p] v богатеть 

idle [aidl] а ленивый impostor [im'psustg] 

n мошенник inscription [m'sknpjgn] n 

надпись interpretation [in,t3:pn'teijbn] n 

толкование lash [laef] v падать leech 

[li:tj] n пиявка liberation [Jiba'reifsn] n 

освобождение myth [miG] n миф reap 

[ri:p] ужать 
represent [,repn'zent] v представлять 

robe [гэиЬ] п одежда slumber ['sUmbs] n 

сон sweat [swet] n пот tie [tai] n связь 

wield [wi:ld] v держать в руках 
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Shelley lived a short life. He was only twenty-nine when he died. 

But the working people of England did not forget the poet who had 

been their champion and friend. Shelley's entire life and art were 

devoted to struggle against oppression and tyranny in every form. 

1. What family did Shelley come from? 

2. Where was he educated? 

3. Why was he expelled from the university? 

4. Why did Shelley break with his family? 

5. Where did he live after he had left England? 

6. When did he die? 

7. How did it happen? 

8. Why can we call Shelley the most progressive revolutionary romanticist? 

9. Name his first notable works. Relate briefly the plot of these works. 
 

10. On what occasion was the poem The Masque of Anarchy written? 

11. Comment on the poem Song to the Men of England. 

12. Describe Shelley's lyrical poems. 

13. Express the idea of the poem The Cloud in some sentences. 

14. What can you say about Shelley's place in English literature? 



Walter Scott 

(1771-1832) 

Walter Scott ['wo:to'start], the father of the 

English historical novel, was born in the 

family of a lawyer. His mother was the 

daughter of a famous Edinburgh physician 

and professor. She was a woman of education 

and stirred her son's imagination by her 

stories of the past as a world of living heroes. 

As Walter was lame and a sickly child he 

spent much of his boyhood on his 

grandfather's farm near the beautiful river 

Tweed. He entered into friendly relations 

with plain people and gained first-hand 

knowledge of the old Scottish traditions, 

legends and folk ballads. 

At the age of eight Walter entered the Edinburgh High School. Later 

Walter Scott studied law at the University. Though he was employed in 

his father's profession he was more interested in literature than in law. 

As a boy and man he was fond of spending time in the country in 

the Highlands and in the Border. He collected and studied the native 

ballads, legends, folk-songs and poems. 

Walter Scott's literary career began in 1796 when he published 

translations of German ballads. 

In 1802 he prepared a collection of ballads under the title of The 

Minstrelsy' of the Scottish Border. 

In 1804 Walter Scott gave up the law entirely for literature. 

His literary work began with the publication of The Lay of the Last 

Minstrel (1805), a poem which made him the most popular poet of the 

day. A series of poems followed which included 

1
 The Minstrelsy — the singing of minstrels. A minstrel — in the Middle 

Ages a singer of old ballads and songs. 

Marmion [' maimjan] (1808) and The Lady of the Lake (1810). These 

poems brought fame to the author. They tell us about the brave 

Scottish people, their past and the beauty of their homeland. 

Soon, however, Scott realized that he was not a poetic genius, and 

he turned to writing in prose. 

Scott's first historical novel Waverley [ 'wervali] published in 1814 

was a great success and he continued his work in this new field. Novel 

after novel came from his pen. His novels appearpd anonymously. 

Nobody knew he was a writer. From 1814 to 1830 he wrote 29 novels, 

many of which are about Scotland and the struggle of this country for 

independence. Such novels as Waverley, Guy Mannering (1815), The 

Antiquary [di'sentikwan] (1816), The Black Dwarf [dwo:f] (1816), Old 

Mortality (1816), Rob Roy (1818), The Heart of Midlothian [mid 

'taixJjan] (1818) describe Scotland in the 18th century. 

The Bride of Lammermoor ['laemsmua] (1819) and The Legend of 

Montrose (1819) have the 17th century background. 

fvanhoe ['arvanhau] (1820) deals with the English history of the 

12th century. 

The Monastery (1820), The Abbot and 

Kenilworth [ 'kemlw3:0] (1821) describe 

the times of Mary Stuart and Queen 

Elizabeth. 

Quentin Durward ['kwentin 'd3:wad] 

(1823) refers to the reign of Louis [' lui] XI in 

France. 

It was only in 1827 that Walter Scott 

declared openly the authorship of his 

novels. He worked hard. The writer turned 

out, on an average, a novel and a half a 

year. His mind was so crowded with 

stories, characters and incidents that 

invention came without apparent effort. 

Misfortune struck the great novel 

ist in 1825— 1826: the publishing firm, 

where he had been partner went bank-        

Sir Waiter Scott was buried 

rupt. Walter Scott had to pay a large in
 
the

 
Abbey

 
of
 
Dr

yburgh 
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sum of money. This affected his health and he died on September 21, 

1832 at his estate in Abbotsford. 

Walter Scott was buried at Dryburgh Abbey. 

Walter Scott was the creator of the historical novel in English 

literature. He realized that it was the ordinary people who were the 

makers of history and the past was not cut off from the present but 

influenced it. This romantic love of the past made him create rich 

historical canvases with landscape and nature descriptions, as well as 

picturesque details of past ages. His descriptions of the life, customs 

and habits of the people are realistic. We can agree with Belinsky that 

the reader of Scott's novels becomes, in a way, a contemporary of the 

epoch and a citizen of the country in which the events of the novel take 

place. 

Walter Scott was the first to depict personalities typical of the 

period and the country described. His characters are vivid and 

expressive. 

This makes Walter Scott one of the greatest masters of world 

literature. His influence can be seen in the historical novels of almost 

every nation. 

Vocabulary 

affect [a'fekt] v влиять canvas ['ksenvas] n картина 
anonymously [a'nommgsli] оЛанонимно effort f'efst] n усилие 
apparent [a'pasrent] а видимый entirely [m'taiali] adv всецело 
background ['baskgraimd] л место дей- physician [fi'zijbn] n врач 

ствия plain [plem] а простой 
bankrupt f baerjkrapt] о обанкротившийся sickly ['sikli] а болезненный 

to go bankrupt обанкротиться stir [st3:] v возбуждать 

Questions and Tasks 

1. Give a brief account of Walter Scott's life. 

2. How did he acquire his vast knowledge of ballads, legends, folk-songs? 

3. What was the beginning of his literary career? 

4. What poems brought fame to the author? 

5. Why did he turn to writing in prose? 

6. What was Walter Scott's first historical novel? 

7. What was the main historical theme he wrote about in his first novels? 
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8. Name Walter Scott's novels which describe Scotland. 

9. What other themes did he touch upon in his novels? 
 

10. What novels did he write about England and France? 

11. How many novels did Walter Scott write from 1814 to 1830? 

12. What misfortune struck the great novelist in 1825-1826? 

13. Why was he obliged to work very hard? 

14. When did he die? 

15. What is the contribution of Walter Scott to the development of the historical novel in 

English literature? 

Ivanhoe 

Among the outstanding historical novels of Walter Scott Ivanhoe is 

one of the best. The events described in Ivanhoe take us back to the 

12th century England. The scene of the novel is set in England during 

the reign of Richard I in about 1194. The power is in the hands of the 

Normans who oppress the conquered Anglo-Saxons. 

King Richard I is engaged in the crusades. During his absence the 

country is ruled by his brother John who is very cruel to the people. 

The Anglo-Saxon nobility fights the Normans however they can. 

Cedric fsi:dnk] the Saxon also tries to keep the former privileges for 

his people. He has even disinherited his son Wilfred Ivanhoe who 

upset his father's plans and later became a devoted follower of the 

Norman King Richard. 

When Richard I and Ivanhoe return to England, Ivanhoe, under the 

name of "Disinherited", takes part in a tournament. Cedric and his 

ward Lady Rowena [гэи 'i:na] recognize him. In the next days' sports 

he is wounded. An old Jew, Isaac farzak] of York, and his daughter 

Rebecca, whom Ivanhoe once helped, take care of him. On their way 

from the tournament Cedric and lady Rowena meet Isaac and the 

wounded Ivanhoe. All of them are seized by the Templars
1
, dressed as 

outlaws, and carried to the castle of a Norman feudal, Torquilstone. 

Under the command of Robin Hood and Richard I the castle is attacked 

and the prisoners set free. Cedric and Rowena return home, but 

Rebecca has disappeared. She has been carried off by Sir Brian 

['braian], one of the Templars. When 

1
 the Templars — члены католического духовно-рыцарского ордена 
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the Grand Master of the Templars hears of the influence that Rebecca 
has over Sir Brian, he commands the knight to give her up as a witch. 
Ivanhoe fights in her defence. 

The marriage of Ivanhoe and Rowena takes place shortly 

afterwards. Rebecca and her father leave England for Spain where they 
hope to find better protection than they received in England. 

The central conflict of the novel lies in the struggle of the Anglo-
Saxons against the Norman barons. The Anglo-Saxons have no right in 
their own land. There is no equality among themselves, either. Class 
interests give rise to a bitter struggle. The Norman conquerors also 

fight for power among themselves. 
At the same time some of them want to subdue the Anglo-Saxons 

completely, while others are ready to co-operate with them. 
Walter Scott shows that the second tendency is progressive because 

it leads to the birth of a new nation. 
A great number of characters take part in the chief events of the 

novel. Some are historical people, e. g., King Richard I, his brother 
John and Robin Hood. Others are typical of the period, for instance, 
Cedric the Saxon and Isaac of York. There we meet also romantic 
heroes, such as Ivanhoe, Lady Rowena, Rebecca and Sir Brian. 

Scott is not indifferent to the fate of the characters and to the 
historical events in which they take part. He was both romantic and 

realistic in his works.      • 
Walter Scott's style and language are very interesting. He was a 

master of dialogue, which helped him better describe his characters. 
His heroes spoke using expressions peculiar to their professions (the 
priests, the archers, the tradesmen). 

He was fond of humour, and there are a lot of comic situations in 

his novels. This makes them still more interesting for the reader. 

Walter Scott has always been loved and much read in this country. 

Vocabulary 

co-operate [kau'opsreit] vсотрудничать subdue [ssb'dju:] /полностью подчинять 
feudal ['fju:dl] n феодал tournament [Чшпэтэш;] п турнир 
former [Тэ:тэ] а бывший upset [A'pset] v нарушать 
nobility [nau'bihti] n дворянство, знать ward [wo:d] n подопечный 
peculiar Ipi'kjurlja] а присущий witch [witj] n ведьма 
privilige ['pnvihdj] n привилегия, пре 
имущество 
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Questions and Tasks 

1. What century do the events described in Ivanhoe take us back to? 

2. Where is the scene of the novel set? 

3. What period of English history does Walter Scott describe in Ivanhoe'? 

4. Give a brief summary of the plot of Ivanhoe 

5. Where does the central conflict of the novel 

6. What can you say about the characters of Л 

7. What makes Walter Scott's language interes 

Jane Austen 

(1775-1817) 

Jane Austen ['rjstin] was born on De-

cember 16, 1775, in the Hampshire village of 

Steventon, where her father, the Rev.
1
 

George Austen, was rector. She was the 

second daughter and seventh child in the 

family of eight: six boys and two girls. Her 

closest companion was her elder sister. 

Her formal education began in about 

1782, when the sisters were sent to be taught 

by Mrs Cawley at Oxford; and, in 1784, they 

moved to the Abbey School, Reading, where they remained until 1787. 

After that their education continued at home. This was no deprivation, 

as the household at the rectory was unusually gifted. Her father 

encouraged the love of learning in his children. Her mother was a 

woman of wit. Reading and writing were enjoyed as family activities. 

Samuel Richardson and Henry Fielding were favourite novelists. The 

great family amusement was acting. 

Austen's earliest known writings date from 1787, and between then 

and 1795 she wrote a large body of material that was collected in three 

manuscript notebooks: Volume the First, Volume the 

Ш 

lie? 
/anhoe? 

ting? 

 Jane Austen 

1
 Rev. ['revarend] (сокр. от reverend) — (его) преподобие 
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Austen's house 

Second, and Volume the Third. In all, these contain 21 items: plays, 

verses, short novels, and other prose. 

In 1793— 1794 Jane Austen wrote a short novel-in-letters Lady 

Susan. Jane was a girl of seventeen. Some of the letters tell of her 

enjoyment of local parties and dances in Hampshire, of visits to 

London, Bath, Southampton [sauG'aemptsn], Kent and to seaside 

resorts in Devon [ 'devan] and Dorset. 

Sense and Sensibilityv/as begun about 1795 as a novel-in-letters 

called Elinor and Marianne [ 'mean 'sen] after its heroines. She 

contrasted two sisters: Elinor who is rational and self-controlled, and 

Marianne who is more emotional. Between October 1796 and August 

1797 she completed the first version of Pride and Prejudice. 

Northanger Abbey was written in about 1798- 1799. 

In 1811 she began her novel Mansfield Park. Between January 1814 

and March 1815 she wrote Emma. 
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In these novels she showed that it was important to know oneself in 

order to make the right choices in love and marriage. Although her 

endings are generally happy, her novels make readers feel that they 

have been made to think about themselves and their moral lives. 

Jane Austen's novels are deeply concerned with love and marriage. 

The novels provide indisputable evidence that the author understood 

the experience of love and of love disappointed. This observation 

relates most obviously to her last novel, Persuasion [pa'swerpn] (1815- 

1816). The years after 1811 seem to have been the most rewarding of 

her life. She had the satisfaction of seeing her work in print and well 

reviewed and of knowing that the novels were widely read. The 

reviewers praised the novels for their moral entertainment, admired the 

character drawing, and welcomed the homely realism. Although Jane 

Austen preserved her anonymity and avoided literary circles, she knew 

about the reception of her novels. 

For the last 18 months of her life, she was busy writing. In 1817 she 

began her last work Sandition, but it was put aside on March 18. Her 

health had been in decline since early 1816. In April she made her will. 

On the morning of July 18 she died. She was buried in Winchester 

Cathedral. 

Her authorship was announced to the world at large
1
 by her brother 

Henry, paying tribute to her sister's qualities of mind and character. 

Jane Austin is different from other writers of her time, because her 

main interest is in the moral, social and psychological behaviour of her 

characters. She writes mainly about young heroines as they grow up 

and search for personal happiness. She does not write about the social 

and political issues, but her observations of people apply to human 

nature in general. 

Modern critics are fascinated by the structure and organization of 

the novels, by the realistic description of unremarkable people in the 

unremarkable situations of everyday life. 

1
 to the world at large — всему миру 
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Vocabulary 

anonymity Laena'mmiti] л анонимность 

apply [3'plai] ^относиться concern 

[k3n's3:fi] v касаться decline [di'klam] л 

ухудшение deprivation [^depn'veifan] л 

лишение evidence fevidans] л факт(ы) 

gifted ['giftid] а способный, одаренный 

heroine ['hereum] л героиня household 

fhaushsuld] л семья indisputable 

Lmdis'pjutabl] а бесспорный obviously 

['Dbviasli] adv очевидно praise [preiz] v 

хвалить reception [n'sep/эп] n прием 

rectory I'rektan] л дом приходского 
священника relate [n'leit] v относиться 

resort [n'zo:t] л курорт review [n'vju:] v 

рецензировать reviewer [п'у)'и:э] п 

рецензент rewarding [n'wordm] а 

вознаграждающий satisfaction 

[^saetis'faekjbn] л удовлетворение 

tribute ['tnbju:t] n дань 
to pay tribute платить дань will 

[wil] л завещание 

 

English Literature in 
the 19th Century 

CRITICAL REALISM 

The critical realism of the 19th century flourished in the forties and 
at the beginning of the fifties. 

The critical realists set themselves the task of criticizing capitalist 
society, exposing the crying social contradictions. Their strong point 
was their true reflection of life and their sharp criticism of existing 
injustice. 

The merit of English realism lies in its profound humanism — its 
sympathy for the working people. The greatest English realist of the 

time was Charles Dickens ['tjklz 'dikmzj. With striking force and 
truthfulness he described the sufferings of common people. 

Another critical realist was William Makepeace Thackeray ['wiljam 
'meikpi:s 'вэекэп]. His novels mainly contain a satirical portrayal of 
the upper strata of society. Here belong, of course, Charlotte Bronte 
['Jcdat 'bronti], Emily Bronte, Elizabeth Gaskell ['ilizabaG 'gses kal], 

George Eliot ['с{зз:ф' eljat]. These writers showed a realistic picture of 
their contemporary England. 

All these novelists portrayed everyday life, with a little man as the - 
central character. 
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Questions and Tasks 

1. Where was Jane Austen bom? 

2. What family did she come from? 

3. Where was she educated? 

4. When did she write her first works? 

5. What was her first novel-in-letters? 

6. What did some of the letters tell of? 

7. Name Jane Austen's notable novels. 

8. What themes did she deal with in her books? 

9. What years seem to have been the most rewarding of her life? Why? 
 

10. What did the reviewers praise her novel for? 

11. When did she die? 
12. Why are modern critics fascinated by Austen's novels? 



Vocabulary 

contemporary [кэп 'tempsran] о со-

временный 
contradiction [^knntrs'dikjgn] n проти-

воречие 
profound [pra'faund] о глубокий 

Questions and Tasks 

1. When did the critical realism of the 19th century flourish? 

2. What task did the critical realists set themselves? 

3. What was the strong point of the critical realists? 

4. Who was the greatest English realist of the time? 

5. What did he describe? 

6. Name some other writers belonging to this literary trend. 

7. What did they portray in their novels? 

Charles Dickens 

(1812-1870) 

Charles Dickens was born» in Ports-

mouth ['poitsmaG] on the 7th of February, 

1812. He was the second child and the eldest 

son of John and Elizabeth Dickens. John 

Dickens was a clerk in the Navy Pay Office
1
. 

After a short period in London, John 

Dickens in 1817 was transferred to the 

dockyard at Chatham [ 'tfaetam], and here the 

family remained until 1822. These were the 

happiest years of Charles Dickens's 

childhood and youth. Here Dickens went to a 

small day-school. He also learnt much from 

his mother, 

who was a well-educated'woman, and from the books she gave him to 
read. 

It was here, years later, when he was at the height of his fame, that 

he returned to live, buying Gad's Hill place, the very house that he and 

his father had so often admired when out walking. 

The little boy, eager, bright, sensitive, energetic but not really 

robust, found life opening out for him wonderfully during these years 

at Chatham. 

His recollections of these years, seen in the golden haze of 

childhood, played a very important part in his work. If he had not had 

this happy time, brightening his childhood; the novels of Dickens 

would have been darker. 

When Charles was about ten, the family left Chatham as John 

Dickens had been recalled to London. 

John Dickens had left Chatham in debt, even after selling off some 

of his furniture, and nobody in London came to the rescue of John and 

Elizabeth Dickens and their six children. Everything that could be was 

given to the pawnshop, and young Charles was often sent on errands of 

this sort, for he was no longer going to school. He had done well at 

school in Chatham. But his parents had made no plans for him to 

continue his education in London. 

A friend of the family helped Charles find work at a blacking 

warehouse. His parents instantly agreed. Charles had to paste labels on 

the jars of blacking. He received six shillings a week. 

Only a few days after Charles started work at the blacking ware-

house, his father was arrested and sent to the debtors' prison, the 

Marshalsea. John Dickens was a happy-go-lucky, irresponsible man, 

and he usually spent more than he earned. As a result of such living he 

was thrown into the debtors' prison. Later, Mrs Dickens and the 

younger children joined him. Little Charles did not live in the prison. 

He had to live in miserable lodgings and to feed himself. 

It came to an end when a relative of the family left Mr Dickens a 

legacy which was enough to pay his debts and leave the prison. When 

his father was set free, Charles was sent to a private school where he 

remained for three years. He was fifteen when his education ended, 

and he was sent again to earn his living this 
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strata ['straits] pi от stratum stratum 

['stra:t3m] n слой striking ['straikirj] о 

поразительный sympathy ['simpaGij n 

сочувствие upper ['лрэ] а высший 

Charles Dickens 

Navy Pay Office — Казначейство военно-морского 

ведомства 



Vocabulary 

blacking ['blaekirj] n вакса 
curiosity Lkjusn'ositi] л любознатель-

ность 
dockyard ['dDkja:d] n верфь 
eager [i:gs] о усердный 
errand ['erand] n поручение 
gap [gaep] n пробел 
happy-go-lucky ['haepigai^Uki] а бес-

печный 
haze [heiz] n дымка 
height [hait] n вершина 
illimitable [riimitsbl] а безграничный 
irresponsible [^ins'pnnsabl] а безот-

ветственный 
jar [фа:] п банка 
label f'leibl] n наклейка 

legacy ['legasi] n наследство lodging 

['hxjjirj] n обыкн pi сдаваемая 
комната paste [peist] v приклеивать 

pawnshop ['pomjbp] n ломбард 

phenomenal [fifrromml] а необыкновен-

ный recollection [декэЧеЦГэп] п 

воспоминание rescue ['reskju:] n 

помощь restless [resths] а неугомонный 

robust [re'bASt] а здоровый shorthand 

['/o:thaend] n стенография spare [spea] 

а свободный transfer [traens'f3:] v 

переводить warehouse ['weshaus] n 

склад 

The Marshalsea debtors' prison 

time as a clerk in a lawyer's office in London. All his spare time he 

spent in learning shorthand and visiting the British Museum Library 

filling up the gaps in his education by reading. Just before his 

seventeenth birthday Charles became a reporter. Soon he was 

recognized to be one of the best reporters in the whole country. He was 

invited to join several papers. When he was nineteen he was able to do 

some reporting in the House of Commons for newspapers. 

Finally in 1834 he became the star reporter on the Morning 

Chronicle. 

Young Dickens, with his restless energy and illimitable curiosity, 

went everywhere and noticed everything. His power of observation and 

memory were phenomenal. 

He went all over the country getting news, writing up stories, 

meeting people and using his eyes. These early days of a reporter made 

very deep impressions on his mind and provided him with material for 

his books. 

Questions and Tasks 

1. Where was Charles Dickens born? 

2. When was he born? 

3. What did his father, John Dickens, do? 

4. Where was John Dickens transferred in 1817? 

5. What were the happiest years of Charles Dickens's childhood? 

6. Describe the years Charles spent in Chatham. 

7. When did the family leave Chatham? 

8. Give a brief account of the financial position of the family. 

9. What happened to Mr Dickens? 
 

10. How did Charles live when his family was in prison? 

11. What helped the Dickens's family leave the Marshalsea? 

12. Where did Charles study? 

13. What did he do when his education ended? 

14. What did Charles become just before his seventeenth birthday? 

15. What kind of reporter was he soon recognized to be? 

16. What traits of character helped him become the star reporter on the Morning 

Chronicle
1
? 

17. Why were these early days as a reporter very important for Charles Dickens in his 

later life? 
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Charles Dickens's Literary Work 

Charles Dickens began his literary career 

in 1833. He wrote some sketches under the 

title Sketches by Boz. Boz was his pen-name. 

It was a nickname of his younger brother. 

The work was warmly received, but it was in 

1836 that Charles Dickens rose to fame with 

the publication of The Pickwick Papers. A 

new firm of publishers, Chapman and Hall, 

asked Dickens to write some sort of 

humorous text, describing sporting 

misadventures, to support the drawings made 

by a popular comic artist called Seymour. 

Dickens agreed, but only on his own terms. 

These were that the drawings must illustrate 

the text, not the text the drawings. 

The first instalment of Posthumous [ 'pnstjumas] Papers of the 

Pickwick Club (the full title of the book) came into being and brought 

the author world-wide fame. 

The Posthumous Papers of the Pickwick Club is a humorous 

description of funny adventures and misadventures of the members of 

the Pickwick Club which was founded by Mr Pickwick, a rich old 

gentleman, who had retired from business. The purpose of the club, 

according to its members, was "for the observations of character and 

manners". All the members, like Mr Pickwick, are rather well-to-do; 

they spend their time in travelling and in looking for mild adventures. 

Long before the twentieth and last number of the paper with The 

Pickwick Papers came out, the country was Pickwick-mad. The name 

was given to all manner of things, from coats and hats to canes and 

cigars. 

Dickens became famous all over the world, especially in America 

and in Russia. 

Encouraged by his success Dickens set to work as a novelist. His 

next novel Oliver Twist (1838) deals with social problems. It is the 

story of a little boy born in a workhouse and left an orphan. 

The kind and honest boy by nature rinds himself in the environment 

of thieves and lives through terrible hardships. 

As Dickens believes in the inevitable triumph of good over evil, it is 

only natural, therefore, that Oliver Twist overcomes all difficulties. 

The novel ends happily which has become a characteristic feature of 

the greater part of Dickens's works. 

The cottage where Dickens used to work 

With Oliver Twist still in hand, Dickens began to work on his next 

novel Nicholas Nickleby ['nikabs   niklbi] (1839). 

The book deals with another burning question of the day — that of 

the education of the children in English private schools. 

Nicholas Nickleby becomes a teacher of a typical English boarding-

school for children of parents of modest means. 

There is no question of real education at the "school". Its half-

starved pupils are used by the master of the school and his wife for 

domestic work. Its master, Mr Squeers ['skwiaz], is veiy cruel to the 

children and his only aim in life is to have as much profit as possible 

out of his establishment. 
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The title of Sketches by Boz 



 
 

The scenes of the children's life were so realistic and true to life that 

a school reform was carried out in England after the publication of the 

novel. 

Dickens's next novel was The Old Curiosity Shop (1841). It is a 

story of the sufferings and hardships of an old man named Trent, and 

his granddaughter, Nell, who live in London. 

Dickens's first historical novel Barnaby Rudge [ 'ba:rabi 'глф] 

(1841) was published before his visit to America in the autumn of 

1841. There were many good reasons for going to America. He 

wanted to lecture on his works as he knew he would have a large 

admiring public there. Besides, he wanted to meet some American 

writers, especially Washington Irving ['wrjjirjtan '3:vm], with whom 

he had exchanged enthusiastic letters. 

After his return from America Dickens wrote American Notes 

(1842) andMarfm Chuzzlewit ftJXzlwrt] (1843-1844) which created 

a sensation in America. They were social satires of the American 

way of life. 

Between 1843 and 1848 Dickens published his Christmas Books [A 

Christmas Carol [ 'knsmas 'kaerol], The Chimes, The Cricket on the 

Hearth [ha:9]). In 1846 he visited Switzerland and Italy. There he 

began Dombey [ 'dombi] and Son (1848). In the fifties and sixties the 

most profound novels were written — David Copperfield ['dervid 

'krjpsMd] (1850), Bleak House (1853), Hard Times (1854) and others. 

David Copperfield is, to a great extent, an autobiographical novel. 

In the character of David Copperfield, Dickens shows many features of 

his own life. The hero of the novel is a young man who lives through 

hardships and injustice but in the end achieves well-being. 

Bleak House is a bitter criticism of England's courts of justice. Hard 

Times is a novel depicting the conditions of the working class in 

England. 

Little Dorrit (1855— 1857) is the story of a little girl whose parents 

are thrown into a debtor's prison. 

With A Tale of Two Cities (1859) Dickens returned to the historical 

novel. It is devoted to the events of the French Revolution of 1789-

1794. 
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Vocabulary 

admiring [ad'mainn] а восхищенный 
boarding school ['bo:drrjsku:l] n пансион 
cane [kem] n трость 
environment [m'vaisranmsnt] n окру-

жение 
establishment [is'taeblijmsnt] n заведение 
extent [iks'tent] n степень 
feature ['й:ф] n черта 
inevitable [I'nevitebl] а неизбежный 
instalment [in 'stoilmsnt] n отдельный 

выпуск 
means [mi:nz] n средства 
mild [maild] о безобидный 

misadventure [ 'missd 'ventjs] n зло-

ключение 
nickname ['nikneim] n прозвище 
orphan ['orfan] n сирота 
pen-name ['penneim] n литературный 

псевдоним 
profit ['profit] n выгода 
retire [n'tais] v оставлять должность 
sketch ['sketfj n очерк 
term [t3:m] n условия 
well-being [ 'wel 'bi:in] n (материальное) 

благополучие 
well-to-do ['welts'du:] а состоятельный 

The beginning of the sixties saw the publication of Great 

Expectations (1860-1861) and Our Mutual Friend (1864- 1865). 
Dickens died in 1870, leaving his last work The Mystery of Edwin 

Drood unfinished. 

From 1858 to 1868 Dickens gave dramatic readings of his novels in 

England and America. He was a brilliant reader of his novels, but he 

overworked and died at the age of fifty-eight. He was buried in 

Westminster Abbey. 

Charles Dickens was one of the greatest novelists that ever put pen 
to paper

1
. 

His novels are now translated into most languages and are highly 
valued for their realism, their humour and their just criticism of English 
life. 

Dombey and Son 

Dombey and Son is one of Dickens's best works. Dickens enjoyed 

life, but he criticized the social system into which he had been bom. As 

he grew older the criticism of his age became bitterer. The main 

1
 that ever put pen to paper — который когда-либо брал в руки 

перо 
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subject of his later novels is money and the things that go with 

money—power, position and so on. In Dombey and Son the symbol of 

money-power is Mr Dombey himself, to whose pride of position as a 

British merchant everything must be sacrificed — affection, wife, 

children and love. According to Dombey "The earth was made for 

Dombey and Son to trade in, and the sun and the moon were made to 

give them light. Rivers and seas were formed to float their ships; 

rainbows to give them promise of fair weather; winds blew for, or 

against, their enterprises; stars and planets circled in their orbits to 

preserve inviolate a system of which they were the centre". 

Mr Dombey is a prosperous businessman, a starchy and purse-proud 

merchant. He is selfish to the core
1
, he bends down only before the 

power of gold. He looks upon the people surrounding him only from a 

business point of view. His coldness, his absolute lack of human 

feeling towards people is extraordinary. 

The firm, which is his life, is called Dombey and Son. He has a 

daughter, Florence, whom he considers to be " a piece of base coin" 

because she is a girl. He does not love her, he does not notice her, 

although the little girl loves him dearly. When at last a son is born, it is 

he who becomes the centre of Dombey's life and interests. He is to 

become ffls heir, he is to continue to increase his riches. 

But the dreams of Mr Dombey are not realized. Little Paul is a 

sickly child and he feels that he will not get better that he will die like 

his mother died when he was born. He cannot understand why the 

money, that his father considers to be so powerful, could not save his 

mother and cannot make him strong and completely well. 

Little Paul dies and the hopes of Mr Dombey never come true. Mr 

Dombey marries again, but the marriage is a bargain. Dombey is sure 

that money can buy obedience, devotion, love, faithfulness. But money 

fails to bring what he expected. 

His second wife, Edith, hates him and leaves him. 

Florence runs away from his house, too. Misfortune falls on him in 

business as well. Mr Corker, his secretary, ruins Dombey and perishes 

himself. Dombey is left all alone. The atmosphere of cold reigns in the 

house. 

The character of Dombey is a symbol of evil. Dickens shows how 

wrong and mistaken are all those who believe that money can buy 

everything: affection, happiness, love. 

With great talent and power Dickens shows that money brings only 

evil, poisons the minds of people, makes them egoistic and cruel. 

Opposed to Mr Dombey are his two children, Florence and Paul. 

Dickens made them loving and lovable creatures who hated money. 

Only Florence's love for Mr Dombey remains unchanged, and she and 

her husband take care of the lonely old man. 

When Belinsky read Dombey and Son he called it a miracle that 

made all other works written by Dickens seem pale and weak. Dickens 

managed to show the ugliness of relations based on money in a work 

of art. 

Up to now Dickens has remained one of the great realistic writers. 

In Russia his works became known a very short time after being 

published. 

Vocabulary 

affection [s'fekjsn] n привязанность bargain 

['ba:gm] n сделка base [beis] а 

неполноценный bend [bend] v (bent) 

склоняться core [ко:] л суть 
to the core до мозга костей enterprise 

['entapraiz] n предприятие fail [fell] v не 

удаваться inviolate [m'vaialeit] а 

нетронутый lack [laek] n отсутствие 

 

1 to the core — до мозга костей 
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obedience [s'bkdjgns] n послушание 

oppose [э'рэш] v противопоставлять 

perish fpenf] v исчезнуть preserve [prf 

Z3:v] v сохранять purse-proud 

['p3:spraud] о гордящийся 
своим богатством rainbow 

['rembsu] п радуга sacrifice ['sasknfais] 

v жертвовать selfish ['selfij] а 

эгоистичный starchy ['stcttfi] о 

чопорный 



Questions and Tasks 

1. When did Charles Dickens begin his literary career? 

2. What was his first work? 

3. Give a brief summary of the contents of the Pickwick Papers. 

4. What Dickens's novels dealing with social problems can you name? 

5. What historical novel was written by Dickens before his visit to America? 

6. Why did Dickens want to visit America? 

7. What novels were written by Dickens after his return from America? 

8. What is his autobiographical novel? 

9. Name some other notable works by Dickens. 
 

10. Why is the novel Dombey and Son considered to be one of Dickens's 

greatest works? 

11. Give the main idea of Dombey and Son. 

12. What social problems did Charles Dickens write about? 

William Thackeray 

(1811-1863) 

William Makepeace Thackeray [ 'баекэп] 

was the second representative of critical 

realism in English literature of the 19th 

century. Dickens and Thackeray were such 

near contemporaries that their work was of-

ten compared, but Thackeray's life was 

different from that of Charles Dickens. 

William Makepeace Thackeray was born 

into a prosperous middle class family. His 

father was a well-to-do Eng- William Makepeace 

Thackeray lish official in Calcutta [kael 'k\ta], 

India, where he was born. When his father died, the boy, aged six, was 

sent to England where he attended the famous Charterhouse [ 

'tfaitahaus] School. In 1828 Thackeray entered Cambridge University. 

While a student, he was clever at drawing cartoons and writing verses, 

chiefly parodies. He did not stay long at the University. The stagnant 

atmosphere of the place suffocated him. 

Besides, his wish was to become an artist, and therefore he left the 

University without graduating and went to Germany, Italy and France 

to study art. 

Intending to complete his education, 

Thackeray returned to London and 

began a law course in 1833. 

Meanwhile, the Indian bank in which 

the money Thackeray inherited from 

his father was invested went bankrupt, 

and Thackeray was left penniless. Thus, 

he was obliged to drop the studies to 

earn his living. For a long time he hesi-

tated about whether to take up art or 

literature as a profession. At last he 

decided to try his hand as a journalist. He 

wrote humorous articles, 

essays, reviews and short stories which he sent to London magazines. 

He illustrated his works with amusing drawings. 

The first book which attracted attention was The Book of Snobs 

(1847), which deals with the upper classes and their followers in the 

middle classes, whose vices the author criticizes with the sharp pen of 

satire. 

The book draws a gallery of English snobs of different circles of 

English society. In Thackeray's view a snob is a person who bows 

down to and flatters his social superior and looks down with contempt 

on his social inferiors. 

In his book the author declares war against snobbery, vanity and 

selfishness. 

It was followed by Vanity Fair (A Novel without a Hero) — the 

peak of social realism, which brought great fame to the novelist, and 

remains his most-read work up to the present day. 

It appeared first in twenty-four monthly instalments which 

Thackeray illustrated himself, and then in 1848, as a complete book. 

The novels of the later period, The History ofPendennis [pen' dems] 

(1850) and The Newcomes (1855) are realistic, but they show the 

gradual reconciliation of the author with reality. 
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Caricature of Thackeray 
drawn by himself 



 

In the other novels, Henry Esmond f ezmand] (1852), and The 

Virginians [va'qsmjanz] (1859) Thackeray turned to historical themes, 

showing a remarkable knowledge of history. 

Thackeray's last novel, Denis Duval, remained unfinished, for 

Thackeray died in 1863. 

Numerous other works written by Thackeray include essays, short 

stories, sketches, satirical poems. These were popular during the 

writer's life-time but, for the most part, forgotten by the next generation 

of readers. 

Thackeray is at bottom a satirist. In his novels he gives a vivid 

description of the upper classes of society, their mode of life, manners 

and tastes. His knowledge of human nature is broad. His criticism is 

acute, his satire is sharp and bitter. Thackeray used to say that he 

wished to describe men and women as they really are. 

Thackeray's books are often very sad. He tells us clearly that not 

only people are often wicked, vain and unjust, but that they can be only 

what they are due to existing conditions. As Thackeray had no hope of 

change, many of the pages he wrote are filled with sorrow for the 

world's ills. 

The picture of the life of the ruling classes of England created by 

Thackeray remains a classic example of social satire to this very day. 

Vocabulary 

acute [g'kjuit] а острый bankrupt ['baerjkrept] 

n банкрот 
to go bankrupt обанкротиться bottom 

['botam] n основа 
at bottom no натуре bow [bau] v 

кланяться contempt [kan'tempt] n 

презрение flatter ['flaeta] v льстить gradual 

['grasdjual] а постепенный ill [il] n зло 
inferior [m'fiaria] а низший (по положению) 

inherit [m'hent] v наследовать invest 

[in'vest] v вкладывать деньги mode [maud] 

n образ действий 

Questions and Tasks 

1. What family did Thackeray come from? 

2. Where was he educated? 

3. What was he clever at while a student? 

4. Why didn't he stay long at the University? 

5. Where did he go to study art? 

6. What did Thackeray begin to study when he returned to London? 

7. Why was he obliged to drop his studies? 

8. What did he begin to write? 

9. Say a few words about Thackeray's first novel The Book of Snobs. 
 

10. Who is a snob in Thackeray's view? 

11. What novel is Thackeray's masterpiece? 

12. Name his other notable works. 

13. What characterizes Thackeray as a satirist? 

14. Why are many of the pages he wrote filled with sorrow? 

Vanity Fair (A Novel without a Hero) 

The subtitle of the book shows the author's intention to describe not 

individuals, but the bourgeois-aristocratic society as a whole. The 

author pictu-res the world he describes in the novel as a "very vain, 

wicked, foolish place, full of all sorts of humbugs, and falsenesses and 

pretensions". Vanity Fair is a social novel which describes not only 

society as a whole, but the very laws which govern it. Using satire the 

author mercilessly exposes the vices of the aristocracy and the 

merchants, their self-conceit, narrow-mindedness, their worship of 

money, and moral degradation. 

The interest of the novel centres on the characters, rather than on the 

plot. The author shows various people, their thoughts and actions in 

different situations. There is no definite hero in the book. In 

Thackeray's opinion there can be no hero in a society where the cult of 

money rules the world. 

The novel tells of the fates of two girls with sharply contrasting 

characters — Becky Sharp and Amelia Sedley. The daughter of a rich 

city merchant, Amelia Sedley, is a young girl representing "virtue 

without wit". She is sweet, honest and naive. Her friend Rebecca Sharp 

or Becky is clever, talented, charming, energetic 
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oblige [ab'laKfe] v обязывать 
to be obliged быть вынужденным official 

[a'fifal] n служащий peak [pi:k] n пик; 

вершина reconciliation [,rekansili'eijan] n 

примирение selfishness ['selfifnis] n эгоизм 

snobbery ['snoban] n снобизм stagnant 

['stagnant] а застойный suffocate ['sAfakeit] 

удушить superior [sju:'piana] а высший по 

должности vain [vein] а тщеславный vanity 

['vaeniti] n тщеславие wicked ['wikid] а злой 



 

and pleasant to look at. She 

possesses a keen sense of 

humour, and a deep 

understanding of people's 

nature. The girls meet at 

school. Becky's father was a 

teacher of drawing there. After 

his death Becky has to earn 

her own living. She un-

derstands that society is split 

into the rich and the poor. Into 

the world to which Amelia 

belongs, Becky Sharp, 

representing "wit without 

virtue", forces her way after 

many struggles. Her only aim 

in life is to get to high society 

at all costs
1
. She decides to get to the top of it through marriage. Re-

becca tries to entrap Amelia's brother Joseph f фэшгх], He is lazy and 

foolish, but rich. Her plans are ruined by George Osborn ['DZ-ЬЭП], 

Amelia's fiance. Becky believes neither in love nor friendship. She 

flirts with George Osborn, though 

he is the husband of her friend. 

She is ready to marry any man to gain wealth and title. 

Becky begins to work at Sir Pitt Crawley's fkro:hz] asagoverness. 

She secretly marries Sir Pitt Crawley's son Rawdon fro:dn], who is to 

inherit his rich aunt's money. But old Miss Crawley cannot forgive her 

favourite nephew this foolish step and leaves her money to Rawdon's 

brother, Sir Pitt. No wonder Rebecca almost loses "her presence of 

mind" when she realizes how wrong her calculations 

were. At that time Pitt Crawley himself proposes to her. The fact that 

Pitt is old and that she despises him does not count with her. Pitt is the 

owner of Queen's Crawley. He possesses money and title and these 

were the only things Becky's greedy nature wishes. "I would have had 

the town-house newly furnished and decorated. I 

would have had the handsomest carriage in London, and a box at the 

opera, ... All this might have been; and now — now all was doubt and 

mystery." 

Flattery, hypocrisy, lies and other mean actions help Becky to join 

the upper classes of society, but no happiness is in store for her
1
. Her 

life has neither real feelings, nor honest aims in view. 

Contrary to Becky, Amelia is honest, generous and kind to all the 

people she comes in touch with, and is admired by all."... she could not 

only sing like a lark... and embroider beautifully, and spell as well as a 

Dictionary itself, but she had such a kindly, smiling, tender, gentle, 

generous heart of her own as won the love of everybody who came 

near her...". 

But for all that Amelia cannot be regarded as a heroine of the novel: 

she is not clever enough to understand the real qualities of the people 

who surround her. She is too unintelligent, naive and simple hearted to 

expose all the dirty machinations of the clever and sly Rebecca. She is 

absolutely "blind" to all the faults of her lightminded and selfish 

husband, and even after his death she is determined to remain faithful 

to him. 

Suddenly Sedley goes bankrupt. Old Osborne disinherits his son because he 

has married Amelia, the daughter of his bankrupt friend. Soon after their 

marriage George is sent to Belgium {  to fight against Napoleon's army. He 

is killed on the field of Wa-;  terloo ['wolalu:]. Now Amelia and her son 

George are very poor. They only receive occasional presents from little 

Georgy's god-|  father, Colonel Dobbin. He loves Amelia and little Georgy 

and |  after his friend's death proposes to Amelia. Only in the end Amelia 

learns that her husband wanted to leave her and flee with |  Becky. Then she 

agrees to marry Dobbin. Though Dobbin, like 
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1 but no happiness is in store for her — но ее не ждет счастье 
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Amelia, is an exception in Vanity Fair, he is too primitive and narrow-

minded to be admired by the author. 

Captain Rawdon Crawley returns a colonel. Rebecca is presented to 

the court and recognized by upper society. Yet her career soon comes 

to an end. Her relations with Lord Steyne [sti:n] are disclosed, and her 

husband leaves her. Her son is adopted by Rawdon's brother. Rebecca 

becomes an adventuress. 

Old Osborn dies leaving his money to his grandson. Dobbin is 

appointed as Georgy's guardian. 

Vanity Fair is one of the greatest examples of critical realism of the 

19th century. The action is carried forward by a series of plots and 

subplots; the setting is detailed and varied, the characters are real 

individuals. 

Questions and Tasks 

1. Explain the meaning of the subtitle of Vanity Fair. 

2. What vices of bourgeois-aristocratic society are mercilessly exposed by Thackeray in 

the book? 

3. Name the main characters of the novel. 

4. Give the main facts of Amelia's and Rebecca's life. 

5. Why do we say that Rebecca Sharp embodies the spirit of Vanity Fair? 

6. Do you find any characters that are either all good or all bad? 

7. What traits of character do Amelia and Rebecca possess? 

8. Why do we consider Vanity Fairio be one of the greatest examples of the 

19th century critical realism? 

The Bronte Sisters 

 

Vocabulary 

adopt [s'dcpt] vусыновлять adventures 

[gd'ventjgns] n авантюристка appoint 

[a'pomt] v назначать calculation 

[,kaelkju'leij3n] n расчет charming 

['tja:min] а очаровательный colonel 

[кз:п1] п ПОЛКОВНИК despise [dis'paiz] v 

презирать       * disclose [dis'kbuz] v 

раскрывать disinherit ['dism'hant] v 

лишать наследства embroider [im'broids] 

v вышивать , entrap [m'trasp] n обмануть 

exception [ik'sepjan] n исключение fiance 

[ft'a:nsei] n жених flattery ['flsetsn] n 

лесть flee [fli:] v (fled) убегать flirt [fl3:t] v 

флиртовать godfather ['gt>dfa:6a] n 

крестный guardian ['gadjsn] n опекун 

humbug ['ЬлтЬлд] п обман hypocrisy 

[hi'prjkrssi] n лицемерие keen [ki:n] а 

глубокий lark [la:k] n жаворонок 

lightminded ['lait'mamdid] а легко-

мысленный 

machination [^maeki'neifan] n козни 
mean [mi:n] о низкий, подлый 
mercilessly f rmisihsli] odv безжалос-

тно 
naive [na:'i:v] а наивный 
narrow-mindedness fnaerau'mamdidnis] 

n ограниченность 
nephew ['nevju:] n племянник 
occasional [э'ке1зэп1] а случающийся 

время от времени 
pretension [ргГten/an] n притворство 
self-conceat [ 'selfksn 'si:t] n самомнение 
setting ['setirj] n окружающая обста-

новка 
sharply ['Ja:pli] adv резко 
shy [fai] а застенчивый 
sly [slai] а хитрый 
split [split] v (split) делиться 
subplot ['sAb'ptot] n побочная сюжетная 

линия 
subtitle ['sAb,taitl] n подзаголовок 
virtue ['v3:tju:] n добродетель 
wit [wit] n ум 
worship ['\V3:Jip] n поклонение 

 

There were three Brontes — 

novelists: Charlotte (1816 — 

1855), Emily (1818- 1848) and 

Anne (1820- 1849). Their father 

was an Irish protestant, a 

clergyman in Yorkshire. Their 

mother died when the girls were 

little. The children were entirely 

devoted to reading, writing, 

drawing, wandering over the open 

moors and playing a game of 

story telling about their imaginary 

heroes. The sisters received their education at 

a charity school and worked as governesses. Private teaching was the 

only profession open to educated women, and the Brontes needed to 

earn their living. 

Their life was hard, and they tried to create a new world of their 

imagination. The sisters turned to literature though they knew of the 

difficulties a woman writer had to face when it came to publication. 

Their first volume of verse was published under a masculine 

pseudonym. Poems by Currer, Ellis and Acton Bell (1846). 
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The Bronte Sisters 



Nowadays Charlotte and Emily rank among the greatest realists of 

the 19th century. Anne is less known, though her Agnes Grey and The 

Tenant of Wildfell Hall cannot be ignored, either. 

Vocabulary 

charity-school  [ 'tfcentisku:l] n приют       pseudonym ['sjuidsnim] n псевдоним 

(для бедных детей) rank [rsrjk] v относиться к числу; п ряд 
masculine ['maskjulm] о мужской 

Charlotte Bronte 

Charlotte Bronte's first attempt at prose writing, the novel The 

Professor (1847) was rejected by publishers. But the young author was 

not discouraged and began her next novel Jane Eyre [' ѐзет' еэ] (1847) 

which brought her fame and placed her in the rank of the foremost 

English realistic writers. 

She was personally acquainted with Dickens and Thackeray, and 

the latter greatly influenced her literary method. 

In 1849 Charlotte Bronte published Shirley [ '/3:li]. The novel dealt 

with the life of workers at the time of the Luddites' movement. 

The author's sympathies are with the working people. The last novel 

by Charlotte Bronte, Vilette [vf let], which came out in 1853, is a 

realistic description of her experiences at a boarding-school in 

Brussels. 

In her novels Charlotte Bronte combined scenes from her own life 

with the far richer and more romantic experiences which she imagined. 

She aimed to make her novels a realistic picture of society but she also 

added to her realism elements of romanticism. The main subject of her 

books is the soul of a woman, a governess or a teacher. Her heroines 

are generous, intelligent, modest and gentle. Charlotte Bronte attacks 

the greed and lack of culture of the bourgeoisie and sympathises with 

the workers and peasants. She is convinced that society can be 

reformed by means of education. 

Vocabulary 

convince [kgn'vms] v убеждать foremost ['fsmsust] а передовой 
discourage [dis клшсЦ vобескураживать       soul [saul] n душа 

Jane Eyre 

On the first pages of the book the reader meets Jane Eyre as a small 

girl at her aunt's house. She loses both of her parents shortly after birth. 

Her aunt, Mrs Reed, a woman of despotic character is rude and unjust 

to the poor orphan. Mrs Reed's children also find pleasure in teasing 

and mocking Jane. 

One day, unable to bear the torture any longer, Jane tells straight to 

her aunt's face all she thinks of her. She is an orphan, a plain and 

penniless girl, but she possesses her own feelings of right and wrong. 

Mrs Reed is furious and gets rid of her hated niece by sending her to 

the Lowood Institution, a charity school for poor girls. 

Jane meets with terrible living conditions in Lowood. She stays 

there for eight long years, six spent in studies, and the remaining two 

as a teacher. 

The other part of the book is one of the most romantic love stories 

in English literature. When Jane grows up she becomes the governess 

of Mr Rochester's foster daughter. Mr Rochester is a rich squire. He is 

a strong, noble, proud, manly and tragic figure. He is much older than 

Jane. His life has been miserable. He has been wandering here and 

there seeking rest and dulling his intellect. Heart-weary and soul-

withered Mr Rochester meets Jane. He finds in her many of the good 

and bright qualities which he has sought for twenty years. He proposes 

to Jane. She is in love with her master and agrees to become his wife. 

The young woman does not know the truth: for years Mr Rochester has 

kept a lunatic wife in his house in charge of a servant. Nobody suspects 

her existence. On the eve of Jane's marriage the lunatic enters Jane's 

room and tears her bridal veil in half. In the church she learns Mr 

Rochester is married. Shocked by the news, she thinks she must leave 

Thornfield, though she still loves Mr Rochester. 
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Half-starved, worn-out and soaked to the skin Jane comes across a 

parson who helps her to get the job of a teacher in a village-school. 

Soon she discovers the parson to be her cousin and that she is the 

heiress of a large sum of money that her uncle on her father's side has 

left her. 

Meanwhile, a great misfortune happens to Mr Rochester: he loses 

his sight during the fire in the house, caused by his mad wife who 

meets a tragic death by jumping off the roof in spite of his attempt to 

save her. 

Hearing that Mr Rochester is quite broken down, Jane Eyre comes 

to him and becomes his right hand and the apple of his eye. They 

marry and their life is very happy. 

Jane Eyre depicts a poor girl's rebellion against cruelty, injustice, 

the division of people into the rich and poor, the inhuman educational 

system in English charity schools. Another problem raised in the novel 

is the position of women in society. 

The novel examines many sides of the circumstances of women, 

and Jane's words at the end, "Reader, I married him" show a new move 

towards freedom and equality. Jane controls her own life and, through 

all her difficulties and problems, becomes more independent. 

Charlotte Bronte presents things in a realistic and satirical way. In 

Mr Rochester's house Jane meets the county gentry — uncultured, 

ambitious, cold and vulgar. They are contrasted with Jane, a poor 

orphan. She is honest, intelligent, brave and strong-willed. 

There are a lot of emotional and thrilling episodes in the novel. 

Charlotte Bronte also has fine knowledge of the English language and 

she uses it skilfully. 

Vocabulary 

to be in charge of иметь (кого-л.) на 

попечении division [di'vi3n] n деление dull 

[d41] v притуплять foster ['fbstg] а приемный 

 

gentry ftfeentn] n мелкопоместное дво-

рянство heart-weary ['halwisn] а усталый 

heiress f'eans] n наследница lunatic ['limstik] 

а сумасшедший manly ['maenli] а 

мужественный mock [rrrak] v насмехаться 

parson fpa:sn] n приходский священник 

plain [plem] а простой rebellion [n'beljsn] n 

бунт rid [rid] v (rid; ridden) избавлять 
to get rid of избавиться seek [si:k] v 

(sought) искать 

Emily Bronte 

Emily Bronte wrote only one novel Wuthering Heights fwAdann 

'halts] — her prose-poem. This book is regarded as one of the most 

remarkable novels in English literature. 

It is a novel of passion, an early psychological novel. The central 

characters, Cathy and Heathcliff live out their passion in the windy, 

rough countryside of Yorkshire, and the landscape is as wild as their 

relationship. The novel is very original in the way it is written, moving 

backward and forward in time, and in and out of the minds of the 

characters. Again it presents a new view of women and their emotions. 

The book is strange. On the one hand the plot is full of mystery. On 

the other hand the novel is very concrete: the time of the action, the 

landscape, geography and climate are realistic. The author of the book 

makes no difference between the supernatural and natural. Both work 

together to serve her artistic purpose. The mystery and the supernatural 

are used as romantic elements in her original study of violent 

characters. 

Emily Bronte's characters and actions may seem unbelievable but 

they convince us. They are unique, and their violent emotions are 

connected with the Yorkshire moors where the action takes place. The 

moors are varying to suit the changing moods of the story, and they are 

beautifully described in all seasons. 
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ambitious [sem'bijgs] a честолюбивый 

apple of the eye n зеница ока bear [Ьеэ] 

v (bore; borne) переносить bridal 

['braidl] а свадебный charge [tfa:c^] n 

забота 

sight [sait] n зрение 
soak [sauk] v промачивать (о дожде) to 

be soaked to the skin промокнуть 

насквозь (до нитки) 
sought [so:t] past и р. р. от seek 
soul-withered fssulwKfod] а изнуренный 
suspect [sss'pekt] v подозревать 
tear [tea] v (tore; torn) рвать 
tease [ti:z] v дразнить 
torture ['to:tfs] n муки 
veil [veil] n фата 
worn-out ['wo:n'airt] а усталый, изну-

ренный 



Emily Bronte very skilfully shows the reader her heroes' psy-

chology and moral conflicts, their desires, passions, temperaments and 

human weaknesses. 

Vocabulary 

concrete [kDn'kiit] a конкретный unique [ju'ni:k] a необыкновенный 
psychology [saf кю1эф] п психология        vary [vean] v меняться 

suit [sju:t] v соответствовать violent ['vaiatant] а неистовый 
supernatural [,sju:p9'na£tjrel] о сверхъ-

естественный 

Anne Bronte 

The youngest Bronte sister, Anne, wrote The Tenant ofWildfell Hall 

(1848) also with an unusual central female character and involving 

complex relationships and problems. 

All three Bronte sisters faced these kinds of problems into the novel 

with unusual courage and directness, and together they changed the 

way the novel could present women characters: after the Brontes, 

female characters were more realistic, less idealized and their struggles 

became the subject of a great many novels later in the nineteenth 

century. 

Vocabulary 

directness [daf rektnis] n прямота 

female ['fiimeil] а женский . involve 

[in'volv] v затрачивать 

Questions and Tasks 

1. Name the three Bronte's — novelists. 

2. What do you know about their childhood? 

3. Where did they receive their education? 

4. What profession was open to educated women at that time? 

5. Why did the Brontes turn to literature? 

6. What was their first volume of verse? 

 

7. Who ranks among the greatest realists of the 19th century? 

8. What was Charlotte Bronte's first attempt at prose writing? 

9. What novel brought her fame? 
 

10. What were her last two novels about? 

11. Name the main subject of Charlotte Bronte's books. 

12. What traits of characters do her heroines possess? 

13. Give a brief summary of the contents of Jane Eyre. 

14. What themes does Charlotte Bronte touch upon in Jane Eyre? 

15. What can you say about the only novel of Emily Bronte Wuthering Heights'? 

16. Comment on the plot and the characters of the novel Wuthering Heights. 

17. What novel was written by Anne Bronte? 

18. What is the Bronte sisters' contribution to the development of the English novel? 

George Eliot 

(1819-1881) 

George Eliot ['dp:d3'elj3t] is the pen-

name of Mary Ann Evans ['evanz], who 

began writing fiction when she was already 

middle-aged. Until then she had worked as a 

journalist. Mary's father was a land agent. 

She was born some twenty miles from 

Stratford-on-Avon, but spent her childhood 

on a farm in the Midlands. The girl studied at 

two private schools for young ladies. After 

her mother's death she left school at the age 

of seventeen. Since that time, to almost thirty 

she kept house for her widowed father. 

Along with her work in the house, she found time to 

study languages, biology and other sciences. Mary read a great deal and 

became interested in social and philosophical problems. She became 

one of the most learned women of her time. After she had moved to 

London she translated some philosophical works from German into 

English and acted as assistant editor of the Westminster Review. 
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George Eliot 



George Eliot best works are: Adam Bede [bi:d] (1859), The Mill on 

the Floss (1860) and Silas fsailas] Marner (1861). These books are a 

wonderful study of English provincial life. They deal with rural society 

— the farmers, the small landlords and the clergy of Warwickshire. 

Eliot's works are also rich in descriptions of the English countryside, 

drawn with exactness and a deep love of nature. The persons she writes 

of are for the most part the common people of the country and village, 

whom she knew from her earliest years. 

George Eliot very skilfully reveals to the reader her heroes' 

psychology and moral conflicts. Their desires, passion, temperament 

and human weaknesses are always struggling with their moral duty. 

That is why in her novels George Eliot deals mostly with the problems 

of religion and morality. Eliot shows an emotional sympathy and 

tenderness towards her heroes, praising their human dignity, 

unselfishness, honesty and frankness, and at the same time pitilessly 

unmasking the hypocrisy and wickedness of those who make them 

suffer. 

The works of the later period — Romola fromab] (1863), Felix Holt 

[ 'fi:liks 'hault], the Radical (1866), Middlemarch (1872) and Daniel 

Deronda [da'rrmda] (1876) — are much weaker. They contain less 

observation and fhspiration. 

But George Eliot must be judged by the books in which she gave 

her talent, the books that brought her fame and made her one of the 

most distinguished English novelists of the period. 

George Eliot's work belongs to the later period of the 19th century 

novel. She has sometimes been described as the first modern English 

novelist. Her great merit is a deep psychological analysis of the 

characters she portrays, and a keen observation of their inner world. 

pitilessly ['pitilisli] adv безжалостно rural ['гиэгэ1] а сельский 
psychological Lsaiks'lrxfeikal] а психо- sympathy ['simpa9i] n симпатия 

логический tenderness ['tendsnis] n нежность 
psychology [saf kntadji] n психология unmask [An'ma:sk] v разоблачать 
reveal [n'vi:l] v показывать wickedness ['wikidms] л злоба 

The Mill on the Floss 

George Eliot's most widely read book is The Mill on the Floss. It is 

an original study of English provincial life and the story of a brother 

and a sister. The central character is Maggie Tulliver fmaegi 'tAlrva]. 

As a child she is intellectual, emotional and strong in character. Her 

brother Tom is a contrast to her sister, being noisy, dull and shallow, 

yet Maggie adores him. The life of the children is shown in their 

relations to their parents and a circle of aunts and uncles. The reader 

sees the middle-class family through Maggie's experience. It is a 

hardworking, economical, proud and narrowminded family. When 

Maggie grows up she dreams about a larger world of the mind and 

emotions. Her ardent nature is never satisfied with "a little of 

anything". "That is why better to do without earthly happiness 

altogether", she says to her friend Philip Wakem. Maggie is ever ready 

for self-sacrifice. She thinks she has found peace in subduing her own 

will. But the reader doubts in this. So does Philip. He loves Maggie and 

therefore he sees that Maggie is only trying to deceive herself. 

Maggie is engaged to Philip but she falls in love with Stephen [ 

'stirvn] Guest, who, in his turn, is engaged to her cousin Lucy Deane 

['lusi 'di:n]. She has to make a moral choice between the two men. The 

author solves Maggie's dilemma by a quite tragic ending. George Eliot 

invents a flood of the Floss. Maggie tries to rescue her brother from it, 

but both drown in the river. 

 

Vocabulary 

dignity ['digniti] n достоинство frankness ['frasrjkms] n искренность 
emotional [i'imujbnl] a эмоциональный hypocrisy [hi'prjkresi] n лицемерие 
fiction ffikfan] n художественная лите- inner Г/тэ] а внутренний 

ратура inspiration [,msp3'reijbn] n вдохновение 

Vocabulary 

adore [a'do:] v обожать dilemma [dai'lems] n дилемма 
ardent ['adant] а пылкий economical [Jika'rromiksl] а экономный 
deceive [di'si:v] v обманывать emotion [Гтэи/эп] п чувство 
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engaged [m'geicfcd] a помолвленный flood 

[fl\d] n наводнение narrowminded 

['nasreu'mamdid] а ограниченный rescue 

['reskju:] v спасать 

Questions and Tasks 

1. Relate briefly the story of George Eliot's life. 

2. Comment on George Eliot's best works. 

3. What problems does she deal with in her novels? 

4. Name her works of the later period. 

5. What is the merit of the work The Mill on the Floss? 

6. Retell the contents of The Mill of the Floss. 

English Literature in the Second 
Half of the 19th century 

The second half of the 19th century witnessed a rapid growth of 

social contradictions which were caused by a deep economic crisis. 

This period was characterized by a crisis in bourgeois culture, too. 

Artists, poets, novelists, musicians and all the intellectuals hated this 

heartless world, which disturbed the development of the human 

personality. 

The crisis in bourgeois culture was reflected in literature by the 

appearance of the two trends — progressive and regressive. 

The representatives of the progressive trend continued the traditions 

of such writers as Dickens, Thackeray, the Brontes and others. They 

were: George Eliot, George Meredith
1
, Samuel Butler

2
 and Thomas 

Hardy
3
. These novelists showed in their books a realistic picture of 

contemporary society. 

1
 George Meredith ['mendiO] (1828 — 1909) — Джордж Мередит, англ. 

писатель 
2
 Samuel Butler (1835—1902) — Сэмюэл Батлер, англ. писатель 

3
Thomas Hardy ['tcrngs 'ha:di] (1840—1928) Томас Гарди, англ. писатель 
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self-sacrifice ['self'saeknfais] n само 
пожертвование shallow 

['Jaelau] а ограниченный solve 

['SBIV] v решать subdue [sab'dju:] v 

подавлять 



 

 

Their greatest merit is a deep psychological analysis of the char-

acters they portray, and a keen observation of their inner world. 

However, the criticism of these novelists is not so sharp as that of their 

predecessors. 

Other writers could not find a way out of severe reality. Some of 

theme were influenced by all kinds of philosophical ideas, others put 

forward their own theories. For instance, Rudyard [ 'mijad] Kipling was 

influenced by the philosophy of the "right of the strong", Robert Louis 

Stevenson [Tu:is'sti:vnsn] and Joseph Conrad
1
 ['о^эиггГ kmraed] 

offered escape from the unattractiveness of everyday life into a ro-

mantic adventure world. 

The writers of the regressive trend by way of protest against severe 

reality tried to lead the reader away from life into the world of dreams 

and beauty. At the end of the century this reactionary theory found its 

expression in decadence. A decadent trend in literature first appeared in 

France at the end of the 19th century. The French word "decadence" 

means "decline" (of art or of literature). 

The decadent writers rejected realism in art, they created their own 

cult of beauty and proclaimed the theory of "pure art". Their motto was 

"art for art's sake"
2
. The supporters of the theory were representatives 

of aestheticism. The aestheticists who belonged to this trend came to 

the wrong conclusion that art should not reflect reality but only give 

pleasure. They considered the beautiful form to be more important than 

the contents, the essence of the work of art. They denied the 

educational value of art and literature. In their opinion, art was isolated 

from life. 

Aestheticists rejected both the social and the moral function of art. 

One of the leaders of the aesthetic movement put forward the thesis: 

"Art is indifferent to what is moral and what is immoral". 

Aestheticists tried to lead the reader away from the problems of the 

day. 

One of the best-known English aestheticists was Oscar Wilde 

['oska' waild] who is regarded as the leader of the English aesthetic 

movement. 

Vocabulary 

aesthetic [i:s'9etik] о эстетический 
aestheticism [i:s'Getisizm] n эстетизм 
aestheticist [i:s'9etisist] n эстет 
contemporary [кэп Четрэгэп] о со-

временный 
contradiction [kDntra'dikfan] n проти-

воречие 
crisis ['kraisis] n кризис 
decadence [ 'dekgdgns] n декадентство, 

упадничество 
decline [di'klam] n упадок 
deny [di'nai] v отрицать 
disturb [dis't3:b] v мешать 
escape [is'kerp] n уход 

Questions and Tasks 

essence ['esns] n сущность 
function ['fXrjkJbn] n функция, назначение 
inner ['пи] а внутренний 
isolate ['aisaleit] v отделять 
motto ['rrrotsu] n девиз 
predecessor [ 'pri:disess] n предше-

ственник 
reflect [n'flekt] у отражать 
severe [si'via] а суровый 
thesis ['9i:sis] n (p/theses) тезис 
trend [trend] n направление 
unattractiveness [^m'traektivms] n не-

привлекательность 
witness ['witnss] v быть свидетелем 

1
 Joseph Conrad f ѐзэияГ konraed] (1857 —1924) —Джозеф Конрад, англ. писатель 

2
 art for art's sake — искусство ради искусства 
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Another writer who appeared on the literary scene in the 19th 

century was Lewis Carrol ['lu:is 'kaeral]. 

He gave his readers the most brilliant mixture: the greatest nonsense 

stories ever written, intellectual games with logic and words, private 

jokes and jokes on English society of the time. 

1. What caused the appearance of the two trends of literature in the second 

half of the 19th century? 
2. What traditions did the representatives of the progressive trend try to continue? 

3. Name the writers of the progressive trend. 

4. Who offered escape from the unattractiveness of everyday life into a romantic 

adventure world? 

5. What was the aim of the writers of the regressive trend? 

6. What brought about the trend known as decadence in literature? 

7. What theory did the decadent writers proclaim? 
 

8. Comment on the theory of "pure art". 

9. What thesis did one of the leaders of the aesthetic movement put forward? 
 

10. Who was one of the best-known English aestheticists? 

11. What kind of writer was Lewis Carroll? 



. 

Lewis Carroll 

(1832-1898) 

The real name of Lewis Carroll flu:is 

'kaersl], the author of the Alice stories, was 

Charles Lutwidge Dodgson. He was bom in 

Darisbury, England in 1832. He studied at 

Richmond and then at Rugby School. He 

graduated in Mathematics at Oxford in 1854 

and he remained at the University as a lecturer 

until 1881. 

He received Holy Orders
1
 in 1861, but 

never became a priest. He never married and 

lived the rather secluded life of a bachelor 

within the University. 

He corresponded widely and had many friends in 

the literary and academic world. Fascinated by logarithms and 

mathematical problems as a child, many of the riddles and un-solvable 

problems in Wonderland reflect his scientific interests. 

Caroll always loved children. As a child himself, he engaged in 

complex games with animals, built a puppet theatre and wrote little plays 

for the benefit of his nine sisters and two brothers. As an adult, he 

enjoyed playing with children, going on trips with them and 

corresponding with children. His favourite child was Alice Liddell, the 

daughter of the Deap of his College, for whom he often invented stories 

and who became the model for Alice. ' And it all happened by chance. 

One hot day in the summer of 18f)2 he, an adult friend, and three 

small sisters were going up Oxford's River Isis for a picnic. The 

youngest girl, Alice Diddel, was rjodgson's special love. She was bored 

on this trip. To keep her and others amused, Dodgson began a story. 

"Alice was beginning to get very tjired of sitting by her sister l on 

the bank and of having nothing tq do: once or twice she had 

peeped into the book her sister was reading, but it had no pictures or 

conversations in it, "and what is the use of a book", thought Alice, 

"without pictures or conversations?" 

He invented the rest as he went along. That night he wrote it down. 

Later he added to it. Two years after, Alice's Adventures in 

Wonderland was published. It was the product of several afternoons of 

story-telling with the Liddell children. 

Before anything else, the book is fun. It is full of delicious norP 

sense. But the nonsense appeal to the adult as much as to the child. 

Alice finds herself in Wonderland. She is confused. In a tree she sees 

the huge, grinning Cheshire
1
 Cat, and asks for help: "Cheshire Puss... 

Would you tell me please, which way I ought to go from here?" 

"That depends a good deal on where you want to get to", said the 

Cat. 

"I don't much care where...", said Alice. 

"Then it doesn't matter which way you go," said the Cat. 

"... so long as I get somewhere", Alice added. 

"Oh, you are sure to do that", said the Cat, "if you only walk long 

enough." 

Caroll loved playing with words and ideas. In one section of Alice 

in Wonderland, the Mock Turtle
2
 is telling Alice what he studied at 

school. 

"Reeling and Writing, of course, to begin with, and then the 

different branches of Arithmetic — Ambition, Distraction, Ugli-

fication and Derision..." It was a school where they studied "Ten hours 

a day, nine the next and so on..." 

Notice the names of the different subjects. In order they should be 

reading and writing, addition, subtraction, multiplication and division, 

Carroll thought children at school learned only ambition, distraction 

from the real world, uglification of themselves, and derision that 

comes with failure. Carroll's view of childhood is significant. To him it 

is a time of innocence when a child is protected and free from care. 

 

1
 Holy Orders — духовный 

сан 

1
 Cheshire ['tjefg] — графство Чешир 

2
 Mock Turtle — Фальшивая Черепаха 
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Lewis Carroll 



 

The child lives happily unaware of its future. This is clearly said in 

the serious poem at the beginning of Through the Looking Glass. 

Published in 1865 Alice's Adventures in Wonderland quickly 

became a classic. Critics, academics and intellectuals have often battled 

to understand the meaning of the story, searching for a single solution 

to the book, but the genius of Lewis Carroll is his ability to keep the 

reader guessing. 

Certainly the story is far more than the witty and wonderful 

adventures of a little girl who falls down a rabbit hole into a strange, 

upside-down world. The book presents the themes of anger and 

alienation, of frustration and intolerance, malice and violence. 

The story is absurd and plays on the absurdity of language and 

people to create the plot, which is really just a series of absurd 

encounters and adventures. 

Lewis Carroll loved riddles, puns, unanswered questions and jokes 

that depend on the uses or misuses of certain words or expressions. 

Nothing is certain in Wonderland except that nothing is what it 

seems to be. As Alice moves through this odd landscape, the reader 

becomes aware of the malign character of the world, where cruelty and 

uncertainty exist everywhere, and only Alice can really recognize the 

absurdity of it all. 

Lewis Carrol plays with «reality, language and logic in ways that 

are both comic and frightening. 

His most popular works are Alice's Adventures in Wonderland 

(1865), Alice through the Looking Glass (1872) and The Hunting 

intheSnark (1876). 

Vocabulary 

absurd [3b's3:d] а нелепый, абсурдный 

absurdity [sb's3:diti] n нелепость, аб-

сурдность addition [g'dijbn] n прибавление 

alienation LeiljVneifsn] n охлаждение 

ambition [«m'bijbn] n честолюбие appeal 

[э'рГЛ] v обращаться bachelor ['baetfota] n 

холостяк battle ['baetl] v бороться benefit 

['benefit] n польза, благо 

frustration [frAs'treifsn] л разочарование 

intolerance [m'tDlsrens] n нетерпимость 

logarithm ['1г>дэп9эт] п мат. логарифм 

malice ['maelis] n злость malign [тэ'1ат] а 

злобный multiplication [,mAltipli'keij3n] n 

умножение peep [pi:p] v заглядывать pun 

[рлп] п игра слов; каламбур reel [ri:l] v 

кружиться, вертеться secluded [si'klu:did] о 

уединенный 

Questions and Tasks 

1. Relate the main facts of Lewis Carroll's life. 

2. How did Carroll's novel Alice's Adventures in Wonderland originate? 

3. Give a brief summary of the contents of the novel. 

4. What is the main idea of the book? 

5. What is Carroll's view of childhood? 

6. Comment on the language of the novel. 

7. What are the most popular works of Lewis Carroll? 

(1840-1928) 

Thomas Hardy f tomas'haidi] is agreat 

representative of the late 19th century 

realism in England. He was born in Dor-

setshire, a country in the south-west of 

England. He was the son of an architect. He 

attended grammar school and studied 

architecture. His father's cottage was in a 

picturesque village. As a child Thomas 

danced to his father's music, wandered with 

his mother across the nearby heath, played 

the violin at weddings throughout the 

countryside. The beauty of the country and 

the peasant ways and thoughts gave rise to 

his imagination. 
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solution [s3'lu:Jbn] n решение 

subtraction [sab'trakjbn] n вычитание 

uglification [^Aglifi'keijan] n обезоб-

раживание unaware ['Ans'wes] а 

незнающий unsolvable [ 'An'sDlv9bl] а 

неразрешимый violence [ 'vaibns] n 

ярость, ожесточенность within [wi'dm] 

prep в writhe [rai6] v корчиться, 

извиваться 

confuse [ksn'fjwz] v смущать dean [di:n] n 

преподаватель-воспитатель delicious [di 

'hjbs] а восхитительный, 
очаровательный derision [di'rrpn] n 

высмеивание distraction [dis'traskjbn] n 

отвлечение, 
растерянность division [di'vi33n] n 

деление encounter [m'kaunts] n 

встреча 

Thomas Hardy 



At the age of twenty-two Hardy left for London. Hard reading, the 

study and practice of architecture and the writing of poetry were his life 

there. In his twenty-seventh year he gave up living in London, turned to 

prose fiction and for his setting chose his own part of England. 

In 1871 Hardy published his first novel Desperate Remedies. 

Shortly after the publication of his first novel, he gave up his 

architectural career and spent the next twenty-five years of his life 

writing a series of books that placed him high in the ranks of the 

English novelists. The best of them are those classified by the author as 

"novels of character and environment". They are: Under the 

Greenwood Tree (1872), Far from the Madding Crowd (1874), The 

Return of the Native (1878), The Mayor of Casterbridge (1886), The 

Woodlanders (1887), Wessex Tales (1888), Tess of the D'Urbevilles [ 

'd3:bavilz] (1891), Jude the Obscure (1896). 

At first Hardy was called "a second-rate romanticist", his best 

novels were given a hostile reception by the public. At the end of his 

life he was regarded as one of the greatest figures in English literature. 

That is why he was buried in Westminster Abbey. 

In his works he portrays all the evils of his contemporary society — 

poverty, exploitation, injustice and misery. 

He conveys the idea that'people cannot be happy in the environment 

where true love and sincere friendship are ruined by the prejudices of 

narrow-minded people. Man is a victim of a blind chance and a 

mysterious, all-powerful fate, and so man's longing for happiness is 

doomed to disappointment. The optimism of his predecessors, with 

their belief in liberty and happiness gives place in Hardy's works to 

bitterness and despair. 

Hardy's character is best reflected in his description of the country 

people and their patriarchal mode of life. His heroes are small people: 

farmers, schoolteachers, petty tradesmen, etc., and for them he has 

warm affection. Hardy's characters are unforgettable, indeed; 

particularly his women, because their fates are unforgettable. 

Thomas Hardy began as a poet and continued writing poetry in the 

intervals of writing novels. His poetry is various in subject and form. 

There are poems on the Napoleonic wars, merry and tragic 
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ballads, little stories of bitter irony, sad beautiful love lyrics, 

philosophical poems in which the poet speaks of his thoughts 

concerning the destiny of man, life and death. 

Hardy's largest poetic work is The Dynasts ['dmgsts] (1903 — 

1908), a dramatic epic written in dialogue, partly verse, partly prose. It 

tells of the Napoleonic wars, of Napoleon's career from his invasion of 

England in 1804 to his defeat at Waterloo in 1815. His lyric poetry is 

simple, sharp and direct. 

A Night in November 

I marked when the weather changed, 
And the panes began to quake, And the 
winds rose up and ranged, That night, 
lying half-awake. 

Dead leaves blew into my room, 
And alighted upon my bed, And a 
tree declared to the gloom Its 
sorrow that they were shed. 

One leaf of them touched my hand, And 
I thought that it was you, There stood as 
you used to stand And saying at last 
you knew! 

From 1896 until his death Hardy wrote only poetry. In spite of the 

opposition to his last novels, Hardy is one of the outstanding writers of 

his generation. 

Vocabulary 

bitterness ['bitgnis] n горечь hostile ['rmstail] а враждебный 
convey [ksn'vei] v выражать longing ['login] n сильное желание 
destiny ['destini] n судьба mode ['maud] n образ 
doom [du:m] v обрекать patriarchal [^peitn'rxkd] а патриар- 

environment [m'vaiarsnmant] n окру- хальный 
жающая обстановка рапе [pem] n оконное стекло 

heath [hi:6] n пустошь petty ['peti] л мелкий 
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reception [n'sepjan] n прием second-rate 

['seksndreit] a второсортный setting fsetirj] n 

окружающая обстановка victim ['viktim] n 

жертва 

Tess of the D'Urbevilles 

It is Hardy's masterpiece. The novel shows the tragic fate of a poor 

girl. She struggles for happiness, but all the forces of her social 

environment are arranged against her and she perishes. Tess, the 

daughter of poor parents and a descendant of a proud and ancient 

family, is seduced by a young man Alec D'Urbelville. 

A child is born but dies in infancy. Some years later when Tess is 

working as a milkmaid on a large dairy farm, she falls in love with a 

clergyman's son Angel Clare [ 'emdssl Ыеэ], who learns farming from 

her employer. On their wedding night Tess tells Angel about her past, 

and thereupon her husband leaves her. 

After a brave fight against poverty and other evils, she is forced by 

the needs of her family into the protection of D'Urberville. When 

Angel Clare returns from Canada, he finds her living with Alec. In 

order to be free to join her husband Tess murders Alec. After a time 

she is arrested, tried and hanged. While reading the book, one can't 

help thinking that it is not Tess who is guilty of the crime, but society. 

Thomas Hardy is angry at the ruin of Tess. He is against the 

judgement of society which proclaimed her a "fallen" woman. The 

rough and cruel judgement of society, acting on her through other 

people, wastes her youth, her beauty and her love. It drives her to 

misery and crime. Her husband, Angel Clare regards Tess as 

hopelessly spoiled. It is a cruel action on his part to leave her, the result 

of a false idea of purity. 

The novel was called an immoral book, for in the title page Hardy 

calls Tess a pure woman. Indeed, in her heart she remains pure. 

Whatever happens to her, her spirit and love remain Clare's and 

unspoiled. Tess'sfaith and devotion, her strength in love, her sweetness 

make the reader share the author's pity for her sorrows. 

Vocabulary 

dairy farm  [ 'desnfaim]  n молочная 
ферма descendant [di'sendgnt] n 

потомок guilty [gilti] а виновный infancy 

['mfansi] n младенчество judgement 

['dVfemsnt] n осуждение 

Questions and Tasks 

1. Give the main facts of Hardy's life. 

2. What was his first novel? 

3. Name his best novels classified by the author as 'novels of character and 

environment". 

4. What did Hardy portray in his works? 

5. Speak on the characters of his books. 

6. Characterize Hardy's poetry. 

7. Give a brief summary of the contents of Tess of the D'Urbevilles. 

8. What is the author's attitude towards the main character of the novel? 

Robert Louis Stevenson 

(1850-1894) 

Robert Louis Stevenson fsti:vnsn] was 

born in Edinburgh. His father was a civil 

engineer. The boy's health was poor, and later 

on he often spoke about it in his poems: 

When I was sick and lay a-bed, I had 
two pillows at my head, And all my 
toys beside me lay To keep me happy 
all the day. 
And sometimes for an hour or so I 
watched my leaden soldiers go, With 
different uniforms and drills, Among the 
bed-clothes, through the hills; 
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predecessor ['piidisesa] n предшествен-

ник prejudice ['pred3udis] n 

предрассудок quake [kweik] v дрожать 

range [remcfe] v блуждать 
purity ['pJTOntl] n непорочность 

regard [n'ga:d] v считать rough 

[глЛ а суровый seduce [si'dju:s] v 

соблазнить try [trai] v судить 

Robert Louis Stevenson 



And sometimes sent my ships in fleets All 

up and down among the sheets; Or 

brought my trees and houses out, And 

planted cities all about. 

I was the giant great and still That sits 

upon the pillow-hill, And sees before 

him, dale and plain, The pleasant Land of 

Counterpane. 

The Land of Counterpane 

Stevenson studied law and engineering at the University of 

Edinburgh, but never practised them. Since childhood he had dreamt of 

literary career. His life was a heroic struggle with a lung disease, and 

he spent much time abroad. Stevenson's last years of life passed in 

Samoa [ss'maua]. He loved the land and its oppressed people. When he 

died, he was carried to his grave by the natives who mourned for him 

as their friend and protector. A bronze tablet on his tomb bears the 

epitaph he wrote for himself: 

Requiem 

Under the wide and starry sky, 
Dig the grave and let me lie. 
Glad did I live and gladly die, 
And I laid me down with a will. 

This be the verse you grave for me: 
Here he lies where he longed to be; 
Home is the sailor, home from sea, And 
the hunter home from the hill. 

The charm of Stevenson's personality is reflected in his poems for 

children A Child's Garden of Verse (1885). These poems reveal a 

child's freshness, directness and naivety of thought. His other volumes 

of poetry are The Underwoods (1887), Ballads (1890) and Songs of 

Travels (1896). 

Stevenson first won fame with the publication of a novel entitled 

Treasure Island. It was immediately popular with the public. Treasure 

Island was followed by the historical novels The Black Arrow (1888), 

Kidnapped (1886), and Catriona [кэ'Шэпэ] (1893). The Strange Case 

of Dr. Jekyll and Mr Hyde (1886) shows the battle of good and evil in 

man's heart. Stevenson is also the author of The Master of Ballantrae [ 

'baebn 'trei] (1889), The Wrong Box (1889) and a number of mystery 

stories. At his death he was working on Weir [wia] ofHermiston. This 

unfinished novel is considered to be the best of Stevenson's whole 

work. Robert Louis Stevenson is generally referred to as a neo-

romanticist. Neo-Romanticism was a trend in literature which came 

into being at the end of the 19th century. The writers of this literary 

trend turned to the past or described exotic travels and adventures. 

Stevenson was attracted to the romance of adventure and freedom, 

of risky undertakings in lonely seas and exotic countries. He idealized 

the strong and brave men who went down to these lands in ships. In his 

novels Stevenson told his readers about life full of novelty, about high 

passions and thrilling sensations. He was a gifted and original writer. 

Stevenson considered art superior to life for art could create a new and 

better reality. 

Vocabulary 

civil ['sivil] a гражданский counterpane 

['kauntapem] n покрывало (на кровати) dale 

[deil] n поле 
epitaph ['epita:f] n надгробная надпись exotic 

[ig'zDtik] а экзотический fleet [flit] n 

флотилия idealize [ai'dislaiz] v 

идеализировать leaden ['ledn] а свинцовый 

long [Ion] v стремиться naivety [na:'i:vti] n 

наивность mourn [mo:n] v оплакивать 
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neo-romanticist [.пкэигэ maentisist] n нео-

романтик novelty ['nnvalti] л новизна 

oppress [s'pres] v угнетать plain [plem] n 

равнина protector [pre'tekta] n защитник 

refer [пТз:] v упоминать reveal [n'vi:l] v 

показывать sheet |ji:t] n простыня 

superior [sjufpisna] а стоящий выше 

tablet ['taebht] n мемориальная доска 

undertaking [,And3'teikirj] n предприятие 



Treasure Island 

Treasure Island is the first of Stevenson's romances of adventure. 

This novel belongs to the class of books which are at once existing for 

boys and fascinating for adults. It is interesting for the reader by the 

romantic situations, fascinating events and the most exciting 

adventures of the characters. 

Treasure Island is a story of a search for buried treasure. The hero 

of the novel is Jim Hawkins ['ho:kinz]. It is he who tells the reader 

about his adventures. At the Admiral Benbow Inn an old sailor leaves a 

chest with some papers. Among the papers there is the map of Treasure 

Island. From this very moment Jim's adventures begin. He and his 

friends, Doctor Livesey flrvsi] and Squire Trelawney [tn'b:ni] set out 

for the island. They outfit a ship, but there are some dangerous men in 

the crew. To make the matters worse, Long John Silver and his gang 

are also after the treasure. At the end of the story Jim returns home 

from the island with the treasure. 

Vocabulary 

bury ['ben] v прятать gang [gaerj] n банда 
chest [tfest] n ящик outfit ['autfit] v снаряжать 
fascinating f faesmeitirj] а захватывающий search [s3:tf] n поиск 

Questions and Tasks 

1. Give a brief account of Stevenson's life. 

2. Speak on Stevenson's poems. 

3. What novel brought him fame? 

4. What can you say about the plot of Treasure Island and its main characters? 

5. Name some other literary works of Stevenson. 

6. What literary trend does he belong to? 

7. What themes did the writers of Neo-Romanticism turn to? 

8. Who were the most popular heroes of Stevenson's novels? 

9. Speak of Stevenson's place in English literature. 

Oscar Wilde 

(1856-1900) 

Oscar Wilde [waild] was born in Dublin 

on October 16, 1856. His father was a famous 

Irish surgeon and his mother was a poetess. In 

his youth he was very much influenced by his 

mother, who was a highly educated woman. 

He received a very good education at Trinity 

College in Dublin and Oxford University. At 

school he was a brilliant pupil and later at 

Oxford he displayed considerable gifts in art 

and humanities. The young man received a 

number of classical prizes, and graduated 

with first-class honours. While at the 

University, under the influence of his teacher, the writer John Ruskin, 

Wilde joined the then young "aesthetic movement", which came into 

being as a protest against bourgeois hypocrisy, but later turned 

reactionary. The future writer became a most sincere supporter of this 

movement. 

After graduating from the University, Wilde turned his attention to 

writing, travelling and lecturing. The "aesthetic movement" became 

popular, and Oscar Wilde earned the reputation of being the leader of 

the movement and an apostle of beauty. 

In 1881 he went to America to lecture on the "aesthetic movement" 

in England. His lecture tours were triumphantly successful. The next 

ten years saw the appearance of all his main works. In 1881 Oscar 

Wilde published his Poems. The beautiful fairytales The Happy Prince 

and Other Tales appeared in 1888, his only novel The Picture of 

Dorian Gray [ 'do:mn] (1891). Oscar Wilde won his fame as a 

dramatist. The most significant of his comedies are: Lady 

Windermere's Fan (1892); A Woman of No Importance (1899); An 

Ideal Husband (1895); The Importance of Being Earnest ['3:mst] 

(1895). Oscar Wilde's sparkling comedies of fashionable life still 

attract many theatre-goers. They reveal the selfishness, vanity and 

corruption of English higher society 
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in a playful manner. The plays are notable for their brilliant dialogues, 

witty paradoxes and entertaining plots. Wilde also wrote poems, 

essays, reviews, political tracts, letters on every subjecthe considered 

worthy of attention — history, drama, painting and others — some 

serious, some satirical. At home and abroad Wilde attracted the 

attention of his audience by the brilliance of his conversation, the scope 

of his knowledge, and the force of his personality. 

At the height of his popular success tragedy struck. He was accused 

of immorality and sentenced to two years' imprisonment. In prison 

Oscar Wilde wrote his powerful poem The Ballad of Reading Gaol [' 

redin * cfceil] (1898). The hero of The Ballad of Read ing Gaol is a young 

man who has killed his unfaithful sweetheart. The ballad tells of 

cruelty, injustice, corruption. When released from prison Oscar Wilde 

went to France. He died in Paris on November 30, 1900 and is buried 

there. 

Vocabulary 

apostle [a'posl] n проповедник brilliance 

['bnljsns] n великолепие considerable 

[ksn'sidarsbl] о большой entertaining 

[^ents'temirj] a занимательный gift [gift] 

n способность humanity [hju:'maeniti] n 

человечество hypocrisy [hi'pnkresi] n 

лицемерие notable ['nautabl] а 

выдающийся paradox ['paerectoks] n 

парадокс 

Oscar Wilde's 

Literary Work The Picture of Dorian Gray 

The Picture of Dorian Gray describes the life of a young man, 

Dorian Gray. The author touches on many important problems of 

contemporary life: morality, art and beauty in particular. 

At the beginning of the novel we see an inexperienced youth, a kind 

and innocent young man. 

"... he was certainly wonderfuly handsome, with his finely-curved 

scarlet lips, his frank blue eyes, his crisp gold hair. There was 

something in his face that made one trust him at once. All the candour 

of youth was there, as well as all youth's passionate purity." 

Dorian is influenced by two men with sharply contrasting 

characters: Basil Hallward ['baezl 'ho:lwo:d] and Lord Henry Wotton. 

The three principal characters — Dorian Gray, the painter Basil 

Hallward and the cynical Lord Henry — discuss the problems of art 

and reality, beauty and morality. 

Basil is an artist to the core. He paints Dorian Gray and puts his 

whole soul into the work. To Basil beauty is a source of inspiration and 

creative work. His portrait of Dorian Gray is a masterpiece. He 

worships Dorian's beauty. On seeing the picture Dorian exclaims: "I 

shall grow old and horrible and dreadful. But the picture will remain 

young. If it were only the other way! I would give my soul for that. 

Youth is the only thing worth having." 

Dorian Gray meets Lord Henry Wotton, a typical aesthete admiring 

only beauty. He is handsome, pleasant to listen to. But at the same time 

he is heartless, cynical and immoral. 

Lord Henry and Basil struggle for the soul of Dorian and Lord 

Henry is victorious. Influenced by Lord Henry Dorian tries to satisfy 

his wishes at any cost. He becomes a selfish and cruel dandy who 

commits terrible crimes. Years pass, his face remains young and 

beautiful, but the portrait changes. Dorian's picture is the reflection of 

his soul. His face there becomes wrinkled, old, ugly and vicious. The 

portrait shows a cynical, aged and corrupted man. 

Wishing to do away with his former life and being disgusted with 

the ugliness of his portrait, the only evidence left against him, Dorian 

decides to get rid of it and stabs the picture with a knife. That is the last 

of his crimes. He falls down on the floor, with a knife in his heart, 

"withered, wrinkled and loathsome of visage". But on the wall is again 

hanging a splendid portrait in all its original beauty. 
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scope [sksup] n широта significant 

[sig'mfikant] а важный sincere [sm'sis] а 

искренний surgeon ['s3:d39n] n хирург 

sweetheart ['swi:tha:t] n возлюбленная 

triumphantly [trai'Amfantli] adv триум-

фально unfaithful [An'feiGful] а 

занимательный vanity ['vseniti] n 

тщеславие 



 

Vocabulary 

acquire [a'kwais] v приобретать adjoining 

[a'cfeomrrj] а соседний agony ['эедэш] п 

агония candour ['kasnda] n искренность 

catastrophe [kg'tsestrefi] n катастрофа 

consistent  [кэп 'sistsnt] а последова-

тельный conveu [ksn'vei] v передавать 

core [ко:] л суть 
to the core до мозга костей creep [kri:p] v 

(crept) ползать crept past и р. р. от creep 

crisp [knsp] а кудрявый curve [k3:v] v 

изгибать cynical ['smiksl] а циничный 

disgust [dis'gASt] v внушать отвращение 

evidence ['evidans] n доказательство 

exquisite ['ekskwizit] а изысканный fair 

[fea] а справедливый frank [fraerjk] а 

откровенный glisten ['glisn] v сверкать 

innocent ['inssnt] а невинный 
inspiration Lmspa'reifsn] n вдохновение 
loathsome ['tau6s3m] а отвратительный 
mere [гшэ] а настоящий 
portico ['poitiksu] n портик 
purity ['pjuanti] n чистота 
rid [rid] v (rid) избавлять to get 

rid of избавлять 
scarlet ['ska:ht] о ярко-красный 
scope [sksup] n широта 
sitter ['sits] n натурщик 
source ['so:s] n источник 
spiritual [spi'ntjiral] а духовный 
stab [staeb] v вонзать 
vicious [vi'Jgs] а порочный 
visage [vizidj] n лицо 
withered ['widsd] а высохший 
worship ['\V3:Jip] v преклоняться 
wrinkled ['nrjkld] а морщинистый 

Oscar Wilde's Tales 

Though Oscar Wilde rejects realism and considers that art exists 

apart from reality in some of his tales, The Happy Prince, The Selfish 

Giant, The Devoted Friend, The Nightingale and the Rose he 

introduces social motives. The reader feels a humanist behind every 

tale. 

In these tales Oscar Wilde sings the beauty of the human heart and 

the ability of common people to show great and selfless love. The 

secret of life is to be helpful and good to others. He admires 

unselfishness, kindness and generosity (The Nightingale and the Rose), 

he shows deep sympathy for the poor (The Devoted Friend) and 

despises egoism and greed (The Selfish Giant). 

Oscar Wilde's tales are like poems in prose, lyrical, vivid and 

graceful. His vocabulary is rich. His tales are admired by both children 

and adults. 

Oscar Wilde's greatest merit is his beautiful style: laconic, exact, 

expressive and colourful; it has enriched the English language. His 

great gift lies in his ability to express the contradictions of life in 

paradoxes. This, as well as Wilde's outstanding knowledge of language 

and a gift for dialogue, make his works sparkle with wit. 

Here are some of Oscar Wilde's paradoxes and witty sayings from 

his plays. 

♦ A moment may ruin a life. ("Lady Windermere's Fan") 

♦ Don't use big words. They mean so little. ("An Ideal Husband") 

♦ Duty is what one expects from others, it is not what one does 

oneself. ("A Woman of No Importance") 

♦ Experience is the name every one gives to their mistakes. 

, ("Lady Windermere's Fan") 

♦ In this world there are only two tragedies. One is not getting what 

one wants, and the other is getting it. ("Lady Windermere's Fan") 

♦ It is always worth while asking a question though it is not always 

worth while answering one. "(An Ideal Husband") 

♦ Little things are so very difficult to do. ("An Ideal Husband") 

♦ Memory is the diary that we all carry about with us. ("The 

Importance of Being Earnest") 
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An immoral life leads Dorian to catastrophe. Though the novel 

presents Oscar Wilde's aesthetic theory in which he glorifies beauty 

and conveys the idea that it is not at all necessary that books should be 

realistic and teach morality, it is only fair to state that Oscar Wilde is 

not always consistent. The end of the book is a contradiction of Wilde's 

decadent theory. The fact that the portrait acquired its former beauty 

and Dorian Gray lay withered and wrinkled on the floor, shows the 

triumph of real beauty — a piece of art created by an artist, a unity of 

beautiful form and content. Besides that, it conveys the idea that real 

beauty cannot be part of an immoral life. 

Dorian Gray's portrait is symbolic. It shows not only a handsome 

young man, but also the inner world of the artist who created it, and the 

spiritual life of the sitter. 



♦ Nothing is so dangerous as being too modern. One is apt to grow 

old-fashioned quite suddenly. ("An Ideal Husband") 

♦ Questions are never indiscreet. Answers sometimes are. ("An 
Ideal Husband") 

♦ Sooner or later we have all to pay for what we do. ("An Ideal 
Husband") 

♦ There is nothing like youth. Youth is the Lord of life. ("A Woman 
of No Importance") 

♦ What a pity that in life we only get our lessons when they are no 

use to us! ("Lady Windermere's Fan") 

♦ Youth is the time for success. ("An Ideal Husband") 

Vocabulary 

despise [dis'paiz] v презирать indiscreet 

[,mdis'kri:t] а нескромный quotation [kwau'teifn] n 

цитата sparkle ['spa:kl] v сверкать 

Questions and Tasks 

1. Relate the main facts of Oscar  Wilde's life. 

2. What genres does the author use in his works? 

3. Name the most significant of his comedies. 

4. Why do Oscar Wilde's sparkling comedies still attract many theatre-goers? 

5.What themes did Oscar Wilde touch on in his novel The Picture of 

Dorian Gray? 
6. Relate briefly the contents of The Picture of Dorian Gray. 

7. Does Oscar Wilde's novel The Picture of Dorian Gray confirm the decadent motto "art 

for art's sake", or does it disprove this theory? 

8. Compare Basil Hallward and Lord Henry Wotton as portrayed by Oscar Wilde and 

comment on their influence on Dorian Gray. 

9. What part of the novel is a contradiction of Oscar Wilde's decadent theory? 
 

10. Name the most popular of Oscar Wilde's tales. 

11. What social motives does he introduce in his tales? 

12. What does Oscar Wilde sing in the tales? 

13. Why are the tales admired by both children and adults? 

14. Comment on Oscar Wilde's language and style. 

15. What quotations from Oscar Wilde's plays do you know? 

16. What is the contribution of Oscar Wilde to the development of English literature? 
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Rudyard Kipling 

(1865-1936) 

Rudyard Kipling f adjad'kiplirj] was born 

in Bombay, on December 30, 1865. His 

parents were English. His father was an 

artist, professor at the Bombay school of Art 

and curator of the Government Museum.  

tkjv»r&rf& 

Rudyard spent his early childhood in 

Lahore. The Hindoo servants loved 

himvery"much. They taught him tales and 

songs of Indian folklore. I^ftndog was the 

first language Rudyard spoke. ^^^ At six young 

Kipling went to England 

and was educated at an English school. There he was editor-in-chief of 

the school paper The Chronicle. The boy had inherited some of his 

father's artistic talent and showed a literary interest. He wrote his first 

book Schoolboy Lyrics at the age of sixteen. His first working home 

was India, where, from 1882 till 1889 he was engaged in journalistic 

work for various periodicals. 

At twenty-one he published first volume Departmental Ditties, a 

small book of verse. This book was followed by Barrack Room Ballads 

(1892), The Seven Seas (1896) and The Five Nations (1903). All of 

them deal with the British in India and glorify the English nation. The 

verses of Kipling are devoted to universal human values-man's 

courage, energy, patience and self-possession. One of his best poems 

//was devoted to his son. 

If... 

If you can keep your head when all about you Are 
losing theirs and blaming it on you, 

If you can trust yourself when all men doubt you, But 
make allowance for their doubting too; 

If you can wait and not be tired by waiting, Or 
being lied about don't deal in lies, 
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ability [a'biliti] n способность apart 

[a'pa:t] adv отдельно apt [aept] а 

склонный confirm [кэпТз:т] v 

подтверждать 



 

Or being hated don't give way to hating, 

And yet don't look too good, nor talk too wise... 

If you can talk with crowds and keep your virtue, 
Or walk with Kings — nor lose the common touch, 

If neither foes nor loving friends can hurt you, 
If all men count with you, but none too much, 

If you can fill the unforgiving minute 

With sixty seconds' worth of distance run, 
Yours is the Earth and everything that's in it, 

And — which is more, —you'll be a Man, my son! 

Rudyard Kipling was a poet, a novelist ad a short-story writer. 

When he was twenty-four he had published his six small collections of 

stories. Among these early works some of the best are Soldiers Three, 

The Phantom Rickshaw and Wee Willie Winkie. These and the stories 

which followed were recognized in India and then in England. 

Kipling was a born storyteller. Between 1887 and 1899 he travelled 

around the world. He was in China, Japan and America. During this 

period he wrote some of his very popular works. These were his stories 

for children The Jungle Books (1894), Captains Courageous (1897) 

and Just 5b Stories (1902). 

Kipling knew how to keep the story moving, how to bring it to its 
culmination and give it point. His two Jungle Books and Just So Stories 
have been translated into dozens of languages and are still read all over 

the world. 

In his well-known animal stories The Jungle Book he described how 

the child Mowgli [ 'maugli] was brought up by wolves and taught by 

them and the black panther, the law of the jungle, and how Mowgli 

became the master of the beasts. Kipling had seen India as a child, and 

this helped him to give his descriptions a unique quality. 

In 1936 Kipling worked on autobiographical notes when he died on 

January 17. In a year there appeared Something of Myself, a collection 

of notes containing memoirs. 

Rudyard Kipling was very popular among ordinary people as well 

as by well-known writers such as Oscar Wilde, Somerset 
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Vocabulary 

allowance [э 'lauans] n принятие во 

внимание 
culmination [^kAlmi'neifsn] n кульмина-

ционный пункт 
doubt [daut] v сомневаться 
editor-in-chief ['editarm'tffcf] n главный 

редактор 
exceedingly [ik'si:dirjli] adv чрезвычайно 
foe [fbu] n враг 
glorify ['glo:nfai] v прославлять 

Questions and Tasks 

memoir ['memwa:] л мемуары moving 

['mu:virj] а волнующий narration 

[пге'гы/эп] п повествование panther 

['рэепбэ] л пантера patience fpeijbns] л 

терпение point [point] n суть, смысл self-

possession ['selfpg'zejm] л само-

обладание universal [ Ju:nf V3:ssl] о 

всеобщий 

curator \i kj 2/зг-ет+э][ Lahore £ 

|э'ьof] Ja^op 

Maugham and many others. He was exceedingly popular in the late 

19th century. In 1907 Kipling was awarded the Nobel Prize for 

literature. He was the first writer and the first Englishman to whom 

this prize was given. 

The reason of his popularity lies in the interesting plots, the variety 

of characters and the force of narration. 

1. Relate the main facts of Rudyard Kipling's life. 

2. When did he publish his first book of verse? 

3. What were his verses devoted to? 

4. What were his most popular works? 

5. Why was Kipling very popular with the readers? 

6. Comment on his well-known animal stories The Jungle Book. 

7. What can you say about the plots and the characters of Kipling's books? 



 

Or being hated don't give way to hating, 

And yet don't look too good, nor talk too wise... 

If you can talk with crowds and keep your virtue, 

Or walk with Kings — nor lose the common touch, If 

neither foes nor loving friends can hurt you, 

If all men count with you, but none too much, If 

you can fill the unforgiving minute 

With sixty seconds' worth of distance run, Yours 

is the Earth and everything that's in it, 

And — which is more, — you'll be a Man, my son! 

Rudyard Kipling was a poet, a novelist ad a short-story writer. 

When he was twenty-four he had published his six small collections of 

stories. Among these early works some of the best are Soldiers Three, 

The Phantom Rickshaw and Wee Willie Winkie. These and the stories 

which followed were recognized in India and then in England. 

Kipling was a born storyteller. Between 1887 and 1899 he travelled 

around the world. He was in China, Japan and America. During this 

period he wrote some of his very popular works. These were his stories 

for children The Jungle Books (1894), Captains Courageous (1897) 

and Just St) Stories (1902). 

Kipling knew how to keep the story moving, how to bring it to its 

culmination and give it point. His two Jungle Books and Just So Stories 

have been translated into dozens of languages and are still read all over 

the world. 

In his well-known animal stories The Jungle Book he described how 

the child Mowgli [ 'maugli] was brought up by wolves and taught by 

them and the black panther, the law of the jungle, and how Mowgli 

became the master of the beasts. Kipling had seen India as a child, and 

this helped him to give his descriptions a unique quality. 

In 1936 Kipling worked on autobiographical notes when he died on 

January 17. In a year there appeared Something of Myself, a collection 

of notes containing memoirs. 

Rudyard Kipling was very popular among ordinary people as well 

as by well-known writers such as Oscar Wilde, Somerset 
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Vocabulary 

allowance [э 'laugns] n принятие во 

внимание 
culmination [^kAlmi'neiJbn] n кульмина-

ционный пункт 
doubt [daut] v сомневаться 
editor-in-chief ['edit3rm'tji:f| n главный 

редактор 
exceedingly [ik'si:dir)h] adv чрезвычайно 
foe [Гэи] п враг 
glorify ['gb:nfai] v прославлять 

Questions and Tasks 

memoir ['memwa:] л мемуары moving 

['mu:vii)] а волнующий narration 

[nas'reifan] л повествование panther 

['ргепбэ] п пантера patience ['peijans] n 

терпение point [point] n суть, смысл self-

possession ['selfpg'zefan] л само-

обладание universal [ Ju:m'v3:s3l] а 

всеобщий 

curator' Г к.)УЭГ-еЛ +aj 

Maugham and many others. He was exceedingly popular in the late 

19th century. In 1907 Kipling was awarded the Nobel Prize for 

literature. He was the first writer and the first Englishman to whom this 

prize was given. 

The reason of his popularity lies in the interesting plots, the variety 

of characters and the force of narration. 

1. Relate the main facts of Rudyard Kipling's life. 

2. When did he publish his first book of verse? 

3. What were his verses devoted to? 

4. What were his most popular works? 

5. Why was Kipling very popular with the readers? 

6. Comment on his well-known animal stories The Jungle Book. 

7. What can you say about the plots and the characters of Kipling's books? 



 

The Early 20th century 
English Literature 

In the early 20th century the traditions of critical realism that had 

developed in the late 19th century were continued and developed. 

Three names were prominent among the writers who continued the 

traditions of critical realism. They were George Bernard Shaw, John 

Galsworthy and Herbert George Wells. 

All three possessed remarkable individual talent and developed the 

trend of critical realism along their own individual lines. 

They sought for new ways and means of revealing the truth of life 

in their works, and their criticism of the bourgeois world reaches 

considerable depth. The narrow-mindedness, hypocrisy and stupidity 

are mercilessly criticized in the works of George Bernard Shaw. 

John Galsworthy excells in revealing the characters from a 

psychological point of view. 

Of great interest are the works of Herbert George Wells. He is a 

new type of writer who thinks about the future of mankind. The 

leading genre of the above mentioned period of time was the novel. 

Vocabulary 

excel [ik'sel] v отличаться seek [si:k] v (sought) искать 
mercilessly ['imisihsli] adv жестоко sought [so:t] past и р. р. от seek 
prominent ['prommant] а известный stupidity [stjui'piditi] n глупость 
psychological [^saika'tocfeikd] а психо-

логический 

Questions and Tasks 

1. What writers continued to develop the traditions of critical realism at the end of the 19th 

and the beginning of the 20th centuries? 

2. What can you say about these three prominent writers? 

3. Comment on the works of George Bernard Shaw, John Galsworthy and Herbert 

George Wells. 

4. What was the leading genre of the above mentioned period of time? 

Bernard Shaw 

(1856-1950) 

George Bernard Shaw, novelist and 

playwright, was born in Dublin in an 

impoverished middle-class family. As a boy 

he seldom saw his parents. His father was 

occupied in a business which was almost 

bankrupt, and his mother devoted all her time 

to musical interests. She had a beautiful voice; 

Bernard himself and his sister could sing well 

enough and there were, besides the piano, 

many other musical instruments. Music came 

to play an important educative part in young 

Shaw's life. 

Shaw had a well-educated uncle, a clergyman 

with whom he read the classics. So when he entered school at the age 

of ten, he was much advanced and did better than all the other pupils in 

English composition. He didn't like school, because the school 
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George Bernard Shaw 



course of studies was dull for him. He left one school for another, and 

then another, but everywhere the dull textbooks were the same, and 

they could not rouse the boy's interest. He educated himself by reading, 

and by studying foreign languages. At the age of fifteen Shaw went to 

work as a clerk. The monotonous daily routine, the endless figures, the 

feeling that he had become an insignificant part of a machine, all that 

alarmed the youth. In many things he was better informed than the 

most of his fellow clerks. 

Shakespeare, Byron, Shelley and many other great poets and writers 

had been read and reread by him. He could discuss art, for he had 

studied the best works at the National Gallery in Dublin. At his job he 

had mastered the problems of his work without any difficulty. Yet he 

was far from being happy. 

Bernard Shaw felt that he had to leave and so in 1876 he said good-

bye to Ireland and went to London, where his mother had been making 

a living by giving music lessons. In London he devoted much time to 

self-education and made his first attempt at literature. He became 

ajournalist and wrote music and dramatic critiques for various 

periodicals. 

Bernard Shaw set out to become a novelist. Between 1879 and 1883 

he wrote five long novels, which were rejected by all publishers. Thus 

he gave up writing novels. 

He became a socialist in 1882 and took an active part in the socialist 

movement. At the British Museum reading room he read Karl Marx in 

a French version. Though he admired their great influence on him, he 

failed to understand the necessity of a revolutionary reconstruction of 

the world. 

In 1884 Bernhard Shaw joined the Fabian Society, an organization 

of petty bourgeois intellectuals. It was a reformist organization. They 

were afraid of any revolutionary changes and preached gradual 

transition from capitalism to socialism by means of reforms. On the 

eve of World War I Shaw experienced a deep ideological crisis. His 

faith in Fabian illusions was shattered considerably. His point of 

disagreement with the Fabians was their attitude to the war. Shaw set 

himself resolutely against the militarists and the military points of 

view. 

Shaw gave up writing novels and turned to dramatic writing. He wrote 

his first play Widower's Houses in 1892. It was the first of the three 

plays published in his first volume called Plays Unpleasant. The other 

two were The Philanderer (1893) and Mrs Warren's Profession (1894). 

In the preface to his volume Shaw explained why he called them Plays 

Unpleasant. They discussed social problems of tremendous 

importance: the source of earning money by the "respectable 

bourgeoisie", the miseries of the poor. Their dramatic power is used to 

make the audience face unpleasant facts. The first performance of 

Bernard Shaw's play Widower's Houses was quite a sensation. He was 

attacked both by the public and the critics. 

George Bernard Shaw was a reformer of the theatre. The English 

Theatre of the 19th century was a theatre of primitive melodrama. 

Shaw opened the way for a new drama: a critical and realistic one. 

Shaw's plays were serious plays, which he called problem plays, full of 

topical problems of the day. 

Shaw was the leader of the revolution against the theory of "art for art's 

sake". He maintained that art should serve social purposes. He believed 

that the artist's function was to teach and he saw the theatre as a means 

of correction of public morals. With his plays Shaw tried to change the 

world while he entertained it. In 1895 he published some of his plays 

under the title of Plays Pleasant — they include Arms and the Man 

(1894), The Man of Destiny (1895) and Candida (1894). The title of the 

plays is rather ironical: through the amusing situations and witty scenes 

with sparkling dialogues Bernard Shaw continued his criticism of 

bourgeois morals and ideals. He attacked militarism and war (Arms and 

the Man), showing their senselessness and cruelty, and dethroned 

Napoleon (The Man of Destiny). 

The third volume of Shaw's plays was called Three Plays for 

Puritans; these were Caesar and Cleopatra [ 'si:za and klea 'pcutra] 

(1898), The Devil's Disciple (1897) and Captain Brassbound's 

Conversion (1899). The title of the third cycle has a double meaning: 

on the one hand the plays turn against English puritanism and 

hypocrisy, on the other hand they are directed against the decadent 

drama. 
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In 1912 Shaw wrote his most popular play Pygmalion, which 

scandalized the "respectable" public by using dialect words which 

English usage considered vulgar. 

By 1900 Shaw had established his reputation as a playwright. He 

wrote one play after another as well as books of criticism and 

pamphlets. Shaw's plays deal with various problems: politics, science, 

religion, education and economics. 

During World War I Shaw wrote long and daring articles, protesting 

against the imperialist governments and their war policy. 

After the war Shaw's political and social views underwent a gradual 

revolution. He reconsidered the idea of reforms and came to realize the 

role of the proletariat. His visit to the Soviet Union in 1931 impressed 

him greatly. 

Shaw was greatly interested in Russian culture. He highly 

appreciated and admired Leo Tolstoy, with whom he corresponded, 

and also Chekhov and Gorky. 

Bernard Shaw was at the peak of his fame (1925) when he received 

the International Nobel Prize for Literature. 

Shaw's plays of the second period become still more complex, for 

the problems Shaw deals with are now more complicated and 

significant. The most powerfufamong the plays are The Apple Cart 

(1929) and Too True to Be Good (1931). 

In his play The Apple Cart Shaw touches upon the theme of rivalry 

between the USA and England in the political arena. 

In his play Too True to Be Good Shaw dwells on the decay of the 

bourgeois system. Besides he depicts the birth and growth of new 

progressive forces in the world. Shaw's plays are discussion plays full 

of witty paradoxes and brilliant dialogues. He regards the speeches of 

his personages not only as means to characterize them but also as a 

means of expressing his own point of view on this or that problem. 

Shaw mocks at bourgeois charity, satirizes businessmen and 

aristocrats. Each play is a response to current events, a discussion of 

burning questions. 

Shaw's way of writing is very peculiar, grotesque. He says true 

things in such a way that at first one is not sure whether he is 

Vocabulary 

admit [sd'mit] v признавать advanced 

[ad'vcrast) а продвинутый appreciate 

[a'piifieit] v ценить charity ['tfaenti] n 

милосердие complicated ['komphkeitid] а 

сложный considerably [kgn'sidarabli] adv 

значительно critique [kn'ti:k] n рецензия 

daring t'desnrj] а смелый decay [di'kei] n 

упадок dethrone [di'Greun] v свергнуть с 

престола figure [Tiga] n цифра gradual 

['grsedjusl] а постепенный grotesque 

[greu'tesk] а гротескный illusion [f 1и:зэп] 

п иллюзия impoverished [im'prjvanjt] а 

бедный jester ['djesta] n шут maintain 

[men'tem] уутверждать, настаивать 

misery ['ткэп] п страдание; pi несчастья 

monotonous [ma'nDtanas] а однооб-

разный 

offend [s'fend] v обижать peculiar 

[pi'kju:lja] а особый petty t'peti] а мелкий 

preach [pri:tf] у проповедовать; высту-

пать в защиту resolutely ['rezalutli] adv 

решительно response [n'sptms] n ответ 

rivalry ['rarvsln] n соперничество rouse 

[rauz] v поднимать; возбуждать routine 

[ru:'ti:n] n режим scandalize ['skaenalaiz] 

v возмущать senselessness  [ 'senshsnis] 

n бесчувственность shatter ['Jaets] v 

поколебать source [so:s] n источник 

transition [traen'si33n] n переход 

tremendous [trs'mendas] а огромный 

undergo  [ 'Andsgau]  v (underwent; 
undergone) подвергаться 

version [ 'v3:Jbn] n вариант 
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joking or serious. He makes a sort of game out of his jokes and witty 

words. Shaw called himself the "jester" of English society. A jester can 

say whatever he likes, no one can be offended with a jester's jokes. So 

as a professional "joker" Shaw told English society some bitter truths 

which no one would have allowed him to say if he had not been 

England's jester. 

Bernard Shaw chose satire as a weapon to fight for his ideals, and 

thus he carried on and developed the best traditions of critical realism 

in English literature. 

He died on November 2, 1950 at the age of 94. 

Bernard Shaw's best plays are highly appreciated in this country. 

They are staged in almost all the theatres and are always a success. 



Pygmalion 

Pygmalion is one of Bernard Shaw's 

most popular and successful plays. It is a 

deep and amusing comedy. Like any of 

Shaw's plays, Pygmalion is full of criti 

cism of contemporary life. The criticism 

in this case is directed against social bar 

riers and distinctions. The idea of the 

play, expressed in the title, originates 

from an antique myth. Pygmalion, an an 

cient sculptor, while creating a statue of 

beautiful girl Galatea [ 'gseb 'to], by 

name, fell in love with his creation. His Andrey Mepburn 

love was so great that he began to pray as
 
Eliza

 
Doolittle

 

to Aphrodite [, aeftV daiti], the goddess of love, to breathe life into his 

statue. The goddess made the statue alive, and Pygmalion married 

Galatea. 

Pygmalion in Shaw's play is Mr Higgins, a professor of phonetics. 

Galatea is Eliza Doolittle, a street flower seller, and the play itself is 

the story of Mr Higgins's attempt to make a duchess out of the flower 

seller. * 

Professor Higgins meets Eliza one stormy night selling flowers to a 

crowd under the portico of St Paul's Cathedral. The professor, struck by 

her remarkably pure Cockney pronunciation, is making notes of her 

words with a view of studying them at home. A gentleman seems 

particularly interested in Higgins, and the conversation, which springs 

up between them reveals that he is Colonel Pickering, a student of 

Indian dialects. 

He and Higgins, it appears, have been interested in each other's 

work for years. Higgins points out that he can perfect the girl's shock-

ing pronunciation which keeps her selling flowers in the street and 

prevents her from getting a respectable position as a saleslady in a 

flower shop. 

The remark has made a deep impression on Eliza and the very next 

day she visits the professor to take lessons in pronunciation, at a price 

she considers fully sufficient of one shilling an hour. 
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Finding Eliza's offer very interesting Professor Higgins and Colonel 

Pickering make a bet, that in six months Higgins will teach Eliza the 

language of "Shakespeare and Milton" and pass her off as a duchess at 

an ambassador's party. If Higgins succeeds Pickering will pay the 

expenses of the experiment. 

Eliza is taken into Higgins's house where for several months she is 

being taught to speak correct English. While staying at Higgins's home 

Eliza gets accustomed to Professor Higgins and Colonel Pickering. 

Higgins is not married and lives alone with his servants and his elderly 

housekeeper. He often finds Eliza amusing and Eliza, grateful for the 

education he is giving her, makes herself useful to him wherever she 

can. 

In order to prove his experiment Higgins dresses Eliza in beautiful 

clothes and takes her to the Ambassador's Garden Party where she 

meets the "cream" of society. Everybody takes her for a grand lady. 

Higgins wins his bet. But he has forgotten that a flower girl is a 

human being with a mind and a heart. He looks upon her only as a 

thing. He does not care what is to become of her when he has finished 

his instruction. He says, "When I've done with her, we can throw her 

back into the gutter, and then it will be her own business again". 

Higgins is not unkind by nature and perhaps he has even grown 

fond of Eliza without knowing it; but what is an ignorant flower girl to 

a gentleman of means and wide education... Eliza teaches him how 

wrong he is, giving him a lesson in feeling. The lesson costs her some 

pain because not only has she got accustomed to Higgins, but she has 

also begun to love him. 

Higgins and Eliza remain friends, but the play is without an ending. 

The dramatist thought it best not to go on with the story. Had he given 

the usual happy ending, the play would have become an ordinary fairy-

tale story. 

Bernard Shaw's play Pygmalion is a satire on higher society. Here, 

aristocrats are opposed to a simple girl. In the play Shaw shows his 

deep feelings for the common people, their humanism, the beauty of 

their inner qualities. He shows that good language and correct 

pronunciation are not only the attributes of people of high social, 

cultural and moral standing. 
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Vocabulary 

accustomed [a'kAStamd] a привычный 
to get accustomed привыкнуть 

ambassador [jem'baesgda] л посол 

antique [sen'ti:k] о античный appear 

[э'рю] v оказываться attribute ['aetnbju:t] 

n отличительная 
черта barrier ['Ьаепэ] л 

барьер bet [bet] л пари 
to make a bet держать пари cockney 

['kokni] n кокни (лондонское 
просторечие) colonel ['кз:п1] л 

ПОЛКОВНИК cream [kri:m] n сливки; 

самое лучшее, 
цвет (чего-л.) creation [kii'eijbn] n 

творение distinction [dis'tinkjbn] л 

различие duchess f'dAtfis] л герцогиня 

grateful ['greitful] а благодарный 

Questions and tasks 

gutter ['gAta] л трущобы means [mi:nz] л 

средства, состояние oppose [э'рэиг] v 

противопоставлять originate [э 'ndjineit] 

v происходить, 
брать начало outer f'auta] а 

внешний perfect [pa'fekt] v 

совершенствовать, 
улучшать polish ['prjhj] л изысканность 

pray [prei] v молиться respectable 

[ns'pektabl] о приличный remark [n'ma:k] 

л высказывание saleslady ['seilzleidi] л 

продавщица shocking ['Jokirj] о ужасный 

spring [sprirj] v (sprang; sprung) проис-

ходить standing ['stasndirj] л положение 

succeed [sak'si:d] v суметь сделать 

sufficient [sa'fijsnt] а достаточный 

9. Explain why he named these plays in such a way. 
10. What changes did Bernard Shaw introduce into the theatre of England? 

11. What plays did he publish under the title of Plays Pleasant? 

12. Comment on the third volume of Shaw's plays. 

13. What is his most popular play? 

14. What problems do Shaw's plays deal with? 

15. Characterize the second period of his literary work. 

16. Describe Shaw's way of writing. 

17. What is the main idea of the play Pygmalion? 

18. What is the origin of the plot? 

19. Give a brief summary of the contents of Pygmalion. 

20. Against what is the criticism of the play directed? 

Herbert Wells 

(1866-1946) 

Herbert George Wells is often called the 

great English writer who looked into the 

future. 

He was bom in the small town of Bromley 

into a middle-class family. He was the 

second son in a family of three boys. His 

father was a shopkeeper and at the same time 

he was a professional player of the national 

English game — cricket. His mother was a 

housekeeper in a large country house. 

Wells combined his studies at Mid- 

hurst Grammar School by working as 

a draper's then a chemist's apprentice. Herbert
 

Geor
9

e
 
Wells

 

By means of a scholarship he had won he was able to study at the 

Royal College of Science in London. 

In 1886 he took his B. Sc. (Bachelor of Science) degree with 

honours at London University. Then he took to teaching mostly as a 

private schoolmaster in biology. In 1893 he turned to journalism and 

literature. 

Scores of novels, histories, philosophical books and scientific 

works followed. The end of the century made him famous as a writer. 
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Professor Higgins believes that he can create a new Eliza by 

teaching her good language and manners. However, the paradox lies in 

the fact that Higgins only gives an outer polish to Eliza, whose inner 

qualities have always been greater than the Professor's. Her 

individuality remains the same, but she is the one who awakens human 

feelings in the Professor's heart. 

Language can be learned; the inner qualities of a person do not 

depend on it. 

1. Relate the main facts of Bernhard Shaw's life. 

2. What did he begin writing first? 

3. Why did he give up writing novels? 

4. What organization did he join in 1884? 

5. What did the members of the Fabian Society preach? 

6. What was Shaw's point of disagreement with the Fabians? 

7. What was Bernard Shaw's first play? 

8. How did he call the first volume of plays? 

 



The First World War brought a crisis in the outlook of the great 

writer. At the beginning he believed that the war would teach all 

nations to live in peace and that the peoples of the world would want to 

build up a new society. He expressed his ideas in a series of articles. 

They were later collected in the book called The War That Will End 

War (1914). But the book was not popular. 

The October Socialist Revolution of 1917 shook Wells. He was 

greatly interested in the events going on in Russia. In 1920 he visited 

the Soviet Union. On his return to England he published his book 

Russia in the Shadows where he described the Soviet country ruined by 

the Civil War and foreign intervention. 

During the Second World War Wells wrote against fascism. He 

lived to be nearly 80 years old. He died on the 13th of August, 1946. 

Herbert Wells devoted more than fifty years of his life to literary 

work. He was the author of more than forty novels and many short 

stories, articles and social tracts. His novels are of three types: science 

fiction, realistic novels on contemporary problems and social tracts in 

the form of novels. 

Wells belonged to the world of science. Science played an im-

portant part in his best works, but the principal theme, even in these 

works is not science but the social problems of the day. His creative 

work is divided into two periods. The first period begins in 1895 and 

lasts up to the outbreak of the Word War I. His famous works are: The 

Time Machine (1895), The Invisible Man (1897), The War of the 

Worlds (1897), The First Men in the Moon (1901) and others. 

The second period comprises works written from 1914 up to the end 

of World War II. His most important works are: The War That Will 

End War (1914), Russia in the Shadows (1920), The World of William 

Clissold (1926), MrBlettsworthy onRampoleIsland (1928), Experiment 

in Autobiography (1934) and many others. 

Being greatly influenced by the outstanding achievements of the 

famous scientists of his day as Faraday, Darwin, Wells begins to 

explore in his works the new world opened up by modern science. 

His books show not only the ability to make science the matter of a 

story, but a rare gift of scientific imagination. Wells's science-fiction 

novels are always built on a scientific basis. All of them are based on 

real scientific discoveries. The discovery of x-rays prompted Wells 

to write The Invisible Man. Wells tried Ms best to make his fantasies 

convincing. For this reason he would give accurate description of non-

existing machines, cite fictitious newspaper articles and scientific 

reports. 

Some of his works show his scientific foresight. For instance in the 

novel The War in the Air (1908) Wells describes war planes which 

were first used during World War I. In the novel When the Sleeper 

Wakes (1899) Wells writes about A-bombs and their radio-active effect 

30 years before their invention. These predictions show the author's 

imagination and profound scientific knowledge. The main trait of 

Wells's creative works is his concern for the fate of mankind. 

The originality of Wells's science-fiction novels lies in their social 

problems. 

Thus in 77ie Time Machine (1895) the theme of an unusual 

scientific invention — a machine capable of travelling through time — 

is connected with the theme of class struggle, class antagonism leading 

to the degeneration of mankind. The author describes a fantastic 

machine made of nickel, ivory and crystal and with great artistic 

mastery depicts the flight through time when days and nights seem like 

the flapping of a black wing and the sun and the moon become streaks 

of fire in the sky. However, it is not the main theme in the story. The 

principal idea of the book is the contrast of the two degenerated races 

— the Eloi and the Morlocks into which mankind has been divided. 

Having reached the year 802701, the Time Traveller meets the Eloi — 

beautiful and graceful, but quite helpless creatures who live in old 

buildings. They are the descendants of the ruling classes, the product of 

luxurious life and aversion for work. The other race, the horrible and 

pale Morlocks are the descendants of workers who had lived in the 

dark underground factories many years before. They continue working 

for the Eloi, they provide them with clothes and food, but hunt the Eloi 

at night and feed on their meat. 

The more remote future visited by the Time Traveller is even worse. 

He sees a desert land of monster crabs creeping out of the sea. 

In The Time Machine one can feel Wells's pessimism. The writer 

does not see any ways of saving mankind from war and moral 

degradation. Wells thought the working class was too 
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ignorant to fight for its happiness. This idea gave birth to the horrible 

figures of the Morlocks. Despite his pessimism Wells hoped that 

mankind would be able to escape degeneration and build life on more 

rational basis. The dreadful scenes depicted by the author serve as a 

warning to mankind. 

The Invisible Man deals with another theme — the loneliness of the 

scientists in the bourgeois world and the danger of science in the hands 

of individualists. 

The action is set in a small town in the south of England. The 

talented physicist Griffin who becomes invisible having discovered the 

secret of the colouring of tissue perishes. He turns into a savage and 

commits horrible crimes. A great scientist becomes a dangerous maniac 

and murderer. 

Thus, Wells showed how tragic the achievements in science could 

be if they were used with destructive intentions. 

He saw very clearly the contradictions that surrounded him but he 

did not see the way out. 

Wells's contribution to literature becomes quite clear when we view 

him as a scientist. He is not a pure scientist, who works for the 

experiment only. He is much more interested in the fate of humanity 

than in science as such. 

Wells's aim was to show* today through what might happen 

tomorrow. Man should realize that the future depends on what he is 

doing today. 

One must admire his courage and his faith in written word. "We are 

going to write about the whole of life", he announced, and so he did. 

Vocabulary 

bachelor ['bagtfata] n бакалавр cite [salt] v 

ссылаться; цитировать comprise 

[ksm'praiz] v охватывать concern [k9n's3:n] 

n тревога creep [kri:p] v (crept) ползать 

crystal [knstl] n хрусталь degeneration 

[di^djens'reijan] n вырождение 

 

ivory ['aivan] n слоновая кость luxurious 

[kg'zjuangs] а роскошный originality 

[э,пазГп8е1Ш] п оригинальность outbreak 

['autbreik] n начало outlook ['autluk] л взгляд 

на жизнь prediction [pn'dikjbn] n 

предсказание 

Questions and Tasks 

1. Relate the main facts of Wells's life. 

2. Name Wells's different kinds of literary works. 

3. What are the three types of his novels? 

4. What themes did Wells touch upon in his works? 

5. Name the two periods of his creative activity. 

6. What is the peculiarity of Wells's science fiction? 

7. Give a brief summary of the contents of The Time Machine. 

8. Comment on the novel The Invisible Man. 

9. What is the contribution of Wells to world literature? 

10. Why is Herbert George Wells called the great English writer who looked 

into the future? 

John Galsworthy 

(1867-1933) 

Among the English authors of the close of the 

last century and the beginning of the 20th century 

John Galsworthy f go:lzw3:6i] is one of the 

outstanding representatives. 

He was a novelist, dramatist, short-story writer 

and essayist. He created brilliant realistic pictures 

of life and typical characters. 

John Galsworthy was born in a well-to-do 

family in Surrey
1
. His father was a rich lawyer, 

and he wanted his son to follow the career. John 

Galsworthy got his first edu- 

Surrey ['sAn] — графство Суррей (Англия) 
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despite [dis'pait] prep несмотря на draper 

['dreipa] n торговец мануфактурными 

товарами fictitious [fik'tifas] а выдуманный 

flap [fla;p] v махать foresight ['fo:sait] n 

предвидение graceful ['greisful] о изящный 

ignorant ['ignarent] а невежественный 

remote [n'msut] о отдаленный 
savage ['ssvicb;] n жестокий человек 
score [ska:] n pi много 
streak [stri:k] л полоска 
tissue ['tisju:] n ткань 
tract [trsekt] n трактат, памфлет 
x-ray ['eks'rei] n рентгеновский снимок 

 
John Galsworthy 



cation at home. At age of fourteen he was sent to Harrow School, a 

very old and famous public school for boys. At Harrow Galsworthy 

distinguished himself as an excellent student. After Harrow he studied 

at Oxford; but he did not find his studies in law exciting. 

He received an honours degree in law in 1889 and was admitted to 

the Bar
1
. But very soon he gave up law for literature and went travelling 

all over the world. 

In 1891 Galsworthy came to the Crimea. His stay in Russia 

produced a deep impression on him and awakened his interest in the 

country, its people and literature. 

In 1899 Galsworthy published his first novel Jocelyn and then Villa 

Rubein (1900) appeared under the pseudonym John Sinjohn. 

Afterwards, at frequent intervals he wrote plays, novels and essays. 

His first notable work was The Island of Pharisees [ faensi:z] (1904) 

(Pharisees were people of the ancient Hebrew sect distinguished for 

their strict observance of religious laws under which they pretended to 

be superior to other people). Galsworthy gave this name to the English 

privileged classes. This word is used speaking about self-righteous 

hypocritical persons. In the five works entitled The Country House 

(1907), Fraternity (1909), The Patrician [рэ 'tnfan] (1911), The Dark 

Flower (1913) and The Freelands (1915) Galsworthy criticizes country 

squires, the»aristocracy and artists and shows his deep sympathy for 

strong passions, sincerity, true love. 

However he gained popularity only after the publication of The Man 

of Property— the first part of The Forsyte Saga. It consists of three 

novels and two interludes, as the author calls them: 

The Man of Property (1906); 

In Chancery (1920); 

To Let (1921); 

Awakening (interlude) ; 

Indian Summer of a Forsyte (interlude). 

The Forsyte Saga is followed by A Modern Comedy, also a trilogy, 

consisting of three novels and two interludes: 

The White Monkey (1924); 

The Silver Spoon (1926); 

' the Ваг — коллегия адвокатов (Англия) 

The Swan Song (1928); 

A Silent Wooing (interlude); 

Passers-by (interlude). 

The trilogy called End of the Chapter, written at a later period, 

consists of three novels: 

Maid in Waiting (1931); 

Flowering Wilderness (1932); 

Over the River (1933). 

The Forsyte Saga is a great panorama of English life, covering 

nearly fifty years. It is a family chronicle. Galsworthy presents the 

story of the Forsyte family. His most interesting character is "the man 

of property", Soames Forsyte, the typical bourgeois to whom 

everything is a matter of proprietorship not only money, and houses, 

and position, but also works of art, and human hearts and feelings. 

The second trilogy is dedicated to the younger generation of the 

Forsytes. They are depicted against the background of post-war 

England. The action is centred round Soames' daughter Fleur. 

In the End of the Chapter, written after World War I, Galsworthy's 

criticism becomes less sharp. The old generation of the Forsytes does 

not seem so bad to the author, compared to the new one. During his 

progress through six novels and four interludes Soames Forsyte 

becomes almost a positive character, in spite of the author's critical 

attitude forwards him at the beginning of the Saga. 

It took Galsworthy 22 years to accomplish this monumental work. 

For The Forsyte Saga John Galsworthy was awarded the Nobel Prize 

for Literature in 1932. 

Galsworthy was also a great playwright of his time. From 1909 he 

produced in turn plays and novels. His plays deal with the burning 

problems of contemporary life. The author describes the hard life of 

the workers in Strife (1909), attacks the cruel regime in English prisons 

injustice (1910), expresses his indignation towards wars The Mob 

(1914), rejects the colonial policy of England "The Forest". 

Galsworthy's plays were very popular, yet it is not his dramatic works, 

but his novels and The Forsyte Saga in particular, that made him one 

of the greatest figures in world literature. 

Galsworthy is not only a novelist and a dramatist, but also a short-

story writer and an essayist. His short stories give a most complete 
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and critical picture of English bourgeois society in the first part of the 

20th century. It is in his short stories that Galsworthy touches upon the 

most vital problems of the day — he condemns the war, exposes the 

propertied classes that bring suffering and unemployment to the 

people, showing his sympathy for the so-called "little man". 

Galsworthy's mastery lies in his realistic depiction of life and 

characters and exciting plots. Though Galsworthy's criticism is not so 

sharp as that of Dickens and Thackeray, he is justly considered to be 

one of the greatest realists of his time. 

A bourgeois himself, Galsworthy nevertheless clearly sees the 

decline of his class and truthfully portrays this in his works. 

Galsworthy gave a comprehensive and vivid picture of contem-

porary England. 

His art was greatly influenced by Russian and French literature. 

Turgenev and Maupassant [ 'тэирэ 'sa] were the first writers who gave 

him "real aesthetic excitement". 

"The men we swear by", he used to say, "are Tolstoy, Turgenev, 

Chekhov, Maupassant, Flaubert [fbu 'Ьеэ], Anatole France". 

"Turgenev is the man of all others I should like to have known", 

wrote Galsworthy to a friend in 1920. Galsworthy was affected by 

Turgenev's lyrical manner of representation of characters and 

description of nature.       ■» 

Vocabulary 

accomplish [э'котрЩ] v завершать admit 

[ad'mit] v принять affect [s'fekt] v влиять 

chronicle ['kronikl] n хроника comprehensive 

Lkomprfhensrv] о полный condemn 

[kan'dem] v осуждать decline [di'klam] n 

упадок distinguish oneself [dis'tirjwif] v отли-

чаться essayist feseiist] n эссеист, автор 

эссе frequent ffrxkwant] о частный Hebrew 

['hibru:] а древнееврейский hypocritical 

{,hips'kntiksl] о лицемерный indignation 

Lmdig'neijbn] n негодование 

The Man of Property 

At the beginning of the novel we see the Forsyte family in full 

plumage. All the Forsytes gather at the house of old Jolyon to celebrate 

the engagement of Miss June Forsyte, old Jolyon's granddaughter, to 

Mr Philip Bossiney. Old Jolyon is the head of the family. Eighty years 

of age with his white hair, his domelike forehead and an immense 

white moustache, he holds himself very straight and seems master of 

perennial youth. He and his five brothers and four sisters represent the 

first generation of the Forsytes. All of them are rich businessmen, 

heads of various firms and companies. With distrust and uneasiness 

they watch June's fiance — a young architect without any fortune. In 

their opinion Jolyon ought never to have allowed the engagement. 

Bosinney seems to be an impractical fellow with no sense of property, 

while the Forsytes consider property to be a sacred thing, an object of 

worship and respect. 

The most typical Man of Property is Soames Forsyte, a repre-

sentative of the second generation of the Forsytes. Soames' sacred 

sense of property even extends to works of art, human feelings and 

family relations. 

Having married Irene [ai' ri:ru], a woman who never loved him, 

Soames treats her as though she were his property. Wishing to get his 

beautiful wife out of London, away from opportunities of meeting 

people, Soames decides to build a house in the country. He asks 

Bosinney to design the house, because he thinks that Bosinney will be 

easy to deal with in money matters. 

Irene falls in love with the young architect and Soames, driven by 

jealousy, brings a suit against Bosinney for having exceeded the sum 

of money which had been fixed for the construction of the house. On 

the day of the trial Bosinney meets with a tragic death. Being 

passionately in love with Irene and depressed by his hopeless state of 

affairs, he wanders aimlessly in the foggy streets of London and is run 

over by an omnibus. 

Irene leaves Soames. But she is forced to return to him though not 

for a long. The new house remains empty and deserted. 
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interlude ['mtakr.d] n интерлюдия 

nevertheless [^nevads'les] conj несмотря 

на observance [9b'z3:vsns] n соблюдение 

owing to ['suirjtu:] prep благодаря 

propertied ['propatid] о имущий 

proprietorship [pra'praitsjip] n собствен-

ность regime [геГзшп] п режим sect [sekt] n 

секта 
self-righteous ['self'raitfss] а самодо-

вольный sincerity [sm'senti] n искренность 

strict [stnkt] а строгий swear [swea] v 

молиться 



The Man of Property represents a typical bourgeois who is the slave 

of property, which is to him not only money, houses and land, but also 

his wife, the works of art and the talent of artists whose works he buys. 

Soames believes that the souls and thoughts, ideas and love, the 

kindness and sympathy of a warm heart are all to be bought at their 

face-value. 

Every Forsyte feels great pleasure speaking about money matters. If 

he sees anything, he immediately states the value of it. 

The Forsytes estimate people in the same way as they estimate 

things. A man who can make a great deal of money is a person of 

importance, deeply respected by the Forsytes; one who cannot, is 

despised by them. No matter how honourable this or that profession 

may be, it is not considered of by the Forsytes unless it can bring in 

money. 

There are some characters in the novel who are created as a contrast 

to the Forsytes with all their prejudices and negative features. These 

are the characters of Irene and Bosinney and old Jolyon, young Jolyon 

and his daughter June. These characters have the sympathy of the 

author and the reader. The characters of Irene and Bosinney are not so 

vivid as those of the Forsytes. 

Though old Jolyon and young Jolyon belong to the Forsytes, the 

possessive instincts of both Jolyons are not so strong as those of the 

other members. Old Jolyon is one of the most attractive personages of 

the novel. At the beginning of the book he is a typical Forsyte. His 

son's marriage to a governess caused his indignation. He disinherited 

young Jolyon and did not want to see him. Later he was sorry and did 

all he could to help his son's second family. 

At the close of his life old Jolyon came to realize that there was 

something more precious in life than property. 

Egoism, snobbery, contempt for everything "foreign", a sense of 

property and money-worship — these are the most characteristic 

features of the Forsytes. 

The collision between the sense of property and money-worship, on 

the one hand, and true love and a keen sense of beauty, on the other, is 

the main theme of the novel. 

Galsworthy's realism, his sincerity, his objective portrayal of 

contemporary life and his keen sense of beauty link him with the best 

writers of world literature. 

Vocabulary 

collision [ks'lrpn] n столкновение contempt 

[ksn'tempt] n презрение distrust [dis'trASt] n 

недоверие dome [daum] n что-л. 

куполообразное domelike forehead высокий 

выпуклый лоб engagement [m'деМзтэпХ] п 

обручение, помолвка estimate ['estimeit] v 

оценивать exceed [ik'si:d] v превышать 

extend [iks'tend] v распространять face-

value ['feis^vaelju:] n номинальная 
стоимость feature ['fi:tf3] n черта fiance 

[fi'ainsei] n жених 

Questions and Tasks 

1. Relate the main facts of John 

Galsworthy's life. 

2. Give a brief account of the beginning of Galsworthy's literary work. ' 3. What 

novel brought him fame? 
 

4. Describe the composition of The Forsyte Saga. 

5. What themes does the author touch upon in the novel? 

6. Name his chief plays and the problems they deal with. 

7. What can you say about Galsworthy's short stories? 

8. What are the chief characteristics of Galsworthy's works? 

9. Comment on the influence of Russian and French literature on Galsworthy's literary 

activity. 
 

10. Give a brief summary of the contents of The Man of Property. 

11. Comment on the most typical features of the Forsyte family. 

12. Which of the Forsytes is the most representative man of property? 

13. Compare the characters of Philip Bosinney and Irene with those of the Forsytes. 

14. What is the author's opinion of such characters as old Jolyon, young Jolyon and 

June? 

15. What is the main theme of the novel The Man of Property? 

16. Explain what makes it possible to link Galsworthy with the best writers of world 

literature. 
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governess ['gAvanis] n гувернантка 

immense [i'mens] о огромный jealousy 

['djebsi] n ревность objective [sb'cjjektrv] 

а объективный perennial [рэ'гегуэ1] а 

неувядаемый plumage Гр1шшф] п 

наряд possessive [pa'zesrv] а 

собственнический precious ['prejbs] а 

ценный prejudice ['precfeudis] n 

предрассудок sacred ['seiknd] а святой 

suit [sju:t] л судебное дело to bring a 

suit against smb предъявлять иск кому-

л. trial [traisl] n суд uneasiness [An'i:zinis] 

n тревога 



Gilbert Keith Chesterton 

(1874-1936) 

Gilbert Keith Chesterton [ 'gilbat 'ki:0 

'tfeststan] is known as critic, author of verses, 

essays, novels and short stories. He was born 

on May 29,1874 in London. 

Chesterton was educated at St Paul's 

School and later studied art at the Slade 

School and literature at University College, 

London. 

He began his career as a literary journalist, 

and it is in this genre that his most successful 

work was done. His first book of poems was 

The Wild 
rs   ■   1_^ ллллч    ТТ- -i- « л< л> Gilbert Keith Chesterton 

Knight (1900). His writings to 1910 

were concerned with three main areas. First, his social criticism was 

expressed in his works The Defendant (1901), Twelve Types (1902), 

and Heretics (1905). 

Second, his works of literary criticism, which include Robert 

Browning
1
 (1903), an excellent guide, Charles Dickens (1906), an 

enthusiastic study, George Bernard Shaw (1909), William Blake (1910) 

and Robert Louis Stevenson (1927). These works of Chesterton are 

among the finest contribution to criticism. 

Chesterton's third main concern was theology and religious 

argument. 

Many readers value Chesterton's fiction most highly. He wrote 

several novels such as The Napoleon of Netting Hill (1904), The Club 

of Queer Trades (1905), The Man Who Was Thursday(1908) and others. 

Chesterton wrote a number of detective stories in which the 

detective is the Catholic priest Father Brown. 

The first volume of these was The Innocence of Father Brown 

(1911), then The Wisdom (1914), The Incredulity [1926), The Secret 

(1927), The Scandal of Father Brown (1935) and others. Chesterton's 

detective stories are excellent light entertainment. They 

1 Robert Browning (1812— 1889) Роберт Браунинг, англ. поэт 

show Chesterton's favourite ideas about life, ordinary men, happiness 
and the wisdom of the heart. Chesterton's published works run to over 
100 volumes. 

Vocabulary 

concern [kan's3:n] v касаться entertainment [ ,enta 'temmant] n раз- 
contribution LkDntn'bju:Jbn] n вклад влечение 

wisdom ['wizdom] n мудрость 

Questions and Tasks 

1. Where was Chesterton born? 

2. Where was he educated? 

3. How did he begin his literary career? 

4. What were the three main areas of his writings? 

5. Comment on them. 

6. What do readers value most highly in his work? 

7. Speak on his novels and detective stories. 

8. Prove that Chesterton was a prolific writer. 

9. What is his contribution to English literature? 

Somerset Maugham 

(1874-1965) 

William Somerset Maugham [mo:m] is one 

of the best known writers of the present day. 

He was not only a novelist of considerable 

rank, but also one of the most successful 

dramatists and short-story writer. 

William Somerset Maugham was born in 

Paris in 1874. His father was a solicitor for the 

British Embassy. His mother died when he was 

eight. Two years later his father followed, and 

the orphan child was sent to his uncle, a 

clergyman in Whiteable, Kent. At thirteen he 

was sent to Kings School, Can-     ,„.... 
3 William Somerset Maugham 
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terbury, with an intention that he should go to Oxford and prepare to 

enter the church. 

But he had always wanted to write, and in 1890 he went abroad and 

studied at the University of Heidelberg, from which he returned in 

1892. According to his uncle's will he had to choose a profession and 

he chose medicine, thus entering St Tomas Hospital in London. In 

1898 he got his medical degree, but he never practised, except for a 

year in the Lambeth slums. 

Of this period of his life he writes: "All this was a valuable ex-

perience to me. I do not know a better training for a writer than to 

spend some years in the medical profession. 

In those six years I must have witnessed pretty well every emotion 

of which man is capable. It appealed to my dramatic instinct. It excited 

the novelist in me. I saw how men died. I saw how they bore pain. I 

saw what hope looked like, fear and relief. I saw dark lines that despair 

drew on a face". 

His experience in treating the sick in the slums gave Maugham 

material for his first work, Liza of Lambeth (1897), a realistic novel 

characterized by a powerful photographic portraiture of life. After that 

he decided to devote his life to literature. Soon after the publication of 

his first novel Maugham went to Spain and then travelled to all parts of 

the world. He visited Russia, America, Asia and the Polyneisian 

Islands, and wherever he was, he always sought material for his books. 

He was a keen observer of life and individuals. 

During World War I he enlisted with a Red Ambulance Unit. Later 

he was transferred to the Intelligence Service (Secret Service). Early in 

the 1930's Maugham settled down near Paris. At the outbreak of World 

War II he was appointed to special work at the British Ministry of 

Information in Paris. The Nazi advance overtook him there; he 

managed, however, to reach England, leaving behind him all his 

belongings and many of his unfinished manuscripts. In the years 

following he settled down in England. 

The most mature period of Maugham's literary career began in 

1915, when he published one of his most popular novels Of Human 

Bondage. It was started in 1905, abandoned for a time and then taken 

up again. The book is considered to be his masterpiece. 

Cakes and Ale (1930) was named by Maugham himself to be best of 

his books. It represents the backstage life of literary profession. 

The revolt of the individual against the accepted customs of society 

is a theme which has always fascinated Somerset Maugham. It inspired 

his novel The Moon and Sixpence (1919). 

The novel which has rather an unusual plot is partly based on the 

life story of the famous French painter Gauguin, [дэг/gaen] who was 

an innovator and rebel in art. 

The hero of the novel, Charles Strickland, is a prosperous stock-

broker. At the age of forty he leaves his wife and children and goes to 

Paris, where he devotes himself to painting. Strickland is aware of all 

the hardships in store for him
1
, but his desire to paint is so strong that 

no arguments can convince him'to change his decision to devote his 

life to art. 

Strickland's life in Paris is "a bitter struggle against every sort of 

difficulty". But the hardships do not affect him. He is indifferent to 

comfort. Canvas and paint are the only things he needs. 

Strickland does not care for fame. Nor does he care for wealth. He 

does not sell his pictures and he is almost starving. His only aim in life 

is to create beauty. The only person who understands Strickland's 

creative genius is the painter Dirk Stroeve ['straw]. Trying to save 

Strickland from a terrible disease and starvation, Dirk Stroeve brings 

him home where he sacrifices his time, his comfort and his money for 

Strickland. But instead of gratitude Strickland shows his inhumanity 

towards Dirk Stroeve. He seduces Stroeve's wife Blanche who falls in 

love with him. When Strickland takes no more interest in her, she 

commits suicide. These two men with their sharply contrasting 

characters are equally responsible for Blanche Stroeve's tragic death, 

which is caused both by her husband's kindness and by Strickland's 

cruelty. 

Thus after years of resultless struggle in Paris Strickland moves to 

Marseilles [ma: 'seilz]. He spends about four months at Mar- 

1
 in store for him — которые ждут его впереди 
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seilles where he finds it impossible to earn the small sum he needs to 

keep body and soul together. His imagination being haunted for a long 

time by "an island all green and sunny, encircled by sea more blue than 

is found in the Northern latitude", he decides to go to the South Seas. 

By a chance of luck he boards a ship bound for Australia, where he 

works as a stoker thus getting to Tahiti [ta 'hitlj. There he marries a 

Polynesian woman Ata and devotes the rest of his life to painting. 

Strickland dies of leprosy. 

According to his will his wife burns their house the walls of which 

had been covered from ceiling to floor with compositions by 

Strickland. Only on discovering some canvases Strickland had once put 

aside during his years of unrewarded work, the world art realizes it has 

lost a genius. Strickland is concentrated on his art. He is indifferent to 

love, friendship and kindness. He ruins the life of Dirk Stroeve and is 

wife who nursed him when he was dangerously ill. He does not care for 

his own wife and children and brings misfortune to all the people who 

come in touch with him. But on the other hand we cannot deny his 

talent as an artist, a creator of beauty. Strickland cannot care for 

anything else but art as art is the only means for him to express 

himself. 

Society, however, is hardly ever patient with geniuses. Most often a 

genius has to die before he is acknowledged. 

Maugham shows how blind the bourgeois public is to real beauty. 

Later Strickland's works are bought by the public because it is 

fashionable to have them in one's flat. 

Another important character of the novel, Dirk Stroeve, is a very 

kind man, but a bad artist, though he possesses a keen sense of beauty 

and is the first to appreciate Strickland's talent. Stroeve paints easily 

and is able to satisfy the vulgar tastes of the public. 

The author shows that the public lacks imagination, therefore real 

art is as far for the rich as the moon is. The title serves to Maugham as a 

symbol for two opposing worlds — the material world which is left by 

Strickland, where everything is thought of in terms of money and the 

world of art. 

Vocabulary 

abandon [a'baendan] v оставлять 
acknowledge [sk'nohcfc] v признавать 
affect jVfekt] v влиять 
ambulance ['aembjubns] л врачебный 

пункт 
appeal [э'рй] v привлекать 
aware [s'wes] а знающий to be 

aware сознавать 
backstage ['baek'steicfc] а закулисный 
bear [Ьеэ] v(bore; born) переносить 
bore [bo:] past от bear 
considerable [ksn'sidarebl] а большой 
despair [dis'pea] n отчаяние 
emotion [I'maufan] п чувство 
enlist [m'hst] v зачислять 
fascinate ['faesmeit] v приводить в вос-

хищение 
haunt [ho:nt] v не давать покоя; пре-

следовать 
innovator ['mauveita] n новатор 
lack [lsek] v не хватать 
latitude ['lsetitju:d] n широта 
leprosy ['lepresi] n проказа 

mature [ma'tjua] а зрелый Nazi [na:tsi] а 

нацистский opposing  [э 'pauzirj] а 

противостоящий outbreak ['autbreik] n 

начало portraiture ['po:tntfa] n портрет 

primarily [ 'praimanli] adv первоначально 

rank [rserjk] n ранг rebel [n'bel] n бунтарь 

revolt [гГvault] n бунт seduce [sa'dju:s] v 

соблазнять seek [si:k] v (sought) искать 

slum [skm] n p/трущобы solicitor 

[sa'hsita] n юрисконсульт sought [so:t] 

post и р. р. от seek stockbroker 

[„stok'breuka] n биржевой 
маклер stoker ['stauka] n 

кочегар transfer [trsens'f3:] v 

переводить treat [tri:t] v лечить 
unrewarded [Ann'wo:did] а невознаг-

ражденный 
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Other most prominent works by Somerset Maugham are the novels: 

Theatre (1937) and the Razor's Edge (1944). He has written nineteen 

novels, twenty-four plays and a large number of short stories, in 

addition to travel works and an autobiography. 

Few of his plays have stood the test of time. He is primarily a short-

story writer and a novelist. 

The most popular stories are Rain, The Unconquered, Gigolo and 

Gigolette, The Man with the Scar, The Luncheon. A realistic portrayal 

of life, keen character observation, interesting plots, beautiful, 

expressive language and a simple style, all place Somerset Maugham 

on a level with the greatest English writers of the 20th century. 



Questions and Tasks 

1. Say a few words about Somerset Maugham's life. 

2. What was his first work? 

3. When did the most mature period of Maugham's literary career begin? 

4. What is the main theme of the novel The Moon and Sixpence? 

5. Give a brief summary of the contents of The Moon and Sixpence. 

6. Discuss the main character of the novel Charles Strickland. 

7. In what way did Strickland fulfil the purpose of his life? 

8. Which character is shown as an antipode to Charles Strickland? 

9. What idea does Maugham deal with in the novel? 
 

10. What can you say about the title of the book? 

11. Name some other prominent works by Somerset Maugham. 

12. What stories by Somerset Maugham are the most popular? 

13. Speak on Somerset Maugham's place in English literature. 

Edward Morgan Forster 

(1879-1970) 

Edward Morgan Forster belongs to the elder 

generation of the 20th century writers. He was 

educated at Tonbridge School and King's 

College, Cambridge. Forster gradually became 

interested in literature, and wrote a novel at 

twenty, but it was never completed. After his 

graduation he began to write short stories, 

some of which appeared in print. 

When he had left Cambridge he lived for a 

time in Italy writing there two novels: Where 

Angels Fear to Tread (1905)        Edward Morgan 

Forster and A Room with a View (1908). These 

novels had an Italian background, but The Longest Journey (1907) 

dealt with Tonbridge and Cambridge. Forster returned to England in 

1907, delivered lectures at the Working Men's College, 

and finished off A Room With a View, which was soon followed by 

Howards End (1910), his most mature novel thus far
1
. 

In 1911 Forster was engaged in literary journalism. He wrote a play 

The Heart of Bosnia, which never saw the stage. Then he went to India, 

where he collected material for what was to be his novel. During World 

War I he was in Alexandria faelig'zaendna], doing civilian war work. 

While there he contributed to the Egyptian [i' cfeipjan] Mail a number 

of studies and wrote Alexandria: a History and Guide (1922). 

After the war Forster returned to London and did a great deal 

reviewing several daily papers, acting for a short time as literary editor 

of the Labour Daily Herald. 

He went to India again in 1921 and in 1924 brought out A Passage 

to India, which is considered his best work. It is a brilliant study of the 

difficulties experienced by an Indian and some English people; and it 

won prizes in 1925. 

In 1927 Forster was invited to Cambridge to deliver lectures on his 

Aspects of the Novel (the book appeared in the same year). 

In 1928 he published The Eternal Moment, a collection of short 

stories. Another production of the twenties Abinger Harvest (1926) 

consists of some reprints of reviews and articles out of various jour-

nals. He has also written essays collected in Two Cheers for Demo-

cracy (1951). 

Forster's power of characterization, his wit, and irony, and the 

peculiarity of his style places the author on a level with the greatest 

writers of his time. 

Vocabulary 

reprint ['ri:'print] n новое неизмененное 

издание review [n'vju:] n обзор 

1
 thus far — до сих пор 
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civilian [si'viljan] a гражданский contribute 

[kan'tnbju:t] уделать вклад; 
сотрудничать peculiarity [pi^ku:lfaenti] 

n особенность 



A Passage to India 

In 1911 Forster had the opportunity to live in India, and it meant a 

great deal to him as a novelist. A Passage to India arose from his own 

experience. It is a novel about the relations of Englishmen living in 

India as representatives of the British Empire on the one hand and the 

natives of India on the other hand. 

The novel is divided in 3 sections: Mosque frrrosk], Caves and 

Temple, and each depicts different scenes from Anglo-Indian life. The 

novel begins with Mrs Moore's and Miss Quested's arrival in India with 

a view to visit Mrs Moore's son Ronny, a government official in the 

colonial country. 

The general meaning of the first part of the novel is best expressed 

in the scene between Mrs Moore and Aziz, a young Indian doctor 

whom she meets in a mosque. In a dialogue they reach a surprisingly 

friendly relationship and mutual sympathy. From this scene and from 

similar episodes the reader comes to the conclusion that the 

communication between Britons and Indians is possible. 

Adela Quested feels real sympathy towards the native inhabitants of 

the country, and wants to get closely acquainted with their way of life. 

Thus when Aziz proposes a trip to the Marabar Caves, it seems that the 

expedition will be a triumph of Anglo-Indian friendship. 

But Ronny, the official representative of the English government, 

interprets the episode as a native insolence. 

Adela and Ronny quarrel rather bitterly over Aziz's invitation. Seing 

Ronny's arrogance, Adela suddenly realizes that she has left out love in 

deciding to marry him. The connection between the caves and the 

unsatisfactoriness of marriage is made at various points in the narrative 

of Adela's and Ronny's engagement. 

But after the tour to the Marabar Caves had taken place, the caves 

symbolized the failure of all communication between the two nations: 

the English and the Indians. 

Doctor Aziz is brought to trial for having molested Miss Quested in 

the Caves. At the trial Adela understands everything, and is sure that 

Aziz did not assault her. 

But their attempt to make some kind of contact between an 

Englishman and an Indian failed completely. 

In the last section of the novel Temple the author describes a meet-

ing between Aziz and Mr Fielding who defended him at the trial. It is a 

story about an Englishman and an Indian who are trying to understand 

each other to resume their relationship. But this attempt is a failure. 

For a brief time Fielding and Aziz are friends, but their friendship is 

unstable. In the concluding words of the novel we are told that "The 

Temples" do not want them to be friends. 

Forster as a social observer describes Anglo-Indian relations, and 

shows that they split completely, with the exception of Mrs Moore, 

Miss Quested and Mr Fielding who are always informal and honest 

with the Indians. 

Mrs Moore is one of the central figures of the novel. She expresses 

Forster's own point of view, his belief that democracy is a kind of 

medicine for all human diseases; tolerance, sympathy and good will are 

all that really count. 

The attitude of the heroes of the novel shows that they are firmly 

convinced that personal relationship is more important than the 

relations of the countries. 

But the social wrongs the Indians suffered so long do not allow 

them to appreciate the few honest Englishmen who have no prejudices 

against their community. 

Although Forster's sympathy is with those who feel the necessity of 

friendly relations, he fails to see that friendship and human contact 

among people of different nations is possible without equality in their 

relationship. 

Vocabulary 

arrogance ['aeragans] n высокомерие molest [mau'lest] v приставать 
assault [a'so:lt] v подвергать нападкам mosque [rrmsk] n мечеть 
attitude ['astitjir.d] n отношение narrative ['nasratrv] n рассказ 
community [кэ'mjuimti] n сообщество prejudice f preqjudis] n предубеждение 
exception [ik'sepfan] n исключение resume [n'zjurm] v возобновлять 
insolence ['insalans] n наглость, дерзость similar ['simila] а подобный 
interpret [m't3:pnt] v объяснять split [split] v (split) разрушать 
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temple ['tempi] n храм unsatisfactoriness ['лп,satis'fektgrmis] 
tolerance ['tobrens] n терпимость п неудовлетворенность 
trial [traisl] n суд unstable [An'steibl] а неустойчивый 

Questions and Tasks 

1. Relate the story of Forster's life. Name his notable works. 
2. What novel is considered to be his best work? 

3. What can you say about the plot and the main characters of A Pc to India? 

4. What is the main theme of the novel? 

5. What character of the book is Forster's sympathy with? 

6. What character of the novel expresses Forster's own point of view? 

7. What places Forster on a level with the greatest writers of his time? 

English Literature of 
the 20th Century 

(the 20s-30s) 

The years between 1917 and 1930 form the first period in English 

20th century literature. These were years of changes. Basic religious 

and political beliefs were guestioned by more people. The crisis of the 

bourgeois world reached its highest point. The writers of this period 

were greatly influenced by various decadent philosophical theories 

which led to the creation of works marked by great pessimism. 

A symbolic method of writing had already started early in the 20th 

century. Along with works of Critical Realism produced by Shaw, 

Wells and Galsworthy there were writers who refused to acknowledge 

reality as such. They thought reality to be superficial. They were sure 

that everything that happened, — that is, what led to events — was the 

irrational, the unconscious and the mystical in man. These writers 

called the inner psychological process "the stream of consciousness" 

and based a new literary technigue on it. 

The most important author who used this new literary technigue 

was James Joyce (1882— 1941). Decadence marks his works. He 
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Vocabulary 

acknowledge [ak'rralicfc] v признавать 
actuality [,sektju'aeliti] n действитель-

ность 
acute [a'kju:t] а острый 
contemporary [кэп Четрэгэп] о со-

временный 
crisis ['kraisis] n кризис 
decadence fdekgdons] n декадентство, 

упадничество 
decadent ['dekgdsnt] а декадентский, 

упадочнический 
generation [^азепэ'ге1|эп] n поколение 
imbue [im'bju:] а насыщать; наполнять 
inner ['тэ] о внутренний 
irrational [i'rajbnl] о неразумный, не-

рациональный 

mystification Lmistifi'keijbn] n мисти-

фикация 
neutral ['nju:tral] а нейтральный 
non-interference ['rmn^mta'fiarens] n 

невмешательство 
philosophical [ ,fib 'snfiksl] а фило-

софский 
remoteness [n'msutms] n отдаление 
superficial [^sjurps'fijbl] а поверхност-

ный, неглубокий 
symbolic [sim'tmhk] а символический 
technique [tek'ni:k] n метод 
theory ['бюп] п теория 
trace [treis] v находить 
unconscious [An'kmijas] а бессозна-

тельный 

 

5. Comment on a new literary technique. 

6. What author used this new literary technique? 

7. Speak about the writers for whom remoteness from actuality, mystification of society, 

pessimism became the most characteristic traits. 

8. When was the second period in the development of English literature of the 20th 

century? 

9. Comment on the works of the writers of this period. 

James Joyce 

(1882-1941) 

James Joyce was born in Dublin on 

February 2, 1882. His family was middle class 

and very large. He was educated at a Catholic 

School, then at a Jesuit college, and finally at 

University College, Dublin. His school 

interests were Languages, Poetry, Latin and 

Philosophy. 

James Joyce first published work was a 

volume of poems called Chamber Music 

(music played with a small group of 

instruments) (1907). He wrote in many 

genres. In 1914 Joice wrote Dub-liners, a 

collection of fifteen short stories set in Dublin. 

"It is a chapter of the moral history of my 

country", Joyce commented. It has become one of 

the best known books of its time.The short story form, dating back to 

the middle years of the 19th century, is used by Joyce in this collection 

of tales to show the lives and experiences of people in Dublin. 

Joyce analyses Dublin as a city which cannot change, and whose 

people are dying. The collection starts with Eveline, a story of ado-

lescence, and finishes with the story The Dead, the title of which 

signifies the conclusion both of the life and of the book. Each story 

presents a moment of self realization in the life of one person from 

Dublin. Joyce took inspiration for his short stories from Anton 

Chekhov. 
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influenced many writers. A remoteness from actuality is clearly seen in 

the works of Virginia Woolf (1882— 1941). Mystification on 

contemporary society are to be traced in the works of Aldous Leonard 

Huxley (1894-1963). Thomas Stearns Eliot (1888-1965) belongs to the 

same trend of writers for whom individualism and pessimism became 

the most chracteristic traits. 

The second period in the development of English literature was the 

decade between 1930 and World War II. 

The thirties are marked by an acute struggle of the writers realists 

representing different generations against decadent and modernist 

tendencies in English literature. 

While the works of some writers are imbued with progressive ideas 

there are many writers who take a neutral position of noninterference. 

Questions and Tasks 

1. Characterize the years between 1917 and 1930. 

2. What were the writers of this period greatly influenced by? 

3. When did a symbolic method start? 

4. What writers were there along with the writers of Critical Realism? 
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The same theme is found in A Portrait of the Artist as a Young Man, 

published in 1914—1915. This is almost an authobiography, although 

the hero is called Stephen Dedalus ['stirvn 'deddlos]. 

He wants to become a writer, like Joyce himself, and finally has to 

leave Ireland to find his true voice as an artist. 

He says, near the end of the novel: "I will not serve that in which I 

no longer believe, whether it call itself my home, my fatherland or my 

church, and I will try to express myself in some mode of life or art as 

freely as I can and as wholly as I can, using for my defence the only 

arms I allow myself to use, silence, exile
1 
and cunning

2
" 

Ulysses 

In 1922, James Joyce's Ulysses FjuJisiz] was published. It was 

published in Paris, and immediately caused great controversy — some 

people saw it as the most important novel of the country, but for others, 

including the British authorities, it was obscene, and was banned until 

1936. 

The novel concerns the experiences of two men during one day, 

16th June, 1904, in Dublin, and one of the main characters, is Stephen 

Dedalus again. Leopold ['liapsuld] Bloom and Molly Bloom are the 

other main figures in the novel, which follows the two men through a 

day, and ends with a stream-of-consciousness monologue by Molly: 

"What shall I wear shall I wear a white rose those cakes in Liptons I 

love the smell of a rich big shop at 7 V2d a pound or the other ones 

with cherries in them of course a nice plant for the middle of the table I 

love flowers I'd love to have the whole place swimming in roses". 

Molly's thoughts and feelings here flow in a stream of con-

sciousness. There is no punctuation as thoughts, memories and 

reflections move into one another. 

Joyce also uses a wide range of references as well as using the styles 

of many works of literature from The Odyssey of Homer
1
, on which the 

structure of Ulysses is based, through Chaucer to the moderns. Joyce 

wanted to write the novel that was the climax of the traditions of 

English literature. 

And after Ulysses he went further. He wrote Finnegan's Wake, 

which was finally published in 1939. Joyce took the novel and 

language to new limits. It is a highly experimental novel and very 

surprising to read. The main theme is Fall and Resurrection, told about 

Dublin settings. The novel uses dreams, play on words, invented words 

and jokes to make a unigue text. 

Vocabulary 

adolescence [,sedau'lesns] n юность 
analyse ['senslaiz] v анализировать 
ban [been] v запрещать 
climax ['klaimeeks] n кульминационный 

пункт 
comment fknmant] v комментировать; 

объяснять 
controversy ['ktmtrevasi] n спор, дискуссия 
genre [за:пг] л литературный жанр 
inspiration [jnspa'reijbn] л вдохновение 

Questions and Tasks 

1. When was James Joyce born? 

2. Where was he educated? 

3. What were his school interests? 

4. What was Joyce's first published work? 

5. Speak on Joyce's collection of short stories Dubliners. 

6. What can you say about the plot and the main character of Joyce's novel A Portrait of 

the Artist as a Young Man'? 

7. Give a brief summary of the contents of the novel Ulysses. 

8. Comment on Joyce's last novel Finnegan's Wake. 

 

1
 exile — departure from your own country 

2
 cunning — cleverness 

1
 The Odyssey frxiisi] of Homer ['пэитэ] — «Одиссея» Гомера, легендарного 

греч. поэта 
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Jesuit ['(feezjiKt] а иезуитский mode 

[maud] n образ действий 
mode of life образ жизни obsence 

[t)b'si:n] а неприличный reference 

['refrsns] л ссылка reflection [п'АекГэп] л 

размышление resurrection ^гегэ'гекГэп] 

л возрождение signify ['signrfai] v 

означать unique [ju:'ni:k] а 

удивительный 



Virginia Woolf 

(1882-1941) 

Virginia Woolf [va'dsinja'wulf] was born in 

London in 1882. She had two brothers, Thoby 

and Adrian, and one sister, Vanessa. Her mother, 

Julia, died in 1895, when Virginia was thirteen 

years old. 

Her father, Leslie Stephen flezh 'stirra], 

was a noted intellectual of the day, a phi 

losopher and a critic. He was connected 

with many of the leading artists and writers 

of that period. After the death of his wife, 

he became depressed and suffered a great Virginia Woolf 

deal. 

Virginia's early life was very hard. She witnessed her father's 

depression and suffered a mental breakdown herself after her mother's 

death. She was to suffer another breakdown in 1914, when her father 

died, this time trying to commit suicide. 

After the death of their father, Thoby, Adrian, Vanessa and Virginia 

moved to Bloomsbury, and the two sisters began experimenting, 

painting and writing. Their house in Bloomsbury became the centre of 

literary interest among the intellectuals and artists of that time — the 

Bloomsbury Group. 

In 1917 Virginia, now married to Leonard [ 'lerad] Woolf, started 

the publishing company that printed, apart from some of Virginia's 

own work, Thomas Stearns Eliot
1
, Edward Morgan Forster and 

Virginia's best friend, Katherine Mansfield
2
. 

Virginia Woolf s first novel was The Voyage Out (1915). It was 

followed by Night and Day (1919). Then in 1922, she published 

Jacob's Room. It was set during the first World War, and 

1
 Thomas Steams ['st3:nz] Eliot (1888 — 1965) — Томас Стернз Элиот, англ. 

поэт-модернист, драматург 
2
 Katherine Mansfield [' mffinsffid] (1888 — 1923) Кэтрин Мэнсфилд, англ. 

писательница 
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tells a story very close to the death of the authors's own brother Thoby. 

It was the first of her novels to use the impressionistic technique which 

were to make her famous. She wanted to leave realism, and move into 

a new kind of expression which would allow a more internal 

exploration of the described events and emotions. She continued this in 

her next novels, Mrs Dalloway (1925) and To the Lighthouse (1927). In 

The Waves (1931), which is her most experimental novel, Woolf shows 

six different characters, all at different points in their lives, and 

explores how they are each affected by the death of someone well 

known to all of them. 

Orlando (1928) is a very literary fantasy which takes its main 

character from the Elizabethan age to modern times, and through a 

change of sex, as he/she meets all sorts of literary and historic figures. 

She spoke out for women, particularly in A Room of One's Own 

(1929). She also published a lot of criticism, such as The Common 

Reader (two series, 1925 and 1932). Her final works The Years (1937) 

and Between the Acts (1941) continue her experiments, and prove her 

to be one of the most important and original novelists of the 20th 

century. 

Virginia Woolf committed suicide in 1941. 

Vocabulary 

affect [a'fekt] v влиять internal [m't3:nl] а внутренний 
apart [a'pa:t] adv отдельно mental ['mentl] о умственный 

apart from кроме того noted ['nsutid] a известный 
breakdown ['breikdaun] n расстройство witness ['witnis] v быть свидетелем 

Questions and Tasks 

1. Relate the main facts of Virginia Woolf's life. 

2. What was her first novel? 

3. Give a brief account of Woolf's literary career. 

4. What were the main literary principles of Virginia Woolf? 

5. What is the contribution of Woolf to English literature? 
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Thomas Stearns Eliot 

(1888-1965) 

Thomas Steams Eliot ['rom3s'st3:nz 'eljat] was 

born in America, in St Louis, Missouri in 

1888. His family had emigrated from 

England in the 17th century, to 

Massachusetts, and had played an active 

part in the spiritual and intellectual life of 

the growing nation. Thomas Stearns Eliot 

was educated first in St Louis and then 

went to Harward. At Harward Eliot 

developed his interest in poetry, writing, 

contributing and editing the literary review 

The Harward Advocate. 

In 1910 Eliot left America and went to Paris 

to study at the Sorbonne. In 1914 he went to Oxford, where he wrote 

his doctoral thesis. 

In England, Eliot quickly made a home. His first volume was pub-

lished in 1917. This was Prufrock and Other Observations. It con-tains 

one of Eliot's best-known poems The Love Song of J. Alfred Prufrock 

which was first published in 1915. The poem shows Eliot's way of 

writing — he uses images, fragments and memorable phrases to build 

up a broad picture of the character, his anxieties, and his time. The 

poem is about time, and wasted time and how the different inner parts 

of the character of Prufrock grow old and see his life become more and 

more meaningless: 

I have measured out my life with coffee spoons 

I grow old... I grow old 

I shall wear the bottoms of my trousers rolled. 

We understand from the poem that J. Alfred Prufrock, a bit of 

dandy, worried about his clothes, going bald and growing old, 

unsuccessfully tries to find the courage and finally feels the enormous 

futility of his life falling on him. 

Should I after tea and cakes and ices 

Have the courage to force the moment to its crisis. 

He suffers terrible self-agonies, as memoires fill his consciousness. 

He is constantly aware of the passing of time, but not the clock time of 

the modern period; he measures the passing of time with "coffee 

spoons", with the changing light and the afternoons becoming 

evenings. He physically feels himself ageing and is unable to act, to be 

or to do. 

In 1922 Thomas Stearns Eliot published The Waste Land and, ever 

since, it has been considered the most important single poem of the 

century. It takes the ideas of time, and waste, already found in Prufrock 

and extends them to all societies, all times, and all cultures. It is a 

poem full of references to other texts, and is one of the most complex. 

The subject of the poem is the collapse of spirituality in modern 

society, and with it, the cultural and spiritual desolation of the world. 

The poet expresses his desire to reconstruct civilization. 

The poem begins with an echo of Chaucer's Prologue to the 

Canterbury Tales. Chaucer writes of the sweet showers of spring, 

using April as the month which brings the coming of spring, but Eliot 

changes that positive idea with the words: 

April is the cruelest month. 

The poem then goes on to describe London, and the image of all the 

poem is of wastelands, deserts — the same kind of futility. 

The image of the wasteland has come to be one of the most 

common images of modern times, and Eliot's poem has been discussed 

and examined by a great many cities. 

Eliot believed that post-First World War Europe had become a 

"waste land" due to the cultural and spiritual desolation. 

By 1930, Eliot had entered into a new phase of poetic production. 

Ash Wednesday, a deeply spiritual poem, was followed by other 

"religious" works, including Murder in the Cathedral, a verse drama, 

The Four Quartets, published between 1936— 1942, and the play The 

Family Reunion (1939). 
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Thomas Steams Eliot 



In 1947 Thomas Stearns Eliot was awarded the Nobel Prize for 

Literature. He continued his revival of verse-drama and poetic plays, 

writing three more plays, The Cocktail Party (1950), The Confidential 

Clerk ( 1954) and The Elder Statesman (1959). 

Thomas Stearns Eliot died in London in 1965 at the age of 77. His 

influence on English literature was enormous, not only from the point 

of view of his creative work, but also for his critical articles and essays. 

He is considered by many critics to be the most important poet in 

English in the 20th century. 

Vocabulary 

age [eidj] v стареть agony ['аедэш] n мука 

anxiety [serj'zaisti] n тревога collapse 

[ka'lseps] n крах, крушение consciousness 

['kmijbsms] n сознание constantly 

['krmstanth] adv постоянно desolation 

[^desaTeifan] n опустошение echo ['екэи] п 

подражание edit ['edit] v редактировать 

enormous [I'rmnas] а огромный extend 

[iks'tend] v распространять fragment 

['fraegmgnt] n фрагмент; отрывок 

Questions and Tasks 

1. Where was Thomas Stearns Eliot born? 

2. Where was he educated? 

3. What was his first volume? 

4. What Eliot's best-known poem does it contain? 

5. What is the main idea of the poem? 

6. What Eliot's poem has been considered the most important one of the century? 
 

7. Comment on the subject of the poem The Waste Land. 

8. Characterize the late period of Eliot's literary activity. 

9. When did he die? 

10. Speak on Eliot's place in English literature. 

Aldous Huxley 

(1894-1963) 

Aldous Leonard Huxley ['o:kfos 'lenad 

'h/\ksli] was born on July 26, 1894, into a 

family that included some of the most 

distinguished members of the English 

intellectual elite. 

Aldous'father was the son of Thomas 

Henry Huxley
1
, a great biologist. His 

mother was the sister of Mrs Humphrey 

Ward
2
, the novelist; the niece of Matthew 

Arnold
3
, the poet; and the grand-daughter 

of Thomas Arnold
4
, a famous educator 

and the real-life headmaster of Rugby School. 

Undoubtedly Huxley's heritage and upbringing had an effect on his 

work. But his own experiences made him stand apart from the class 

into which he was born. Even as a small child he was considered 

different, showing an alertness, an intelligence, what his brother called 

a superiority. He was respected and loved for these abilities. 

When Huxley was 16 and a student at the prestigious school Eton, 

an eye illness made him nearly blind. He recovered enough vision to 

go on to Oxford University and graduate with honors, but not enough 

to fight in World War I, an important experience for many of his 

friends, or to do the scientific work he had dreamed of. Scientific ideas 

remained with him, however, and he used them in many of his books. 

1
 Thomas Henry Huxley (1825- 1895) — Томас Генри Хаксли, англ. биолог 

2
 Humphrey Ward ['riAmfhword] (1851 -1920) — Хамфри Уорд, англ. писа 

тельница 
3
 Matthew Arnold [masGju:' u:nld] (1822 -1988) — Мэтью Арнольд, англ. поэт 

"ThomasArnold ['ttmws'ainid] (1795 -1842) —Томас Арнольд, англ историк 
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futility [fju:'tiliti] n пустота measure ['шезэ] v 

измерять memorable ['тетэгэЫ] а 

незабываемый prologue ['prsuhxj] n пролог 

reference ['refsrsns] n ссылка revival 

[n'vaivsl] л возрождение shower fjaus] n 

ливень spiritual ['spiritjsl] а духовный 

spirituality Lspintju'celiti] n духовность 

thesis ['9i:sis] n диссертация wasteland 

['weistlaend] n пустошь 

Aldous Leonard Huxley 



 

He entered the literary world while he was at Oxford. Huxley 

published his first book, a collection of poems, in 1916. He married 

Maria Nys, a Belgian, in 1919. The family divided their time between 

London and Europe, mostly Italy, in the 1920s, and travelled around 

the world in 1925 and 1926, seeing India and making a first visit to the 

United States Huxley liked the confidence and vitality he found in 

American life. 

Huxley's Crome Yellow (crome = bright) (1921) was his first 

success, and Antic Hay (wild dance) (1923) continued this. 

In 1928 he published his novel Point Counter Point, which was his 

best-seller. But Huxley is best remembered for his novel Brave New 

World (1932), with its vision of a society controlled by scientific 

progress. 

In 1937, the Huxleys came to the United States; in 1938 they went 

to Hollywood, where he became a screenwriter. He remained for most 

of his life in California, and one of his novels caricatures what he saw 

as the strange life there: After Many a Summer Dies the Swan. In it Jo 

Stoyte tries to achieve immortality through scientific experimentation, 

even if it means giving up humanity and returning to the completely 

animal state. 

In the 1950s Huxley became famous for his interest in drugs. He 

was looking for a drug, that would allow an escape from the self and 

that if taken with caution would be physically and socially harmless. 

He put his beliefs in such a drug into several books. 

Two were nonfiction: Doors of Perception (1954) and Heaven and 

Hell (1956). But Huxley warned of the dangers of such experiments in 

an appendix he wrote to The Devils ofLoudun (1952). 

Another work centering on drugs was Island (1962), a novel that 

required 20 years of thought and five years of writing. 

Huxley produced 47 books in his long career as a writer. Some 

critics thought that he was a better essayist than novelist because he 

cared more about his ideas than about plot or characters. But we cannot 

hide one important fact: the books he wrote are most read and best 

remembered today are all novels — Crome Yelow, Antic Hay, and 

Point Counter Point from the 1920s, Brave New World and After Many 

a Summer Dies a Swan from the 1930s. In 1959 the 

Vocabulary 

alertness |Vl3:tnis] n живость appendix 

[s'pendiks] n приложение Buddhist 

['budist] n буддист caricature 

[^kasnks'tjus] v описывать 
сатирически caution ['кэ:/эп] n 

осторожность centre ['senta] v 

сосредоточивать elite [ei'lLt] n элита 

essayist ['eseiist] n эссеист, автор эссе 

heritage ['heritidj] n традиция immortality [ 

imo:'ta;liti] n бессмертие nonfiction 

['mmfikfan] n научная литература 

perspective [ps'spektiv] n перспектива 

pharmacology [,Га:тэ'ко1эф] п фар-

макология 

preliminary [ргГпттэп] а предвари-

тельный 
prestigious [pres'tidps] а престижный 
psychology [sai'kDtac&i] n психология 
range [remdj] n круг 
recipient [n'sipiant] n получатель 
Sanskrit ['sasnsknt] n санскрит 
similar ['simils] а похожий 
source [so:s] n источник; документ 
superiority [sju:,prari'Dnti] n превос-

ходство 
undoubtedly [An'dautidli] adv несом-

ненно 
upbringing ['Ab,bnrjirj] n воспитание 
vision ['УГЗЭП] п зрение 
vitality [vi'tseliti] n энергия 
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American Academy of Arts and Letters gave him the Award of Merit 

for the Novel, a prize given every five years; earlier recipients had 

been Ernest Hemingway, Thomas Mann
1
, and Theodore Driser. 

The range of Huxley's interests can be seen from his note that his 

"preliminary research" for Island included "Greek history, translations 

from Sanscrit and Chinese of Buddhist texts, scientific papers on 

pharmacology, psychology and education, together with novels, poems, 

critical essays, travel books, political commentaries and conversations 

with all kinds of people, from philosophers to actresses. He used 

similar, though probably fewer, sources for Brave New World. 

This list gives you some perspective on the wide range of ideas that 

Huxley studied. He also wrote an early essay on ecology that helped 

inspire today's environmental movement. 

Huxley remained nearly blind all his life. He died November 22, 

1963. 

1
 Thomas Mann ['trjmas ma:n] (1875—1955) Томас Манн, нем. писатель 



Questions and Tasks 

1. What family was Aldous Leonard Huxley born? 

2. What were his relatives? 

3. What traits of character did he possess being a small child? 

4. Where was Aldous educated? 

5. When did he enter the literary world? 

6. What was his first book? 

7. What works brought him success? 

8. Characterize Huxley's principal works. 

9. What did he become famous for in the 1950s? 
 

10. How many books did he produce for his long career as a writer? 

11. Why did some critics think that he was a better essayist? 

12. What Huxley's novels are most read and best remembered? 

13. Prove that the range of ideas that Huxley studied was wide. 

Agatha Christie 

(1890-1976) 

Agatha Christie [ 'аедэЭэ 'knsti] is known 

all over the world as detective novelist and 

playwright whose books have been translated 

into 103 foreign languages. 

She is one of the best-selling authors in the 

world, whose books were sold more than 100 

000 000 copies. 

Agatha Mary Clarissa Christie was born 

on September 15, 1890 in Torquay [to:'ki:], 

Devonshire. She was educated at home by her 

mother and took singing lessons in Paris. She 

began writing detective fiction while working 

as a nurse during World War I. Her first 

novel, The Mysterious Affair at Styles, was published in 1920. That 

was the first appearance of Hercule Poirot [es'kjui pwcu'rau], who 

became one of the most popular private detectives. This little Belgian 

amazes everyone by his powerful intellect and his brilliant solutions to 

the most complicated crimes. 
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He reappeared in about 25 novels and many short stories before 
returning to Styles, where in Curtain (1075) he died. The elderly Miss 
Jane Marple, Christie's other principal detective figure, first appeared 

in The Murder of Roger Ackroyd (1926), which is considered Christie's 
masterpiece. It was followed by some 75 novels that usually made 
best-seller lists. Her plays include The Mousetrap (1952), which set a 
world record for the longest continuous run at one theatre (8,862 per-
formances — more than 21 years — at the Ambassadors Theatre, 
London); and Witness for the Prosecution (1953) which, like many of 

her works, was adapted into a very successful film (1958). 
Agatha Christie's first marriage, to Col.

1
 Archibald Christie, ended 

in divorce in 1928. After her marriage in 1930 to the archaeologist Sir 
Max Mallowan, she spent several months each year on expeditions in 
Iraq [fra:k] and Syria ['sim]. 

Agatha Christie's success with millions of readers lies in her 

entertaining plots, excellent character drawing, a great sense of 
humour. The reader cannot guess who the criminal is up to the end of 
the novel. Fortunately, evil is always punished in her novels. 

Agatha Christie also wrote romantic, non-detective novels such as 
Absent in the Spring (1944) under the pseudonym Mary Westmacott. 

Vocabulary 

adapt [a'dsept] v переделывать divorce [di'vo:s] n развод 
archaeologist La:kf oboist] n археолог pseudonym ['sjuidamm] n псевдоним 
complicated ['krjmplikeitid] о сложный solution [sa'lju:fen] n разрешение 

Questions and Tasks 

1. Relate the main facts of Agatha Christie's life. 

2. What is her first novel? 

3. Where was the first appearance of Hercule Poirot? 

4. What was last Poirot book? 

5. Who was Christie's other principal detective figure? 

6. What novel did Miss Jane Marple appear in? 

7. What play set a world record for the longest continuous run? 

8. Why are Christie's books so popular with the readers? 

'Col. сокр. от Colonel ['кз:п1] — ПОЛКОВНИК 
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 Agatha Mary Clarissa Christie 



John Ronald Reuel Tolkien 

(1892-1973) 

John Ronald Reuel Tolkien [d3on' 

ronld' ru:el' rolki:n] was born in the 

town of Bloemf ontain, South Africa on 

January 3rd, 1892, to English parents. 

In 1895 Ronald, his mother, and 

brother Hilary returned to England. 

Ronald's memories of Africa were 

slight but vivid, and influenced his lat-

er writing to some extent. 

His father died in 1896. In the 

autumn of 1899 Ronald took the 

entrance exam for King Edward John Ronald Reuel Tolkien 

School, but failed to obtain a place. 

He retook the exam a year later, and was accepted. In 1904 his 

mother died, and Ronald and his brother were left to the care of 

Father Francis Morgan a priest. In 1908 Ronald began his first term 

at Oxford. •> 

In 1915 Ronald graduated from Oxford with a First in English 

Language and Literature. In 1916 John Ronald Reuel Tolkien married 

Edith Bratt, and in 1917 his first son John was born. Tolkien worked as 

an assistant on the Oxford English Dictionary for two years. Ayear 

after that, his second son Michael was born. In 1921, Tolkien began 

teaching at the University of Leeds. Three years later, he became 

Professor of English Language at Leeds. 

Also that year, his third son Christopher was born. 

In 1925, Tolkien moved to Oxford, where he served as Professor of 

Anglo-Saxon. In 1929 his fourth child, Priscilla, was born. 

Over the past few years, Tolkien had already started to write a great 

cycle of the myths and legends of Middle-earth, which was to become 

The Silmarillion. Around 1933, Tolkien first began telling his children 

of a funny litle creature named Bilbo. Tolkien 

got the idea for The Hobbit from these stories, and in 1936, he com-
pleted the book. Ayear later The Hobbz'r was published, and proved to 
be very successull. 

In 1945, Tolkien became Professor of English Language and 

Literature at Oxford; a position he held until his retirement in 1959. He 

completed the sequel to The Hobbit in 1948. 

The first two parts were published in 1954, under the titles The 

Fellowship of the Ring and The Two Towers. A year later the third part, 

The Return of the King was published. 

In 1954— 1955 Tolkien wrote The Lord of the Rings, which are set 

in pre-historic era in an invented version of the world which he called 

by the Middle English name of Middle-earth. 

In 1965 The Lord of the Rings was published. 

The Lord of the Rings rapidly came to public notice. It had mixed 
reviews. Tolkien received different honorary degree and С. В. Е. 
(Commander of (the Order of) the British Empire)

1
 from the Queen. 

John Ronald Reuel Tolkien died on September 2, 1973 at the age of 
eighty-one. 

The flow of publications was only temporarily slowed by Tolkien's 
death. 

Tolkien got into the habit of writing the children annual illustrated 

letters as if from Santa Claus, and a selection of these was published in 

1976 as The Father Christmas Letters. 

The long-awaited Silmarillion edited by his son Christopher 
Tolkien, appeared in 1977. 

Vocabulary 

annual Гаггцш1] о ежегодный retirement [n'taramant] n отставка 
cycle fsaikl] n цикл sequel ['siikwsl] n продолжение (книги) 
extent [iks'tent] n степень slight [slait] а незначительный 

to some extent до некоторой степени temporarily ['tempsrenli) adv временно 
obtain [sb'tein] v получать vivid ['vivid] а яркий 

1 Commander of (the Order of) the British Empire — кавалер ордена британской 
империи 2-й степени 
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Questions and Tasks 

1. Relate the main facts of Tolkien's childhood and youth. 

2. Where was he educated? 

3. When was he married? 

4. How many children did he have? 

5. Where did Tolkien serve in Oxford? 

6. How did his book The Hobbif originate? 

7. What was his second notable work? 

8. Where does the action of the novel The Long of the Rings take place? 

9. When did Tolkien die? 

10. What Tolkien's books were published after his death? 

Post-War and Modern 
English Literature 

The remarkable political and social changes in Great Britain within 

the years following World War II had a great influence on intellectual 

life and on literature in particular. 

During the 1950s a new kind of drama began to reach the theatres in 

Europe. There were two new trends in drama in the 1950s — absurd 

drama and social drama. 

Absurd drama began in France in the 1940s and reached Britain 

with Waiting for Godot by Samuel Becket in 1955. The term "absurd" 

means unreasonable, illogical. It shows a general sense of this new 

literature. This kind of drama explains how meaningless life is. 

The playwrights Eugene Ionesco, Arthur Adamov, Samuel Beckett 

and others are known today as contributors to the theatre of the absurd. 

They describe the absurd elements of the human condition. "Cut off 

from religious roots, man is lost: all his actions have become senseless, 

absurd, useless". 

To underline the spiritual and physical immobility of man pauses 

and silences are repeated in Absurd Drama. The most memorable 

literary form which told the stories of the Second World War was the 

novel. 
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The novel with a philosophical tendency was born and the 

traditional satirical novel flourished to the full. 

The essence of all these literary phenomena was the earnest search 

of the writers for their place in life, for a better future. 

Vocabulary 

absurd [ab's3:d] a нелепый, абсурдный immobility [.irrrou biliti] n неподвижность 
contributor [kan'tnbjuits] n участник phenomena [fi'mmim] n pi от pheno- 

earnest ['3:nist] а серьезный menon 
essence ['esns] n сущность phenomenon [fi'rrommsn] n явление 

Questions and Tasks 

1. Did the political and social changes in Great Britain within the years following World 

War II have a great influence on literature? 

2. What new trends were in drama in the 1950s? 

3. When did absurd drama begin? 

4. What does the term "absurd" mean? 

5. What does this kind of drama explain? 

6. What playwrights are known as contributors to the theatre of the absurd? 

7. What was the most memorable literary form of this period? 

8. Characterize the novel of this period. 

George Orwell 

(1903-1950) 

George Orwell was born Eric Arthur Blair fenk 'а:0э 'Ыеэ] in India 

in 1903. His family lived in British India where his father worked for 

the colonial Civil Service. In 1907, the Blair family returned to 

England where Orwell was educated, first at a private Preparatory 

School, and then at the famous boys' school, Eton. 

After leaving school in 1921, Orwell returned to India and became a 

policeman. His first commission, in 1922, was in Burmah
1
. 

He remained in the Police Force until 1928, when he resigned. 

1
 Burmah ['Ьз:тэ] — Бирма 252 

 

Orwell then began a most unusual literary career. 

In 1928, while living in Paris and working in a 

restaurant washing dishes, he started writing articles 

for the French newspaper Le Monde. 

In 1929 he returned to London, where he lived the 

life of a poor person, collecting information for his 

book Down and Out in Paris and London (1933). It 

was for this book that he first adopted the pseudonym 

George Orwell. He then published a further three 

novels. The first, Burmese Days (1934), described his 

experiences in the Police Force in Burmah and 

demonstrates his developing anti-Imperialist politics. 

This was followed by A Clergyman's Daughter (1935) and Keep the 

Aspidistra Flying (1936) (aspidistra = common English house-plant). 

In 1936 he was commissioned to research into and write about the 

situation and conditions of the unemployed in England. 

The Road to Wigan Pier (1937) was the result of his research, and it 

was with this book that he established himself as an investigative 

writer. His political point of view, broadly left-wing, anti-Capitalist 

and indepedent, was by now guite clear. 

With the Spanish Civil War, Orwell left England to fight in Spain 

for the Republican, anti-Fascist forces. He remained there until he was 

wounded and forced to return to England. 

Homage to Catalonia (1938) is about his experiences in the Spanish 

Civil War. Orwell's health was suffering from tuberculosis. His next 

novel Coming up for Air was written during a period of 

convalenscence spent in North Africa. When he returned to England, 

his reputation as a political free-thinker and social critic was high. He 

continued to write and publish an enormous variety of works, essays, 

criticisms, literary criticisms and political reflections. He also worked 

as a book reviewer for the magazine New England Weekly. 

During the Second World War he worked for the В. В. С and 

enlisted in the Home Guard, a volunteer armed body of men, usually 

too old or too ill to join the regular army. But his tuberculosis 

prevented him, however, from fulfilling this activity. 
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In 1944 he worked as the literary editor of 

the important left-wing newspaper Tribune, He 
wrote his best-known work Animal Farm in 
1944. In 1948 his novel Nineteen Eighty-four 
was published. It describes a future world (in 
1984) when the political system has total 

control over people. The slogan Big Brother is 
Watching You gives an idea of the power of 
this system. 

The novel Animal Farm has remained a 
consistently popular novel with both adults 
and younger readers. The novel functions as an 

allegory. The story of Animal Farm describes 
the happenings on a farm, when the animals, angry about the way the 
human, Farmer Jones, runs the farm and treats the animals, stage a 
successful revolution. They rid themselves of Jones and his tame crow 
(which represents the Church) and establish an equal system of 
government, a republic organized along socialist lines. 

The revolution is organized by the pigs, the most intelligent animals 
on the farm, but all the animals take part. But gradually, the day of the 
glorious revolution is forgotten, as the farm has some economic 
problems due to its isolation from other farms and markets. To the 
animals, it seems that they are now working harder and eating less than 
ever before. 

The pigs begin to show signs of corruption and inequality. They 
become more and more like their masters had been. In Animal Farm, 
after the rebellion, the animals say that all animals are equal. Later the 
animals create another saying. 

It is: "All animals are equal but some animals are more equal than 
others". 

Animal Farm is a satire against the political systems which Orwell 
had seen develop in the 1930s and 1940s. 

In this tragic fairy story he shows that a revolution, once it has aban-
doned honesty, truth and clarity, results in oppression, cruelty and 
exploitation. Once the individual has been denied the right to knowl-
edge and the right to understand, power can and will be abused. 

The new class of abuser will resemble in every shape and form, the 

old abuser, which is just how the novel ends, with the poor animals 

looking through the window of the farmhouse, where the corrupt pigs 

and the neighbouring human farmers are drinking and gambling 

together. 

"And they were alike. No question, now, what had happened to the 

faces of the pigs. The creatures outside looked from pig to man, and 

from man to pig, and from pig to man again; but already it was 

impossible to say which was which." 

Orwell's style is simple, clear and almost journalistic. He follows a 

great tradition of social critics who turned to the genre of literature to 

express their ideas and reach a large audience. 

There are many similarities between Orwell and George Bernard 

Shaw; for example, in the way that they combined literature and 

politics and produced works of great political insight. 

Injustice, oppression and the effects of Capitalism in general are 

themes that Orwell presents in his works, together with an analysis of 

failing Communist regimes. 

Orwell died in the age of 46 in 1950. 

Vocabulary 

abandon [a'baenctan] v отказываться abuse 

[a'bjuiz] v злоупотреблять allegory ['aeligsn] 

n аллегория Burmese [b3:'mi:z] о 

бирманский civil f'srvil] а государственный; 

гражданский clarity ['klaerrti] n чистота 

commission [кэ'гги/эп] п назначение; 
v поручать consistently [ksn'sistantli] adv 

постоянно convalescence [,kr>nva'lesns] n 

выздоровление criticism ['kntisizm] n 

критика; критическая статья enlist [in 'list] v 

(добровольно) поступать на военную 

службу gamble ['gaembl] v играть в 

азартные игры 
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gradually ['graedjusli] adv постепенно 

independent [,independent] а незави-

симый insight [m'sait] л 

проницательность investigative [in 

'vestigeitiv] а пытливый, 

любознательный isolation [,aise'leijgn] n 

изоляция oppression [э'рге/эп] п 

угнетение pseudonym ['sjudamm] n 

псевдоним rebellion [n'beljan] n бунт 

regime [геГзпп] n режим resemble 

[n'zembl] v походить resign [n'zain] 

vотказаться от должности reviewer 

[n'vjura] n обозреватель similarity 

[,simi'laenti] n сходство total ['tsutl] а 

полный volunteer [^vnbn'tis] а 

добровольный 



Questions and Tasks 

1. Say a few words about the early period of Orwell's life. 

2. How did he begin his literary career? 

3. What was his first book? 

4. What pseudonym did he adopt for this book? 

5. What novels did he write then? 

6. What book established him as an investigative writer? 

7. What was his political point of view? 

8. What did Orwell do during the Spanish Civil War? 

9. What book was about his experiences in the Spanish Civil War? 
 

10. Where did he work during the Second World War? 

11. What is Orwell's best-known work? 

12. Give a brief summary of the contents of Animal Farm. 

13. What is the main idea of this satire? 

14. What can you say about Orwell's style? 

15. What themes did Orwell present in his works? 

16. Find examples of many similarities between Orwell and George Bernard 

Shaw. 

Samuel Beckett 

(1906-1989; 

Samuel Barclay Beckett [ 'saemjual 

'ba:kh 'bekit] was born in Foxrock, near 

Dublin, in 1906. He belonged to a middle 

class family. He distinguished himself at 

school and then went to Trinity College, 

Dublin where he studied Modern Languages. 

After graduating in 1928, he moved to Paris 

and worked as a teacher of English at the 

University of Paris (1928-1929). In 1930, he 

returned to Dublin where he taught French at 

Trinity College, but in 1931, he left this 

University career and, after travelling in 

Germany 
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and Italy, settled in Paris where he lived until his death, concentrating 

on writing. 

In Paris, he became friends with many leading intellectual figures 

of the day. including James Joyce, and dedicated himself to studying 

and writing. 

During the war, Beckett joined the French Resistence and fought 

against the Fascist occupation of France. He was arrested in 1942, as a 

result of his activities, and went into hiding, spending the rest of the 

war period working on the land in Provence
1
. After the war, he visited 

Ireland for a short period, before returning to France as an interpreter 

with the red Cross. He settled in Paris in 1946. 

Beckett's literary production includes prose, novels and short stories, 

poetry, drama and critical essays. In 1921 he published Dante... 

Bruno... Vico... Joyce, a collection of critical essays, and the 

monograph, Proust [pru:st] in 1931. More Pricks than Kicks (1934) 

was his first experiment with the short story genre, followed in 1938 

by his first novel Murphy. In 1944 he wrote the experimental novel 

Watt that was published in 1953. This was 

 followed by a trilogy of novels Molloy( 1955), Malone Dies (1956) and 

The Unnameable (1958). In all, Beckett wrote more than nine novels and 

seven volumes of shorter fiction. 

The play Wayting for Godot was published first in French in 1952 

and was translated into English in 1954. It was immediately received 

with critical appraisal and met with mu«:h popular interest. Some other 

plays are Krapp's Last Tape (1959), Happy Days (1961) Not /(1973) 

and Breath (1970). 

Beckett had found a big English-speaking public that had 

never read his novels. Controversy and scandal surrounded the 

dramatic works of Beckett, but he also benefited from the ap 

preciation in literary critics and directors. He was awarded the 

Nobel Prize for Literature in 1969. > 

Samuel Beckett died in Paris in 1989. 

'Provence ['pro:'vu:ns] — ист. провинция Прованс (Франция) 
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Waiting for Godot 

The absurd play Waiting for Godot was produced for the first time 

at the Theatre de Babylone, Paris on January 5, 1953. 

It was translated into more than twenty languages, including English 

(1954). The first English performance was at the Arts Theatre Club, 

London in August 1955, where it was so successful that it was 

transferred to the West End, the home of commercial English theatre. 

The play is divided into two acts. In Act I, the two central charac-

ters, Estragon and Vladimir, who call each other Didi and Gogo, are on 

a country road, near the tree, in an attitude of waiting. They explain 

that they are waiting for Godot, but seem unsure as to why or when this 

figure will arrive. 

They spend their time talking, quarrelling and inventing games, 

oppressed by the fact that nothing happens. 

Two more characters arrive, Pozzo and Lucky, a strange couple 

who appear to be a master and his slave. 

After this couple leave, a boy arrives with a message from Godot, 

saying that he will not come that day, but that he will arrive tomorrow. 

Act two begins in the»same place, with the same two characters 

waiting again for Godot. Their uncertainty increases, and the second 

act is full of desperation and panic. 

When Lucky and Pozzo return, they are horribly transformed. 

Pozzo is blind and Lucky has lost his powers of speech. 

At the end of the day, the boy arrives again, to inform Vladimir and 

Estragon that Godot will not come that day, but that he will arrive 

tomorrow. 

The play ends, as it began, with the two tramps waiting on the edge 

of the road, unable to sleep or move or even hang themselves, which 

they try to do unsuccessfully. 

The four main characters are organized symbolically in a careful 

pattern of opposites. 

Vladimir and Estragon are complementary parts of a single whole, 

Estragon is the poet and the dreamer, Vladimir is practical and never 

dreams. Estragon is cynical about Godot while Vladimir 

persists in the wait. Estragon is weak, he complains that every night 

someone comes and beat him, while Vladimir is more courageous. 

Their costumes and the stage directions suggest that they are clowns. 

They appear to be fond of each other and need each other in order to 

survive. Pozzo and Lucky have a complementary relationship too. 

Pozzo, who represents the power of the master and the body, loses his 

sight in the second act and becomes much weaker. Lucky, with his 

ironic name, is slavish and represents the power of the mind. 

For the two tramps, the arrival of Godot will end the wait. While the 

wait seems to suggest hope, the arrival of Godot suggests salvation, a 

rescue from the uncertainties of time. The boy, a messenger of 

salvation, never denies the arrival of Godot, but is unable to confirm it 

either. Hope keeps the tramps on the road, and hope prevents them 

from hanging themselves. 

The characters in Waiting for Godot try and fail to comuni-cate with 

each other through language, and in this play, in which costumes, 

scenery and action hardly exist, language is the most important to the 

development of meaning. Apart from dialogue, silence is important to 

the development of meaning. The pauses that Beckett uses show the 

incapacity of words to express meaning. 

Vocabulary 

appraisal [s'preizsl] п оценка appreciation 

[э^ргцГГегГэп] n высокая 
оценка attitude ['aetitju:d] n положение; 

поза benefit ['bensfit] v приносить пользу 

clown [klara] n клоун complementary [ 

,kt>mpli'mentan] a 
дополнительный confirm [k3n'f3:m] v 

подтвердить controversy ['kratrev3:si] n 

дискуссия, 
полемика couple ['клр1] п пара 
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cynical ['smikl] а циничный desperation 

[^despa'reifsn] n отчаяние oppress 

[s'pres] v удручать pattern ['pastan] n 

образец resistance [n'zistsns] n 

сопротивление slavish ['slsevij] а рабски 

покорный symbolically [sim'bDhkali] adv 

символически tramp [traemp] n бродяга 

transfer [traens'f3:] v перемещать 

transform [trsens'fom] v изменять, 

uncertainty [An's3:tntil n неуверенность 



Questions and Tasks 

1. Where was Samuel Beckett born? 

2. Where was he educated? 

3. Where did he work after graduating Trinity College? 

4. What did Beckett do during the war? 

5. Where did he live after the war? 

6. What does Beckett's literary production include? 

7. Characterize the first period of his literary activity. 

8. What plays did he write? 

9. What can you say about the plot and the main characters of Waiting for 

Godof? 

10. When was Beckett awarded the Nobel Prize for Literature? 

William Golding 

(born in 1911) 

William Golding was born in 

Cornwall, England in 1911. He 

attended the famous private school, 

and then went to Brase-nose College, 

Oxford, where he started to study 

science*. After a short period he 

changed to study English Literature. 

Golding graduated from Oxford in 

1935 and started a career in teaching. 

At the outbreak of the Second 

World War, Golding joined the Royal 

Navy and was involved in active 

service throughout the war. The effects of the 

war on Golding were enormous and helped to create his pessimistic 

view of human nature. 

After the war he returned to teaching, a career that he continued 

even after achieving fame as a writer. His first novel, Lord of the Flies, 

was published in 1954 and was accepted as an immediate critical 

success. This was followed by The Inheritors (1955), a novel set in the 

prehistoric age. 

Pincher Martin (1956) was followed by Free Fall, and then by The 

Spire in 1964. There was a pause in Golding's literary production, and 

then in 1979 he published Darkness Visible and Rites of Passage in 

1980. In 1983 he was awarded the Nobel Prize for Literature. 

The novel Lord of the Flies touches some unusual themes. It 

received huge critical and popular acclaim on its publication and 

became an important novel, often studied, cited and read through the 

'50s, '60s and '70s. Now it remains one of the most important 

contributions to English literature made this century. 

The novel is in the form of the fable. A fable is a tale that tells one 

story through another. The characters exist on two levels: as indi-

viduals and as types.     i 

In this novel a group of boys, refugees from an atomic war, are on a 

deserted island. After an initial sense of liberty and adventure in this 

tropical paradise, the boys begin to organize themselves into a little 

democratic society, electing Ralph as their leader. The group hold 

meetings, go on expeditions to patrol the island, start building shelters 

to live in, organize the supply of water, and decide to keep a fire 

burning constantly, with the hope of signalling to passing boats. The 

group is composed of "littluns" of about six years old and "bi-guns" of 

about twelve. Apart from Ralph, another of the biguns, Jack, helps lead 

the group, by organizing a group of choirboys into a band of hunters, 

whose task it is to hunt pigs. However, things begin to get out of 

control. The littluns are afraid by the idea of a "beastie" or "snakey-

thing" that they believe lives in the forest. 

At night the children suffer from nightmares, even when the rational 

Piggy, an unpopular but intelligent fat boy, tries to tell them that there 

is no beast on the Island. 

The rational projects that they originally established are gradually 

abandoned, and under the influence of Jack, the boys return to the 

savage state based around hunting and the fear of the beast, which Jack 

develops into a kind of God, the Lord of the Flies. Ralph and Piggy try 

to keep control of the group, but Jack is too strong and all the boys 

except Ralph, Piggy and Simon, a strange, solitary boy, leave the first 

camp and follow Jack to live a savage life. 

The boys now become hunters, painting their faces, chanting and 

dancing, throwing stones and spears. Maurice and Roger act as Jack's 

assistants. The fear of the beast grows, particularly when 
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one night a dead man on a parachute falls onto the island. The boys 

think that the parachute is the beast. Jack encourages the boys to leave 

"sacrifices" to the beast every time they kill on a hunt. 

One night, Simon discovers the true nature of the parachute/ beast, 

but when he goes to the camp to tell the boys, he is killed, mistaken for 

the beast. After Simon's death, the hunters led by Jack, Roger and 

Maurice, kill Piggy and then decide to kill Ralph and to offer him as a 

human sacrifice to the Lord of the Flies. Ralph is forced to hide while 

they hunt him. 

During the hunt, the boys set fire to the island and a passing ship 

sees the flames and lands to rescue them, thus saving Ralph's life. 

Golding's development of the novel form during the 1950s and 

1960s led him to an interesting experimentation with genre. He used 

the science fiction genre and the fantasy story to provide an effective 

narrative style for his analyses of human nature. 

Vocabulary 

abandon [э'Ьагпѐэп] v отказываться; 
оставлять acclaim [э'Иеип] п шумное 

приветствие chant [tfa:nt] v петь choir boy 

['kwaigboi] n участник хора 
мальчиков cite [salt] v цитировать initial 

[I'nijbl] а первоначальный involve [m'vnlv] v 

вовлекать narrative f naerativ] а 

повествовательный nightmare ['naitmea] n 

кошмар; страшный сон 

Questions and Tasks 

1. Relate briefly the story of Golding's life. 
2. What was his first novel? 

3. What can you say about the plot and the main characters of Lord of the Flies'? 
4. What form is the novel written? 

5. What genres did Golding use in the novel Lord of the Flies'? 

6. Name his other notable works. 

7. Speak on Wiliam Golding's place in English literature. 
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Iris Murdoch 

(1919-1999) 

Iris Murdoch [ 'aians 'm3:dt)k] was bom 

in Dublin. Her mother was Irish and her 

father was an English civil servant who 

served as a cavalary officer in the World War 

I. The family moved to London in her 

childhood and she grew up in the western 

suburbs of it. 

Murdoch studied classics, ancient history 

and philosophy at Somerville College, 

Oxford. During World War II she was an 

active member of the Communist Party, but 

soon she became disappointed with its 

ideology and resigned. Some years later 

Murdoch took up a postgraduate studentship in philosophy. In 1948 she 

was elected a fellow of St Anne's College, Oxford, working there as a 

tutor until 1963. Since then Murdoch devoted herself entirely to 

writing. Between the years 1963 and 1967 she also lectured at the 

Royal College of Art. 

Murdoch published her first novel in 1954. This was Under the Net, 

a comedy. Most of her novels, however, are more philosophical than 

comic. They have a wide range of themes, and show that serious novels 

can still become best-sellers. Among the best-known works are The 

Bell (1958), which depicts an Agli-can religious community, and a 

novel about the Irish rebellion in 1916, The Red and the Green (1965). 

Perhaps her best works from the 1970s are Black Prince (1973), A 

World of Child (1975) and The Sea, the Sea, which won the Booker 

Prize in 1978. It is considered her major work. 

Murdoch published over twenty novels. She was a prolific and 

highly professional novelist. Murdoch dealt in her works everyday 

ethical or moral issues. 

The novels combine realistic characters with extraordinary 

situations, and many of them have a religious or philosophical 
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outbreak f'autbreik] n начало (войны) 

paradise ['pasredais] n рай patrol [ps'treul] v 

охранять refugee Lrefju:'d3i] n беглец 

sacrifice  [ 'sasknfais] n жертвоприношение 

savage ['saevidj] а дикий shelter ['Jelta] n 

кров, пристанище solitary ['sohtsn] а 

одинокий spear [spia] n копье 

 



theme. She is always concerned with moral problems of good and bad, 

right and wrong, art and life, and the nature of truth. Iris Murdoch died in 

Oxford on February 8, 1999. 

Vocabulary 

ethical ['eOikal] о этический fellow [Те1эи] п 

член совета колледжа issue ['isju:] n 

вопрос postgraduate fpsust'grffidjuit] а аспи-

рантский 

Questions and Tasks 

1. Relate briefly the story of Iris Murdoch's life. 

2. When did she publish her first novel? 

3. What kind of novel was it? 

4. What novels are considered to be her best-known ones? 

5. What novel won the Booker Prize? 

6. What issues did Murdoch deal in her works? 

7. How many novels did Murdoch publish? 

8. What moral problems did^he touch on her novels? 

9. When did she die? 

America

n 

Literature 

prolific [prg'hfikj а плодовитый resign 

[n'zam] v слагать с себя обязанности tutor 

[ 'tju:ta] n руководитель группы студентов 



 

The Beginning of Literature 
I in America 

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND 

In the 17th— 18th centuries there were founded a number of col-

onies in America. At the beginning the Portuguese and Spaniards 

occupied the rich gold and silver fields of south America. The Dutch 

and the French began the colonization of North America. The Dutch 

created their own colony around the Hudson River. They called it New 

Netherlands. The French occupied the territory which is Canada today 

and the land around it. They called it Louisiana [Лиш'жпэ]. 

England played a very important role in the colonization of North 

America. The first England settlement was made at Jamestown in 

1607. In 1620 a large group of Englishmen landed their ship, the 

Mayflower, near Cape Cod and founded the colony of Plymouth 

['р1нпэв]. It is from these two centres, that the English settlements 

developed. The war of 1972 — 1674 between the English and the Dutch 

made New Netherlands an English colony. This made almost the whole 

Atlantic coast English. During the seven year war (1756 — 1763) 

England took Canada from France and Florida from Spain. 
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After that a vast territory of land was under the English rule. 

Alongside with the wars between different nationalities of settlers there 

was a struggle against the native inhabitants, the Indian tribes. The 

extermination of the Indian people was one of the first manifestations 

of the appearence of the American "civilization". 

There was little artistic literature in the colonial period. Englishmen 

who came to America were not from the intellectual circles in England. 

Literature was the privilege of the clergy. They wrote mostly in the 

form of religious sermons, journals, letters and diaries. Early colonial 

literature cannot be regarded national American literature. It did not 

reflect the life, ideas and thoughts of the simple people. 

Vocabulary 

cape [keip] n мыс Portuguese [, po:tju'gi:z] n португалец 

extermination [eks,t3:mrneijbn] n ис- the Portuguese португальцы 
требление sermon ['S3:m3n] n проповедь 

manifestation [,mEenifes'teiJbn] n об- Spaniard ['spaenjad] n испанец 
наружение the Spaniards испанцы 

Netherlands ['nedgbndz] n Нидерланды 

Questions and Tasks 

1. When were a number of colonies in America founded? 

2. What countries took part in the colonization of North America? 

3. What role did England play in the colonization of North America? 

4. When was the first English settlement made? 

5. Where did a large group of Englishmen land their ship, the Mayflower? 

6. When was New Netherlands made an English colony? 

7. Explain how a vast territory of land became under the English rule. 

8. Characterize American litrature in the colonial period. 

ENLIGHTENMENT IN AMERICA 

In America the literature of the Enlightenment is closely connected 

with the War for Independence against the British Empire. It lasted for 

eight years (1776—1783). 

The war ended in adopting the Declaration of Indepedence. A 

Federative Democratic Republic — the United States of America — 

was founded.This event was extremely significant for the further 

development of the country, as it gave freedom and indepedence to the 

American colonies. 

But the Bourgeois Revolution had its drawbacks. It did not abolish 

slavery, nor did it improve the life of American colonists, the working 

people and farmers. 

The progressive writers of that time protested against the injustice 

of slavery and the growth of reaction. 

American literature of the Enlightenment period is characterized by 

its fighting character. The writers of that time wrote political pamphlets 

and revolutionary poetry. The most popular writers of the time were 

Thomas Paine, Thomas Jefferson and Benjamin Franklin, and the poet 

Philip Freneau [fre'no:]. 

Thomas Paine (1737— 1809) was the most democratic repre-

sentative of the American Enlightenment movement. 

In 1775 he published his pamphlet Common Sense which urged the 

separation of the American colonies from England. 

During the War of Independence he wrote The Crisis (1776 — 

1783), a series of pamphlets, containing his comments on the events of 

the war against England. While in France he wrote The Rights of Man 

(1791 - 1792), a political essay. 

Thomas Jefferson (1743— 1826) was a writer of the revolutionary 

period in America. Besides he was a lawyer, philosopher, architect, 

statesman. In 1776 as a member of the Continental Congress he was in 

the committee of five to draft the Declaration of Independence. He 

outlined the principles of revolutionary bourgeois democracy. In 1800 

Jefferson won the elections and served two terms as President of the 

USA. 

Benjamin Franklin (1706-1790) is the most significant repre-

sentative of the Enlightenment period in American literature. 
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He distinguished himself as a great statesman, a scientist, a journalist, 

an economist, and a philosopher. 

Franklin's most important pamphlets and essays were published in 

his famous Poor Richard's Almanac (1732— 1757) which played a 

very important role in spreading ideas of the Enlightenment period. 

Franklin made a fundamental contribution to the Declaration of 

Independence. 

Philip Freneau (1752— 1832) was the most outstanding poet of the 

Revolution. He wrote political poems. 

A Poem of the Rising Glory of America (1772) was full of belief in 

the birth of a new world where freedom would reign. In the poem To 

the Americans (1775) the poet called for a rebellion against the British 

rule. 

The Republican Genius of Europe welcomed the French Revo-

lution. In his poems Freneau described his disappointment with the 

revolution as he thought that the American Bourgeous Revolution had 

not satisfied the demands of the people. 

Though Freneau's political verse was his most important con 

tribution to American poetry, he wrote also lyrical poems of which 

The Indian Burying Ground and The Wild Honey Suckle are the 

best. « 

Freneau also wrote prose. He published some letters and essays. 

Philip Freneau is considered to be one of the first truly American poets. 

He was the poet of American independence. He was the poet-journalist 

of contemporary affairs. All his life he fought for freedom in America. 

Questions and Tasks 

1. What is the literature of the Enlightenment in America closely connected with? 

2. What was adopted when the war ended? 

3. Why was this event extremely significant for the country? 

4. What drawbacks did the Bourgeois Revolution have? 

5. What is American literature of the Enlightenment period characterized by? 

6. What did the writers of that time write? 

7. Name the most popular writers of that time. 

8. What were Pain's famous works before and during the Revolution? 

9. Characterize Jefferson as a writer and a statesman. 
 

10. What did Franklin do for the American Revolution as a journalist, and as a 

statesman? 

11. Give a brief account of Philip Freneau's literary career. 

12. Why can Freneau be considered one of the first truly American poets? 

Vocabulary 

abolish [s'bDliJ] v уничтожить outline ['autlam] v обрисовать, наметить 
adopt [a'ctopt] v принимать statesman fsteitsimn] n государствен- 

draft [dra:ft] v составлять (документ) ный деятель 
drawback ['dro:baek] n недостаток urge [з:ф] v настаивать 
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American Literature in the First 
Half of the 19th Century 

ROMANTICISM 

The literary current of Romanticism appeared in America as the 

result of the Bourgeois Revolution of 1776—1783. It was inspired also 

by the deep disillusionment of the progressive people in the results of 

the revolution. 

The contradictions between the rich and the poor were as strong as 

ever. Negro slavery flourished in the Southern states, the. Indian tribes 

were exterminated. 

Romanticism brought with it the first important works of American 

poetry and fiction, and the first foundations of American national 

literature were laid. 

Romanticism in America differed in some ways from the European 

Romanticism. European writers could at any moment look back on the 

cultural heritage of their countries; Americans began everything, 

including their literature from scratch
1
. 

' from scratch — на пустом месте 272 

The writers of Romanticism depicted life as a struggle between vice 
and virtue, and insisted that virtue should defeat evil. But when they 
looked for the triumph of virtue in real life, they could not find it. Here 
we come to the most characteristic feature of Romanticism: this is the 
great gap between reality and the ideal — the dream of the poet, artist 

or writer. 
Another feature of Romanticism was that the writers, having created 

personages, wished through them to bring moral judgement on the 
nation as a whole, disregarding the existence of classes, or different 
sections of the population. 

The romantic poets and writers produced a powerful literature with 

wide variations. They developed such genres as the novel (historical, 
social, fantastic), the romance and the short story. They gave their 
readers a taste for old ballads, epics, and the folk-tales of the Indians. 

Nature is one of the major themes of the American Romanticists. It 
was a time when new lands were discovered. Courageous pioneers and 
trappers penetrated into the wilderness of the boundless forest and 

prairies. Man's struggle with nature and his victory over it inspired 
many of the American writers. 

The writers of Romanticism were true patriots. They loved their 
country and recognized the importance of developing national 
literature and national history. 

In Romanticist literature a reader finds a complicated plot, dynamic 

development of the events and sudden changes in the fates of the 
heroes. Many complicated dramatic conflicts were solved with the help 
of chance accidents, fatal meetings or the discovery of dreadful secrets. 

Flourishing from 1820-ies to the 1850-ies, Romanticism can be 
divided into Early Romanticism (the twenties and thirties) and Late 

Romanticism (the forties and fifties). 
The early period began with the romances and short stories of 

Washington Irving (1783— 1859). These forms were developed later 
by other American writers. The historical novel began in America with 
Fenimore Cooper (1789— 1851). Romantic poetry appeared in great 
variety; most outstanding were the poems of Edgar Allan Рое (1809- 

1849). 
The Late Romanticism were the years of mature Romanticism in 

American literature. Characteristic of this period were Cooper's later 
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novels, Edgar Allan Poe's romances and poems written during the last 

eight years of his life, the works of Henry Wadsworth Longfellow 

(1807 -1882), and the poems by Walt Whitman (1819 - 1892). 

Early Romanticists were more optimistic about the American reality 

than Late Romanticists were. Criticizing the drawbacks of American 

civilization, they believed that it provided vast possibilities for 

development. 

Late Romanticism developed in an atmosphere of sharp class 

contradictions, influenced by the development of capitalism in the 

country. The fiction of Late Romanticists was permeated with a tragic 

mood, sharp conflicts, confused feelings. American Romanticism as 

part of world romantic literature played an important role in the 

cultural life of America. The works of romantic writers of America are 

still read and admired. 

Vocabulary 

boundless ['baundhs] о безграничный fatal ['feitl] а роковой 
complicated fkomplikeitid] а сложный gap [дэгр] п разрыв 
confused [kan'fju:zd] а спутанный heritage ['henticfc) n наследство 
contradiction [^knntre'dikfsn] n проти- penetrate ['penatreit] v проникнуть 

воречие permeate ['p3:mieit] v проникать 
disregard [,dis'nga:d] v не принимать sharp [fa:p] а острый 

во внимание trapper [Чгаерэ] п охотник, ставящий 

drawback ['dro:b£ek] n недостаток капканы 
exterminate [aks'temmert] ууничтожать 

Questions and Tasks 

1. When did the literary trend of Romanticism appear in America and what social events 

led to it? 

2. How did Romanticism in America differ from the European Romanticism? 

3. Characterize the principal features of Romanticism. 

4. What genres did the romantic poets and writers produce? 

5. What is one of the major themes of the American Romanticists? 

6. What was the creative method of the writers of Romanticism? 

7. When did Romanticism in America flourish? 

8. What periods can it be divided into? 

9. What are the main representatives of Early and Late Romanticism? 

10. Why were early Romanticists more optimistic about the American reality 

than late Romanticists? 

Washington Irving 

(1783-1859) 

Washington Irving ['wqjintan 'з:\тл], the 

first American romantic writer was bom in 

New York in a wealthy merchant's family. 

Washington, the youngest of eleven children, 

being sickly in childhood, was not sent to 

school. His English-bom mother had educated 

him at home. He was well read in Chaucer 

and Spenser
1
, and the 18th century English 

literature. He used to read a lot. Books of 

voyages and travels were his passion. He was 

fond of legends, fairy-tales and records of 

ancient and local customs. 

Washington was fond of wandering 
around the COUntry-Side. On the outskirts Washington Irving 

of his native city he made himself familiar with places famous in 

history and legends. When he grew older, he longed to travel. 

At fifteen he tried his hand at writing. Some little satires on New 

York life were even printed in his brother's magazine. Writing became 

his hobby, but his father wanted him to be a lawyer, and at seventeen 

he was set to studying law. 

In 1806 he was admitted to the bar. Yet the law did not fascinate 

him and he decided to become a writer. 

After two years of travelling in Germany, Spain, France, Italy and 

England Washington Irving returned to the United States. With some 

friends he started a paper called SalmagundP. The very title of the 

paper showed it to be a humorous periodical published by the authors 

just for fun. The Salmagundi papers possess, in addition to their 

interest as humorous sketches, historical value as pictures of social life 

in New York during the first decade of the 19th century. 

1
 Spencer ['spensa] Edmund (1552-1599) — Спенсер Эдмунд, англ. поэт 

2
 Salmagundi [ ,saelm9 'gAndi] (from French) — салмагунди (мясной салат с 

анчоусами, яйцами и пикулями) 
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Irving' s first maj or work was A History of New York, published in 1809. 
The book was an immediate success. Washington Irving's humour was 
highly appreciated by Walter Scott and Charles Dickens. 

After a brief period of military service, a partnership in his brother's 
firm and a couple of years of travelling and writing Irving completed 
his most famous works, a series of sketches, short stories and essays, 

which were published in New York in 1819 — 1820 and in London in 
1820, under the title of The Sketch Book. 

Irving's other story books are Bracebridge Hall (1822), Tales of a 
Traveller (1824) and The Alhambra (1832), mostly covering 
descriptions of Europe in which the author discovered romantic castles 

and a departed glory unknown to America. Irving also wrote historical 
biographies: A History of the Life and Voyages of Christopher 
Columbus f knstafaks'kmbas] (1828); The Life of Oliver Goldsmith

1
 [ 

'nliva'gauldsmiG] (1840) and The Life of George Washington ['(fcoxfe 
'wormian] (1855- 1859). 

On November 28, 1859 he died, at the age of 76. 

Irving was the Father of the American short story. His graceful style 
and colourful descriptions of landscapes made him the Father of 
American prose. He started that clever humour, the mixture of fine 
irony and jolly caricature. Irving's wit was caught up and developed by 
many American writers. 

He was the first American writer to win European approval. 

familiar [fa'miljg] о близкий 
to make oneself familiar ознакомиться jolly 

['djnli] а веселый local ['1эикэ1] а местный 

long [lrjrj] v страстно желать; стремиться 

mixture ['mikst/э] n смесь outskirt ['autsk3:t] n 

p/окрестности partnership fpartngfip] n 

участие passion ['рэе/эп] л страсть record 

['rekad] n pi материалы 

1774) — Оливер Голдсмит, англ. писа- 

The Sketch Book 

It consists of 34 sketches depicting both English and American life. 

The majority of the sketches are descriptions of rural England, the most 

famous being Stratford-on-Avon, Westminster Abbey, Rural Life in 

England. Yet, Irving's main merit lies in his creation of folk-tales of the 

Dutch colonial settlers of New York and sketches of the American 

Indians. They express the character, ways of thought, ideals and 

aspirations of the American simple people. The best known sketches of 

American life aieRip Van Winkle [ 'np'vaen'wirjkl] and The Legend of 

Sleepy Hollow. 

In his sketches Irving uses legends, fairy-tales and records of 

customs and characters which he had collected from personal talks with 

old folks and which, to his mind, created the genuine history of society. 

Irving also describes the charm of American countryside with their 

lakes, their majestic mountains, wild forests, fertile valleys and 

boundless plains. 

The Sketch Book is more than a romantic fairy-tale about the past of 

America. It contains rather sharp social observations. Thus, when Rip 

awakes after his 20 years' sleep, he finds America unchanged though a 

very important event, the American Revolution has taken place. Irving 

describes Rip's return to his village during an electioneering campaign 

with much irony. 

The Sketch Book established Irving as one of the creators of the 

genre of story in America. The style of Irving's writing is easy, natural 

and graceful. His style and colourful descriptions of landscapes make 

him Father of American prose. 

genuine Гфегушп] а подлинный graceful 

['greisful] а изящный majestic [ma'djestik] a 

величественный merit ['merit] л заслуга rural 

['гиэгэ1] а сельский 

I 

Vocabulary 

admit [ad'mit] v давать право на занятие 

должности to be admitted to the bar 

получить право адвокатской практики в 

суде appreciate [a'prijieit] v оценивать 

approval [э'рш:уэ1] п одобрение 

caricature [,кэепкэ'Ц'да] п карикатура 

decade ["dekeid] n десятилетие 

departed [di'pa:tid] а былой 

•OliverGoldsmith ['gsuldsmiG] (1728 
тель и драматург 
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Vocabulary 

aspiration [^asspa'reijbn] л стремление 

boundless ['baundhs] а безграничный 

campaign [kasm'pein] n кампания 

electionary [I'lekjbnsn] а выборный fertile 

['f3:tail] а плодородный 



Questions and Tasks 

1. Give the main facts of Washington Irving's life. 

2. What was Irving's first major work? 

3. What was his most famous work? 

4. Comment on the composition of The Sketch Book. 

5. Speak on Irving's other works. 

6. Why is Irving called the Father of American prose? 

Fenimore Cooper 

(1789-1851) 

James Fenimore Cooper ['cfceimz 

'fenimo: 'ки:рэ] was born in Burlington, New 

Jersey, in the family of a rich landowner. 

This place now called Coopers-town, was 

a frontier town; beyond it was wooded 

wilderness. The future author grew up in 

Cooperstown where he saw the varied life on 

the border of wilderness. Ые heard many 

tales of adventures and learned to feel the 

mystery of the dark forest. 

He studied at Yale for three yeas but most 

of their education he got from out-door life. When James was ten years 

old, he could ride on horseback, fish, swim, shoot with bow and arrow 

and skate. In 1806 he joined the navy and for a year he served on a 

merchant ship as an ordinary sailor and then he was a midshipman in 

the United States Navy. In 1810 James Cooper married and settled 

down to a life of a farmer and country gentleman. 

Cooper began writing at the age of thirty. In 1820 he produced his 

first novel Precaution. This novel on English manners was a failure but 

it succeeded in arousing persistence in the young writer. In 1821 he 

published his second book The Spy which dealt with events of the War 

of Independence. The book was an immediate success in England and 

America. Its success made him write 

another book The Pioneers, and later The Last of the Mohicans. He 
wrote six novels for five years, and they established his reputation as a 
writer. 

In 1826 Cooper went to Europe for a tour. He had spent seven years 

(1826— 1834) travelling in England, Germany, Switzerland and Italy. 

He worked all the time. He wrote seven novels, a lot of articles, essays 

and letters. 

Cooper left about 40 books belonging to various genres: 1) five 

romances of the American frontier The Leatherstocking Tales; 2) sea 

tales, the most famous among which are The Pilot (1823), Red Rover 

(1827), and The Two Admirals (1842); 3) historical novels, such as 

Lionel Lincoln (1825), The Bravo (1831), TheHei-denmauer (1832) 

and The Headsman (1833); 4) a social satire The Monikins (1836). 

According to their merits Cooper's works are very unequal and his 

views on various subjects are contradictory. In his historical novels on 

Europe Cooper showed the superiority of American democracy. Later, 

when he returned from the trip to Europe, he was disappointed in 

American life. In his novels Homeward Bound (1838), Home as Found 

(1838) and his essays A Latter to his Countrymen (1834) and The 

American Democrat (1838) Cooper criticized the bourgeoisie, its lack 

of culture and the corruption of the press. 

James Fenimore Cooper died at Cooperstown on September 14, 
1851. 

Vocabulary 

arouse [s'rauz] v вызывать persistence [pa'sistans] n настойчивость 
contradictory Lkontre'diktan] а про- succeed [ssk'si:d] v суметь сделать 

тиворечивый что-л. 
frontier ['frAntja] о пограничный wilderness [ 'wildsnis] n дикая мест- 

midshipman ['midjipmsn] n корабель- ность 
ный гардемарин 
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The Leatherstocking Tales 

Cooper's fame as a novelist rests on his five novels of the American 

frontier, called The Leatherstocking Tales. To follow the sequence of 

events we should read them in the order given below: The Deerslayer 

(1841), The Last of the Mohicans (1826), The Pathfinder (1840), The 

Pioneers (1823) and The Prairie (1827). The name of the hero is Natty 

Bumppo ['naeti: 'Ьлтри:]. 

The author describes the America of the 18th century when it was still being 

explored and colonized by Europeans who settled there and drove the Indians 

from their land. н3£е/ис&1 'The Deerslayer shows Bumppo's youth as a hunter 

brought up * among the Delaware [' debwea] Indians. He is a perfect 

woodsman. The Delaware Indians are his best friends. They have taught him to 

read the signs of the virgin forest, to follow trail, to become a good marksman. 

Every leaf or twig tells him a whole story of people and wild 

animals passing through the wood. Cooper stresses that Bumppo's 

nobility of spirit, his self-reliance, justice and fidelity have been 

developed by the life he has led in the forest and his closeness to the 

Indians. The writer emphasizes that the white people, intruding on the 

Indian hunting-grounds, provoke wars and bring corruption to the 

noble and simple Indians. 

In The Pioneers Natty Bumppo comes into an open conflict with the 

bourgeois law which defends property. He is punished for hunting a 

deer out of season. 

In The Prakie, Natty, now an old man, leaves his forests, being 

driven out by the advance of civilization, and lives as a trapper on the 

Western Plains. The sound of the axe drives him further and further to 

the West. He dies conquered by the civilization he hates. 

Cooper was a good storyteller. His descriptions of nature, exciting 

incidents, pursuits, last-minute rescues keep the reader in suspense. His 

fame rests on the variety of dramatic incident and vivid depiction of 

romantic backgrounds. 

The portraits of the Indians depend on whether they support the 

English or their enemies, the French. The supporters of the English are 

noble whereas those of the French are cunning. 
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Yet, the customs of the Indian tribes and their struggle against the 
invaders have been described in detail and true to historical facts. 

Cooper's main merit lies in the fact, that he managed to convince 

the readers of the human worth of the Indians. The character of Natty 

Bumppo will remain in the reader's memory as one of the most 

remarkable fictional heroes in world literature. 

Vocabulary 

advance [sd'vains] n приближение 

emphasize ['emibsaiz] vподчеркивать 

fictional ['fikjbnl] о вымышленный fidelity 

[fi'dehti] n верность intrude [m'tru:d] v 

вторгаться marksman ['marksman] л меткий 

стрелок provoke [pra'vsuk] v вызывать 

pursuit [pa'sjuit] n погоня rescue freskju:] n 

спасение self-reliance ['selfn'laians] n 

уверенность в себе 

Questions and Tasks 

1. Relate the story of James Fenimore Cooper's life. 
2. When did Cooper start writing? 

3. What book was an immediate success in England and America? 

4. How many books did Cooper write? 

5. What genres do they belong to? 

6. Name the five novels Cooper's fame rests on. 

7. Describe the hero of the novels Natty Bumppo. 

8. Why do Cooper's novels keep the reader in suspense? 

9. Comment on Cooper's contribution to American literature. 

10. What does his main merit lie in? 

sequence ['sirkwans] n порядок следо-

вания 

suspense [sas'pens] n тревога ожидания 

to keep smb in suspense держать 

кого-л. в напряженном ожидании 
trail [treil] n тропа 
trapper ['гтэерэ] п охотник 
twig [twig] n веточка 
virgin ['v3:qjm] а девственный 
woodsman ['wudzman] n лесной житель 
worth [W3:9] n достоинство 
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Edgar Рое 

(1809-1849) 

Edgar Allan Рое fedga 'эе1эп 'рэи], out-

standing romantic poet and short-story writer, 

was one of the first professional writers of the 

United States. But in his lifetime he was more 

popular in Europe than at home. 

Edgar Рое was born in Boston in 1809. The 

son of actor parents, he was left an orphan at 

the age of three. And though he was taken 

under protection of a prosperous tobacco 

merchant John Allan, his childhood was 

miserable. Mr Allan's business took him 

abroad, and from 1815 to 1820 Рое lived with 

the family in Scotland and England. He 

attended a fine classical preparatory school. There he wrote Latin verses 

and learned boxing. Back in the United States, he was sent to the 

University of Virginia. These studies he combined with writing poetry, 

and all the while he read and read^and read. Yet Рое was unhappy at 

the university. His sensitive pride was wounded by the social barrier 

between him and the rich Southern boys. At the end of the first year Mr 

Allan decided to remove him from the university. The tobacco 

merchant had never understood the boy's vocation for art. He made him 

a clerk in his business. Рое immediately ran away and went to Boston. 

In Boston he published his first volume of poetry Tamerlane and Other 

Poems (1827). Not a single copy was sold. Then he published in 

Baltimore his second volume of poems Al Aaraaf, Tamerlane and 

Minor Poems (1829). His poems again passed unnoticed. In 1831 Рое 

published his third edition of poems, this time in New York. However, 

Рое first became famous not as a poet, but as a writer of fiction, with a 

story he wrote for a magazine. It was the story MS
1
 Found in a Bottle, It 

was printed in the Baltimore 

1
 MS — сокр. от manuscript 
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Saturday Visitor and won him a prize of 50 dollars. In 1835 he got a 

position on the Southern Literary Messenger. He published his old and 

new tales and poems in this magazine. He wrote many book reviews 

which won popularity for the magazine. After Рое had married a very 

young girl Virginia Clemm, the daughter of his father's sister, Maria, 

he spent the rest of his life in Philadelphia and New York. Soon his 

young wife became very ill with tuberculosis. In 1847 his wife died, 

and in October 1849 Edgar Allan Poe's life ended. During his lifetime 

only a few of his stories and poems won fame. 

Edgar Рое distinguished himself in three fields: in the short story, 

poetry and criticism. He wrote about 60 stories and 48 poems. The 

writer is a great master of the short story. His prose is direct, energetic, 

clear and aimed to focus the reader's attention on one particular idea. 

His aim in every work, he said, was to make a strong impression on the 

reader. Poe's stories may be divided into: 1) horror stories and 2) 

detective stories. 

The most distinguished horror stories are: The Fall of the House of 

Usher, The Black Cat, The Descent into Maelstrom. The horror stories 

concentrate on various forms of suffering. They represent a 

psychological study of anxiety and terror, of passion, anger, revenge 

and other emotions suffered by men who think they are destined for 

some strange fate. All Poe's best stories show some triumph of mind 

over the danger to which the hero seems doomed. 

The detective stories are mathematical at their foundation. Having 

invented a combination of events and circumstances the author 

logically follows step by step their development and the consequence 

comes with the precision of the solution of a mathematical problem. 

Рое is the father of the detective story in America. He created the 

first of a long line of fictional master detectives Auguste Dupin 

[o:'gAst dju:pe]. Dupin is a very attractive character in Allan Poe's 

stories. The reader delights in his common sense, wit and optimism. 

The author endows him with extraordinary powers of deduction and 

analysis. Dupin is the forerunner of Conan Doyle's Sherlock Holmes. 
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Poe's best known detective stories are: The Murder in Rue Morgue 

and The Mystery of Marie Roget. 

Рое is a poet of beauty. His constant themes are the death of a 

beautiful woman and the grief caused by it. 

Poe's best poems are: The Raven, The Bells, Annabel Lee, and some 

of the lyrics and sonnets. 

The European poets appreciated the harmony between idea and 

form achieved by Edgar Allan Рое. The Russian composer 

Rakhmaninov was so impressed by The Bells that he set it to music; 

and the poet Valery Bryusov translated many of his poems and called 

Рое the greatest poet of the United States. 

Vocabulary 

anxiety [aen'zaisti] n тревога barrier 

['Ьэепэ] п барьер combine [кэт'Ьат] v 

сочетать consequence [ 'ktmsikwans] n 

результат deduction [di'dvkfan] n 

дедукция destine ['destm] v 

предопределять doom [du:m] v 

обрекать endow [m'dau] v наделять    

„ 

Questions and Tasks 

1. Give a brief account of Poe's lif 

2. When was the beginning of his literary career? 

3. Did he write some more poems? 

4. Did Рое become famous as a poet or as a writer of fiction? 

5. What story won him a prize? 

6. What fields of literature did Рое distinguish himself? 

7. Characterize Poe's stories. 

8. Comment on his horror stories and detective ones. 

9. Name Poe's most distinguished horror and detective stories. 
 

10. Who is a very attractive character in Allan Poe's stories? 

11. What are the themes of Poe's poems? 

12. What are his best poems? 

13. What did the European poets appreciate in his poems? 

14. Who were the prominent men in Russia who were impressed by Poe's work? 

Henry Longfellow 

(1807-1882) 

Henry Wadsworth Longfellow [ 'henn 

'w3:d2W3:8 'lnnfelau] was bom in the little 

town of Portland, in the State of Maine on 

the Atlantic coast in the family of a well-to-

do lawyer. 

The family kept alive the memory of the 

War of Independence, and as a boy 

Longfellow was told about the heroic deeds 

of his grandfather who had been a general in 

Washington's army, and about his uncle 

Henry who had been an officer in the US 

Navy and had been killed in 1804 while 

defending his coun- 
enry

 
a
 
swor
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e
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try. The family traditions of heroism 

played a great role in the life of young Longfellow. 

Prepared mostly at private schools, he attended Bowdoin fbtwdn] 

College from 1821 to 1825, and there he wrote his first verses and 

stories and showed great aptitude for foreign languages. Having 

published his first poem at thirteen he dreamed of a literary career. On 

his graduation, he was made professor of Modern Languages at 

Bowdoin. He spent three years in France, Spain, Italy and Germany, 

studying European languages and literature. 

In 1829 Longfellow returned home and began teaching foreign 

languages, first at Bowdoin College and then, in 1834, as a professor 

of Harvard University. 

In 1835 Longfellow published his first book Outre-Mer
1
 [.ulrei'mer]: 

A Pilgrimage Beyond the Sea, a series of travel-sketches modelled on 

Washington living's Sketch Book. In 1835 he made a second trip to 

Europe, visiting Germany, Sweden, Denmark and Holland, where he 

studied German and Northern literatures to qualify himself for his 

appointment at Harvard. In 1839 he published his novel Hyperion 

Outre-Mer — фр. «За морем» 
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focus ['faukss] v сосредоточивать 

forerunner |Тэ:'глпэ] п предшественник 

harmony ['гт:тэш] п соответствие 

precision [pn'si3sn] n точность 

psychological [,saika'lt)d3ik3l] а психо-

логический sensitive ['sensitrv] а 

уязвимый solution [ss'lujan] n решение 

vocation [vsu'keijan] n склонность 

 



[hai'pianan] and a collection of poems Voices of the Night. In 1841 anew book 

of poems Ballads and Other Poems saw print. By that time he was well known 

as an American poet, and his fame steadily spread. 

After his third trip to Europe Longfellow published his masterpiece, a 

collection of verses Poems on Slavery (1842). Slavery had become the most 

urgent question of the day. In these verses Longfellow condemned the 

shameful institution of slavery. In his political lyrics he gives the sad and 

shameful picture of slavery in the South of America. 

In the poem The Slave's Dream a black slave, on a hot summer noon on a 

Southern plantation, weary from his heavy work, falls asleep in the sun, his 

hand grasping the reaping hook. He dreams he is back in his native Africa. He 

sees his wife and children. Suddenly this vision is rudely and cruelly 

interrupted by two severe blow of a long whip. The raging overseer whips the 

slave to death. 

In another poem, The Negro in the Dismal Swamp, the author describes a 

typically American scene of those days — the hunting down of a slave. 

In the dark fens of the Dismal Swamp The 

hunted Negro
1
 lay; He saw the fire of the 

midnight camp, And heard at times a horse's 

tramp And a bloodhound's distant bay. 

Where hardly a human foot could pass, 

Or a human heart would dare, 

On the quaking turf of a green morass 

He crouched in the rank and tangled grass, 

Like a wild beast in his lair. 

A poor old slave, infirm and lame; 

Great scars deformed his face; 

On his forehead he bore the brand of shame
2
, 

And the rags, that hid his mangled frame, 

Were the livery of disgrace. 

1
 The hunted Negro — загнанный негр 

2
 the brand of shame — клеймо позора (на лицах негров иногда выжигали 

букву или какой-либо знак, чтобы легче было их опознать в случае побега) 

All things above were bright and fair, All 

things were glad and free; Lithe squirrels 

darted here and there, And wild birds filled 

the echoing air With songs of Liberty! 

On him alone was the doom of pain
1
, From 

the morning of his birth; On him alone the 

curse of Cain
2
   ' Fell, like a frail on the 

garnered grain, And struck him to the earth!
3
 

- 

The Poems on Slavery were published eighteen years before the Civil War 

broke in 1861. Longfellow foretold the coming of a war that would free the 

Negro slaves at a time when nobody believed it could be possible. 

Another poem which was finished in 1847 was Evangeline [i 'vaend3ili:n]. 

It was the story of how the Acadian [э 'keidian] farmers
4
 were driven away 

from their village. It was the most beautiful poem Longfellow had written so 

far. 

Longfellow's philosophical lyrics were a great success in the fifties and 

sixties during the Civil War. Especially popular was his poem The Building of 

the Ship. The people in Longfellow's poem are represented by a tireless 

master worker who spares no effort to build a beautiful ship — a democratic 

state, a republic, where the freedom and equality of the citizens is the 

supreme law. In this poem Longfellow clearly expresses his social ideals. 

In his mature years Longfellow created beautiful lyrics about nature. 

American nature came to life under Longfellow's pen. 

1
 On him alone was the doom of pain — Он один был обречен на страдание 

2
 the curse of Cain — проклятие Каина (согласно библейской легенде, Каин 

был первым убийцей среди людей и своим преступлением навлек вечное 
проклятие на все человечество) 
3
 struck him to the earth — сразило его, повергло его на землю 

4
 the Acadian farmers — фермеры из Акейдии (Новая Шотландия, провин 

ция Канады) 
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Before him the descriptions of nature by poets, though very beautiful, 

were abstract. He was especially skilful in depicting the seasons of the 

year. 

Rain in Summer 

How beautiful is the rain! 
After the dust and heat, In the 
broad and fiery street

1
, In the 

narrow lane, How beautiful is 
the rain! 

How it clatters along the roofs, 
Like the tramp of hoofs! 
How it gushes and struggles out 
From the throat of the overflowing spout. 

Across the window pane 

It pours and pours; 
And swift and wide, 
With a muddy tide

2
, 

Like a river down the gutter roars 

The rain, the welcome rain
3
. 

Henry Wadsworth Longfellow was a great friend of the Indians. 

Even as a student he began to collect Indian folklore. But it was some 

30 years after he had graduated from the university that he was able to 

finally complete his epic poem The Song of Hiawatha [' паю' WD9a] 

— the only epic poem in American literature in which the manner of 

life and the beliefs of the Indian people are described. The Song of 

Hiawatha appeared in 1855. It made the name of Longfellow famous 

all over the world. 

Henry Longfellow knew twelve foreign languages, as well as an-

cient Greek, Latin, Gothic, Hebrew, old French and old German. 

1
 fiery street — пылающая, то есть накаленная солнцем улица 

2
 a muddy tide — грязный поток 

3
 the welcome rain — желанный дождь 
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Vocabulary 

anthology [aen'Grjbcfoi] n антология 

appointment [a'pointmgnt] л назначение 

aptitude ['a?ptitju:d] л способность bay 

[bei] л лай 

bloodhound ['bUdhaund] л ищейка brace 

[breis] л скоба bust [bASt] л бюст clatter 

['klaets] v стучать condemn [ksn'dem] v 

осуждать crouch [krautj] v припасть к 

земле dart [da:t] v стремительно 

проноситься exulting [ig'zAltin] а 

ликующий garner ['да:пэ] v ссыпать 

зерно в амбар grasp [gra:sp] v сжимать 

gush [ддЛ УЛИТЬСЯ 
Hebrew ['hi:bru:] а древнееврейский 

hoof [hu:f] л копыто hook [huk] л серп 

keelson ['kelsn] л мор. кильсон loir [1еэ] 

л логовище livery [ЧГУЭП] л наряд 

mangle ['maerjgl] v калечить 
model ['modal] v создавать по образцу 
morass [nw'raes] n трясина 
overseer ['auvssia] n надзиратель 
print [print] n издание 
quake [kweik] утрястись 
rage [reidj] v быть в гневе 
reap [ri:p] v жать 
rudder ['ш!э] л руль 
shroud [fraud] v скрываться 
spout [spaut] л водосточная труба 
spur [sp3:] л подпорка 
steadily ['stedili] adv постоянно 
stemson ['stemssn] л мор. стемсон 
supreme [sju:'pri:m] а высший 
tangled ['taerjgld] а спутанный 
tramp [traemp] л топот 
turf [t3:f] л торф 
urgent Гз:дэпГ] о насущный 
vision ['УГЗЭП] п видение 
weary ['wign] а усталый 
whip [wip] усечь 
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Не compiled and translated a vast anthology called Poets of Europe. 

This colossal work of translating poets of different times and different 

peoples was finished by the end of the seventies when the last of the 31 

volumes saw print. Up to the present day this anthology remains one of 

the best of this kind. Besides this collection of European, lyrical poetry 

Longfellow translated in 1865-1867 Dante's Divine Comedy. 

By the end of his life Longfellow had won recognition all over the 

world. Many universities awarded him with honorary degrees, so did 

the Russian Academy of Sciences of which he became a member. He 

was also elected to membership by the Spanish, British and French 

Academies of Sciences. Even when already an old man, Henry 

Longfellow continued writing. Longfellow died at the age of 75. He is 

the only American poet whose bust is in Westminster Abbey's Poets' 

Corner. 



The Song of Hiawatha 

America had no ancient folk-songs similar to the great epic of other 

nations. Longfellow made a study of European poetry and chose the 

Finnish epic poem Kalevala as his model for the epic poem he was to 

write. The second source of his poem was Indian folklore. Already at 

college he had read much about the Indian nation, their history, 

manners and customs, on the basis of which he wrote his epic poem 

The Song of Hiawatha. 

The poem relates of the Indian warrior hero, Hiawatha, partly a 

legendary, partly a historic personality. According to a North American 

Indian legend, the hero was sent by the Great Spirit Manito to unite the 

various Indian tribes. 

Hiawatha was born of the daughter of a Star Wenonah {, we' пэипэ] 

and the West Wind, Mudjekeewis [^тлѐзэ'кшв]. After his mother's 

death, the boy grows up in the wigwam of Nakomis [na'kaurms], his 

grandmother, the daughter of the Moon. The young Hiawatha learns all 

the arts and the skills of the Indians and comes to know all the secrets 

of nature. He learns the language of the birds and animals and calls 

them "Hiawatha's brothers". He grows into the youth of unusual 

strength, swiftness and cleverness. 

Then the little Hiawatha Learned their names 

and all their secrets, How they built their 
nests in Summer, Where they hid themselves 
in Winter, Talked with them whene'er he met 
them, Called them "Hiawatha's Chickens", 
Of all beasts he learned the language, 
Learned their names and all their secrets, 

How the beavers built their lodges, Where 
the squirrels hid their acorns, How the 
reindeer ran so swiftly, Why the rabbit was so 
timid, Talked with them whene'er he met 
them, Called them "Hiawatha's Brothers". 

Out of childhood into manhood 

Now had grown my Hiawatha, 
Skilled in all the craft of hunters, 
Learned in all the lore

1
 of old men, 

In all youthful sports and pastimes, 
In all manly arts and labors. 
Swift of foot was Hiawatha; 
He could shoot an arrow from him, 
And run forward with such fleetness

2
, 

That the arrow fell behind him! 
Strong of arm was Hiawatha; 
He could shoot ten arrows upward, 
Shoot them with such strength and swiftness, 
That the tenth had left the bow-string 

Ere
3
 the first to earth had fallen. 

He had mitens, Minjekahwun, 
Magic mittens made of deer-skin; 
When upon his hands he wore them, 
He could smite the rocks as under, 
He could grind them into powder, 
He had moccasins enchanted, 
Magic moccasins of deer-skin, 
When he bound them round his ankles, 
When upon his feet he tied them, 
At each stride a mile he measured! 

When Hiawatha learns, how his father deserted his mother, he 

decides to punish him. In the land of the West Wind, he and Mudje-

keewis fight for three days. Being a god, Mudjekeewis is immortal. 

However, he acknowledges Hiawatha's courage and nobility and sends 

him to the earth to fight evil, to do deeds of valour and unite the Indian 

peoples. On his way Hiawatha stops in the land of Dako-tahs 

[da'kautsz] and meets a lovely girl, the daughter of the arrow maker, 

Minnehaha ['ттэ'ЬлЬл], and takes her home as his bride. 

1
 lore — знания 

2
 fleetness — быстрота 

3
 Ere [еэ] — поэт, до, перед 
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Among Hiawatha's heroic deeds is the defeat of Mondamin 

[man'dcumm], the Corn Spirit, whose death teaches Hiawatha and his 

people how to grow maize. Together with his good friends, Chibiabos 

['tfaibfeibas], "the best of all musicians and the sweetest of all singers", 

and Kwasind fkwrxzmd], "the strongest of all mortals", Hiawatha kills 

Pearl-Feather, who brings death and diseases on the Indians, clears the 

rivers and streams, so that his people can sail on them in safety, teaches 

them to follow trail, collect herbs and use medicine. "Buried is the war-

club", peace rules among the Indian tribes, and happy days follow in 

the Ojibway land. Hiawatha and Minnehaha have a gay wedding party 

at which the guests relate stories and legends, and the reader learns of 

many interesting Indian customs. 

Then evil times come to the Indians. Chibiabos perishes, breaking 

through the ice into a lake. Strong Kwasind, too, is killed by the evil 

dwarfs who conquer him using the cone of the blue fir-tree. With 

winter, the famine and fever come. Hungry are the women and the 

children. 

О the long and dreary Winter! 
О the cold and cruel Winter! 
Ever thicker, thicker, thicker 

Froze the ice on lake and river, 
Ever deeper, deeper, deeper 
Fell the snow o'er all the landscape, 
Fell the covering snow, and drifted 

Through the forest, round the village. 
Hardly from his buried wigwam 

Could the hunter force a passage; 
With his mittens and his snow-shoes 

Vainly walked he through the forest, 
Sought for bird or beast and found none, 
Saw no track of deer or rabbit, 
In the snow beheld no footprints, 
In the ghastly, gleaming forest 
Fell, and could not rise from weakness, 
Perished there from cold and hunger. 
О the famine and the fever! 
О the wasting of the famine! 

О the blasting of the fever! 
О the wailing of the children! 
О the anguish of the women! 
All the earth was sick and famished, 
Hungry was the air around them, 
Hungry was the sky above them, 
And the hungry stars in heaven 

Like the eyes of wolves glared at them! 

Minnehaha dies of starvation. Hiawatha sails to rule over the land 

of the Northwest wind. 

At a time, when the Indians were considered a lower race, 

Longfellow managed to show the beauty of their character, their 

valour, their closeness to nature, the charm of their customs and 

legends. 

The Songs of Hiawatha was translated into many European 

languages. The Russian translation was made by I. A. Bunin. The 

originality and novelty of its literary form, the unknown poetic world 

of Indian folklore surprised everyone and attracted world attention. 

Vocabulary 

acknowledge [эк'поЬф] v признавать 
acorn ['eiko:n] n желудь 
ankle ['aenkl] n лодыжка 
asunder [s'sAnda] adv на куски 
beaver ['bi:va] n бобер 
beheld [bi'held] past и р. р. от behold 
behold [bi'hauld] v (beheld) смотреть 
bow-string [baustnn] n тетива 
craft [kra:ft] n ремесло 
drift [drift] v плыть 
dwarf [dwo:f] n карлик 
enchant [m'tfaint] v заколдовывать 
famine ['faemm] n голод 
famished ['faemift) а изголодавшийся 
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ghastly ['ga:sth] а мрачный 
grind [gramd] v (ground) молоть 
herb [пз:Ь] п трава 
lodge [ЬсЭД п хатка (бобра) 
maize [meiz] n кукуруза 
nobility [nsu'biliti] n благородство 
seek [si:k] v (sought) искать 
similar ['simils] а подобный, похожий 
smite [smart] v разбить 
sought [so:t] past и р. р. от seek 
source [so:s] n источник 
stride [straid] n шаг 
valour ['vasls] n доблесть 



Questions and Tasks 

1. Where was Henry Wadsworth Longfellow born? 

2. What played a great role in the life of young Longfellow? 

3. Where was Longfellow educated? 

4. When did he write his first verses and stories? 

5. What career did Longfellow dream of? 

6. What did he begin doing on his graduation from Bowdoin College? 

7. What was Longfellow's first book? 

8. Name his other notable works published from 1839 to 1841. 

9. What theme did he touch upon in his collection of verses Poems on Slavery? 
 

10. Retell the contents on the poems The Slave's Dream and The Negro in the 

Dismal Swamp. 

11. Comment on Longfellow's poem The Building of the Ship. 

12. Dwell on his lyrics about nature. 

13. Speak on the subject of Longfellow's masterpiece The Song of Hiawatha. 

14. Retell in your own words The Song of Hiawatha. 

15. What is the importance of Longfellow's work as a translator? 

16. What was his contribution of American literature? 

17. Prove that by the end of his life Longfellow had won recognition all over the 

world. 

 

American Literature 

in the Second Half 

of the 19th centurv and 

the Beginning of the 20th century 

CRITICAL REALISM 

Towards the middle of the 19th century the romantic trend in 

American literature gave way to new, realistic forms. Critical realism 

as a trend in American literature developed after the Civil War. The 

critical realistic literature differed greatly from that of the previous 

writers such as Irving, Cooper and Longfellow. 

The romanticists wrote their stories about ideal individuals through 

which they showed their emotions. The realists understood that the 

people should be shown as a whole. They saw man on the background 

of social conflicts of the day and explained human feelings in relation 

to this background. 

Among the most outstanding American realists in the second half of 

the 19th century and the beginning of the 20th century were Mark 

Twain, O. Henry and Jack London. 
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Mark Twain depicted common American people with great 

sympathy and humour. At the same time he cruelly condemned 

hypocrisy, bigotry and greed. 

Jack London and O. Henry created typical characters of the 

American common people — farmers, workers, intellectuals. They 

revealed the truth of American life in their works. 

American critical realism developed in contact with European 

realism. The works of Balzac [ 'Ьгекэк], Gogol, Turgenev and Tolstoy 

influenced it greatly. But American realism enriched world realism by 

introducing such problems as social injustice and Negro and Indian 

questions. American writers using the methods of critical realism 

created great works of art. 

Vocabulary 

background ['baekgraund] n фон relation [n'leifan] n отношение 
bigotry ['bigstn] n фанатизм in relation относительно 

reveal [n'vi:l] vразоблачать 

Questions and Tasks 

1. When did the romantic trend in American literature give way to realistic forms? * 

2. How did the critical realistic literature differ from that of the romanticists? 

3. Name the most outstanding American realists in the second half of the 19th century 

and the beginning of the 20th century. 

4. Comment on the works of Mark Twain, Jack London and O. Henry. 

5. The works of what writers influenced the development of American critical realism? 

6. What problems were introduced by American critical realism? 

7. Did it enrich world literature? Why? 

Mark Twain 

(1835-1910) 

Mark Twain [twem] is the pen-name of the Samuel Langhorne 

Clemens, one of the greatest representatives of American critical 

realism of the second half of the 19th century. He is known as a great 

humorist and satirist. 

 

Samuel Langhorne Clemens was born on 

November 30, 1835 in a lawyer's family in a very 

small town called Florida in Missouri. The family 

soon moved to Hannibal on the banks of the 

Mississippi River and there Samuel Clemens 

spent his boyhood. 

When Samuel was twelve, his father died 

and the boy had to earn his own living. He 

changed several professions: he was a type 

setter in a district newspaper, a printer and 

journalist in the office of the Haimibcd Jour 

nal. While Samuel Clemens was a printer, Mark
 

Twain 

he began to write for newspapers, sending travel letters to them. 

In April 1857, while on the way from Cincinnati to New Orleans, 

Clemens apprenticed himself as a river pilot on board a Mississippi 

steamboat. It was one of Sam Clemens's dreams as a boy to pilot a 

steamboat. He was licensed two years later and continued in that 

profession until the Civil War closed the river (1861). It was at this 

period of his life that he made his first attempt at literature having 

written a number of sketches based on his experiences as a 
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New Orleans during Twain's time 



pilot. He signed his articles Mark Twain, i. e. "sounding 

two", a term used by the sailors to show a depth of the 

river. That meant the depth was two fathoms (12 feet), 

and that it was safe for the boat to move ahead (twain = 

two). 

The breaking out of the Civil War stopped the traffic 

on the Mississippi and Clemens was out of job. His 

brother had been appointed as Secretary to the Governor 

of the State of Nevada, and Sam decided to go with him. 

About this time silver had been found in Nevada, and 

a lot of fortune-seekers went to this area. Sam decided to 

try his luck too. He spent six years in Nevada, digging 

gold. He found no silver. On rainy days when the mines 

stopped working Sam wrote sketches which were 

published in the Territorial Enterprise, a daily paper of 

Virginia City. It was while working for the Enterprise that Clemens's 

career as a journalist really began. Here the writer's pen-name appeared 

for the first time. 

In 1864 Twain went to San Francisco where he worked for the 

Golden Era and the Californian newspapers. 

Here Mark Twain began to write sketches and stories. In 1865 Mark 

Twain won national fame with his story The Celebrated Jumping Frog 

of Calaveras County. 

In 1866 A/fa California proposed Mark Twain to write a series of 

letters, and he went to Europe for the first time. Thus a series of letters 

was written as Mark Twain's first important book The Innocents 

Abroad (1869) — a tale of a tour in Europe and the East made by a 

group of Americans on board a steamer. The work was a great success. 

It is very interesting because Europe's scenes and customs are viewed 

through the eyes of an "innocent" American. After that Mark Twain 

got the reputation of the most famous American humourist. 

Before the book appeared Mark Twain had met Olivia Lang-don, 

whom he married in 1870. In October 1871 Mark Twain moved to 

Hartford which remained his home for the happiest years of his life. 

The years 1874 to 1885 were very productive. In that period he 

published the following works: The Guilded Age (1874), The Adven-

tures of Tom Sawyer (1876), A Tramp Abroad (1880), The Prince and 

the Pauper (1882) and The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn (1885). 

In 1889 Mark Twain wrote A Connecticut Yankee in the Court of 

King Arthur. It is a biting satire on the political and social system of 

day against the background of a fantastic plot placed in England of the 

6th century. 

Mark Twain went abroad several times and visited different parts of 

the world. Three honorary degrees were given to Mark Twain by 

American universities, and in 1907 Oxford University in England gave 

him an honorary Doctorate of Letters
1
. His last novel The Man That 

Corrupted Hadleyburg was published in 1899. Mark Twain attacks the 

hypocrisy and corruption of contemporary bourgeois society in it. 

In the last years of his life Mark Twain wrote several political 

articles and pamphlets. Till his dying day Mark Twain did not stop his 

literary activities and continued working on his Autobiography. 

Vocabulary 

biting ['baitirj] а острый innocent ['mssant] л-простак 
corruption [кэ'глр/эп] п моральное раз- license flaisans] v давать разрешение 

ложение sound [saund] v измерять глубину воды 

fathom [ Тзебэт] л морская сажень (лотом) 
(=6 футам) (для измерения глуби- typesetter ftaipsets] л полигр. наборщик 
ны воды) view [vju:] v рассматривать 

The Adventures of Tom Sawyer 

Mark Twain's famous novel The Adventures of Tom Sawyer won 

the hearts of millions of readers, both young and old. Mark Twain 

wrote about his book as follows: "Most of the adventures in this book 

are real. One or two were my own experiences, the rest of boys' who 

were my schoolfriends. Becky Thatcher is Laura Hawkins, Tom 

Sawyer is largely a self-portrait but Tom Blankenship, who lived just 

Doctorate ['doktsnt] of Letters — степень доктора литературы 
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 Twain loved to 
wear  his 

Oxford robes 



over the back fence, is the immortal Huckleberry Finn who slept on 

doorsteps in fine weather and in empty hogsheads in wet. John Biggs 

was the real, flesh-and-blood version of Joe Harper, the Terror of the 

Seas. My book is mainly for boys and girls to enjoy, but I hope, men 

and women will also be glad to read it to see what they once were 

like". 

The plot is full of adventures of smart youngsters and is full of 
sparkling humour. With Tom's adventures we learn about the life on 
the Mississippi and that of the provincial town of the USA in the 19th 
century. 

Tom Sawyer, a plain American boy, lives with his younger brother 

Sid and aunt Polly in St Petersburg, a remote town on the banks of the 

Mississippi river. Sid is an obedient boy, and he is satisfied with his 

school and the life of the little town. Tom is quite the opposite of his 

brother. His close friend is Huck Finn, a boy left by his drunkard of a 

father. Tom does not like school because of the teachers who beat the 

pupils. He misses lessons, plays tricks on his teachers, fights his 

brother Sid. Tom is tired of aunt Polly who wants to make a decent boy 

of him. From books about Robin Hood, robbers and hidden treasure 

Tom Sawyer has created an imaginary world which differs from the 

one he lives in. The novel combines the elements of realism and 

romanticism. The realistic picture of the small town with its stagnant 

life is compared with the romantic world of Tom and his friends. The 

author praises humanism, friendship, courage and condemns injustice, 

narrowminded-ness and money worship. 

Vocabulary 

condemn [кэп'ѐет] v осуждать decent 

['di:snt] а хороший drunkard ['drAnkad] n 

пьяница fence ['fens] n забор hogshead 

['Irngzhed] n бочка immortal [i'mo:tl] а 

бессмертный largely [ 'lard^i] adv в 

значительной 
степени narrowmindedness 

['naereu'mamdidnis] 
n ограниченность 

The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn 

The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn is a story of a little tramp. His 

father is a drunkard. When he becomes so violent that Huckleberry 

fears him, the boy runs away from him. Huck finds a canoe and gets 

into it and paddles to an island on the other side of the river. He thinks 

he is alone on the island, but he meets there a young Negro slave Jim. 

Huck is glad to see him there because he always considers him to be 

his friend. But when he learns that Jim has run away from his owner, 

he is very sad because it is a sin to help a runaway slave. But Huck 

promises not to tell anybody about him. 

Huckleberry and Jim are the main characters of the book. They sail 

down the Mississippi, passing big and small towns, numerous villages 

and farms. The author and his heroes critically view everything they 

see. They seldom meet good people. Most of all they come across are 

robbers, murderers, rogues. They do not wish to earn their living 

honestly. 

The white boy and young Negro become very good friends. They 

help each other in all the troubles. Huck finds Jim to be a kind, brave 

and good man. 

Mark Twain compares the friendly relations between Huck and Jim 

with the corruption they see in the towns and villages on the shores. 

It is to Twain's credit that he has depicted Jim as an honest, kind, 

sincere and selfless man at the time when the Negroes were 
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obedient [a'bMjsnt] а послушный plain 

[plem] а простой remote [n'msut] о 

отдаленный self-portrait ['self'point] n 

автопортрет smart [smart] а умный 

sparkling ['spa:klirj] а блестящий stagnant 

['staegnant] а инертный worship ['\V3:Jip] n 

поклонение youngster ['JAnsta] n 

подросток 

 
The raft on the Mississippi 



considered inferior to the white people. From the time Jim enters the 

story in The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn the book becomes a social 

novel. It is a judgement of a certain epoch in America. 

In The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn Mark Twain used his wit 

and humour to show the social evils of his day. The novel marked the 

growth of Mark Twain's realism. 

Mark Twain began writing as a humorist, but later became a bitter 

satirist. Towards the end of his life he grew more dissatisfied with 

American mode of life. In his later works his satire becomes very sharp. 

Vocabulary 

credit ['kredit] n заслуга rogue ['гэид] п мошенник 
inferior [in'frarra] а низший (по положе- sin [sin] n грех 

нию) violent fvaistant] а жестокий 

judgement ['djufemant] n мнение, взгляд 

The Prince and the Pauper and A Connecticut 

Yankee in King Arthur's Court. 

Both books showed contemporary American problems against the 

historical background. 

The Prince and the Pauper is a beautiful fairy-tale about justice and 

injustice. According to Mark Twain the contrast between poverty and 

luxury is unjust; the idea that the people from the lowest strata of 

society are inferior is wrong. He showed that they have as much 

common sense and wit as their social superiors. The second theme 

Mark Twain deals with is the corruptive influence of money and 

flattery on good people. 

"Tom Canty liked clothes and ordered more of them. 400 servants 

he found not enough and made them thrice as many. The flattery of 

courtiers sounded music to him". 

A Connecticut Yankee in King Arthur's Court is a fantastic novel, a 

parody on the medieval romance. 

Placing a Yankee from the 19th century America into the England 

of the 6th century the author could compare the Middle Ages and the 

contemporary bourgeois system and appreciate the progress made, but 

he leads us to the conclusion that the main laws are the same — the 

same power of church, ignorance, the same contrast between the 

oppressed masses of people and the ruling classes. 

Mark Twain proves that there is as little or even less freedom and 

respect for the rights of man in his own days than there was in the 

times of feudal despotism. 

Mark Twain makes the king travel among the people in the disguise 

of a peasant. It is the same device used in The Prince and the 

Pauperwhen the king comes to see by himself how bitter the life of the 

people was. 

Mark Twain was a very good short-story writer as well. The most 

popular stories are: Running for Governor, An Encounter with an In-

terviewer, A Chinaman's Letters and some others. They contain sharp 

criticism of the political life of the country, of the American system of 

election and the morals and manners of the reactionary press. 

Mark Twain was a very good narrator and he wrote as he talked. 

Vocabulary 

appreciate [s'prkjieit] v ценить contemporary 

[кэп 'temparen] а современный corruptive 

[кэ'глрйу] а развращающий device [di'vais] n 

прием (зд. литературный) disguise [dis'gaiz] 

л измененный костюм in disguise of a 

peasant переодетый крестьянином flattery 

['flffitsn] n лесть 

Questions and Tasks 

1. Speak about Samuel Clemens's childhood. 

2. When did he have to earn his living? 

3. Where did he work? 

4. Comment on the years Samuel Clemens spent piloting on the Mississippi. 

5. When did the writer take the pen-name "Mark Twain"? 

6. What does this term mean? 
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ignorance ['ignarsns] n невежество 

medieval [^medi'iival] о средневековый 

narrator [пэг'геПэ] п рассказчик peasant 

['pezsnt] n крестьянин sound [saund] v 

звучать strata ['strata] pi от stratum 

stratum ['straitsm] n слой (общества) 

superior [sjix'pisna] n превосходящий 

другого 



7. What did Clemens do when the Civil War stopped the traffic on the 

Mississippi? 

8. When did Clemens's career as a journalist really begin? 

9. What story made him famous? 
 

10. Name Mark Twain's first important book. Comment on it. 

11. What novels did he write in the period from 1874 to 1885? 

12. What was his last short novel? 

13. What Mark Twain's novels won the hearts of millions of readers? 

14. What can you say about the plot and the main characters of the The 

Adventures of Tom Sawyer? 

15. Give a brief summary of the contents of the The Adventures of Huckleberry 

Finn. 

16. Why can The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn be called a social novel? 

17. Analyse the novel The Prince and the Pauper and A Connecticut Yankee in 

King Arthur's Court. 

18. Speak on Mark Twain's activities as a short-story writer. 

19. What else did he write in the last years of his life? 

20. Speak on Mark Twain's place in American and world literature. 

O. Henry 

(1862-1910) 

O. Henry is one of the most popular short-

story writers. His real name was William 

Sidney Porter fwiljam 'sidni 'porta]. He was 

bom in Greensbore, a little town in North 

Carolina. 

His mother died when he was little. His 

father spent all his time on inventions of . 

various kinds. His aunt had a private school 

and she encouraged him to read. His fa 

vourite authors were: Brontes, Walter 

Scott, Dickens, Thackeray, Byron and 

others. His schooling was short. He left 

school when he was fifteen and worked 

in his uncle's drugstore as a clerk. In nine- o. Henry 

teen Porter went to Texas. 

He changed a variety of jobs, working as a cowboy, miner, clerk 

and then a teller of a bank. While working at a bank Porter was falsely 

accused of embezzlement and he left the bank. He went 

to Houston where he worked for a Houston newspaper and founded a 

humorous journal, which he called The Rolling Stone. He worked on 

the newspaper for nearly a year. Then William porter had to return to 

the Texas capital Austin to start trial for the embezzlement at the bank. 

He was not guilty. However, the case was so confused that he 

considered it better not to go there and he went to South America. 

In 1897 he returned to his dying wife to the USA and was arrested 

on the old charge, tried and sentenced to imprisonment. He spent five 

years in the Ohio State prison. While in prison he started writing 

stories. He used the pen-name of O. Henry — from the name of the 

captain of the prison guard, Orrin Henry. 

When O. Henry was released from prison, he went to New York 

where he continued writing stories. The first of his volumes of short 

stories was Cabbages and Kings (1904). It was followed by The Four 

Million (1906), The Trimmed Lamp (1907), Heart of the West (1907), 

The Voice of the City (1908), The Gentle Grafter (1908), Roads of 

Destiny (1909), Options (1909) and Strictly Business (1910). The years 

of hard work and privations had undermined the writer's health and he 

died in 1910. 

O. Henry worked out the various kinds of the short story: the 

monologue, the dialogue, the adventure story, the anecdote, the 

psychological story. O. Henry wrote about 150 stories with a New 

York background. His stories depict the lives of people belonging to 

different layers of society from businessmen to beggars. Most of his 

stories are romantic portrayals of the lives of shop girls, poor artists, 

unhappy lovers. Social criticism in O. Henry's stories is very mild. The 

writer's interest is not in the social scene but in some unusual incident 

in the lives of his heroes. 

O. Henry's stories are based on plot. Mood and character are of less 

importance. He was an entertainer, his aim was to amuse and surprise 

his readers rather than to analyse a human situation. Nevertheless, his 

stories .attract the readers to this day. He is still a living author. His 

love for humanity, for the common people, his critical attitude towards 

injustice appeal readers. O. Henry's works had a great influence on 

American literature of the 20th century. The most popular O. Henry's 

stories are: The Ransom of Red Chief in which the two crooks who 

kidnap a boy for ransom cannot stand his pranks and 
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are forced to pay his father two hundred and fifty dollars to get rid of 

him; The Gift of Magi, the story of Jim and Delia, a young couple, whose 

only treasures are Delia's beautiful long hair and Jim's gold watch. 

Jim sells his watch to buy Delia a comb for her hair, and she sells her 

hair to buy a chain for his watch; A Service of Love, the story about a 

young couple, Joe Larrabee and Delia Caruthers, who love each oth 

er very much. Each has a favourite hobby. He likes drawing, and she 

likes music and plays the piano. Soon they lack money to pay for their 

lessons, so Delia is going to give music lessons, and Joe too decides to 

earn money. Delia pretends to give lessons to a general's daughter 

and Joe pretends that she has sold a sketch. One evening Delia comes 

home with her right hand tied up with a rag. When Joe sees the band 

age, the truth comes out that they have been working in the same 

laundry. They are happy because Joe says: "When one loves one's 

Art no service seems —"; The Last Leaf is about an old painter, Behr- 

man, who is a failure in art. He protects the two young artists, two girls, 

Sue and Johnsy. Johnsy gets very ill and believes she will die when the 

last leaf of the tree falls down. The old painter saves Johnsy by paint 

ing on the wall the last leaf. But he catches cold and dies of pneumo 

nia; The Cop and the Anthem, in which a tramp does everything possi 

ble to be arrested and put to prison because winter is approaching 

and he is homeless. „ 

O. Henry's stories are related with skill, humour and feeling. 

Vocabulary 

prank [praerjk] n шалость 
rag [raeg] n тряпка 
ransom ['raensam] n выкуп 
release [n'li:s] v освобождать 
rid [rid] v (rid; ridden) освобождать 

to get rid of smb избавиться от кого-л. 

sentence [ 'sentgns] v приговаривать teller 

['tela] n кассир в банке trial ['traial] n суд 
to stand trial предстать перед судом 

undermine [^Ands'mam] v разрушать 

ние легких 

Г 

Question and Tasks 

1. Where was William Porter born? 

2. What do you know about his parents? 

3. When did he leave school? 

4. What professions and jobs did he have before he became a writer? 

5. What happened when he worked at a bank in Texas? 

6. Was he guilty? 

7. When was he arrested? 

8. When did O. Henry begin writing stories? 

9. Why did he take this pen-name? 
 

10. What was the first of his volumes of short stories? 

11. What kinds of short story did O. Henry work out? 

12. Characterize O. Henry's stories. 

13. Name the most popular of them and retell their contents. 

Jack London 

(1876-1916) 

Jack London, the famous American novelist 

and short-story writer, was born in San Francisco, 

California, on January 12,1876. He was the son of 

astrologer William Henry Chancy and Flora 

Willman. When Jack was eight months old, his 

mother left Chancy, and married John London, 

whom the boy grew to love more than his own 

father. Jack took his foster-father's name and this is 

the one by which history remembers him. 

London called his childhood years the hungriest 

period of his life. So hungry was he that once he 

stole a piece of meat from a girl's lunch basket. 

Years later he wrote about his childhood: "I had 

been poor. Poor I had lived. I had gone hungry on occasion. I had 

never had toys of playthings like other children. My first memories of 

life were pinched by poverty. The pinch of poverty had become 

chronic... And only a child, with a child's imagination, can come to 

know the meaning of things it has long been denied." 
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accuse [s'kjuiz] v обвинять appeal [э'рк1] 

v привлекать bandage ['basndicfe] n 

бинт charge [tfa:u^] n обвинение 

confused [k3n'fju:zd] а запутанный crook 

[kruk] n проходимец drugstore fdrAgsto:] 

n аптекарский магазин embezzlement 

[im'bezlmant] n растрата kidnap 

['kidnsep] v похищать детей laundry 

['b:ndn] n прачечная layer ['1ею] п слой 

pneumonia  [nju: 'тэгяу'э] п воспале- 
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But soon Jack discovered the world of books. In 1885, he was 

borrowing books from the public library and read everything he could. 

He read books of adventure, travel and sea voyages. But as John 

London was often out of work, Jack had had to work since his early 

childhood to help his father support the family. He got up at 3 a. m. to 

deliver newspapers, after which he went to school. After school he 

delivered evening papers. On weekends he worked as a porter or on an 

ice wagon. Because of financial difficulties, Jack got only a grammar 

school education. At the age of 13 he continued working as a 

newspaper boy and performed some other odd jobs. When he had some 

spare time from his work, he spent on the waterfront. The sea attracted 

him, 

But family affairs went from bad to worse: John London was 

seriously injured, and now Jack had to provide his family. He found 

work in a cannery. His pay was very low, and he had to work overtime, 

standing at his machine for 18 and 20 hours a day. For several months 

he continued working there but then he joined the oyster pirates and 

was a sailor on board a schooner bound for Japan. In 1893 he returned 

to San Francisco. The only job he could find was in a jute mill where 

he earned one dollar for ten hours a day. After a<lay's work at the 

factory Jack was very tired and sleepy, but it was at this time that he 

managed to publish his first story: the newspaper San Francisco Call 

offered a prize for a descriptive article. Jack's mother made him try for 

it. The attempt was successful. The first prize was given to Jack'Lon-

don's 5fory of a Typhoon Off the Coast of Japan (1893). His success in 

the competition turned his thoughts to writing, but he had to earn his 

living. He got a job at a power plant, but soon he left the plant and 

joined an army of the unemployed. He tramped from San Francisco to 

Washington. Like many others he was arrested and spent a month in 

jail. 

These hardships influenced his outlook. He began thinking of the 

necessity of improving his education. In 1896, after 3 months of 

preparatory study, he entered the University in California, but left 

before the year was up to support his mother and foster-father by 

working in a laundry. At the same time he decided once again 

to try his skill in literature. Working day and night, Jack London wrote 

poetry, essays and stories, sending them to magazines, but receiving 

only rejection letters. 

Then gold was discovered in the Klondike and Jack set sail for the 

Alaskan gold fields. He hoped to get money to be able to devote 

himself to literature. London mined no gold during his year's stay in 

the Klondike, but his contacts with many different people and his 

observations gave him a lot of material for many stories. 

In 1889 he arrived home to find his father dead. 

Jack returned to day labour, and at the same time he was trying to 

continue his literary work. He felt that in order to become a writer 

there were two things he had to acquire: knowledge and skill in 

writing. His reading continued: Kipling and Stevenson were his literary 

gods. At the cost of tremendous hardships his efforts were rewarded 

with success. His story To the Man on Trail (1898) was published in 

the Overland Monthly. In the course of the next four years London 

published his collection of northern stories (The Son of the Wolf 

(1900), The God of His Fathers (1901), Children of the Frost (1902), A 

Daughter of the Snows (1903) and The Call of the Wild (1903)), which 

brought the writer wide popularity. 

London knew the North very well. He had met his characters in real 

life and knew their aspirations and troubles very well that's why all his 

personages are so realistically depicted. 

In 1902 Jack London visited the capital of England. Out of that 

experience came the terrible picture of poverty, one of London's most 

popular books — The People of the Abyss (1903). The writer drew a 

realistic picture of the misery and suffering of the poor people who 

lived in the slums of London. The Russian Revolution in 1905 

influenced London greatly and led London to a better understanding of 

class struggle. His new outlook was expressed in his books The War of 

the Classes (1905), The Iron Heel (1907) and Revolution and Other 

Essays (1910). 

The years 1905- 1910 were the highest point in his political 

activity. 
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In 1905 Jack London went on a lecture tour of the country, and 

made a voyage to the Hawaii. On the deck of his yacht the Snark he 

began writing Martin Eden, the finest novel he ever wrote. 

The years of 1906—1909 were the prime of London's creative 

work. He wrote some of his best works: The White Fang (1906), The 

South Sea Tales (1907), Martin Eden (1909) and many other works that 

brought the author great fame. 

Many novels of his later period show that he made a compromise 

with those whom he had exposed in his previous books. These were his 

new works The Valley of the Moon (1914), and The Little Lady of the 

Big House (1916). 

During the sixteen years of his literary activities Jack London wrote 

19 novels, 18 books of short stories and articles, 3 plays and 8 

autobiographical and sociological works. His work is very unequal. He 

expresses widely differing views of life. However, Jack London must 

be judged by the books in which he showed all his great talent, the 

books which brought fame to London's name all over the world. 

On November 22, 1916, Jack London was found dead near Santa 

Rosa, California. Doctors explained his death as an overdose of 

morphine. It is believed that it may have been taken deliberately as 

during the year 1916 London felt very ill. He suffered from an 

incurable disease. 

Jack London is one of the most popular writers in the world. He is 

still widely read. It is his realism and humanism that keep his writings 

living and fresh today as they were at the beginning of the century. 

Vocabulary 

acquire [a'kwaia] v приобретать aspiration 

Laespa'reijan] п стремление 

autobiographical [,o:tau,baiau'greeiikal] 
а автобиографический cannery 

['кгепэп] л консервный завод compromise 

['ктлпргэтатг] v пойти на 
компромисс 
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hardship fha:djip] л обыкн pi трудности 
incurable [m'kjuarabl] а неизлечимый 
injure ['mdja] v ранить 
jail [dseil] n тюрьма 
judge [d$Ad3] v составлять мнение, оце-

нивать 
jute [dju:t] n джут 
mine [mam] v добывать 
morphine ['mo:fi:n] n морфий 
occasion [a'kerjan] л случай 
odd [t>d] а случайный 
outlook ['autluk] n точка зрения; кругозор 
overdose fauvadaus] л слишком большая 

доза 
oyster ['oista] л устрица 

Martin Eden 

Martin Eden is an autobiographical novel in which London tells of 

his struggle to overcome his lack of knowledge and to turn himself 

from a plain sailor into an educated person. But this is a social novel 

as well. It shows the fate of a young man who comes from the 

working class and becomes a famous writer in bourgeois society. 

The main characters of the novel are Martin Eden, Ruth Morse 

and her family. Martin saves in a hand-to-hand fight with a group of 

hooligans a young man named Arthur Morse. Arthur introduces 

Martin to his family, and he falls in love with his sister Ruth. Martin 

thinks the Morses to be the realm of spiritual beauty and intellectual 

life, and he considers Ruth to personify all these qualities. 

It becomes Martin's desire to be her intellectual equal and to join 

the society she belongs to. He decides to educate himself to be worthy 

of Ruth. Martin Eden studies grammar, reads a lot of books. His swift 

development surprises and interests Ruth. She realizes that she is in 

love with Martin, but her parents have other plans for her. When 

Martin runs out of money he sets out as a 
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deliberately [di'libantli] adv умышленно 
deny [di'nai] v отрицать 
descriptive [dis 'kriptiv] а описательный 
effort ['efat] n усилие 
foster-father ['fo:sta ,fa:5a] n приемный 

отец 

pinch [pintf] л сжатие; v мучить 

pinch of poverty тиски нужды 
pirate t'paiant] л пират 
porter ['po:taJ л носильщик 
power plant f'pauaplcunt] л электро-

станция 
prime [praim] n расцвет 
schooner ['sku:na] л шхуна 
slum [sLun] л обыкн. pi трущобы 
sociologicol Csausja'lrxfcikal] а социо-

логический 
tramp [trasmp] v совершать путеше-

ствие пешком 
unequal [An'i:kwal] а неравноценный 
waterfront f/vratafrAnt] л порт 
yacht fjot] л яхта 



common sailor in a ship bound for the South Seas. While on board, a 

great idea comes to his head — to become a writer. That is a career that 

will help him to win Ruth. 

On his return to Oakland, Martin devotes every minute of his time 

to writing and studying. He works from early morning till dark and 

sends the manuscripts to various magazines. His first stories are 

returned by the publishers, but he keeps on sending them. 

In the meanwhile Martin and Ruth are engaged to be married. It is a 

great blow to Ruth's parents because Eden is a rough sailor. Wishing to 

have encouragement in his work, Martin shows some of his stories to 

Ruth. But she has little faith in his power as a writer. Ruth persuades 

him to give up writing and accept a job at her father's office. 

But Martin continues sending his stories to various magazines. 

His visits to the Morses convince him that he has been under the 

wrong impression about the high society. He begins to under 

stand that Ruth also shares its narrowness. Under the pressure of 

her parents Ruth breaks off the engagement. She agrees that 

they are not made for each other. It is a terrible blow to Martin, 

and he stops writing. But he continues to send his old rejected 

stories to the printing houses. And soon they are accepted, one 

after another. •» 

Through unbearable hardships Martin manages to realize his dream. 

He becomes a famous writer. His stories and novels are now in great 

demand. Eden becomes rich and popular, but he is not happy. When he 

gets into "high society" he understands how shallow and hypocritical 

these people are. He can't understand that those who despised him 

before his books become popular, now invite him to dinner. 

The Morses, hearing of Martin's brilliant career, are not against his 

union with Ruth. She even visits Martin to reconcile with him. "She is 

aware of her humiliation but she does not care. However all her efforts 

are in vain. The charm of love is gone. There is nothing in common 

between the youth, who was madly in love with Ruth, and the famous 

writer, tired, exhausted and indifferent. He cannot bring himself to feel 

sympathy for Ruth and is as unresponsive as a stone." 
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Vocabulary 

aware [s'wes] а знающий 
to  be aware сознавать, отдавать себе 

отчет charm [tja:m] n очарование 

convince [kan'vms] v убеждать despise 

[dis'paiz] v презирать encouragement 

[т'клпс&тэпГ] п поддержка engagement 

[m'geictjmsnt] n помолвка exhausted 

[ig'zo:stid] а измученный humiliation 

[hju^mili'eijgn] n унижение hypocritical 

Lhipa'kntikal] а лицемерный inspire 

[m'spara] v вдохновлять lack [laek] n 

нехватка narrowness [пэегэипв] п 

ограниченность overcome ['эшэклт] 

v(overcame; overcome) преодолеть 

Questions and Tasks 

personify [p3:'sDnifai] v олицетворять 
progressive-minded [pre'gresiVmamdid] а 

прогрессивно настроенный 
realm [relm] n сфера 
reconcile freksnsail] v помириться 
rough [rAf] а грубый 
run out [глп aut] v кончаться 
shallow ['/эе1эи] а ограниченный; пустой 
share Цеэ] v разделять 
spiritual ['spmtjusl] о духовный 
unbearable [лп'ЬеэгэЫ] а невыносимый 
unresponsive ['Anns'ponsiv] а не реа-

гирующий 
vain [vein] о напрасный in vain 

напрасно 
worthy ['\V3:6i] а достойный 
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Martin feels awfully tired. He refuses to write another word. 

Martin thinks there is no cure for him except to escape from this 

world and sail on a liner to the South Seas. 

Before his departure he feels that it is useless. The only thing he 

wants is rest, and finally he understands that only death will give him 

peace, and he commits suicide, he drawns himself. 

Having developed the best traditions of the American critical 

realism of Mark Twain, O. Henry and others, Jack London became one 

of the most significant classics of world literature. His talented, 

realistic works were highly appreciated by many progressive-minded 

people all over the world, and they inspired his contemporaries and 

many writers who came after him. 

Speak about Jack London's childhood. 
When was his first story written? 
Why did Jack London go to the Klondike? 
How did his stay in the Klondike influence on his writings? 
Name Jack London's northern stories. 



6. What novel was written after his visit to London? 
7. When was the prime of London's creative work? 
8. What works were written in this period of time? 
9. Characterise Jack London's literary activities. 

 

10. When did he die? 
11. What was the reason of his death? 

12. Analyse the novel Martin Eden. 
13. What are the main characters of the book? 
14. Give a summary of the contents of Martin Eden. 
15. Describe the character of Martin Eden. 
16. Comment on Jack London's place in American and world literature. 

American Literature 

Between 1917 and World 

War II 

The radical economic and social changes in American life during 

the twenties and thirties marked a fruitful time for critical realists. The 

writers reflected the new realities of American life. New themes, plots 

and heroes appeared in the novels and stories of the realistic writers. 

Together with the books, the only purpose of which was to entertain 

the reader and try to avoid social problems, books appeared the 

purpose of which was to show the necessity of changing the social 

order (for example Theodore Dreiser). 

The fiction of the critical realists is distinguished by a great interest 

in social conflicts, attacks on accepted values and criticism of the 

American way of life. 

Among the most outstanding American realists who revealed in his 

works the truth of American life, showed the tragic fate of young 

Americans after World War I, reflected the struggle with fascism, 

exposed industrial conditions and spoke out warmly 
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in defence of labour and depicted the spiritual emptiness of American 

Society were Theodore Dreiser, Francis Scott Fitzgerald, Willliam 

Faulkner and Ernest Hemingway. 

Vocabulary 

emptiness ['emptmis] n пустота expose 

[iks'pauz] v показывать fruitful ['fruitful] о 

плодотворный 

Questions and Tasks 

1. How can you characterize American life during the twenties and thirties of the 20th 

century? 

2. What books appeared in this period? 

3. Comment on the fiction of the critical realists. 

4. Name the most outstanding American realists of that time. 

5. What did they show in their works? 

Theodore Dreiser 

(1871-1945) 

Theodore Dreiser ['Giado: 'draiza], novelist, 

was born in the little town of Terre Haute, Indiana 

into the family of a bankrupt small businessman. 

His childhood was a hard one, and he knew 

poverty and want. His father was a strict Catholic, 

narrow-minded and despotic. He made the future 

writer hate religion to the end of his days. 

At the age of 16 Theodore had to leave school 

and support himself by doing odd jobs. He worked 

as a waiter, a dish-washer, a rent-collector, a 

laundry-worker. 

In 1888 Theodore entered the university. But 

after a year he had to leave the university because of money 

difficulties. 

In 1892 Dreiser turned to journalism working as a newspaper 

reporter and editor in Chicago, St Louis, Cleveland and Pittsburgh. 

Then he moved to New-York, where he got work as a magazine editor. 

The first significant work by Dreiser was his novel Sister Carrie 

(1900). The book describes the life of a poor country girl who goes to 

Chicago in search of work. Hardly had the book appeared when it was 

pronounced immoral and was withdrawn from print. However, in 1907, 

it became impossible to conceal it from the public, and it then appeared 

in an American edition. Only in ten years in 1911 was Dreiser's second 

novel Jenny Ger-hardt published. It is a life-story of a girl. The book 

roused further storm of criticism from readers and publishers who 

declared it immoral. 

The Financier [fai'nsensia] (1912) and The Titan [ 'tartan] (1914) 

together with The Stoic (published posthumously in 1947) form The 

Trilogy of Desire. Its purpose was to show the ways of American big 

business at the end of the 19th century. The chief character of all the 

three novels, Cowperwood, is a typical representative of that big 

business. 

The Genius (1915) is the tragic story of a young painter who breaks 

down under the cruel injustice of bourgeois America. 

An American Tragedy (1925) is Dreiser's best known novel. It is the 

story of a young American who is corrupted by the morals of 

American capitalist society and he becomes a criminal and murderer. 

The novel shows the American way of life with its contrast of poverty 

and wealth. 

In 1927 Theodore Dreiser visited the Soviet Union. In 1928 he 

published the book Dreiser Looks at Russia. It was one of the first 

books that told the American people about the Soviet Union. 

Dreiser supported the working-class movement in America and 

wrote some publicist works — Tragic America (1931) and America Is 

Worth Saving (1941). During the last years of his life he worked at the 

novels published posthumously— The Bulwark (1941) and The Stoic 

(1947). 

In June 1945 Theodore Dreiser joined the Communist Party of the 

United States. 
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reflect [rn'flekt] v отражать reveal  [n 'vi:l] v 

показывать; открывать 

 Theodore Dreiser 



With the force of a true realist, Dreiser portrayed the world of 

American capitalism. Yet however severe that world appeared before 

him, he never lost faith in "the greatness and dignity of man". 

Vocabulary 

conceal [kan'si:l] v скрывать rouse [rauz] v поднимать 
dignity ['digniti] n достоинство withdraw [wi6 'dro:] v (withdrew; with- 
posthumously ['pnstjumgsli] aoV посмер- drawn) забирать; снимать 

тно withdrawn [wi6'dro:n] p. p. от withdraw 

publicist ['pAbhsist] n публицист 

An American Tragedy 

The novel speaks of the fate of a common American, Clyde 

Griffiths. His parents are Kansas City street evangelists. They are good 

people, but very narrow-minded. Clyde is not happy at home. Clyde 

suffers because of poverty in which he has lived from his early 

childhood. 

Sincerely believing that wealth alone makes people happy, he 

determines to pave his way to fortune. 

Clyde begins life as% bell-boy in a large hotel. The duties of a bell-

boy are to answer when anyone living in the hotel rings a bell and run 

on different small errands. Clyde thinks he is very lucky to get this 

situation. He is often given a tip when he is sent on an errand, and he 

learns that sometimes money can be earned very easily. His 

employment in the hotel is the beginning of Clyde's corruption. One 

day an incident happens which greatly influences his character. 

When 18 years old, Clyde, together with some other boys, goes out 

for a good time in a motor-car that one of the boys has "borrowed" 

from his employer for this purpose. On their way back they run over 

and kill a child, and Clide is obliged to leave Kansas City secretly. He 

roams about the country, works as a salesman, coachman, dish-washer, 

and, finally, as a messenger boy in a large hotel in Chicago. Here, by a 

lucky chance, he meets his uncle, Samuel Griffiths, a prosperous 

manufacturer in Lycurgus. Samuel 

Griffiths has not seen his brother, Clyde's father, for 25 years; the 

wealth of one and the poverty of the other has separated them. Clyde is 

in need of work, and his uncle gives him a small job as an ordinary 

worker. One of the girls, Roberta Alden, attracts him, and after a time 

he falls in love with her. But Clyde's attention is soon transferred to 

another girl, the wealthy and socially prominent Sondra Finchley. 

Clyde begins to think that marrying Sondra he will solve all his 

problems. At this critical moment Roberta discovers she is about to 

become a mother but Clyde refuses to marry her and doubles his 

attention to Sondra. At that moment he reads a news account of a 

boating accident in which a girl is drowned while the companion's 

body is not found. Horrified at his own thoughts, he decides to free 

himself by ending Roberta's life. He plans a crime. He takes Roberta 

for a boat-ride on a distant lake. The boat is capsized and Roberta is 

drowned. Clyde does nothing to save the girl. The crime is discovered 

and Clyde is arrested. He is accused of her murder. 

The whole of the second book deals with the court trial of Clyde's 

case. The judges pronounce Clyde guilty. 

But after he is found guilty and is waiting for his execution, Clyde 

begins to understand the moral meaning of his act. Encouraged by his 

mother, he looks upon his death as a necessary punishment for his 

moral cowardice. 

Dreiser showed that the tragic fate of the individual was an integral 

part of American society. 

Vocabulary 

capsize [kaep'saiz] v опрокидываться 
(о лодке) cowardice ['kausdis] n трусость 

determine [di't3:mm] v решать double ['алЫ] 

v удваивать employer [im'pbia] n хозяин 

evangelist [i'vaena^ilist] n евангелист 

execution [.eksi'kjuijan] n (смертная) казнь 

horrify ['rronfai] v ужасать 
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integral f'mtigral] а неотъемлемый 

manufacturer Lmaenju'faektfara] n пред-

приниматель oblige [э'ЫакЩ v 

обязывать 
to be obliged быть вынужденным pave 

[peiv] v мостить 
to pave the way прокладывать путь tip 

[tip] n чаевые transfer [trans'f3:) v 

переносить 



Questions and Tasks 

1. What family was Theodore Dreiser born? 

2. What can you say about his childhood? 

3. What did he do before he became a journalist? 

4. What was Dreiser's first significant work? 

5. What is the theme of his novel 5/s/er Carrie
1
? 

6. Name some other works of Theodore Dreiser. 

7. What novel is Dreiser's masterpiece? 
 

8. Give a brief summary of the contents of American Tragedy. 

9. What theme did Dreiser touch upon in the novel? 
 

10. What book did he write after his visit of the Soviet Union? 

11. What novels did Dreiser work at during the last years of his life? 

12. Why is Dreiser considered one of the leading writers of the first ha the 20th 

century? 

Francis Scott Fitzgerald 

(1896-1940) 

Francis Scott Fitzgerald ['fra:nsis 'skot 

.fits'cfcerdd] is one of the most outstanding 

American writers of the lost generation, a 

generation for whom "all the battles have been 

fought" and "all the gods were dead". They are 

empty people, they cannot fight against the 

corruption of the rich. They try to fill their 

spiritual emptiness with all kinds of 

entertainments. 

Francis Scott Fitzgerald was born in St 

Paul, Minnesota into the family of a busi- 
__      ,       „     .   .       .,    , Francis Scott Fitzgerald 

nessman. The family inherited money 

from Fitzgerald's grandmother who was a wealthy grocer. 

Fitzgerald attended Princeton, a university for rich Americans. 

At that time the spirit of competition ruled at the university. 

Fitzgerald was influenced by it and tried to join the most fashionable 

clubs, enjoying their aristocratic, idle atmosphere. Money gave him 

independence, privileges, style and beauty. Poverty 

was mean and narrow. It is much later that Fitzgerald understood the 

falseness of his belief. 

He left Princeton without a degree because of illness. His literary 

career began at the university. He wrote essays to the university 

magazine The Tiger. In 1917 he joined the army but he was not sent to 

the war in Europe. At the same time he fell in love with Zelda Laure, 

the daughter of a wealthy lawyer from Alabama [, aela'baeim]. He 

married two years later when his first work The Side of Paradise was 

published and was a success. Zelda did not want to marry a poor 

unknown man. The fact that the rich get the most beautiful girl made 

Fitzgerald think of social injustice. But he had no consistent world 

outlook. He viewed the world of the rich with a sense of admiration 

and contempt. His wife's demands for fashionable life abroad in Paris, 

the expensive hotel suites and endless parties led Fitzgerald into hack-

writing for popular magazines, and this ruined his talent. However, he 

managed to write some serious novels and stories. 

His major novels appeared from 1920 to 1934: This Side of 

Paradise (1920), The Beautiful and Damned (1922), Great Gatsby 

['gaetsbi] (1925) and Tender is the Night (1934). 

Fitzgerald's best stories have been collected in the volumes: Tales of 

the Jazz Age (1922), All the Sad Young Men (1926) and some others. 

The main theme of almost all Fitzgerald's works is the corrupting force 

of money. He thought that the rich were a special race and only 

gradually he found out their corruption inhumanity, spiritual emptiness 

and futility. He found it out together with his heroes who are largely 

autobiographical. 

Vocabulary 

consistent [kan'sistsnt] a соответствующий 

emptiness femptiras] n пустота entertainment 

[^ents'temmsnt] л развлечение futility 

[fju:'tiliti] n несерьезность hack-writing 

['haekraitirj] n халтура idle ['aidl] а праздный 

idolize ['aictalaiz] v боготворить 
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major ['meicfcg] а главный mean [mi:n] а 

жалкий narrow ['пэегэи] а ограниченный 

privilege ['pnvilic^] n привилегия suite 

[swi:t] n номер-люкс (в гостинице) 

uphold  [лр 'hould] v (upheld; upheld) 

оказывать моральную поддержку world 

outlook ['w3:ld'autluk] n мировоззрение 



 

The Great Gatsby 

Fitzgerald's best work The Great Gatsby tells the life story of Jay 

Gatsby [ d3ei' gaetsbi], the son of a poor farmer, who falls in love with 

a rich and beautiful girl Daisy Fay [' deizi' fei]. She answers his love 

while his uniform conceals for a time his poverty. When war is over 

Daisy marries the rich Tom Buchanan ['torn 'bjuiksnan]. 

Gatsby does everything he can to get money and social position to 

be worthy of Daisy. He devotes all his life to it. But he can achieve it 

only by bootlegging and doing some other dubious things. 

When later Gatsby meets Daisy again, she believes the rumours of 

his large fortune, rich mansion and fashionable parties. She tells him 

she will leave Tom. But once, driving Jay back from New York to 

Long Island in his car, she runs over and kills Myrtle Wilson ['imitl 

wilsan], her husband's mistress. Tom persuades Myrtle's husband that 

Gatsby was driving the car. He follows Jay and kills him. 

Daisy, having learned about Gatsby's dubious source of income, 

leaves him even before his death, in spite of the fact that Gatsby takes 

the fault of Myrtle's death on himself. 

The story is told by Daisy's cousin Nick, who at the beginning 

despises Gatsby for his vanity, vulgar parties, ill-taste, faulty language. 

He gradually,understands the greatness of his romantic dream and the 

tremendous energy with which he achieves his aim. At the same time 

Nick sees the shallowness of Gatsby's dream, as the society he tries to 

get is cynical, vicious and violent. Gatsby is contrasted to hypocritical, 

disillusioned and corrupt members of upper society like Tom and Dasy. 

Gatsby's fanatic attempt to reach his dreams is contrasted to the 

disillusioned life of the cynical members of upper society who do not 

know what to do. Satire in the portrayal of the empty pleasures of the 

rich is combined with lyrical atmosphere enveloping Gatsby's romantic 

dream. 

Vocabulary 

despise [dis'paiz] v презирать disillusion 

Ldisi'lusan] v разочаровывать dubious 

['djuibjas] а сомнительный 

shallowness [ 'Jeetaums] n ограниченность ума 

upper ['лрэ] о высший vanity ['vseniti] п 

тщеславие vicious fvijas] а порочный violent 

['varctant] а ожесточенный 

Questions and Tasks 

1. Relate the main facts of Fitzgerald's life. 

2. What was his first work? 

3. When did his major books appear? 

4. Name his notable novels and the best collections of stories. 

5. What theme did he touch upon in almost of all his works? 

6. Give a brief summary of the contents of The Great Gatsby. 

7. What features of Fitzgerald's outlook are revealed in The Great Gatsby? 

8. Speak on Fitzgerald's place in American literature. 

William Faulkner 

(1897-1962) 

William Faulkner [ 'wiljam 'fo:kna], one of 

the leading American 20th century novelists, 

was born in New Albany, Mississippi, in an 

impoverished aristocratic family. Faulkner was 

in the eleventh grade of the Oxford High 

School, when World War I broke out. His war 

experiences played an important part in the for-

mation of his character. He enlisted as a cadet 

in the Canadian branch of the Royal Flying 

Corps in 1918. He was trained as a pilot, but 

the war was over before he finished his studies. 

After the war Faulkner returned to Oxford 

and worked as a postmaster at the University of 

Mississippi. At the same time he took some courses at the University 

and began writing. At first he wrote poetry and then stories. 
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envelop [m'vebp] v охватывать faulty 

['fo:lti] о неправильный income ['ткэт] 

п доход mansion ['тгепГэп] п особняк 

rumour ['пхтэ] л слух 

bootlegging ['bu:tlegirj] n тайная тор-

говля спиртными напитками conceal 

[kan'si:!] v скрывать 

 
William Faulkner 



 

His first published work, a volume of poems entitled The Marble 

Faun (1924) was not successful. Then he wrote his novel Soldier's Pay 

(1926) which was close to the moods of the lost generation. He showed 

the tragedy of people who returned to peacetime life crippled both 

physically and spiritually. The novel was not a great success, but it 

established Faulkner's reputation as a creative writer. 

From 1925 to 1929 he continued working as a carpenter and 

housepainter writing novels at the same time. In 1927 he published 

Mosquitos and in 1929 Sartoris. In the same year Faulkner published 

The Sound and the Fury which brought him fame in literary circles. 

After that he devoted himself to full-time writing. His work Sanctuary 

(1931), a story of murder and violence created a sensation and brought 

its author financial independence. 

In the thirties Faulkner wrote his horror novels: As I Lay Dying 

(1930), Light in August (1932) and Absalom, Absalom! (1936). In 1942 

Faulkner published a collection of stories entitled Go Down, Moses, 

and Other Stories. It includes one of his best stories The Bear. In 1948 

he wrote Intruder in the Dust, one of his most important social novels 

on the Negro problem. In the forties and fifties Faulkner published his 

best work — The Snopes Trilogy consisting of The Hamlet (1-940), 

The Town (1957) and The Mansion (1959). Faulkner's last novel was 

The Fable (1954), the theme of which is humanity and war. 

Faulkner was awarded the Nobel Prize for Literature in 1950. He 

died at the age of sixty-five. 

William Faulkner is a very complicated writer. He belongs to the 

Southern School of American writers. A Southern Novelist touches on 

the history of the South of America and especially the Civil War. 

He deals with the Negro problem in his books, but the Negro 

problem is not social but psychological. Faulkner sees the Negroes and 

whites bound together by the irony of history. He condemned racism 

and violence, but he is convinced that neither the whites nor the 

Negroes were ready for legislative measures. Faulkner's criticism is of 

a moral character. 

Faulkner is a social-psychological novelist. 

Vocabulary 

bind [bamd] v (bound) связывать bound 

[baund] past и р. р. от bind cadet [ks'det] n 

курсант carpenter ['kapmts] n плотник 

complicated ['komplikeitid] а сложный 

condemn [ksn'dgm] v осуждать corps [ко:] п 

[pi corps [ko:z]) войска enlist [m'list] v 

зачислять 

Questions and Tasks 

1. Relate the main facts of Faulkner's life. 

2. What was his first published work? 

3. What novel established Faulkner's reputation as a creative writer? 

4. What theme did he deal with in his novel Soldier's Pay? 

5. Name the most notable works by Faulkner. 

6. What problems did he touch on in his works? 

7. What kind of novelist is Faulkner? 

Ernest Hemingway 

(1899-1961) 

Ernest Hemingway [ 'з:пэ& 'heminwei] 

is one of the most widely read writers of the 

20th century. He is a classic of American and 

world literature. He was bom in Oak Park, 

Illinois, into the family of a provincial doctor. 

His father was fond of hunting and fishing, 

and he taught his son to shoot and fish, and to 

love sports and nature. 

Ernest's motherwas areligious woman, and 

she was wholly absorbed in church affairs. 

There were constant conflicts between his 

parents, and that was the 

Ernest Hemingway 

reason why Ernest did not feel at ease
1
 at home. 

Ernest did not feel at ease — Эрнест не чувствовал себя спокойно 
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impoverished [im'pnvsnjt] а бедный 

legislative flec&istotiv] о законодательный 

measure ['тезэ] п мера mood [mu:d] n 

настроение psychological 

[parks'1гх1з1кэ1] а психологический 

violence ['vaiabnsl n ожесточенность 



Ernest s favourite place was the family's house in northern 

Michigan where the family usually spent their summer vacations. The 

boy used to accompany his father on sporting trips. 

Ernest received a good education at the Oak Park High School. At 

school he was recognized as a very good football player and boxer. He 

was also fond of fishing and hunting. At school Ernest was a gifted, 

energetic, successful pupil and a good sportsman. He played football, 

was a member of a swimming team, and learned to box. At school he 

began to be interested in literature, wrote to weekly news-sheet, and 

contributed poetry and prose to the school's literary magazines. 

Ernest's schooldays were not quite unanxious. The atmosphere 

created by his mother in the family oppressed him so much that he 

twice ran away from home, working at farms as a labourer, a 

dishwasher or as a waiter. 

In 1917, when the United States entered the First World War, 

Hemingway volunteered for active service, but he was not taken 

because of his injured eye. Then he went to Kansas to stay with his 

uncle. There he began to work as a reporter on the Kansas City Star. 

The journalistic training he received there marked his style for the rest 

of his career. In the spring of 1918, Hemingway heard that volunteers 

were needed to drive Red Cross ambulances on the Italian front. He 

sailed for Europe. After a short stay in France, he went to Italy. Two 

months later he was badly wounded. 

He was taken to hospital in Milan, where 227 shell fragments were 

removed from his body in the course of twelve operations. When he 

recovered, he served for two months with Italian infantry, and was 

awarded a silver medal by the Italian Government. 

Hemingway's war experience was very important for him. It 

influenced not only his life, but also all that he wrote. In 1920 

Hemingway returned to America and worked as a reporter for the 

Toronto Star. In 1921 he returned to Europe and settled in Paris. To 

collect the material for his future stories and novels Hemingway 

travelled all over the world. He visited Germany, Spain, Switzerland 

and other countries. His first work Three Stories and Ten Poems 

(1923) was not a success. His next book, a collection of stories entitled 

In Our Time (1923) won public recognition. 

Hemingway's first novel The Sun Also Rises (1926) (thesecond title 

is Fiesta) is his most well-known book. A Farewell to Arms (1929), 

portraying World War I and its consequences, brought great popularity 

to the author. 

In the late twenties and the thirties Hemingway published two story 

collections Men Without Women (1927) and Winner Take Nothing 

(1933). The most prominent novels written in the first half of the 30's 

are Death in the Afternoon (1932) and The Green Hills of Africa 

(1935). Death in the Afternoon describes the bullfights in Spain. The 

Green Hills of Africa, and his well-known stories The Snow of 

Kilimanjaro (1936) and The Short Happy Life of Francis Macomber 

(1936) were written about Hemingway's hunting trip in Africa. A lover 

of nature he masterfully describes African landscapes. In 1936 the Civil 

War in Spain began and Hemingway hurried to Spain to take part in the 

war as an anti-fascist correspondent and a writer. The next three years 

of his life were closely connected with the struggle of the Spanish 

people against the fascists. 

He participated in the shooting of a documentary film The Spanish 

Earth which defended the cause of the Spanish people. Hemingway 

wrote the film script and did the reading of the text himself. He wrote 

his only play The Fifth Column (1938) out of his Spanish war 

experience and a novel For Whom the Bell Tolls (1940), which he 

considered his best work. 

Deep hatred for fascism made Hemingway an active participant in 

World War II. He served as a war correspondent in Europe. He 

volunteered for service with his motor-yacht to support an anti-

submarine patrol in Cuban waters. He took part in air raids over 

Germany. Together with the French partisans he was among the first to 

free Paris from the German troops. 

In 1941 Hemingway sent a telegram to the Soviet government, in 

which he expressed his solidarity with the Soviet people, and his 

admiration of their heroic straggle against the fascist nvaders. 
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Hemingway, who had participated in all 

the wars of the 20th century, summed up his 

war experience in the preface to Men at War 

(1924), a collection of the best war stories of 

all time. 

In his 1948 preface to A Farewell to Arms 

he wrote that the people who had "planned the 

war and would plan another" should be shot 

on the first day of the war by sentence of the 

people. He considered World War I" the most 

colossal, murderous butchery that has even 

taken place on the earth". On the contrary, the 

Spanish Civil War was for him "a strange new 

kind of war", a just war of a people who 

fought "to be allowed to live as human 

beings". 

World War II also made sense to him as it 
was a war against fascism. 

After the war Hemingway settled on a farm, Finca Vigia, in Cuba, 

visiting Ame-rica and Spain. He heartily supported the Cuban 

revolutionaries irrtheir struggle. Simple Cuban people were his friends. 

In Cuba Hemingway worked on a big novel about the land, the sea and 

the air. The Old Men and the Sea (1952) is the epilogue of a novel 

about the sea. In 1954 Hemingway was awarded the Nobel Prize for 

Literature. The prize committee especially mentioned The Old Man 

and the Sea. 

During his African trip he suffered two airplane crashes. The last 

years of his life he was seriously ill. In November 1960, Hemingway 

returned to America, and on July, 1961, in Ketchum, Idaho, after a long 

and exhausting illness, he committed suicide. He was buried at 

Ketchum. His house in Cuba is a museum now. In 1966 a memorial 

was erected to his memory with the following words on it: 

Best of all he loved the fall 
The leaves yellow on the cottonwoods 

Leaves floating on the front streams 

And above the hills 

The high blue windless skies 

... Now he will be part of them forever. 

Hemingway is a great writer who was extremely honest and /hose 

principles were: 

1) never write if you have nothing to say; 

2) to write only when you can't help it; 

3) to write things you know well. 

Hemingway studied carefully both American and European 

literature. He admired the works of many writers, among them 

Flaubert
1
, Maupassant

2
, StendahP, Dante

4
, Tholstoy, Turgenev, 

Chekhov, Dostoevsky and many others. 

He had never been in our country, but he always mentioned about 

the importance which Russian literature had had for him. 

Vocabulary 

absorb [ab'so:b] v поглощать anti-submarine 

['eentfsAbmarni] о противолодочный 

butchery ['but/an] n бойня colossal [ka'tosl] а 

громадный consequence  [ 'knnsikwsns] n 

последствие constant ['ktmstant] а 

постоянный crash [kraef] n авария epilogue 

['epilog] n эпилог exhausting [ig'zo:stirj] а 

изнурительный film script ['film'srkrpt] n 

киносценарий fragment ['fnsgmant] n 

обломок; кусок infantry ['mfantn] n пехота 

murderous ['m3:daras] о кровавый 

'Flaubert [flau'bea], Gustave (1821 -

1880) — Гюстав Флобер, франц. писатель 
2
 Maupassant [^mau'pasa], Guy de (1850—1893) — Гиде Мопассан, франц. 

писатель 
3
 Stendahl [sten'da:l] (1783 - 1842) —- Стендаль, франц. писатель 

4
Dante ['dsenti:], (1265- 1321) —Данте, итальянский поэт 
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The tower near Havana 
which Hemingway built for 
himself 

oppress [a'pres] v угнетать patrol 

[pa'traul] л патрулирование preface 

['prefis] n предисловие prominent 

['prranmant] а известный raid [reid] n 

налет 
recognition [декад'nifan] п признание 

sentence ['sentans] n (судебный) приго-

вор    • shell [fel] n снаряд 
shoot [fut] v(shot) стрелять; снимать фильм 

shot |jbt] past и р. р. от shoot trout [traut] 

n форель unanxious ['An'asnkjas] о 

спокойный volunteer [,vnlan'tia] v 

поступить добровольцем 



A Farewell to Arms 

A Farewell to Arms is one of the best novels about World War I. 

The book is considered to be Hemingway's masterpiece and it was 

translated into many languages. 

In the novels The Sun Also Rises and A Farewell to Anns Heming-

way describes the tragedy of the so called "lost generation". The term 

"lost generation" was introduced by an American writer, Gertrude 

Stein, who once addressed Hemingway saying: "You are the lost 

generation". 

The "lost generation" were the people who suffered all the horrors 

of World War I. The post-war generation was disillusioned, because 

they realized that all the sacrifices and deaths were in vain. The ideals: 

freedom, brotherhood, justice, patriotism were mere words, in which 

nobody believed. The "lost generation" saw no purpose in life and 

gradually it became spiritually dead. 

In the first novel the author shows the results of World War I, and 

in the second — the process which created the "lost generation". 

The novel A Farewell to Arms is partly autobiographical. Like his 

hero, Frederick [ 'fredrik] Henry, the writer himself was an American 

volunteer, a lieutenant in the Italian ambulance corps, was badly 

wounded, sav? the horrors of the war and came to hate it. 

There are two main themes in the novel: war and love. At first 

Fredric Henry is sure that he is fighting a just war, but gradually he 

doubts it, and at last he understands that the war is being waged for the 

benefit of those who profit by it. Frederic's opinion is shared by 

soldiers, drivers, workers and other common people. 

Having decided it is not his war, Frederic makes a "separate peace" 

and becomes a deserter. 

The other theme of the novel is love. Fredric falls in love with 

Catherine Barkley ['кгевпп 'ba:kli], a volunteer nurse from Great 

Britain. 

When he is wounded, she takes care of him. Then Frederic Henry 

and Catherine Barkley escape to Switzerland. 

For a while they are happy, living together, but it does not last long. 

Catherine dies in childbirth. After her death he remains quite alone. He 

is very much depressed. 
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The author proves that private happiness is impossible in the restless 

world of the 20th century. Seeing misery around him, Hemingway's 

hero cannot be happy. It also emphasizes the fact that you cannot make 

a separate peace. The motifs of pessimism and despair are 

characteristic of the novel, as well as of other works written in the 20's, 

but in A Farewell to Arms Hemingway for the first time calls World 

War I a crime against humanity. 

Hemingway's style of narration is laconic. He does not use the long 

detailed descriptions which were characteristic of his predecessors. 

Inner dialogues are typical for him. He seldom speaks of the feelings 

of his characters, much is left unsaid, but he manages to make the 

reader feel what his hero feels. 

One more peculiarity of Hemingway's style is the use of weather as 

an accompaniment to the emotional tones of different scenes. The 

background of every tragic episode in A Farewell to Arms is "rain". It 

was raining when Catherine died. 

lieutenant [lef'tengnt] n лейтенант mere [mis] 

а лишь motif [тэи'Ш] л основная тема 

narration [nae'reijbn] n повествование 

peculiarity [pi,kju:li'senti] n характерная черта 

predecessor  [ 'pridisess] n предшественник 

profit ['profit] v получать выгоду sacrifice 

['saskrrfais] n жертва spiritually ['spintjusli] adv 

духовно wage [weidj] v вести 

The Old Man and the Sea 

Hemingway himself said of his 

book: "I tried to make a real old man, a real boy, a real sea and a real 

fish and real sharks. But if I made them good and true enough they 

would mean many things". 

The story is a realistic description of an episode from the life of a 

fisherman. The author himself was a fisherman, and his close 
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accompaniment [э'клтрэштэгИ] п со-

провождение benefit ['bensfit] n польза, 

благо 
for the benefit of в пользу corps [кэ:] п 

{pi corps [ko:z]) род войск depress 

[di'pres] /угнетать, подавлять despair 

[dis'pea] n отчаяние disillusion 

[,disi'lu:z3n] n разочарование emotional 

[I'rmufanl] а эмоциональный emphasize 

['emfgsaiz] v подчеркивать gradually 

['graedjuali] adv постепенно laconic 

[ta'ktmik] о лаконичный 



friendship with Cuban fishermen helped him to describe all the details 

of the process. 

Santiago is a poor man, a widower and he lives alone. He is very 

lonely and then he finds that he has a devoted friend — the boy 

Manolin, whom he teaches the craft of fishing. Manolin looks after the 

old man, takes care of the old man's food. The boy loves the old man 

for his kind heart, his skill, his devotion to sea. The boy's parents have 

forbidden him to go fishing with the old man, because Santiago's luck 

has deserted him. Manolin thinks that he will bring him good luck, and 

he wants to go fishing with Santiago again. 

The old man goes out to fish alone and hooks one of the biggest 

marlines. The battle with the fish is very hard and full of danger. 

Santiago has conquered the marline but the battle with the sea has not 

ended. Sharks start swimming after the skiff and the fish. Santiago kills 

the strongest, but the shark takes his harpoon and the rope. Santiago 

does not give up the fight. Almost broken physically, but spiritually 

unfeated, he reaches shore safely. 

At the end of the story Santiago says:"... man is not made for defeat. 

... A man can be destroyed but not defeated". 

These words is the main idea of Hemingway's story. 

Santiago's character embodies all the positive features of an 

ordinary man. When he meets disaster, his courage, moral strength and 

resolution support him in the most desperate moments of his life. 

Vocabulary 

hook [huk] v ловить (рыбу) 
marline ['malm] n мор. марлинь 
shark [fa:k] n акула 
skiff [skif] n ялик 

unfeated [An'frtid] о непобежденный 
widower ['widgua] n вдовец 

Questions and Tasks 

1. Relate the story of Hemingway's childhood and schooldays. 

2. What did he do when the USA entered World War I? 

3. Why was Hemingway's war experience very important to him? 

 

4. What was his first work? 

5. What war books did Hemingway write? 

6. Comment on Hemingway's war books. 

7. What novel describes the bullfights in Spain? 

8. What Hemingway's works are written about his hunting trip to Africa? 

9. How did the Qvii War in Spain affect Hemingway? 
 

10. What works did Hemingway write out of his Spanish war experience? 

11. Prove that Hemingway was an active participant of World War II. 

12. In how many wars did Hemingway take part? 

13. Where did he live after World War II? 

14. What story did he write in 1952? 

15. When was Hemingway awarded the Nobel Prize for Literature? 

16. In what novels did Hemingway depict the tragedy of the so called "lost generation"? 

17. Explain the term "lost generation". 

18. Give a brief account of the novel A Farewell to Arms. 

19. Comment on Hemingway's style of narration. 

20. What can you say about the plot and the main characters of The Old Man and the 

Sea? 

21. What is the main idea of Hemingway's story? 

Margaret Mitche 

(1900-1949) 

Margaret Mitchell ['maigsrat 'mitf/al] was 

born in Atlanta, Georgia. She was the daughter 

of an attorney who was president of the Atlanta 

Historical Society. All the family were 

interested in American history and she grew up 

in an atmosphere of stories about the Civil 

War. 

Margaret Mitchell lived in one of the most 

important cities in the American South and her 

family had shaped Atlanta's history for three 

generations before her birth. 

She was educated at Washington Seminary 

in Atlanta and Smith College, Northampton. She worked for a time on 

the Atlanta Journal. She wrote hundred of essays, 
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craft [kra:ft] n умение desert 

[di'z3:t] v покидать desperate 

['despant] а ужасный disaster 

[di'za:sta] n бедствие embody 

[im'bpdi] v содержать harpoon 

[ha:'pu:n] n гарпун 

 Margaret Mitchell 



articles and reviews for the journal in the four years of her employment 

there between 1922—1926. She read all the standard journals, 

magazines, and reviews of her time. 

The vivacity and intensity of her personality shines through 

everything she did, said, or wrote. 

In 1925 Margaret Mitchell married John Marsh, and it was then she 

began to put on paper all the stories she had heard about the Civil War. 

The result was Gone with the Wind, first published in 1936. She 

worked on the book for ten years. It is a novel about the American 

Civil War and the Reconstruction as seen from a Southern point of 

view. The novel is a variant on the tradition of Southern romance 

fiction. Its action turns on the attempts of the heroine, Scarlett O'Hara, 

to restore Тага, the family plantation, and on her love relationships. 

Margaret Mitchell became world-famous as the author of Gone with 

the Wind, the America's classic best-seller. More than 8 million copies 

were sold in 40 countries. 

The novel was translated into eighteen languages. It won the 

Pulitzer Prize
1
 for fiction in 1937. It was later made into a highly 

successful film starring Vivien Leigh, Clark Gable and Leslie Howard. 

Margaret Mitchell pfoduced the most famous novel in the English-

speaking world. This book was her only published work. She died in 

1949. 

Questions and Tasks 

1. Where was Margaret Mitchell born? 

2. What was her family interested in? 

3. Where was she educated? 

4. Where did she work for a time? 

5. What did she write for the journal? 

6. When did she begin to write the novel Gone with the Wind? 

7. How long did she work on the book? 

8. Comment on the plot of the novel. 

9. Why do we say that the book was America's classic best-seller? 
 

10. When did she get the Pulitzer Price for fiction? 

11. What can you say about the film based on the novel? 

Vocabulary 

attorney [эЧэ:ш] п юрист review [n'vju:] n рецензия 
intensity [m'tensiti] n глубина shape Lfeip] v создавать 
relationship [n'leifsnfip] n отношение vivacity [vi'vaesiti] n жизненная сила 

restore [n'sto:] v восстанавливать 

1
 Pulitzer ['pulitsa] Prize — пулитцеровская премия: учреждена по завеща-

нию Джозефа Пулитцера (1847 —1911), амер. журналиста и издателя 
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chology of youth was Jerome David Salinger, whose novel Catcher in 
the Rye (1951) was devoted to the youth problem in the postwar 
period. 

Some other well-known American contemporary writers such as 
John Updike and Ken Kesey examined various aspects of American 
life. 

American post-war literature managed to present a many-sided 
picture of the changing American reality. 

Vocabulary 

American Literature in the 
Post-War Period 

The USA ended World War II as the most powerful capitalist 

country. The post-war period and the onset of the Cold War were in 

1950s and 1960s. This was the period of political hostility between 

America and Russia.      *• 

The atmosphere of evil caused caution. The national mood was 

nervous and aggressive. It was the era of the so-called "silent 

generation", a generation who had stopped believing in humanist ideas. 

Some philosophers concluded that the Americans were becoming a 

nation of conformists
1
 with no fixed standards or beliefs. 

Among the first to protest again the atmosphere of conformity
2 
were 

the writers of Beat Generation
3
. 

The best-known figure of the "Beat" writers in prose was Jack 

Kerouac ['фаек 'кегэшк]. The writer who tried to explore the psy- 

1
 conformist [ksn'foimist] — конформист, букв, согласный 

2
 conformity [kgn'fo:miti] — приспособленчество, пассивное принятие суще 

ствующего порядка господствующих мнений 
3
 Beat Generation — усталое, разбитое, разочарованное поколение; битники 
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aspect ['sespekt] n аспект, сторона onset [/onset] n начало 
caution ['kotfan] n осторожность psychology [sai'tolscfr] n психология 
hostility [hDs'tiliti] n враждебность 
many-sided ['meni'saidid] о многосто-
ронний 

Questions ant Tasks 

1. Characterize the post-war period of 1950s and 1960s. 
2. Why was this period called the era of "silent generation'? 
3. What writers were the first to protest against the atmosphere of conformity? 
4. Who was the best-known figure of the Beat writers in prose? 
5. What writer tried to explore the psychology of youth? 

6. Name some other well-known American writers who examined various 

aspects of American life. 

Jerome Salinger 

(bom in 1919) 

Jerome David Salinger ['фэ'гэит 'deivid 'seeling] was bora in 1919 

in New York into a prosperous family. His father was an importer of 

ham and cheeses. The boy had a sister eight years older than he. 

Salinger did not study well at school, that's why his parents enrolled 

him in the Valley Forge Academy in Pennsylvania. It was a military 

academy. He began writing his first short stories there. When Salinger 

graduated from the Valley Forge Academy he told his parents that he 

wanted to become a writer. 
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But his father did not think that it was a 

suitable career for his son and sent him to 

Poland to learn the ham business. For some 

time he slaughtered pigs. Then he returned to 

America. In 1940 he published his first story 

the Young Men. During World War II Salinger 

spent four years in the army. In 1943, when he 

was in France, the American magazine 

Saturday Evening Post published his story The 

Varioni Brothers. In 1944 Salinger met Ernest 

Hemingway, who 
 ____ ]   _.   .     т^     _ Jerome David Salinger 

was a war-correspondent in France y
 

then. Hemingway had read Salinger's stories and said that the young 

writer was talented. In 1946 Salinger wrote some stories which brought 

him fame as a writer. They were published in the New Yorker, a very 

respectable literary magazine. 

The Catcher in the Rye 

In 1951 Salinger wrote his novel The Catcher in the Rye. It is one of 

the best novels devoted to youth problems in the postwar period. The 

book became popular with the readers. The story is told by a teenager 

Holden Caulfield. He is a sixteen-year-old pupil of the Pencey 

Preparatory school, which is a boarding school. He has been expelled 

from several schools, and he is about to be expelled from this school, 

too, as he has failed in a number of subjects. He is not sorry. He hates 

school and teachers. Finally, he runs away from school and goes to 

New York, where his parents live. Afraid to approach them, he regis-

ters at a hotel. During the few days he stays away from home, he goes 

to a restaurant, meets a girl friend, his sister Phoebe [ 'fi:bi] and his 

former teacher Mr Antolini. Holden loves Phoebe, and he tells her of 

his troubles. She is much younger than he but she always listens to him 

and understands him. 

Touched by Phoebe's wish to run away from home with him, he 

decides to go home with her instead. 
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Holden observes the hypocrisy and false values in the adult world. 

He is against judging people by their wealth. At school he hates 

insincerity. He does not like cheap, sensational films and plays shown 

at the Broadway theatres. He is against the American way of life. He is 

devoted to the few genuine people in his life. 

His sister Phoebe is one of them. His deepest concern is to save 

other children from the pain of adapting themselves to the false adult 

world. His dream is to become a catcher in a rye field keeping watch 

on the edge of a steep cliff and saving little children from falling into 

the abyss. 

Really, Holden's dream is unreal as children cannot avoid growing 

up. Holden's former teacher tries to persuade him that belonging to the 

adult world means maturity. 

But the hero refuses to compromise his false environment and this 

leads him to a nervous breakdown. 

Holden's way of talking is ungrammatical and slangy. But it 

produces a great impression. 

Jerome David Salinger has become a classic because of his 

understanding of American youth. In his works he portrays young boys 

and girls who can't find their way after the war. They are honest, kind 

and good young people who look odd in the surroundings of modern 

society. 

Vocabulary 

abyss [a'bis] л бездна adapt [s'daept] v 

приспособляться adult ['sd\lt] л взрослый 

breakdown ['breikdaun] л расстройство cliff 

[klif] л отвесная скала concern [kan'sain] л 

беспокойство compromise ['кютпргэтак] v 

пойти на 
компромисс enroll [m'reul] v записывать 

environment [m,vaiaren'ment] л окружение 
expel [iks'pel] v исключить genuine ['djenjum] 

а настоящий importer [im'poits] л импортер 

 

 

insincerity [,msm'senti] n лицемерие 
maturity [ms'tjuanti] л зрелость 
nervous ['ri3:v3s] а нервный 
odd [nd] а странный 
register ['realists] v записывать свое имя 

в книгу гостей в гостинице 
respectable [ns'pektabl] а представи-

тельный 

sensational [sen'seijbnl] о сенсационный 
slangy ['slaerji] а жаргонный 
slaughter ['sb:tg] забивать (скот) 
steep [sti:p] а крутой 
suitable ['sju:t3bl] а подходящий 339 



Questions and Tasks 

1. Give a brief account of Jerome David Salinger's life. 

2. Where was Salinger during World War II? 

3. When did Salinger meet Ernest Hemingway? 

4. What was Hemingway's opinion of his stories? 
5. What novel brought Salinger fame as a writer? 

6. What literary form did Salinger choose for his novel The Catcher in the Rye? 
7. Comment on the contents of the novel. 

8. Characterise the main character of the novel. 

9. What does the rye field represent in Holden's imagination? 
10. Who is the catcher? 

Jack Kerouac 

(1922-1969) 

Jack Kerouac ['фаек 'кегэшк] was born in 

Lowell, Massachusetts on March 12, 1922. His 

family were of French Canadian and North 

American Indian descent. His family were 

Catholic and he was educated at a Jesuit school, 

graduating from High School in 1939. At school 

he distinguished himself as a sportsman. 

. He left University after less than one year. 

Kerouac loved literature, composing 

poems and writing, short novels from a very 

early age. He was particularly influenced 

by the work of Jack London, and deter 

mined, like London, to become a wander- Jack
 Kerouac 

ing poet and traveller. 

During the Second World War, Kerouac joined the Merchant Navy 

and began to write his first novel, The Sea Is My Brother, which was 

never published. In 1944, he returned to New York where he met and 

started lasting friendship with the poet Allen Ginsberg and the novelist 

William Burroughs [ 'be:reuz]. Later they became termed as the Beat 

Generation. Their work and their 

lifestyles, characterized by drugs, alcohol and jazz music, were 

considered very shocking in the 1950s to the majority of middle-class 

Americans. 

In 1944, after the accidented stabbing of a friend of Kerouac's by 

another friend, Kerouac was arrested and charged by the Police as a 

witness to murder. He left prison on bail
1
. 

In 1946 he went travelling across America, by car, train or hitch-

hiking. These wild adventures on the road, filled with stories of girls, 

music, problems with the police formed the material for his greatest 

novel On the Road. 

Kerouac constantly kept a journal during his journeys, and On the 

Road, which he wrote in seven days in 1951, was the result of his 

semi-autobiographical, semi-fictional experience travelling around. 

This novel was followed by The Dharma Bums (1958), Doctor Sax 

(1959), BigSur (1962), and Destonation Angels (1965), which are his 

most notable novels and the most typical of the Beat generation. He 

also published poetry and other biographical fragments. After the 

publication of On the Road, Kerouac became interested in Oriental 

spiritualism
2
 and Buddhism. 

He lived a rather solidary life increasingly dependent on alcohol. 

He died at the tragically young age of 47. 

His novel On the Road describes the adventures of a group of young 

people who refuse to be tied down to steady jobs or any social 

obligations and wander all over Canada and Mexico. 

Kerouac's characters live as simply as possible and register 

spontaneous impressions of people, events and things. They do not try 

to understand the world around them. Travel is both a liberation from 

society and a narcotic to them. 

The rebellion of the beat writers was personal. It was a protest 

against the mean, limited, provincial, narrow and hypocritical values of 

a society in crisis. 

The novel On the Road has had many imitators, and continues to be 

a popular novel in Europe as well as in America. 

1
 on bail — под залог 

2
 spiritualism [ 'spintjiralizm] — спиритуализм (религиозно-философское, 

идеалистическое учение, признающее дух сущностью и первоосновой мира) 
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Vocabulary 

Buddhism ['budizm] n буддизм descent 

[di'sent] n происхождение drug [drAg] n 

наркотик fragment ['frsgmant] n 

фрагмент; отрывок hitch-hiking 

['hitjhaikirj] n путешествие 
бесплатно на попутных машинах 

hypocritical [,пгрэ'krrtikal] о лицемерный 

imitator ['imiteita] n подражатель Jesuit 

['c&ezjuit] а иезуитский liberation 

[Jiba'reijsn] n освобождение limited 

['hmitid] а ограниченный 

mean [mi:n] а нечестный 
narcotic [na: 'kotik] л наркотическое 
средство oriental [,o:n'entl] а восточный 

semi-autobiographical [,serm'D:t9U,bai3u 

'graeftkal] n полуавтобиографический 

semi-fictional  [ 'semi 'fikfsnl] n полу-

беллетристический spontaneous 

[sptm'temjas] а спонтанный stab [stseb] v 

наносить удар (ножом) steady ['stedi] а 

постоянный term [t3:m] v называть 

 

Oxford, England. In 1955 he joined The New 

Yorker staff, writing editorial poetry, stories and 

criticism. 

In 1957 Updike left the magazine and became a 

full time writer. He moved to Ipswich, 

Massachusetts, where he lived for seventeen years. 

His first bok, The Carpentered Hen and Other 

Tame Creatures, a collection of poetry, appeared in 

1958. Updike's first novel The Poorhouse Fair was 

published in 1959. The first book about his famous 

hero, Harry Angstrom, a star athlete was Rabbit, 

Run (1960). After that the novels Rabbit Redux 

(1971), Rabbit Is Rich (1981) and Rabbit at Rest (1990) followed. 

After leaving Rabbit in 1990, Updike published in 2000 a novella 

called Rabbit Remembered in a collection of short stories. The Centaur 

[ 'sento:] (1963) used a mythological framework to explore the 

relationship of a schoolmaster father and his son. 

The Coup (1979) was an exotic first-person narration by an ex-

dictator of a fictitious African state. 

Updike has become one of the most successful American writers. 

As an essayist Updike is a gentle satirist. He observes the ordinary life 

he sees around him. 

Updike have received several awards. His novel Rabbit Is Rich and 

Rabbit at Rest won Pulitzer Prices. 

John Updike is an American novelist, short-story writer and poet, 

internationally known for his works. 

 

John Updike was bom in Shillington, a small town in Pennsylvania. 

In his childhood he lived in an isolated farm, from where he dreamed 

to escape. After high school in Shillington, where his father worked as 

a science teacher, Updike chose Harvard as his university. 

After graduating from the university he spent the academic year 

1954— 1955 at Raskin School of Drawing and Fine Arts in 

Vocabulary 

editorial [^edi'toinsl] n передовая статья framework ['freimw3:k] n структура 
essayist ['esenst] n автор эссе isolated ['aissleitid] а уединенный 
exotic [eg'zntik] а экзотический narration [nas'reijbn] n повествование 
fictitious [fik'tifss] а вымышленный novella [rro'vela:] п новелла 
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Questions and tasks 

1. When was Jack Kerouac born? 

2. Where was he educated? 

3. When did he begin to compose poems and write short novels? 

4. What writer was he particularly influenced by? 

5. What did he do during the Second World War? 

6. Characterize the writers of the Beat Generation. 

7. What happened to Kerouec in 1944? 

8. How did his greatest novel On the Road originate? 

9. Speak on the plot of the novel On the Road. 
 

10. Name his other notable works. 

11. When did Kerouac die? 

John Updike 

(born in 1932) 

 



Questions and Tasks 

1. Where was John Updike born? 

2. Where was he educated? 

3. When did he become a full time writer? 

4. Give a brief account of Updike's literary career. 

5. What can you say about the main character of his novels Rabbit, Run, Rabbit Redux, 

Rabbit is Rich and Rabbit at f 

6. What novels won Pulitzer Price? 

Ken Kesey 

(1935-2001) 

Ken Kesey [ 'ken 'km] was bom on 

September 17, 1935 in La Junta, Colorado. In 

1946 his family moved to Springfield, 

Oregon, where he spent several years on his 

family's farm. 

He was raised in a religion household. 

During high school and later in college, 

Kesey was a champion wrestler, setting long-

standing state records in Oregon. 

After high school Kesey attended the 

University of Oregon with a degree in 

Speech and Communications. Then he 

enrolled in the Creative Writing program at 

Stanford. 

While at Stanford, he participated in experience involving chemicals 

at the psychology department to earn extra money. It was the 

experience that fundamentally altered Kesey, personally and 

professionally. While working as an orderly at the psychiatric ward of 

the hospital, Kesey began to have hallucinations. This formed the basis 

of his writing project Оле Flew Over the Cuckoo's Nest. Kesey 

published it in 1962. The novel was an immediate critical and popular 

success. Later it was adapted into a successful stage play and then it 

was made a screen adaptation in 1979. 

His second novel Sometimes a Great Notion was published in 1964. 

Kesey became notorious for his use of drugs, and some time later he 

was arrested on a marijuana charge. 

Upon his release from prison, Kesey moved to a farm in Pleasant 

Hill, Oregan. His third novel Sailor Song-was published in 1992, and 

besides he wrote several shorter works. 

Vocabulary 

alter ['o:lta] v изменять 
charge ['tfa:cfe] n обвинение 
chemicals [ 'kemikglz] n химические 

препараты 
enrol [m'raul] v записываться 
fundamentally [ J\nda 'mentah] adv коренным 

образом 
hallucination [hsjixsi'neifan] л галлюцинация 
involve [m'volv] v включать в себя 

Questions and Tasks 

1. Relate briefly the story of Kesey's childhood and youth. 

2. What fundamentally altered him personally and professionally? 

3. What was his first novel? 

4. What happened to him later on? 

5. Name some other Kesey's works. 
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long-standing ["torfstaendin] о длительный 
marijuana Lma:n'hwa:n3] n марихуана 

(наркотик) 
notorious [nsu'toxias] а пользующийся 

дурной славой 
orderly ['DXJQII] n санитар 
psychiatric [^saiki'eetnk] а психиатри-

ческий 
ward [wo:d] n отделение больницы 



АНГЛИЙСКАЯ И АМЕРИКАНСКАЯ ПОЭЗИЯ В 

РУССКИХ ПЕРЕВОДАХ 

(В качестве иллюстраций приводятся лучшие переводы) 

Уильям Шекспир 

Сонет 66 

Зову я смерть. Мне видеть невтерпеж 

Достоинство, что просит подаянья, Над 

простотой глумящуюся ложь, 

Ничтожество в роскошном одеянье, 

И совершенству ложной приговор, И 

девственность, поруганную грубо, И 

неуместной почести позор, И мощь в 

плену у немощи беззубой, 

И прямоту,что глупостью слывет, И 

глупость в маске мудреца, пророка, И 

вдохновения зажатый рот, И праведность 

на службе у порока. 

Все мерзостно, что вижу я вокруг... Но 

как тебя покинуть, милый друг! 

Перевод С. Я. Маршака 

Сонет 91 

Кто хвалится родством своим со знатью, Кто 

силой, кто блестящим галуном, Кто кошельком, 

кто пряжками на платье, Кто соколом, собакой, 

скакуном 

Есть у людей различные пристрастья, Но 

каждому милей всего одно. 

А у меня особенное счастье, — В нем 

остальное все заключено. 

Твоя любовь, мой друг, дороже клада, 

Почетнее короны королей, Наряднее богатого 

наряда, Охоты соколиной веселей. 

Ты можешь все отнять, чем я владею, И в этот 

миг я сразу обеднею. 

Перевод С. Я. Маршака 

Сонет 130 

Ее глаза на звезды не похожи, Нельзя уста 

кораллами назвать, Не белоснежна плеч 

открытых кожа, И черной проволокой вьется 

прядь. 

С дамасской розой, алой или белой, 

Нельзя сравнить оттенок этих щек. А тело 

пахнет так, как пахнет тело, Не как 

фиалки нежной лепесток. 

Ты не найдешь в ней совершенных линий, 

Особенного света на челе. 

Не знаю я, как шествуют богини, 

Но милая ступает по земле. 

И все ж она уступит тем едва ли, Кого в 

сравненьях пышных оболгали. 

Перевод С. Я Маршака 

Монолог Гамлета 

Быть или не быть — таков вопрос; Что 

благородней духом — покоряться Пращам и 

стрелам яростной судьбы Иль, ополчась на 

море смут, сразить их Приотивоборством? 

Умереть, уснуть — И только; и сказать, что 

сном кончаешь 
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Тоску и тысячу природных мук, 

Наследье плоти, — как такой развязки 

Не жаждать? Умереть, уснуть — Уснуть! 

И видеть сны, быть может? Вот в чем трудность; 

Какие сны приснятся в смертном сне, 

Когда мы сбросим этот бренный шум, — 

Вот что сбивает нас; вот где причина 

Того, что бедствия так долговечны; 

Кто снес бы плети и глумленье века, 

Гнет сильного, насмешку гордеца, 

Боль презренной любви, судей медливость, 

Заносчивость властей и оскорбленья, 

Чинимые безропотной заслуге, 

Когда б он сам мог дать себе расчет 

Простым кинжалом? Кто бы плелся с ношей, 

Чтоб охать и потеть под нудной жизнью, 

Когда бы страх чего-то после смерти — 

Безвестный край, откуда нет возврата 

Земным скитальцам, — волю не смущая, 

Внушая нам терпеть невзгоды наши 

И не спешить к другим, от нас сокрытым ? 

Так трусами нас делает раздумье, 

И так решимости природный цвет 

Хиреет под налетом мысли бледным, 

И начинанья, взнесшиеся мощно, 

Сворачивая в сторону свой ход, 

Теряют имя действия. Но тише! 

Офелия? В твоих молитвах, нимфа, 

Да вспомнятся мои грехи. 

Перевод М. Л. Лозинского 

Роберт Берне 

В горах мое сердце 

В горах мое сердце... Доныне я там. По 

следу оленя лечу по скалам. Гоню я 

оленя, пугаю козу. В горах мое сердце, а 

сам я внизу. 

Прощай, моя родина! Север, прощай, — 
Отечество славы и доблести край. По белому 
свету судьбою гоним, Навеки останусь я 

сыном твоим! 

Прощайте, вершины под кровлей снегов, 

Прощайте, долины и скаты лугов, Прощайте, 

поникшие в бездну леса, Прощайте, потоков 

лесных голоса. 

В горах мое сердце... Доныне я там. 

По следу оленя лечу по скалам. Гоню 

я оленя, пугаю козу. В горах мое 

сердце, а сам я внизу! 

Перевод С. Я. Маршака 

Честная бедность 

Кто честной бедности своей 

Стыдится и все прочее, Тот 

самый жалкий из людей, 

Трусливый раб и прочее. 

При всем при том, При всем 
при том, Пускай бедней мы 
с вами, Богатство — Штамп 

на золотом, А золотой — мы 
сами. 

Настанет день, и час пробьет, 

Когда уму и чести На всей земле 

придет черед Стоять на первом 

месте 

При всем при том, При всем 

при том, Могу вам 

предсказать я, Что будет 

день, Когда крутом Все 

люди станут братья! 

Перевод С. Я. Маршака 
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Джон Ячменное Зерно 

Трех королей разгневал он, И было 

решено, Что навсегда погибнет Джон 

Ячменное Зерно. 

Велели выкопать сохой 

Могилу короли, 

Чтоб славный Джон, боец лихой, Не 

вышел из земли. 

Травой покрылся горный склон, В 

ручьях воды полно, А из земли 

выходит Джон Ячменное Зерно. 

Недаром был покойный Джон При 

жизни молодец, — Отвагу поднимает 

он Со дна людских сердец. 

Он гонит вон из головы 

Докучный рой забот, За кружкой 

сердце у вдовы От радости 

поет... 

Так пусть же до конца времен Не 

высыхает дно В бочонке, где 

клокочет Джон Ячменное Зерно! 

Перевод С. Я. Маршака 

Любовь 

Любовь, как роза, роза красная, 

Цветет в моем саду. Любовь моя — 

как песенка, С которой в путь иду. 

Сильнее красоты твоей Моя 

любовь одна. Она с тобой, 

пока моря Не высохнут до 

дна. 

Не высохнут моря, мой друг, Не 

рушится гранит, Не остановится 

песок, А он как, жизнь бежит... 

Будь счастлива, моя любовь, Прощай 

и не грусти. Вернусь к тебе, хоть 

целый свет Пришлось бы мне 

пройти! 

Перевод С. Я. Маршака 

Застольная 

Забыть ли старую любовь И 

не грустить о ней? Забыть 

ли старую любовь И дружбу 

прежних дней ? 

За дружбу старую — 

До дна! 

За счастье прежних дней! 

С тобой мы выпьем, старина, 

За счастье прежних дней. 

Переплывали мы не раз С 

тобой через ручей. Но море 

разделило нас, Товарищ 

юных дней... 

И вот с тобой сошлись мы вновь. 

Твоя рука — в моей, 

Я пью за старую любовь, 

За дружбу прежних дней! 

Перевод С. Я. Маршака 
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Книжный червь 

Пусть книжный червь — жилец резного шкафа — 

В поэзии узоры прогрызет, 

Но, уважая вкус владельца — графа, 

Пусть пощадит тисненый переплет! 

Перевод С. Я. Маршака 

К портрету духовного лица 

Нет, у него не лживый взгляд, 

Его глаза не лгут. Они правдиво 

говорят, Что их владелец — 

плут. 

Перевод С. Я. Маршака 

Ярлычок на карету знатной дамы 

Как твоя госпожа, ты трещишь дребезжа, 

Обгоняя возки, тарантайки, Но слетишь под 

откос, если оси колес Ненадежны, как сердце 

хозяйки. 

Перевод С. Я. Маршака 

УИЛЬЯМ Блей К 

Из «Песен Опыта» 

Тигр 

Тигр, о тигр, светло горящий В 

глубине полночной чащи, Кем 

задуман огневой Соразмерный 

образ твой ? 

В небесах или глубинах Тлел 

огонь очей звериных? Где 

таился он века? Чья нашла его 

рука? 

Что за мастер, полный силы, 

Свил твои тугие жилы 

И почувствовал меж рук Сердца 

первый тяжкий стук? 

Что за горн пред ним пылал? Что за 

млат тебя ковал? Кто впервые сжал 

клещами Гневный мозг, метавший 

пламя? 

А когда весь купол звездный 

Оросился влагой слезной, — 

Улыбнулся ль наконец Делу рук 

своих творец? 

Неужели та же сила, Та 

же мощная ладонь И 

ягненка сотворила, И 

тебя, ночной огонь? 

Тигр, о тигр, светло горящий В 

глубине полночной чащи! Чьей 

бессмертною рукой Создан грозный 

образ твой? 

Перевод С. Я. Маршака 

Лондон 

По вольным улицам брожу, У 

вольной издавна реки. На всех я 

лицах нахожу Печать бессилия и 

тоски. 

Мужская брань и женский стон И 

плач испуганных детей В моих ушах 

звучат, как звон Законом созданных 

цепей. 

Перевод С. Я. Маршака 
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Уильям Вордсворт 

Желтые нарциссы 

Печальным реял я туманом Среди 

долин и гор седых, Как вдруг 

очнулся перед станом, Толпой 

нарциссов золотых; Шатал и гнул 

их ветерок, И каждый трепетал 

цветок. 

Бесчисленны в своем мерцанье, Как 

звезды в млечности ночной, Они 

вились по очертанью Излучены 

береговой — Сто сотен охватил на 

глаз Пустившихся в веселый пляс. 

Плясала и волна, резвее Однако 

был цветов задор, Тоску поэта в 

миг развеял Их оживленный 

разговор, Но сердцу было невдогад, 

Какой мне в них открылся вклад 

Ведь нынев сладкий час покоя Иль 

думы одинокий час Вдруг озарят 

они весною, Пред оком мысленным 

явясь, И сердцем я плясать готов, 

Ликуя радостью цветов. 

Перевод И. А. Лихачева 

Джордж Байрон 

Песнь прощания 

Прости! Родимый берег мой В 

лазури тонет волн; Бушует 

ветер, рвет прибой, Крик чайки 

грусти полн. 
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В пучине солнце гасит свет, За 

ним нам вслед идти; Обоим вам 

я шлю привет! Мой край родной, 

прости! 

Нас слепит зари краса, Лишь мир 

простится с тьмой, Увижу море, 

небеса, Но где же мой край 

родной ? Мой замок пуст, потух 

очаг; Весь двор травой зарос, 

Уныло воет у ворот Покинутый 

мной пес. 

Я одинок средь волн морских 

Корабль меня несет; 

Зачем мне плакать о других; 

Кто же обо мне вздохнет? 

Мой пес, быть может, два — три дня 

повоет, да и тот, 

Другим накормленный, меня 

Укусит у ворот. 

Корабль! Валы кругом шумят Несися 

с быстротой! Стране я всякой буду 

рад, Лишь не стране родной. Привет 

лазурным шлю волнам! И вам, в 

конце пути, Пещерам мрачным и 

скалам! Мой край родной, прости! 

Перевод И. Козлова 

Песнь Луддитов 

Как за морем кровью свободу свою Ребята 

купили дешевой ценой, — Поступим мы так 

же: иль сгинем в бою, Иль к вольному все 

перейдем мы житью, А всех королей, кроме 

Лудда, —долой! 
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Когда ж свою ткань мы соткем и в руках Мечи на 

челнок променяем мы вновь — Мы саван набросим 

на мертвый наш страх, На деспота труп, 

распростертый во прах, И саван окрасит сраженного 

кровь. 

Пусть кровь та, как сердце злодея, черна, Затем, 

что из грязных текла она жил, — Она, как роса, 

нам нужна: Ведь древо свободы вспоит нам она, 

Которое Лудд посадил! 

Перевод Н. Холодковского 

Перси Биш Шелли 

Маскарад анархии 

Встаньте яростными львами! 

Господа не сладят с вами. Ночь 

исчезнет, день придет, Навсегда 

ярмо спадет Их — немного, вы 

народ! 

Перевод К. Бальмонта 

Песнь британцам 

Британцы, зачем вы волочите плуг Для лордов, что 

в тесный замкнули вас круг? Зачем вы готовите 

пышные платья Тиранам, которые шлют вам 

проклятья? 

Зачем бережете, вы жалко стеня, От первого дня 

до последнего дня, Шершней беззастенчивых, пот 

ваш сосущих, Не пот ваш сосущих, а кровь вашу 

пьющих? 

Хлеба вы взрастили, —другой их пожнет; 

Богатства нашли вы, — другой их возьмет; 

Вы платья соткали — кому? — для чужого; 

Оружье сковали — для власти другого. 

Растите хлеба, — но не наглым глупцам; 

Ищите богатства, — не дерзким лжецам; И 

тките одежду, — на смерть паразиту. И куйте 

оружье, — себе на защиту. 

Перевод К. Бальмонта 

Облако, 

Я несу обновленье с океанов растеньям, А в 

полуденный зной 

В листья сонных акаций тихо тени ложатся 

порожденные мной. 

В серебристые росы я оправило розы Что 

качает земля, 

Словно нежная мать, уложив их спать на 
свои поля. 

Градом я молочу землю коль захочу, 

Могу вмиг побелить равнины! А потом, 

смеясь, превращу их в грязь, Поливая 

холодным ливнем. 

Перевод В. Краснорогова 

Роберт Льюис Стивенсон 

Реквием 

Под звездным небом, на ветру Место 

последнее изберу. Радостно жил я, легко 

умру И лечь в могилу готов. На камне 

могильном напишете так: Здесь он хотел 

оставить знак, С моря вернулся, пришел 

моряк, И охотник вернулся с холмов. 

Перевод Игн. Ивановского 
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Редьярд Киплинг 

ЕСЛИ... 

О, если ты покоен, не растерян, 

Когда теряют головы вокруг, 

И если ты себе остался верен, 

Когда в тебя не верит лучший друг, 

И если ждать умеешь без волненья, 

Не станешь ложью отвечать на ложь, 

Не будешь злобен, став для всех мишенью, 

Но и святым себя не назовешь. 

И если можешь быть в толпе собою, При 

короле с народом связь хранить И, уважая 

мнение любое, Главы перед молвою не 

клонить, И если будешь мерить 

расстоянье Секундами, пускаясь в 

дальний бег, — Земля — твое, мой 

мальчик, достоянье! И более того, ты — 

человек! 

Перевод С. Я. Маршака 

Генри Уодсворт Лонгфелло 

Невольник в черном болоте 

Лежал он, прячась от людей, В 

болотных тростниках. Он видел 

отблеск фонарей, Он слышал 

близкий храп коней И лай собак в 

кустах. 

Невольник старый, негр-бедняк. 

Ожоги у плеча, На лбу клеймо, позора 

знак, На теле — не один синяк, 

Недавний след бича. 

Так было ярко все в лесах, Так зелен 

их покров! Мелькали белки на ветвях, 

И в звонких птичьих голосах Звучал 

Свободы зов. 

Лишь он склонился под ярмом: Был 

он рабом рожден, Проклятье Каина на 

нем, И, словно колос под цепом, К 

земле придавлен он! 

Перевод М. Касаткина 

Там, где трущобою глухой И 

смелым нет дорог, — Средь 

зыбкой топи торфяной Таился 

он в траве густой, Как зверь 

лесных берлог, — 
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